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Preface
A critical reader of the famous sixteenth-century Chinese novel Hsi-yu
chi soon becomes aware that the book has two distinct aspects: on one
hand the rich content of the story as such, with its echoes from the
worlds of folklore, Buddhist tradition and popular mythology; on the
other, what has been described as ‘ the organizing and transforming
genius of single authorship V making of this story a comic masterpiece
whose characteristic ironies are hardly to be matched elsewhere in
Chinese literature. M any scholarly and critical tasks are latent here.
Among the first to suggest themselves are those which aim at defining
the achievement and recognizing the art of the sixteenth-century
author. They cannot be seriously attempted, however, until we have a
clear idea of what materials lay at the author’s disposal—in his study,
in his memory, or in the society around him—as he sat down to prepare
this hundred-chapter version of an already famous story. Moreover, the
background in its own right, although diffuse and imperfectly accessible
to us, presents a subject of independent interest and importance. It
deserves study, not solely for the sake of forming value-judgements
about the eventual, unique end-product, but also because in it we can
examine the preoccupations of a great and vigorous society, over many
centuries collectively moulding a legacy of historical tradition, pious
legend and universal folklore into its own characteristic shapes.
This book undertakes such an independent examination. Because the
appraisal of the hundred-chapter novel is seen as a fully distinct task,
the evidence considered here is essentially that which is known to ante
date it (although the work at several points plays a necessary part in the
argument). For practical reasons it has been necessary to impose a
corresponding limit at the other extreme. The themes of mythology and
world folklore have an important bearing on what is discussed here, and
they are acknowledged wherever it has seemed necessary or useful to do
so; but I have refrained from any detailed study of purely folkloristic
questions, or questions of origins, that extend beyond present immediate
1 C . T . Hsia, review o f A History o f Chinese Literature by L a i M ing (N ew York,
1964), in Jou rnal o f the American Oriental Society 85,3 (1965), 432.
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concerns. M y subject is， in short, the growth of the Hsi-yu chi story
previous to the hundred-chapter novel.
Within this scope the book falls into two main parts. The first, which
accounts for chapters 1- 6 ， sets out to identify and characterize the
sources which give some insight into the early development of the Hsi-yu
chi story. The second concerns questions raised by Sun Wu-k’ung， the
fantastic monkey-figure who came to usurp the leading role in this story
of a Buddhist pilgrimage. The aims and materials of this part of the
study are introduced at more length in chapter 7.
Few Western scholars have written on either topic. (The exceptions
are acknowledged below in their due place.) In Chinese and Japanese,
however, there exists a considerable, if uneven, scholarly literature on
these and other aspects of the subject, gathering momentum in the early
decades of the twentieth century and continuing uninterrupted down
to the present. A study of this big secondary literature has impressed on
me that the main lines of the subject are still far from being clearly
defined. This is partly because some of the most responsible research
was carried out unfortunately at times when the existence of certain
important sources was not yet known, or under circumstances which
made certain material inaccessible. But a more serious problem besetting
the present-day student is that at every turn he is faced with numbers of
conflicting theories, opinions and speculations, often also with apparent
discrepancies in the stated facts. In such a situation the first need is to
assemble all the relevant material from various quarters (some of it
seriously acknowledged only in Japan), to evaluate it on the basis of
first-hand observation, and, where relevant theories have been advanced,
to test and if necessary modify or reject them. This book represents my
own attempt at this preliminary task.
In fairness to the reader I should give notice here and now that
several of the questions broached in the course of the book receive no
final answer. To many readers it will also seem that the answers pro
posed in some other cases are obvious and unsurprising conclusions which
need no elaborate justification. M y own experience, however, is that
in this subject the ‘ obvious’ conclusions have in the past proved most
difficult of access. Many misleading questions, many apparently un
supported theories and assumptions have sustained a hardy and stubborn
existence in the pages of Hsi-yu chi criticism. They are not to be
shrugged off lightly. The reason that they command so much attention
here springs from a concern to draw a clear line between fact and
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speculation and to work towards the true implications of the material.
T he same concern has inhibited me from speculating in turn on aspects
o f the subject which still require detailed research, or on questions
which by their nature will not submit to a clear-cut solution.
I shall be well content if this book can bring future researchers even
only to the threshold of more positive solutions to the vast, but per
petually fascinating, problems raised by the Hsi-yu chu
Certain assumptions about the authorship and early textual history of
the hundred-chapter novel are built in to the argument of this book.
They are described and defended in a separate article.1
As a rule Chinese characters for proper names and certain other ex
pressions appear only at their first mention in the text, although in
some cases it has been necessary to repeat them on subsequent occasions.
T he General Index offers a guide to the location of such characters.
Bibliographical references in Chinese and Japanese are elaborated, with
characters, in the List of Works Cited at the end of the volume: the
reader is referred to it by a number of conventions: the sign {q.v.) in
the text proper; in the case of primary sources— a simple romanized or
abbreviated title; in the case of secondary sources—the author’s sur
name, with the date of the work added where necessary.
I would acknowledge the great practical assistance derived during the
earlier part of my studies from the bibliography of Hsi-yu chi scholar
ship published by Professor Torii Hisayasu {q.v.). I am also indebted
to the directors and staff of a number of great libraries, in particular
the British Museum and the Bodleian Library, for making available
material without which this work would be incomplete. Most of the
research presented here was done in the University Library, Cambridge,
and I would especially thank D r Scott for her kindness and assistance.
M y personal thanks are above all due to D r Chang Hsin-chang, who
supervised my work throughout my years as a student in Cambridge:
I owe much to his wisdom, guidance and encouragement. I am also most
grateful to M r Piet van der Loon who, apart from supplying information
acknowledged in detail in the body of the text, has been constantly
generous with expert advice and with his time. I would further thank
Professor Denis Twitchett, an editor of this series, and Professor David
1 D udbridge (1969); cf. Dudbridge (1967), pp. 298-378.
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Hawkes, both of whom helped me with much advice after reading this
study in its original, unrevised form. From time to time I have received
help in various ways from many other friends and colleagues in Cam
bridge, London, Hong Kong and Oxford, to all of whom I remain in
debted. I wish to acknowledge in particular the trouble taken by my
friend Professor James McMullen of Toronto University in obtaining
for me, or helping me gain access to, much of the Japanese material
used below. I am also most grateful to my wife for the many ways in
which she has helped with the preparation of the book.
I would record my further indebtedness to Professor Patrick D.
Hanan for valued advice on several points of detail, received after
going to press but in most cases now incorporated in the text.
Finally, I would thank the Syndics o f the Cambridge University
Press for their generous cooperation in sponsoring and arranging the
publication of this monograph.
G. D U D B R ID G E
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Introduction
O R A L T R A D I T I O N A N D T H E P R O B L E M OF S O U R C E S

This book sets out to examine what remains of an old story-tradition.
One central point of judgement dominates the examination: a balancing
of the scattered and obviously incomplete remnants with what we know,
or can gather, about the tradition as a whole. Bound up closely with it is
a more general task: to consider, and if possible define, the notion of a
tradition as we use it in this context- Our attempt at definition will not be
complete until the point, later in the book, when the sources themselves
have been discussed and their implications broadly assessed. These
opening pages are concerned rather with the questions of historical
and artistic context which bear most importantly on what follows.
The oral artist
For many years it has been recognised that, among the great vernacular
novels of sixteenth-century China, at least some represent the final
elaboration and realization of story-complexes transmitted from cen
turies back. The search for the earliest sources or antecedents has led
scholars above all to the city-culture of the Sung dynasty, and specifi
cally to the story-telling profession which, as the contemporary accounts
assure us, flourished in the public pleasure-grounds of the northern and
southern capital cities. Many pages of print have been devoted to the
exposition and analysis of this subject in Chinese, Japanese and Western
languages: one hesitates to add to the number. The aim here is not to
rehearse or summarize the generally held theories, nor to attempt a
whole new appraisal of the field. It is rather to offer grounds for some
assumptions upon which the later argument is based, and to consider
in particular one question which remains continually at issue: the
authority of various literary sources and their relationship with the
realities of oral narrative art in its true social environment.
Scholars live and work with books: written materials represent the
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overwhelming proportion of their daily stock-in-trade, and they are
trained to respond to and work in terms of the written word above all
else. Perhaps it is this simple fact which, in the field of early Chinese
fiction studies, preserves one solitary bond of common interest between
the Chinese commentators of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Lu
Hsiin, the author of the first full modern study of the subject,1 and
his successors through the subsequent decades. Sometimes perhaps
scholars are the more ready to accept the testimony of their colleagues
from another age because they share at least this basic preoccupation.
But the subject of oral artists and their place in the old society is one over
which we should take exceptional care. In studying them today we are
dealing not with the artists’ own testimony, but with what members of the
fully literate educated class have written about them, and in considering
this material we rarely make allowances for the total contrast in habits of
mind which it may be hiding. A pertinent warning emerges for western
readers from the findings of Professors Milman Parry and Alfred Lord
among the folk epic singers of modern Yugoslavia，2 for here was un
covered a living creative tradition totally at odds with the written word,
and it reflects interestingly on us, his readers, that Professor Lord found
it necessary to describe his conclusions persuasively, even challengingly,
as if they represented something we could accept only with effort and
adjustment.
If, prompted by such discoveries in Europe, we turn back to ask about
the art and the creative methods of medieval Chinese story-tellers, we
find that most current views are based either on bold inferences from a
few story-texts of doubtful origin and date, surviving often in commer
cial popular editions, or on near-contemporary literary sources. The
results do not come as a surprise. Lo Yeh, in his often cited early
survey of narrative art,3 describes the training and preparation of the
oral artist entirely in terms of approved literary reading habits, listing
among his reading matter such literary collections as T'ai-pHng kuang-chi
and I-chien chih {qq.v、 ，and such poets as Ou-yang Hsiu, Su Shih, Huang
1 L u H siin (1923).
2 F or purposes of detailed comparison below, the monograph treatment o f the subject
by Lord, The Singer of Tales，w ill be used. F o r a valuable survey of the wider context
o f this investigation, cf. N . K . Chadwick and V . Zhirm unsky, O ral Epics o f Central
A sia (Cambridge, 1969), pp. 322 ff.
3 Tsui-zveng t’an lu {q.v.)y in particular the section *Hsiao-shuo k ，ai-p’i ’ a. T h e work
possibly reflects conditions in the thirteenth century (cf. Y en T u n -i (1957), pp. 57-8).
Its true date has not, however, been finally established.

a 小說開闢
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T ’ing-chien, L i Po, T u Fu, Han Y ii and Liu Tsung-yiian.1 Throughout
his comments, which at this point are framed as prescriptive criticism,
we are left with the impression that an uneducated story-teller is a clear
contradiction in terms. Another well-known passage, an address to a
singing-girl, Miss Huanga, by Hu Chih-yub (1227-93), dwells in turn
upon idealized qualities of performance.2 But in reading it we should
recognize, first that Hu wrote as a cultivated enthusiast of literary back
ground, second that a distinct class of musical entertainers catered
directly for such men.3 His words, and those of similar authorities, tell
us nothing of what other performances may have taken place before
audiences drawn from the humbler classes in urban society—those who
would be indifferent to the qualities of a T u Fu or a Su Shih, but who
would certainly have their own demands to make from entertainers.
Such testimony as we have from these literate observers must therefore
be critically used: it can help us with much information on such easily
observed external features as names and themes, but it brings with it
the dangers of a one-sided approach, a partial view of society and critical
attitudes coloured by literary training.
For a truer insight something more like first-hand evidence is needed.
But it is only in recent years that students have gained access to the real
conditions of oral performance in China, and the results come to us in
the form of scattered and sometimes inconspicuous publications. The
more important facts and implications to emerge from these sources
have been assembled and summarized by Mme Vena Hrdlickova: I
accept her contention that they are of great relevance to our study of the
early popular fiction.4
We learn first that the public story-teller’s art is acquired and culti
vated in terms of hard experience. In the words of a maxim in use among
the p'in g-fan 0 artists of Soochow—
— ‘ To listen to one recital is worth
more than a thousand sessions of instruction; to recite yourself is worth
more than listening to a thousand recitals’.s What this means is clarified
by the Yang-chou story-teller Wang Shao-t’ange (whose long prose saga
1 Tsui-weng t*an-lu, chia-chi 1, p. 3.
2 Quoted in summary form by Sun IC ai-ti (1956), p. 1 1 , from Tzu-shan ta-ch’uanchid, chiian 8.
3 F o r material concerning these social divisions among entertainers, cf. H u Chi, p. 29;
C h ’en Ju-heng, p. 39; Meng-liang lu, 20 \io a b (naming girl artists who entertained
the well-to-do o f the Southern Sung capital).
4 H rdlickova (1965) ，pp. 226-7.
s P ’an Po-ying and Chou Liang, pp. 56 and 57 (n.).

a 黄氏詩卷序

b 胡祗通

c 評彈

d 紫山大全集

e 王少堂
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on the Shui-hu hero Wu Sung, product of a local tradition known to
extend back to the eighteenth century, has appeared in a rather heavily
edited published version).1 He explains:
Apart from your own personal efforts you have to hear and watch other
people’s things as well. Everyone has some strong point. Their reputation
may not be as great as yours, but you ought to take pains to go and hear their
things: they may perhaps have something good that you don’t have yourself,
and you can take it over and use it . . .2
Lord observed this same practice among the European artists.3 Wang
goes on to say:
If you want to make progress in the art, there’s another important way. When
you have finished a session and get down from the platform you should talk
it over with the audience. . . There are some faults you don’t notice even after
a lifetime of telling stories. But the audience can tell, and they can point them
out to you.4
This at once establishes the listeners’ role in the oral tradition. Indeed
it is obvious enough that in the competitive world of public performance
the audience must always remain the final arbiter: every performer
depends upon the approval of his listeners and will be prepared to make
changes, sometimes radical ones, for their sake,5
The editors of Wu Sung note:
According to Mr (Wang) Shao-t’ang， the stories composed by narrative
artists have for the most part not been taken down in writing. They are
passed, purely by word of mouth, to apprentices or junior members of the
family . . ,6
The implication is that to artists of this branch of the Yang-chou p'inghua tradition the Shui-hu chuan, although for centuries widely cir
culated in a variety of editions, still does not represent an inviolable
text, but rather provides a skeleton story upon which their own art is
free to build in its characteristic ways. A distinct, but similar, example
from a totally different part of the country is found in a verse epic,
the Life of Wu Sung、 in the ‘ fast story’ genre of Shantung, which was
1 Wu Sung (q.v.). F or an account o f the genre, see C h ’en Ju-heng, pp. 14 1 ff.
2 Wu Sung 、 pp. i- 2 .
3 *W ith years of experience the singer becomes an active listener to the songs of
others. T h e really talented oral poet combines listening and learning in one process.’
(Lord, p. 78.)
4 Wu Sung, p. 2.
s Compare the singer cited by Lord (p. 19 ): ‘ when he was with Turks he sang M oslem
songs, or his own songs in such a way that the M oslems won the battles . . . *
6 Wu Sung ， p. 1 1 1 4 .

Introduction
taken down from the lips of three local singers.1 Again the editors note
that, while the broad lines of the story relate to the Shui-hu chuan^ the
epic is handed down from master to pupil without any resort to written
texts, and in each generation the transmission results in clear divergences
between their many individual performances.2
At this point it becomes relevant to note an observation by L o rd :
If the printed text is read to an already accomplished oral poet, its effect is the
same as if the poet were listening to another singer. The song books spoil
the oral character of the tradition only when the singer believes that they are
the way in which the song should be presented.3
Here in a few words we face the central issue in the study of earlypopular story-traditions. Almost everyone who has written on the ques
tion in modern times has accepted in principle the *prompt-book’ theory
bequeathed by L u Hsiin,4 which claims that texts of stories were pre
pared for the use of performing artists, either by the performers them
selves, or perhaps by relatively educated members of the semi-popular
*literary groups’ (shu-huia).5 The theory’s support was basically a retro
spective gloss on the term kua-penb, which appears in some of the wellknown thirteenth-century descriptions of the Southern Sung capital
Hangchow,6 and in a number of later vernacular sources. Its purpose
was to account for the fact that stories of known oral background found
their way into written versions. But Professor P. D. Hanan, writing
about extant short-story texts, has made the present position quite
clear:
while we cannot doubt the connection of many stories with oral literature, the
statement that any considerable number of them represent a story-teller’s
script is unproven. It is one of a number of widely accepted notions about
fiction for which the bases of belief have not been investigated.7
The meaning of the term hua-pen, however, has been lucidly examined
by Masuda Wataru (q.v.). After making the long overdue point that
1 Shantung k ’uai-shu * Wu Sung chuan9 (q.v.). F or an account o f the genre, see C h ’en
Ju-heng, pp. 234 -5.
2 Shantung k ’uai-shu ‘ Wu Sung chuan’ pp. 339 ff,
3 Lord , p. 79.
4 L u H siin (1923), p. 2 5 1.
5 M aterial on them is cited by Sun K ’ai-ti (19 4 1).
6 M eng-liang lu, 2 0 :13 a ; Tu-ch、eng chi sheng， 10 a.
7 P. D . Hanan, *The early Chinese short story: a critical theory in outline’ , H arvard
Jou rn al o f Asiatic Studies 27 (1967), 1 7 1 . In note 5 on the same page there is a brief
discussion, arriving at a negative verdict, on the story that is generally thought to
represent oral literature most directly. F o r the question o f how written versions o f
oral tales m ay have first come into being, see HrdliCkovd (1965), pp. 234 -5.

a 書會

b 話本
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L u Hsun^s original inference was unsoundly based, he goes on to show
from numerous occurrences of the word in sources early and late that
it need carry no more specific meaning than ‘ story，， and that it is only
one of a group of similar words with this connotation.
It has been claimed that the presence in some story-texts of conven
tional phrases and rhetorical devices characteristic of oral narrative
demonstrates that they were intended first for professional use.1 Once,
however, it has been conceded that similar formal characteristics sur
vived in stories aimed directly at a reading public,2 the argument no
longer carries much weight. I f it was acceptable in fiction of the sixteenth
or seventeenth centuries to evoke the narrator’s presence with simple
rhetorical mannerisms there is logically no reason why it should not
have been also in the fourteenth or fifteenth. Nor does it seem probable")
that professional narrators of the day would need to be reminded by a
written or a printed page of the phrases and gambits that were the most
rudimentary tools of their trade.
If, as I believe, the factual basis for the traditional ‘ prompt-book’
theory no longer stands, we should be prepared for more flexibility in
reconstructing the development of some of the early oral cycles. It is
possible that written material played a far less important part in the
early stages than has been supposed. The role of the shu-hui remains
obscure: among extant material only dramatic works are ascribed
directly to them;3 other references either involve some ambiguity
between dramatic and narrative performance, or appear as consciously
retrospective allusions in much later prose works .4 What we know about
the professional handbooks of some modern schools of narrators shows
something very different from the familiar story-texts in old collections.
Features of one secret manual (mi-pena), as presented to a newly
qualified artist, are summarised from the Chinese sources by Hrdlickova
in these term s:
It contained valuable information about the guild to which his master, and
along with him his pupils belonged, the names and nicknames of the heroes of
the tales in which the storyteller specialized, and, finally, ‘ eulogies’ on the
hero—‘jen-wu-tsan’b. Then there were also descriptions of weapons, various
turns of speech characteristic of this or that hero . . .5
1 See, for example, Prusek (1939), pp. 10 9 -10 .
2 J . PruSek, *Researches into the beginning o f the Chinese popular novel • ,
(con
tinuation), Archiv Orientalni 23 (1955), 6 2 1.
3 C f. Sun K ’ai-ti (19 4 1), p. 349.
4 C f. C h ’en Ju-heng, pp. 9 1 ff.
5 HrdliCkova (1965), p. 233.

a 秘本

b人 物 *
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Or again the ‘ scripts’ (chueh-pena) seen and described by Szu Su:
one kind was in the nature of an abstract, noting how many chapters there
were in the story, what points of suspense there were in each chapter and
where the comic interludes should come (i.e. the obligatory little songs and
anecdotes， not including things brought in on the spur of the moment
during performance). . . This kind of script falls far short of what was actually
spoken in performance.1
Even in these cases, where rudimentary written material is found in use,
there is no ground for regarding the performers as subject to the disci
pline of stable source-texts. Lord’s findings suggest how paralysing the
internal use of written texts can be in an oral tradition. And the Yangchou and Shantung performances, growing freely according to their own
oral laws, demonstrate an independence from the written word which
makes ‘ prompt-books’ of a textual nature seem irrelevant: in such
traditions they would serve only to hamper artists who had to adapt
themselves moment by moment to a visible audience. We are not en
titled to assume that such texts perverted the free growth of many oral
traditions in the Sung, or in that uncertain earlier period during which
the oral arts first took shape.
The many circumstantial similarities between Yugoslav epic poets and
their counterparts in various parts of China until recent times might
embolden us to seek the same creative processes at work in Chinese
folk epic as were found in rural Yugoslavia. We are however held back
by shortcomings in the material: it is published in limited quantities,
and the publications which do lie at our disposal forfeit much of their
value as material for study by consciously eliminating some of the most
essential oral characteristics.2 In the absence of responsibly collected
original data, we are largely reduced to conjecture. This technical
problem of course weighs all the more heavily in our study of medieval
Chinese conditions. But the question of creative method does not be
come irrelevant because of it; we still need to be aware of the essential
principles involved and ready to recognize them when, occasionally,
1 Szu Su, p. 45.
2 In the case o f the Shantung k’uai-shu， the unfounded notion o f a *true version *
passing through successive stages o f corruption in transmission moved the editors
to submerge differences between three distinct performances and construct a single
text from them ; they also frankly suppressed most o f the repeated formulaic
descriptive passages (pp. 346-7, 343-4). T h e editors o f Wu Sung discarded much
material as superfluous, distasteful or superstitious (pp. 1 1 1 7 ff.)» but with it went
examples o f recurrent motifs (e.g. the ominous appearances o f a white-necked crow :
cf. pp. 1 1 1 8 - 1 9 ) , which belong naturally to the story-teller’s art.

a 脚本
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clear signs emerge within the available material. Above all，it is n ecessary 、
to allow for the complex activities of a now vanished world of oral
entertainment, working in its own distinct and characteristic terms,
around and beyond the printed texts and other forms of evidence
which do survive to reach our bookshelves.
These are the concepts from the Parry/Lord analysis of most use here:
1 . The fluidity of oral transmission.
The narrator constantly defers to his audience and learns from his
colleagues. Such flexibility is possible because his tales are conceived
not as immutable texts, but as stories which have each time to be re
created in performance.1
2. Its alienation from the written tradition.
It follows that the written text, with its inexorable implications of
definitive form and wording， can present a serious menace to the free
dom and hence to the life of an oral tradition. There are traditions alive
in China now which are unfettered by writing. The earliest known
written vernacular fiction was clearly related to established forms of oral
narration— only the nature of the relationship is in question, and in the
absence of plain evidence to the contrary we shall assume that such
written fiction was originally a secondary product, not directly involved
in the narrator’s profession, and came to develop in its own ways.
3. Formula and theme.2
T he nature of rapid spontaneous composition demands that the oral
artist make constant use of tested formal units, whether verbal patterns,
of particular use to performers in verse, longer (set pieces ，
一 to fulfil a
recurrent descriptive function,3 or conventional thematic units— in any
given case appearing as simple episodes in a story, but formally related
to corresponding episodes in other tales transmitted in the same en
v iro n m e n ts Small independent motifs, while not always sharing this
recognizable formal bond， are likely to be accessible to many stories by
grace of the tradition’s freedom and the performers， need for a fund of
proven material.
1 These ideas are carefully documented and formulated in L o rd ’s chapter *Songs and
the So n g ，(pp. 10 2-23).
2 F o r a full exposition o f these structural units and their essential function in the Y u g o 
slav oral tradition, I would refer the reader to L o rd ’s chapter on each (pp. 30-98).
3 Such, presumably, are the jen^zcu-tsan cited above, and the passages systematically
eliminated by the editors o f Shantung k’uai-shu * Wu Sung chuan* (cf. above, p. 6
and p. 7, n. 2).
4 One likely example of this phenomenon is the episode associated with the monk
Hung-fang, discussed below in ch. 2, pp. 33 -5.
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4. Regional characteristics.
Oral narration naturally relies upon circumstances of regular physical
proximity and will therefore tend to have strong local characteristics.
Ideally one should recognize the individuality of each performer, then of
the local group to which he belongs. The most intimate relationships
are likely to be found among stories from within such smaller groups.
In China we must allow above all for the great north-south division
of taste, and for infinite variation within the two divisions.
The broader context
One artificial restraint we incur when reading the familiar descriptions
of entertainment in the Sung capitals is a rigid classification of genres.
T o the thirteenth-century authors and their readers the categories no
doubt made good sense; to us, although the specialist jargon and textual
complications of these passages put the full sense out of our reach, the
categories can still be of use, given that we accept the broad formal
divisions which underlie them, e.g. by treating story-telling as a fully
exclusive class of expository performance. But in studying a storytradition our concern is with content first, and it is important in this
respect to realize that story-material belongs to a whole society: its
accumulation and evolution may cut across whatever distinctions outside
observers see fit to draw between kinds of performance. Here we are
dealing with the whole popular milieu in its complexity of aspects,
reaching beyond the bounds of purely narrative art to include many
forms of dramatic and proto-dramatic entertainment, and beyond that
again to include religious practices and other more general features of
everyday life. While the full description of this aspect of medieval
society has yet to be undertaken in the West, we can gain an impression
of the formidable task from the profusion of material, much of it diffi
cult or obscure, assembled by scholars like Jen Pan-t’ang1 and Hu Chi
(5.^.). It is a task which falls outside the scope of this study. The great
complex still looms there in the background, and many facts discussed
below gain meaning only when due account is taken of that wider con
text, but we must be content in each case to cite the particular, if limited,
evidence that is of immediate concern.
A particularly important element in the imaginative life of medieval
society was the popular publishing trade. From the surviving early
1 Je n Pan-t’ang, T ’ang hsi~lung&, 2 vols (Peking, 1958).
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editions of fiction it is clear that publishers were exploiting the stories
at large in society for a different, in some ways wider, distribution, and
to them we owe virtually all our first-hand knowledge of popular
fiction in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. In spite of certain
stylistic distinctions, these old editions share several of the formal
characteristics of later popular publications. The Wu-tai shih p ’ing-hua
a collection of historical narratives held by some to date from the
thirteenth century,1 prefaces the title of each chiian with a familiar
popular commercial gambit— (Newly composed . • . ’ a; the group of five
historical stories printed by the house of Y iib of Chien-anc, Fukien, in
the 1320s, uses the same kind of format, with illustrations running in
strips along the top of each page, as we find in so many popular Fukien
editions of fiction from the sixteenth century and later.2 The earliest
editions of a ‘ Hsi-yu chi1 cycle fit readily into this broad context.
From the thirteenth century on, above all in the great publishing
boom of the late sixteenth century, the circulation of such story-books
in ever increasing dimensions must have had its own influence on public
taste (it naturally fostered the growth of a true written fiction), and
hence, indirectly, on the public performers also. There seems thus to
have been a complex, evolving situation in which commercial publishers
played a dual role: to trap versions of a story at different times in a
fixed text, and in doing so to exert an indirect stabilizing influence upon
its tradition as a whole. Distinct from this again were the more recog
nizably literary concerns of creative writers later in the tradition, who
faced the problem of how to compensate for the lively presence of a
performer now absent from their written page. What remains now in
writing must by and large be assigned to one or the other of these
two groups.
The situation seems never to have been resolved conclusively in
favour of one or another rival for the public’s attention: the street
entertainer, the actor, the hack publisher and the serious author all
survived as parts of Chinese experience until recent times. Each of them
deserves his due consideration. When we look back, however, to those
more distant times when the stories first took shape, the men who wrote
and printed easily gain an unfair advantage in our m ind: they effec1 T h e Sung dating was claimed first by T s ’ao Ylian-chungd in his postface o f 1 9 1 1 .
C f. Wu-tai shih p ，ing-hua ， pp. 1 —2, 249; Sun K*ai-ti ( 1957), PT h e Sung dating
is rejected by Y e h Te-chiin (p. 40).
2 See Ch’iian-hsiang p ’ing-hua wu-chung; cf. Sun K ’ ai-ti ( 1957 ) ，PP_ 1- 2 .
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tively monopolize the material at our disposal. And this creates a tension
in our argument: at every point there is a need to remain aware in
principle of the many and widely differing forms in which the popular
imagination found expression; yet for data one depends almost com
pletely upon popular publication and creative writing. T o speculate in
cheerful independence of the material is both idle and dangerous: few
of us are so well in tune with a remote society as to be able to recreate
its lost subtleties with authority. So long as perfect understanding eludes
us, we must accept the discipline of forming our ideas around written
evidence, although part of that discipline consists in defining its limita
tions clearly, and part in resisting any too bold conclusions as to how
these random and accidentally preserved specimens relate together.
It is on this basis that we shall proceed, here and in the following
chapters, to study the growth of the Hsi-yu chi tradition.

E A R L Y T R A D IT IO N S C O N C E R N IN G H S U A N -T S A N G
AN D H IS JO U R N E Y

T he historical life of Hsiian-tsang3 (d. 664), celebrated Buddhist traveller
and translator of seventh-century China, is generously documented.
There are three near-contemporary biographies,1 apart from the T a -T fang
hsi-yii chi {q.v.)y his own geographical and ethnical account of the lands
to the west of the T ’ang empire which he knew by personal experience
or by report. Much of his career has been reconstructed from these
sources.2
Hsiian-tsang had at an early age taken Buddhist vows and rapidly
won a national reputation with his mastery of the Buddhist doctrines
then known and accepted in China. He was still a young man when he
resolved to leave for the far west, the source of Buddhism, in quest of
instruction and of Sanskrit texts from the idealist Yogacara school. His
journey, undertaken alone and in defiance of imperial restriction, took
sixteen years to complete ( a d 629—45). Ever since the time of his re
turn it has been counted among the great individual exploits in Chinese
history. The remainder of his distinguished life was devoted to the
1 T a - T ’ang ku San-tsang Hsiian-tsang fa-shih hsing-chuangh by the monk M ing-hsiangc :
T . L, no. 2052; short life in Hsii kao-seng chuan (q.v.) pp. 446-58; Ta T z ’u-en szu
San-tsang fa-shih chuan (hereafter abbreviated to ‘ T z ’u-en chuan \ q.v.) by the monks
H ui-li and Y en-ts’ung. W aley (1952), pp. 2 8 0 -1 comments on the authority o f these
various sources.
3 A general account o f his life is given in Waley (1952), pp. 9 -13 0 .
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systematic translation into Chinese of large numbers of Sanskrit
Buddhist texts, many of which he had himself brought to China for the
first time. He was dignified with the religious name Tripitaka (Santsang^— a title shared by other great Buddhist translators1— and it was
by this name that he was later best known to the public at large.2
The stories and legends which came to form the long popular tradition
to be discussed below bore hardly more than a nominal relationship to
this man as an historical figure. The Buddhist Master Tripitaka had in
a sense passed into legend almost in his own time. The early biographers
give some insight into how such a canonization could come about; and
indeed from the collected Lives o f Eminent Monks2 it is evident that this
was by no means the only great Buddhist of his age to become a legen
dary figure. Religious biographers tended to regard their subjects with
a pious awe close to pure superstition; for some, popular traditions
about the miraculous works of famous monks often served as legitimate
biographical material.4 Elements of hyperbole and, on occasion, of
outright fable to be found in the early accounts of his life show that
even those historically closest to Hsiian-tsang were disposed to view
him fervently in the light of full sainthood.
Yet in the popular story-cycles of later centuries Tripitaka stood out
among the great names of his faith above all as a traveller of spectacular
achievement: it was his journey that held the imagination, a prolonged
excursion for readers and audiences into remote and semi-fabulous
territory.
Many have shared in the search through standard early sources for
the roots of this in its way unique popular celebration of the pilgrimage.
T he results have been unspectacular. In the accounts dealing with
Hsiian-tsang^ historical journey one finds a bare minimum of names and
themes which seem, in retrospect, to have provided some precedents for
later tradition. The value of such references may be judged from the
following examples, which represent the most important of their kind.
1 E.g. Vajrabodhib (663 ?—732 ?)， see Sung kao-seng chuan， 1 ：y i z a ; Subhakarasirnhac
(637-735), ibid. 2 :7 1 4 c ; Am oghavajrad (705-74 ?), ibid. 1 : 7 1 1 6 .
2 From this point on, except where translation or summary require otherwise, I shall
reserve the name Hsiian-tsang for the historical figure and refer to the hero of
popular legend as Tripitaka, for convenience omitting the diacritical mark.
3 Kao-seng chuane by Hui-chiaof (d. 554) (T . L, no. 2059); Hsii kao-seng chuant Sung
kao-seng chuan (qq.v.).
4 A good parallel example is the life o f H siian-tsang^ near-contemporary Sangha,
discussed below, p. 142.
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The Land of Women
Known to the mythology of Central Asia1 and mentioned in several
early Chinese sources,2 the Land of Women is described by Hsiiantsang (from report— he had not been there) in these terms:
To the south-west of the land Fu-Iina, 3 on an island in the sea, is the Western
Land of Women.4 All are female: there is no male there at all. They have
great quantities of precious jewels and merchandise.5 They are subject to
Fu-lin, and accordingly the King of Fu-lin each year sends over men to be
their mates. Their custom is not to raise their male offspring . . .6
After some centuries of transmission this re-emerges in what below is
termed the (Kozanji version’ (thirteenth century?)7 as an episode in
1 Sylvain L e v i has shown that traces o f the Romance o f Alexander, with its Kingdom
o f Amazons, had reached India by the seventh century. See 4Alexandre et Alexandrie dans les documents indiens5 (reprinted in M emorial Sylvain L e v it Paris,
1937), PP. 4 i 3—2 3 , in particular pp. 4 2 1-3 .
2 T h e Shan-hai ching z{hsia): 4 16 records a land o f womenb in which ‘ two women
dwell, surrounded by water*. A note, one o f those traditionally attributed to K uo
P ’u c (276-324), adds: *There is a Yellow Pool into which the women go to bathe,
and when they emerge they are pregnant. * T h e Liang-shu’ on the authority o f a
Buddhist monk Hui-shend, describes a land o f women *more than a thousand li
east o f the land o f Fu-sange ， (itself held to be far to the east o f C hina): cf. L e v i
(1937), p. 422. H ere too the women conceived b y entering a stream, in the second
or third month. ‘ T h ey flee in alarm at the sight o f other people and have a particular
dread o f men. ’ (Liang-shu 54 :36 6 .) Precisely the same passage, attributed to the same
authority, is found in the Nan-shih y q :S a b .
3 T h e vexed question o f the identity o f Fu-lin is discussed at length b y K . Shiratori in
‘ A N ew Attempt at the Solution o f the F u-lin Problem ’ {Memoirs o f the Research
Department of the Toyo Bunko 15 (Tokyo, 1956), pp. 165-329). From his pp. 2 10 -4 7
it appears that at this period the name Fu-lin represented the Syrian section o f the
Roman Orient, or more generally the Byzantine Em pire as a whole.
4 Hsiian-tsang distinguishes this from the Eastern Land o f Women, said to be ruled
for generations by a line o f queens, situated to the north o f Brahmapura, to the south
o f Khotan and to the west o f Tibetanf country ( T a U n g hsi-yii chi, 4 : 892c). A
Land o f Women in this region was known to Indian legend (L evi (1937), p. 422). It
also received mention in the Sui-shu (83: loab). It would appear to correspond to the
Lan d o f Women cited by dignitaries of the Lian g? court in protest against the
mythological extravaganza o f Wan-chieh kungh. (He was one o f four ‘ unusual men*1
who came to the court o f Liang Wu-tiJ in the early sixth century: T P K C , 8 1: 5 17 - 2 2 ,
quoting Liang szu^kung chik). Wan-chieh, according to this account, proceeded to
add six more exotic lands o f women to the one he had already described.
5 These riches were a legendary attribute o f western regions throughout the mythology
o f Central A sia: cf. R. A . Stein, pp. 2 54 -6 1.
6 T a - T ’ang hd-yii chi， 1 1 : 9 3 8 a ; cf. T z’u-en chuan, 4 :2 4 3 c. Hsiian-tsang previously
mentions the story o f how this community came into being— begotten by the demon
inhabitants of Persia upon a girl-refugee from southern India ( T a -T yang hsi-yii cki,
1 1 :9 3 3 a , T z ’u-en chuant 4 :2 4 2 b).
7 See below, ch. 2.
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which the pilgrim Tripitaka is entertained and tempted in opulent
surroundings by the queen of the land. She eventually reveals her
identity as compounded of two figures from popular Buddhism—the
Bodhisattvas Manjusrla and Samantabhadrab. In the still more highly
coloured treatments of the episode found in later versions1 the queen is
a character in her own right, and the sixteenth-century novel assigns to
another episode the device of Buddhist gods masquerading as tempters;2
it also resurrects a motif originally alien even to Hsiian-tsang’s account—
the fertile stream from which women, in this case by drinking, can con
ceive.3 Written versions of the ‘ Tripitaka’ story from the thirteenth
to the sixteenth centuries therefore suggest at least 汪continuity in the
presence of this episode in the cycle, and it is no doubt reasonable to
connect it in some way with Hsiian-tsang^ reports in the T a -T ，ang
hsi-yu chi. But it is as important to note that Hsiian-tsang was by no
means alone among early geographers in recording a land of women; and
equally that the subsequent popular versions freely incorporated motifs
from other sources.
A river hazard
Hsiian-tsang^ mishap in crossing the Indus River on the return journey,
when numbers of canonical texts and rare seeds were washed away in a
sudden squall,4 was to reappear some nine hundred years later in the
hundred-chapter Hsi-yu chi.5 But after this lapse of time we find it
transformed by the use of an old folk-motif long known to China in the
parable literature of the Buddhist Canon—the turtle which bears men
on its broad back, but is capable of plunging them abruptly into the
waves.6
The 1 Heart Sutray
Tripitaka’s special association with the so-called Heart Sutra0 (the min
iature text held to sum up the essence of the vast Prajnapdramitd sutra)7
is a perennial theme which we may trace at least to the Tz’u-en chuan，
1 T h e dramatic sequence H si-yu chi (for which see below, ch. 5), sc. 17 , pp. 75-80 ;
the hundred-chapter novel (H Y C , chs. 53-4, pp. 6 10 ff .)；see also below, p. 74.
2 H YCy ch. 23, pp. 258-67. T h e deities are named as Li-shan Lao-m ud (for whom see
below, pp. 145-6), Nan-hai p ’u-sae (i.e. Kuan-yin), M anjusrI and Samantabhadra (p.
266). T h e episode centres around the rich widow Chiaf and her three daughters.
3 H YCy ch. 53, pp. 6 1 0 - 1 1 ; cf. above, p. 13 , n. 2.
4 T z ’u-en chuan, 5 :2 4 9 b ; cf. T a -T ’ang hsi-yii chi， 3 :8 8 4 6 ; W aley (1952), p. 7 1.
5 H Y C ， ch. 99, p. 1 1 1 8 .
6 Several ancient parables concerned with this theme o f riding on turtle-back are trans
lated by Chavannes (vol. 1 ，p. 1 2 1 ; vol. 3, pp. 29, 15 7 and 19 2 -3 ); cf. Thom pson,
m otif J i 172.4.
7 F or the text, see T . v m , no. 2 5 1, p. 848c.
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if not in this case to the historical Hsiian-tsang. In Szechuan he is said
to have met a sick man in rags . . •
In compassion he took him to the monastery and gave him the price of a meal
and some clothes. The sick man，out of gratitude, taught him this sutra, and
he came to repeat it constantly. When he reached the River of Sandsa, en
countered all the evil spirits, strange forms and monstrous beings that swirl
around men in front and behind, even invocations of the name of Kuan-yin
could not rid him of them completely, yet as soon as he recited this sutra all
vanished at the sound of his voice.1
A similar tradition found its way into collections of apocryphal anecdotes
of the T ’ang period. Two texts are quoted together in the late tenth
century T'ai-p’ing kuang-chi2 as sources for a passage part of which in
cludes the following. Tripitaka is threatened by tigers and leopards . . .
He did not know what to do: he sat behind locked doors, and when evening
came he opened them to see an old monk, his scalp and face covered with
sores, his body all pus and blood, sitting alone on a couch. There was no
knowing whence he had come. (Hsiian-)tsang saluted him ceremoniously and
earnestly begged his help. The monk taught him by word of mouth the Heart
Sutra in one chiian3 and made him repeat it. Upon this mountains and
streams were made level for him and the road laid upon . . .4
Thereafter, in the surviving prose works which represent the Hsi-yu chi
tradition, the Heart Sutra stands apart in an independent episode. The
(K ozanjiy version withholds it from the sum of scriptures issued to
Tripitaka in the Western Paradise ;5 on the return journey he then sees
in the clouds a youthful monk of £upright and earnest appearance ，
who produces the Heart Sutra from his sleeve and gives it to Tripitaka
1 T z ’u-en chuan， i : 224b.
2 T P K C f 92:606. T h e sources are named as T u -i chihb (by L i K ’ang0 variant Y in d
— o f the early ninth century: cf. S K C S T M ， 14 4 :3 a ) and (Ta~) T Jang hsin-yiiG (by
L iu Su f, eighth century: cf. S K C S T M 、 1 4 0 :7 6 - 8 b). T h e passage in question here,
however, does not occur in the extant versions o f these originals. Only the intro
ductory words correspond to those in T a -T yang hsin-yii ( P C H S T K ed.) 1 3 : 3 a,
prefacing a more or less historical survey o f H siian-tsang^ life.
3 T h e phrase To 琶-hsin-ching is abbreviated from the full title Prajndpdramitaf o f which
to represents the final syllable. T his was to become a most popular and familiar form
of the sutra^s title.
4 T h e passage, together w ith its continuation (cf. immediately below, p. 22), reappears
verbatim in the Shen-seng chuanh (T . L, no. 2064, 6:98 56). T h is compendium of
pious biographies was produced in 14 17 . It appears to have drawn freely upon such
unofficial sources as the T P K C .
5 A :8 6 (19 5 5 : p. 94); B 3 :4 a (19 5 5 : p. 57). (For these references, see below, ch. 2.)
Popular tradition, identified India, the goal o f H siian-tsang^ journey, with the
Western Paradise, M ount Sumeru, where the Buddha and his saints dwelled.
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with many admonitions; he is the Dlpamkara Buddhaa whose chief
purpose is to summon Tripitaka to Paradise when his mission is com
pleted.1 The hundred-chapter novel has Tripitaka and his party of
animal disciples meet a Buddhist master named Wu-ch’ao ch，
an-shihb
living in a nest on a tree;2 it is he who offers the text of the Heart Sutra
as a protection from demons on the way, then adds prophecies and
warnings of what dangers await them.
The three examples quoted above are not simple cases of elaboration
in the course of time. Into each of the original themes later tradition
has introduced radical features from other sources, some of longestablished mythological origin: and in each case the ‘ story ’ content of
the episode has undergone a fundamental change. The Land of Women
now seeks to dazzle the pilgrim with secular temptations; the loss of
scriptures in the Indus River becomes appended to a quite distinct
episode far back in the story;3 the Heart Sutra is taught to Tripitaka
incidentally by various important Buddhist figures who also have specific
guidance to give him on his journey.
T o these we should now add two more such sequences, each of some
importance, and each involving a frankly mythological figure.
Kuei-tzu-mu
In Gandhara Hsiian-tsang saw a stupa marking the place where *Sakya
Tathagata converted the Mother of Demons (Kuei-tzu-muc), so that
she should no longer do harm to men. That is why in this country the
custom prevails of sacrificing to her in order to obtain children. ’4 In
itself this passage is important as evidence of a widespread Indian
popular fertility cult associated with the goddess Harlti, whose Chinese
name is Kuei-tzu-mu. The detailed circumstances of this cult, its sub
1 Ibid. A ：9ab (19 5 5 : PP- 95—6); B 3 ：sab (19 5 5 : pp. 59_6o).
2 H Y C , ch. 19, pp. 2 2 0 -1. T h is figure strongly recalls a monk o f the eighth to ninth
centuries whose story is told in the eleventh-century Ching-te ch’uan-teng lu {q.v.)f
4 :1 2 0 - 1 3 0 , under the name Tao-lin ch ，an-shihd. H e retired to live in the boughs of
a pine-tree near Hangchow, and magpies built their nests beside him. H is contem
poraries knew him as ‘ C h ’an M aster o f the Birds’ N ests’ e. T h e poet Po C hii-if is said
to have called on him when in office in the area. I am grateful to m y friend M r T so
Sze-bong o f H ong K on g for drawing m y attention to this reference.
3 T h e ferrying of the pilgrims on turtle-back across T ’ung-t’ien h o g: see H Y C t ch. 49,
pp. 5 7 1- 3 . T h e name o f the river is historical, but it referred to the upper reaches of
the Yangtze, not to the Indus.
4 T a -T ’ang hsi-yii chi， 2 :8 8 1 ab.
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sequent modified forms in China and Japan, as well as the quite distinct
monastic cult (in which Harltl received daily offerings of food in all
Buddhist monasteries), with its legendary justification in Buddhist scrip
ture, all receive a full exposition in Noel Peri’s learned monograph.1
The legend of the yaksint Harltl and her conversion is told in many
Chinese Buddhist sources. A simple and relevant form suitable for
quotation here reads, in part:
Kuei-tzu-mu bore a thousand sons. The youngest of those in Jambudvipa,
called Priyankara3, was the object of her special love and affection. She per
sistently ate the children of men, and the Buddha, with the aim of converting
her, took Priyankara and hid him under his almsbowl. The mother searched
for him in Heaven and in the world of men, but fruitlessly. Then the Buddha
converted her and commanded the community of monks to offer her food
as alms . . .2
Harltrs character as child-bringing or child-protecting goddess was held
to derive from her undertaking, on conversion, to safeguard life in
compensation for what she had taken: a sentiment prompted by the
Buddha's appeal that her own maternal anguish awaken her to the
suffering of her victims’ mothers.3
In the early twelfth century the legend was represented on the walls
of the Hsiang-kuo szub in Pien-liangc, capital of the Northern Sung.4
A well-known painting of the subject originally by L i Kung-lind
(eleventh to early twelfth century)5 has been handed down in the form
of copies.6 We know further that a similar story was known outside
clerical and literary circles from the appearance of a title Kuei-tzu-mu
chieh po chie (‘ The story of Harltl trying to lift the almsbowl clear ’
）
among plays attributed to the (late thirteenth century ?) dramatist Wu
Ch’ang-Iingf，7 and some references to and fragments of an early southern
play with the same title.8
1 N . Peri, f H adti la M^re-de-demons
Bulletin de VEcole Frangaise d ’E x tr 爸meOrient 17,3 (19 17 ). See also Ota Tatsuo (1966), pp. 14 5-6 .
2 A n unidentified source named Hsien-cheng iun^, cited in Ch’ung-pien chu-t’ien chuanh
b y H sing-t’ingi (his preface dated 1 1 7 3 ) : see D ai Nippon zokuzdkyo, 11, 2J, t’ao 23,
tsye 2, p. 1376. C f. Peri, p. 40.
3 C f. e.g. Peri ，p. 1 1 .
4 Tung-ching meng hua lu ， 3 :4 a .
5 C f. Sung shih, 4 4 4 :15 6 -16 ^ .
6 See PI. 1. C f. Peri, p. 15 , n. 3.
7 L K P y p. 109. F o r this source, cf. below, p. 75. Peri wrote at a time when its existence,
and that o f the Hsi-yu chi tsa~chuy was not generally known, and therefore implied
(p. 70) that the story o f H arltl was less well known in Chinese society at large than
seems to have been the case. F o r W u C h ’ ang-ling ，cf. below, p. 75, n. 2.
8 C f. C h ’ien Nan-yang, pp. 12 7 —8.
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Nevertheless, and in spite of the terms in which Hsiian-tsang himself
had written about Kuei-tzu-mu, the name appears in the Kozanji ver
sion in a disembodied, and even cryptic, form. In the version’s ninth
section, ‘ They enter the Land of Kuei-tzu-mu*, the party of pilgrims
find themselves among great numbers of three-year-old children, and
receive a warm and devout welcome from the king of the land. He gives
them rich gifts and finally reveals to them that this country, not far
from the Western Paradise, is called Kuei-tzu-mu kuoa. The pilgrims
then know that they have been addressing demons. The episode closes
with a number of verses, some of which are put into the mouth of
Kuei-tzu-mu.1 I f this is indeed a gesture in the direction of the historical
Hsiian-tsang's experiences, it is no more than nominal. Only in one sub
sequent treatment of the ‘ Tripitaka’ story does Kuei-tzu-mu reappear
as a character:2 the twelfth scene of the tsa-chii sequence introduces her
as the mother of the demon Red Boy. This scene restores some of the
themes from the original legend, but they seem chosen for their sen
sational value alone and distort the shape and sense of the story beyond
recognition. Kuei-tzu-mu^ child is again named Ai-nu-erhb, but here
is the Red Boy guilty of abducting Tripitaka. He is duly imprisoned
beneath the Buddha’s almsbowl, but now Kuei-tzu-mu, far from sub
mitting to any appeal to her maternal sympathies, uses the pretext to
mount an attack on the Buddha himself. She strives vainly to raise the
bowl, and finally accepts conversion only, so to speak, at gunpoint.3
Dramatically the scene is torn between the rival claims on our attention
of the Red Boy and Kuei-tzu-mu. Its legendary force is totally lost.
Shen-sha shen
In the desert country to the west of Tun-huang, Hsuan-tsang had the
appalling misfortune to upset his water-bottle in the sand. After several
days of privation he had a dream in which, according to the Tz 、
u-en
chuan, he saw
1 Kozanji version, B 2 : 5 a -6 b (19 5 5 : pp. 35-8).
2 In the hundred-chapter version her name appears, but only incidentally: H Y C t
ch. 42, p. 485.
3 T h e story takes precisely this turn as represented in the scroll-painting attributed
to L i K u n g -lin : while K uei-tzu-m u sits in anguish, her subject demons attempt to
force the almsbowl, with its prisoner, from the ground, and simultaneously hurl
ineffective spears and arrows against the impassive figure o f the Buddha: see L a
Idgende de K oei Tseu M ou Chen, Annales du Musee Guimet， Bibliotheque d ’A rt ， vol. r
(i9 05) ，PP. 16 - 17 . C f. PI. 1.
a 國

b 兒
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a great spirit, many feet in height, wielding a halberd with which he directed
him onwards, saying: ‘ Why are you lying about here, and not pressing
forward ? ’ The Master awoke with a start and moved on some ten li. Suddenly
his horse took a different path and would not be reigned back. Then, after
several lit he saw some acres of green grass. , .and eventually reached a poo】
of water.1
Perhaps there are elements of pious romance even here, but to later
writers the episode came to suggest more extravagant possibilities. One
version, from a source entitled T'ang San-tsang chia which I have not
succeeded in tracing, is quoted in the eleventh-century Japanese icono
graphical collection Jobodai shuh:z
On his way to the Western Land to fetch the scriptures, he came to the Moving
Sands3 and there, in the midst of the desert with not a soul at hand, when the
hour of each monastic meal came round there was a pool, freshly sprung up
by the roadside, whose waters were as sweet as ambrosia0, and a meal of the
rarest and most fragrant food and drink. Only there was no man to be seen.
Tripitaka marvelled at this and thought: 'What man is it that provides these
pools of water and this food here in the vast desert, out beyond the last signs
of human habitation ? I want to know where they come from. ’ Then a voice
in the air was heard addressing Tripitaka: ‘ I am a deva. Because you have
come a great distance to fetch scriptures, I am your guardian spirit. Here
there is no water and no man: I provide food and water especially for you.’
When Tripitaka finished his meals the water would vanish, and only the
desolate, uninhabited expanse of the Moving Sands was to be seen.
A comment follows— ‘ This is the reason for the name Spirit of the Deep
Sands (Shen-sha shend) ’一 which may not derive necessarily from the
same source, but certainly reveals that in the mind of the eleventhcentury compiler the voice of this desert guardian was that of Shen-sha
shen. It was, however, by no means a late or purely local branch of the
legend. The Japanese pilgrim Jogyoe, who visited China in the years
838-9, included in his report of the sacred books and objects brought
back from the visit some items connected with Shen-sha shen: a short
‘ account’ of the god {Shen-sha shen chif)y together with a liturgy of
invocations,4 and a statue, to which he adds a note explaining that when
1 T z ，u-en chuan， i : 2246c.
2 T . Pictorial Section, vol. 8, no. 3189, p. 7326. T h e work was compiled by Eiban® in
1094: cf. Shdwa hobo sdmokuroku， vol. 3, p. 5 14 a .
3 Liu-shah : an ancient generalized term for the desert lands o f the north-west.
4 Jogyo zvajo shdrai mokuroku， T . l v , no. 2 16 3, p. 10 70 a. T h e work is dated 839. C f.
Ota Tatsuo (1966), pp. 14 4 -5 .
3 唐三藏記
s 永範
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Tripitaka journeyed to India *he received a vision of this god, who is a
manifestation of Vaisravana, the King of the North. At present among
the people of China it is the general practice to honour this god, in
order to seek benefits and protection from calamities. • .V
There is not space here to describe in full the background of this
minor Buddhist deity and the extent and nature of his cult, but one
aspect is relevant here. His name appears in the title of a Tantric text
translated in the eighth century by Amoghavajra,2 and, in the several
Japanese iconographical texts of the eleventh and succeeding centuries
which deal with him, he is attended by much of the apparatus of Tantric
magical practices.3 His appearance in particular masks a benevolent
nature behind the characteristically ferocious attributes of certain Tan
tric divinities. In a manifestation said to have taken place before the
monk Fa-ch’uana on 10 February 566 he described himself in these
terms:
I am manifested in an aspect of great £uryb. My head is like a crimson bowl.
My two hands are like the nets of heaven and earth. From my neck hang the
heads of seven demons. About my limbs are eight serpents, and two demons’
heads seem to engulf my (nether-) limbs. . . 4
Such is indeed the figure we see several times represented in the later
iconographical manuals (one example of which is reproduced in plate
4 ).

Once again it was this sensational and horrific aspect which asserted
itself in the popular ‘ Tripitaka’ tradition. The fragmentary eighth
section of the Kozanji version opens with the words:
‘ . • . thing ?’ He replied, ‘ I don’t know. * Shen-shac said, *Slung here from
my neck are the dry bones from when I twice before devoured you, monk!’5
Shen-sha shen is presented in this story frankly as a demon of the
sands.6 He submits to Tripitaka’s threatening rebuke and, amid spec1 Ibid. pp. 10 70 C -10 7 1 a, C f. Ota (1966), pp. 14 4-5.
2 C f. T . x x i , no. 12 9 1.
3 E.g. T . Pictorial Section, vol. 3 ， no. 3006, p. 54; no. 3007, pp. 6 1 3 - 1 4 ; vol. 5, no.
3022, pp. 560-2 (p. 561 b identifying the skulls in his necklace as those of seven past
incarnations o f H siian-tsang); vol. 9, no. 3190 , pp. 52 2 -4 etc.
4 Jdbodai shu, p. 7336. T h e closing phrase seems corrupt, like so many others in these
Japanese M S S . A descriptive word m ay be absent before Jan. M y translation attempts
to reconcile the phrase with the most usual pictorial forms.
s Kozanji version, B 2 :4 a (19 5 5 : p. 33).
6 T h e reference in the twelfth-century Kakuzen shdd noted above (p. 20, n. 3) obviously
reflects this kind of tradition, which may still be no more than a thoroughly popular
version.
a 法僂
b 分心= 忿
c 深沙
d 覺禪妙
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tacular natural phenomena, holds out a golden bridge with silver rails
for the pilgrims to pass over the hazard of the Deep Sands. As they
leave him they add to their thanks a promise of intercession on his
behalf.
Losing his benevolent, protective function, the god is now degraded
to the status (in addition to the appearance) of a man-eating yaksa at
large in the wilds, who has to be subdued by the holy traveller.1 This
remained his lot throughout all subsequent versions of the story known
to us.2 Although his name changed to Sha Ho-shanga, and he was re
cruited as a disciple to join the party of pilgrims, his introduction in the
story, always with the characteristic Tantric necklace of skulls, remained
the same and in effect represented his only high moment in the cycle.
In this astonishing transition, from the thirsting Hsiian-tsang’s dream to
the skull-necklace of Sha Ho-shang, with the god Shen-sha shen as its
pivotal figure, the episode loses all but a crudely pictorial significance.
The author of the sixteenth-century novel could not be blamed if he
regarded Sha Ho-shang, securely established in the story after centuries
of transmission, as a liability. It is hardly surprising that, *though in
some inexplicable way essential to the story, he remains throughout
singularly ill-defined and colourless’.3
These latter two illustrations, aside from their intrinsic interest in
reflecting the development of two independent legends, demonstrate
unambiguously just what kind of relationship prevailed between stories
which would have been recognizable to Hsiian-tsang and his contem
poraries, and, on the other hand, the same stories seen through the eyes
of popular tradition. It is as though the moulders of popular tradition
were not concerned merely with infusing colour into basically laconic
references, or with allowing an accretion of folklore to form about
them. They seem to go further in rudely brushing aside the pietistic
nature of the myths in their quoted form. In short, they seem to imply
that no story, however adventurous or colourful it might seem, was
acceptable for their purpose unless refashioned entirely according to
their own terms.
1 There are of course clear precedents for this theme in Buddhist m ythology: cf. the
story o f the yak 冬a Atavakab, who may have been associated with Hariti (A. Getty,
The Gods o f Northern Buddhism ， second ed. (Oxford, 1928), p. 158).
2 P T S y p. 294 (N vi); tsa-chii H si-yu chi, sc. 1 1 , pp. 4 7 -8 ; Hsiao-shih Chen-kfungpaochiian (see below, ch. 6), 1. 34 ; H Y C , ch. 8, pp. 82-4, ch. 22, pp. 245 ff.
3 A rthur W aley, preface to M onkey (London, 1942).
a 沙和尙
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Such parallels as we find between what may be called the historical
sources on Hsiian-tsang’s journey and the cycle of stories attached to
the legendary Tripitaka therefore tell us little: the distance between
them seems overwhelming. And the parallels are in any case few. Those
described above represent the most important known material of their
kind. From all the circumstance and detail preserved in the seventhcentury accounts there remain few major themes which were echoed in
popular tradition.
Through an ensuing span of almost six hundred years, from the
seventh to the thirteenth centuries, there is a virtual silence in written
sources on the early formation of a popular ‘ Tripitaka >cycle. Occasional
fragments of literary testimony appear, but they offer little useful insight.
Preserved in the ninth-century Tu-i chih1 is an apocryphal tradition
concerning a pine-twig planted by Tripitaka at the time of his departure:
he ordained that it should point westward for as long as he travelled
towards the Western Paradise and reverse towards the east only when
he returned. This little story, of which there is no prior trace, survived
more or less unchanged as a detail in two known versions of the popular
cycle, but both comparatively late and sophisticated productions.2 In
the earliest popular sources it does not appear. The mode of its trans
mission is obscure: we may even suspect some straightforward literary
affiliation, particularly as the passage is quoted in the T ，
ai-p’ing kuangchi, Coming down to us in this form, such passages represent in the
first instance the gleanings of literary men. Whether truly popular tra
ditions were reflected in them remains a matter of guesswork, and we
can conclude nothing about the conditions in which such traditions may
have circulated.3
In 1036 Ou-yang Hsiua (1007-72) recorded a visit to a Yang-chou
monastery (Shou-ning szub), founded in the early years of the Southern
T ’ang dynasty (937-); he was told that, of all the mural paintings which
had suffered neglect and dilapidation during the occupancy of a Later
Chou Emperor (Shih-tsungc, r. 954-8), only that representing Hsiian1 C f. above, p. 15 . F o r the passage, see T P K C , 92:606 and Tu-i chihd (T s’tmg-shu
cki-ch>enge, based on P ai-haif ed.) 1 (shang) : 11--12 .
2 Tsa-chii Hsi-yu chi’ sc. 5, p. 27 and sc. 22, p. 100 (cf. App. C ); and H Y C t ch. 12 ,
p. 14 1 and ch. 100, p. 112 4 .
3 The same reservations apply to two anecdotes included by Ch^en I s (early eleventh
century) in his N an-pu hsin-shuh (H C T Y ) 2 : 1 2 b and 7 :4 a . T h e y concern Tripitaka’s
visit to Vim alakirti^ dwelling in the west and to the monastery at Nalanda.
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tsang fetching the scriptures survived.1 Yet he left no hint as to what
scenes this painting portrayed, and here too we are unable to gather
what sources inspired it. We can only guess at whether this tenthcentury representation of the pilgrimage may have shown some fruits
of a tradition now more than two centuries old.
An attempt has been made, by Torii Rjoizo
to trace actual pic
torial evidence in a group of tombs excavated in the neighbourhood of
An-shana, in Liao-ning. Torii’s suggested dating places these tombs and
their carved stone walls late in the Liao dynasty (ending circa 1125).
T he claimed reflection of early ‘ Tripitaka’ legends comes in the form
of three among the many scenes carved on the tomb walls. Readers of
T orii’s article must depend on the accompanying reproductions of his
rubbings as their sole authority in judging the claim. On this basis it is
difficult to accept his interpretations as more than tentative. The most
important of the three scenes— in which Torii sees Tripitaka standing
respectfully before a huge and imposing monkey-featured figure seated
upon a cloud-throne2一 is precisely the one which prompts the most
doubt. If a ‘ Tripitaka’ story is indeed represented here, it still seems
far from clear that the enthroned figure is in fact a monkey; it might be
equally possible to discern there Shen-sha shen, whose meeting with
Tripitaka is attested at this period, and whose appearance, particularly
hair, could arguably be reconciled with what appears on the rubbing.
A second scene features three figures, one of whom is holding a leafy
branch, while another salutes the third, seated and capped figure who is
taken to be Tripitaka. Torii identifies this with the legend of the pinetwig quoted above,3 The remaining scene centres upon a figure, again
capped, presumed to be riding a lion (whose head is however missing):
this in turn Torii relates to a brief episode in the *Kozanji1 text.4 I f the
interpretations are correct, we have some confirmation of features in the
story known to us from literary sources of slightly different periods.
But so laconic, and even cryptic, is the pictorial evidence that it depends
for its present meaning entirely on what we are prepared to read into it
on the strength of those literary sources, and in practice this comes to
seem very much a matter of hopeful conjecture.
1 Ou-yang Wen-chung kung wen-chi^ 125:46-5^2.
2 T orii Ryuzo, p. 15.
3 Ibid. p. 20.
4 Ibid. pp. 19 -20 . T h e encounter w ith lions in Section 5 : cf. App. C , p. 189.
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Such glimpses and guesses are of interest because，from this intervening
period of centuries, they are all we have; yet they reach us mostly only
through the condensing and no doubt selective medium of literary note
books, some non-committal, some of doubtful date. Even where points
of comparison are possible, the main questions raised by later t r i p i 
taka5 traditions remain unanswered. We are still ignorant of when and
how Tripitaka first came to the attention of popular audiences as a
legendary hero. Almost without exception, we have yet to bridge the
gulf which divides these relatively sober literary anecdotes from the
seemingly irresponsible fantasy of later popular cycles.
The ‘ KozanjiJ version, dating (at a reasonably cautious estimate) from
the thirteenth century, appears almost without warning. Yet it represents
already a story-cycle with certain characteristic figures and episodes.
The text is by later standards brief (even allowing for the fragmentary
condition of the two remaining editions), but the work exhibits an
unexpected wealth and versatility of content. Its service to our under
standing of this long interval of near silence lies in the particular nature
of these contents: they will be found to imply a background quite dis
tinct from the pious biography and literary apocrypha of the T ’ang and
Sung periods. It is to this source that we must look for confirmation
of what will be sketchily apparent from this chapter—
— that the origins
and formation of such a cycle are not to be pinned down in terms of
episodes which the historical Hsiian-tsang was known， or devoutly
supposed, to have experienced. There is here already a freer range of
reference, which extends at times into the province of universal folklore,
bound by its own patterns and laws. This material must now be de
scribed and discussed more closely.

The First Reflections of
a Popular Cycle
THE K O Z A N JI VERSION

Two famous texts in Japanese collections represent the earliest known
written version of a Hsi-yu chi story and are in fact among the earliest
known examples of printed popular fiction in China. They are:
A. Hsin-tiao Ta~TJang San-tsang Fa-shih cbHu ching chia, in the collec
tion of the late Tokutomi Soho13,1 now housed in the Ochanomizuc
Library in Tokyo.
B. Ta-T'ang San-tsang ch’U ching shih-huad, in the Okura Museume.2
Originally both belonged to a Kyoto monastery, the Kozanjif on
Mount ToganooS.3 A catalogue of sacred literature in the monastery,
dated 21 December 1633, has an entry: £Hsiian-tsang ch’ii ching chi—
two sets’h.4 Copy A bears the stamp of the monastery on one of its
pages (the first of the third chuan). B was discovered in the eighteenth
century, according to a Japanese preface of the time, among the mon
astery^ collection of Chinese books.5 Copy A eventually passed into the
hands of Tokutomi Soho, and it was while in his possession that public
attention was first drawn to it in 19 16 by Lo Chen-yii1. He published a
photographic facsimile in his Chi-shih-an ts’ung-shu), adding a postfacek.
B was examined in 19 1 1, while in the possession of General Miura1, by
1 It appears among the rare books listed in his Seikido zempon shomokum (Tokyo, 1932),
pp. 298-9.
2 C f. Nagasawa K ikuya and others, Isson shomoku11 (Tokyo, 19 33), p. 47.
3 T h e monastery was founded under this title in 1206 : cf. Mochizuki Shinko, p. 1045c.
4 Kozan ji seikyd mokurokuy 10 :9 17 6 . C f. Ogawa Kanichi, p. 58.
5 Ogawa Kanichi, p. 56. I have not been able to verify this evidence from the original.
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Lo Chen-yii and Wang Kuo-weia. Lo published a separate photographic
facsimile of B in 1916, appending postfaces by Wang Kuo-wei (dated
1915) and himself (1916). The Commercial Press, Shanghai, brought out
an edition of B in moveable type in 1925. A further modern reprint,
again based principally upon B but making some use also of A, appeared
in 1954,1 and the facsimiles have been reissued together, in a rather
inferior reproduction and with B photographically enlarged, in 1955.2
The two represent essentially a single text, with a number of minor
discrepancies in the printing. Both are in fragmentary condition: of the
three chiian into which each is divided, A lacks the opening pages of the
first and the whole of the second; B lacks the first folio of the first
chiian and the second and third folios of the second. B is a specimen of
the ‘ pocket editions，b of early Chinese printing. At the close of its
third chiian is the mark— ‘ Printed by the Chang house of the Central
Pleasure-ground0/ 3
Dating and sequence
Beginning with Wang Kuo-wei and Lo Chen-yii, these texts have been
studied in turn by many of the most celebrated scholars in the field of
popular literature, but the question of their dating has still not been
finally settled. These are the central points of evidence:
(i) The printer’s mark in B.
Wang Kuo-wei was the first to suggest that the Central Pleasureground may correspond to a site in the Southern Sung capital Lin-and
(modern Hangchow) recorded in the contemporary work Meng-liang lu.4
The same work also records the existence of a bookseller named Chang,
at a slightly different address.5 The Northern Sung capital at K ’ai-feng
also had a Central Pleasure-ground.6
1 Published by Chung-kuo ku-tien wen-hsueh ch’u-pan-she, Shanghai.
2 B y Wen-hsueh ku-chi k ’an-hsing-she, Peking and Shanghai. References below are
to the original facsimiles, but for further convenience references to the 1955 reprint
are added in each case. T h e original pagination o f A can no longer be discerned.
M y numbers refer sim ply to the fifteen leaves o f L o ’s facsimile.
3 W a-tzu: for a note on this term, see PruSek (1939), p. 1 1 2 , n. 4.
4 M eng-liang lu ， 19 :6 6 (Wa-she&). T h e date of the preface to this detailed description
o f the Southern Sung capital has been variously interpreted, but is not earlier than
12 74 (Sun K 'ai-ti, K yuei-lei hsi k’ao yiian (Shanghai, 1953), p. 43). T h e Lin^an
Gazetteer o f the H sien-ch’un reign (1265-74) records similar details o f the Central
Pleasure-ground (Hsien-ch’un Lin-an chih, 1 9 :1 8 ^ ; cf. H u C hi p. 58).
5 Meng-liang lu, 13 (P 'u -h si^ '.zb-^ a.
6 Tung-ching meng-hua lu 2 :5 6 - 6 a. T h e preface by the author M eng Yiian-lao is
dated 1 1 4 7 ；the work records the features and life o f the northern capital so recently
lost by the Sung to the Chin Tartars.
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(ii) The taboo on the character chinga.
This was the personal name of the grandfather of Chao K ’uang-yin b，
founder of the Sung dynasty. During the Sung period it was customary
for writers and printers to omit the final stroke of the character, whether
used in its simple form or in phonetic derivatives. In what remains of A
this taboo is observed without fail whenever such occasions arise;1 B
observes it in three clear cases,2 but in all others appears to print the
character in its original form.3
(iii) Paper and printing.
Those who have seen the texts in the originals are unanimous in accept
ing them both, on the grounds of paper-quality and form of characters,
as Sung prints. The cautious suggestion once advanced and subsequently
defended by L u Hsiin, that copy B may have been produced by a
printing house which survived into the Yuan period,4 has been keenly
resisted, most convincingly by Nagasawa Kikuya, who found his own
judgement of the text reversed when he saw the original. He claims B
to be a finer print than the more popular A .5
(iv) It may be noted that the two texts share the mention of a placename— Ching-tung luc— used only in the Northern Sung.6
By comparing the minor discrepancies between the two7 it will be
found that B has a greater proportion of inferior readings than A. By
this token A would seem to be closer to the original text.8 A more posi
tive indication is to be found by examining a discrepancy between
corresponding passages in A :i3 ^ and B 3 :10 a .9 The former reads:10

京東路遊奕
便探聞法師取經回程已次京界上表奏聞口
宗 明 皇 時 當 炎 暑 遂 排 大 駕 出 百 里 之 間迎接
法師七人相見謝恩
1 T o judge at least from the facsim ile: A :ia , 1. i (twice); ga, 1. 8; i i b , 1. 5 ; 1 3 a , 1. 8.
2 B 1 (shang) :6 b ， 1. 2 (twice) (19 5 5 : P- 18 ); and B 2 (chung): 7 b, 1. 3 (19 5 5 : p. 40).
3 B 2 :4 a , 1. 5 ; 5 6 , 1. 3 ; 6b, I .4 ; 1 1 a , 11. 4 and 5 ; 1 1 b ， 1, 6; 3 : 4 6 , 1. 10 ; yby 1. 6; gb, 1. 5—
—
in each case the simple characterd.
4 L u H siin (1923), ch, 13 , p. 260; (1927), pp. 372 ff.; (19 3 1), pp, 262 ff.
s Nagasawa Kikuya (1939), p. 166.
6 A : 13 6 (19 5 5 ：p. 10 4); B 3 : 10 a (19 5 5 : p. 69). C f. Sung shih 8 5 : 1 3 a ; Ota Tatsuo
(i960), p. 409.
7 T h e y are tabulated in Nagasawa K ikuya (1939), pp. 166-8.
8 T h is is Nagasawa’s conclusion (1939, p. 169). T h e 1954 edition was based princi
pally upon B and unfortunately accepts m any o f the poor readings.
9 19 5 5 : p. 104 and p. 69. C f. Pis. 2 and 3.
10 T h e lineation o f this and the following passage as printed here corresponds exactly
to that in the originals.
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At the corresponding point B reads:

京東路
遊变探聞法師取經回程已次京界上來奏
聞迎接明皇時當炎暑遂排大駕出百里
之 間 迎 接 法 師 尤 人 相 見謝恩
It will be seen that the two differ most seriously at the division of the
second and third lines: where A has ‘ 一 tsung?a, B has (ymg-chieh，b. In
the B version the phraseying-chieh, (meet, receive’， thus occurs twice:
here, and in the following line.
The better reading seems to emerge when we punctuate and translate
the two versions. In A the natural punctuation would seem to fall after
ch，
engc，chieha, huange，shuf, chic^，chiehh etc. It would then mean:
A patrol1 in Ching-tung lu found out that the Master had fetched the scrip
tures, was returning, and had already reached the bounds of the capital.
They submitted a memorial to — tsung Ming-huang reporting it. At the time
it was hot summer. (But) the state coach was brought out and (the Emperor)
went out a hundred li to meet him. The Master in his party of seven met (the
Emperor) and thanked him for such goodness . • •
Although the missing title of the Emperor leaves us with a puzzle,2 the
passage remains a plausible one. The version in B however is more diffi
cult to punctuate and elucidate. I f the punctuation fell after huange，
Ming-huang would then become the object of the verb ‘ receive’ (yingchieh), which is impossible in the context of the story; if the punctuation
were moved forward to before Ming 、 the preceding phrase would have
to mean cpresented a memorial for him to be received’，and Ming-huang
would stand awkwardly at the head of the sentence *A t the time it was
hot summer. ’ B seems therefore less satisfactory than A. It is surely
significant that B enters ying-chieh at a point which in A falls at the end
of a line and follows the word wen^y written cursively; while in version
A, ying-chieh appears in precisely this position at the foot o f the following
line, again immediately after the similar character chienk ，also in cursive
1 Literally ‘ roving troop ’ : a term in use under the Sung to indicate that a m ilitary unit
had no fixed station, but enjoyed full mobility.
2 Historically, the Em peror to receive the returning Hsiian-tsang was T ’aP-tsung;
and indeed T ’ai-tsung is mentioned b y name in the last line o f each o f the two texts.
But the name M ing-huang has always been associated with H suanm-tsung, some of
whose legendary adventures are alluded to in these texts. From what remains of the
top part o f the m issing character in A , I would regard T 'a i as the more likely recon
struction, and allow for popular confusion over the names o f the two most famous
T ’ang emperors.
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form. The coincidence suggests strongly that the problematical first
ying-chieh in B found its way into the text through the careless copying,
by scribe or printer, of the legitimate phrase at the foot of the following
line in A ; and hence that the B-type text was printed on the basis of a
text similar in format and contents to A.
Here, then, is support for Nagasawa’s conclusion that the A text lies
closer to the original.1 Its scrupulous observance of the ching taboo helps
us to assign it more confidently to the Sung period (ending circa 1280),
or at least to the thirteenth century. The material of the story preserved
in this text is no doubt considerably older (as the place-name Chingtung lu readily suggests), and there may have been several printed
versions before that which survives now. Again, more than one reprint
may lie between this and B, with its deteriorated text. The dating of B
is a matter which students of the original have claimed as their own
prerogative. But since it appears to yield precedence to A we should be
wise not to stress unduly the title shih-hua which is found only in the
later text and therefore need not belong essentially to the work rep
resented here. For this reason I have preferred the general designation
‘ Kozanji version，. The two texts reposed in the monastery possibly since
the time of their importation, which may have taken place during the
brisk traffic between Sung China and. Japan of the Kamakura period.2
The book's contents
Scholars have been anxious to see in this work an early example of
1 hua-pen，， conceived even as a prompt-book. But there are few formal
features in the text itself to support the idea. The ‘ chi’ of the title in A is
characteristic of many older tales in the literary language; ‘ shih hua’ in
B has no equivalent in any other comparable text and is usually taken as
a simple descriptive indication that here is a tale incorporating verse in
shih2- metres. The verses themselves—usually pious comments on the
action, crudely written— are put into the mouths of characters in the
1 It has been claimed (by Ota Tatsuo (1966), p. 137) that some o f the textual faults in
A are such that nothing in their context would give a clue to the more correct ex
pressions that are in fact found in B. T h is is taken to im ply that B was after all the
earlier text. On examination, one of the three examples cited by Ota is easily dis
qualified : the character lob， misprinted as weic in A :6 a , 1. 3, is given correctly twice
on the same page (11. 2 and 5). I f Ota’s basic point still stands, it suggests rather that
A and B each derived independently from an original version, or series o f versions.
T h e arguments set out above would nevertheless still indicate that the A version lies
closer, in text and format, to that original.
2 C f. Ogawa Kanichi, p. 6 i.
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story and introduced rather deliberately at the conclusion of each epi
sode. It has often been pointed out that verse used thus resembles the
gdtha verses in certain Buddhist scriptural texts. It plays no integral
part in the narration or embellishment of the action.
The language of the Kozanji version is predominantly literary in
idiom, and although certain features of colloquial usage slip into the more
detailed passages, particularly dialogue,1 the work lacks any of the con
ventional devices which in other so-called (hua-pen9 texts recall the
professional story-teller— (ch’Ueh shuoa •. / But now we tell • . etc.).2
There is a curious disproportion in length between the seventeen main
episodes into which the story is formally divided: certain of them run to
only a few lines, with the verses taking up much of the bulk. The scraps
of prose narrative in such cases do not often, furnish any wealth of inci
dent suitable for extempore expansion. Few of these characteristics
suggest a clear link with actual performance.3
For our purpose a more modest assessment is enough. It will not
court danger to regard the work simply as a collection of related tra
ditions, current perhaps both in oral and written form, strung together
by a writer for an audience of humble readers. It is in this capacity that
it presents its outstanding interest for the present study. Here is an
early and extremely rich fund of the material which had become asso
ciated with the ‘ Tripitaka’ story. Although the work’s medium is the
printed page, its contents give clues as to what kind of sources were
feeding the Hsi-yu chi tradition, and indeed the world of popular
fiction, at the time.
1 I refrain here from a more detailed consideration o f linguistic features because any
thing short o f an intense and comprehensive study o f all available colloquial sources
from the thirteenth century and before would be unlikely to yield criteria precise
enough to judge this version’s background. It is however worth remarking that
Ota Tatsuo (i960, p. 410) notes a number o f expressions which he associates with
the tenth and eleventh centuries, and elsewhere (1957, p. 87) relates certain rhymesounds to those o f the Southern poetic tradition in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries.
2 T h is is one o f the points made by Hirano Kensho (p. 46), whose general conclusion
supports the idea that the text is unlikely to have served professional narrators as a
prompt-book.
t
3 One formal characteristic should be noted here. It is the term ch ，ub，which designates
the episodes themselves, appearing as the last word in each title and followed by
an ordinal number. C h ’eng I-chung (pp. 93-4) compares this with similar features
found in several o f the popular literary texts recovered from Tun-huang, seeking to
explain them in terms o f oral expositions associated with paintings. Although some
excellent studies o f this general question have appeared in Japanese, it remains too
speculative to be of real assistance here.
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A summary of the story will be found in Appendix C.
The implications of this material are broad enough to deserve mono
graph treatment in their own right. T o account in full for every detail
would however go well beyond the bounds of our present concern.
A certain amount of explanation and commentary on the contents of the
story has been presented by Japanese scholars, notably Shimura Ryoji
{q-v,)y Ogawa Kanichi (q.v,)9 Ota Tatsuo (i960). What follows here is
added with a view to studying the nature of the Hsi-yu chi tradition in
its early stages. But it is at the same time intended to develop points
which are not fully covered in the Japanese accounts.
Section 2: ‘ On their journey they meet the Monkey Novice-MonkJ
Attributes of the monkey-hero
Appearing from due east in the guise of a hsiu-ts’a - in plain clothes
the monkey introduces himself:
I am none other than the king of eighty-four thousand bronze-headed, ironbrowed monkeys of Tzu-ylin-tungb (Purple-cloud cave) on Hua-kuo shanc
(Mountain of Flowers and Fruit). I come now to help you to fetch the
scriptures … 1
His name is changed to Hou Hsing-ched— the Monkey Novice-Monk—
implying his admission to a religious status. Throughout the story the
monkey serves as Tripitaka*s guide. The whole question of his back
ground and role in the Hsi-yu chi tradition will be taken up in detail
later in this book,2 but here we can first comment briefly on the smaller
attributes of the monkey-king and his tribe.
Both the characteristic figure ‘ eighty-four thousand’ and the term
mi-houe (‘ macaque’)，which is the word rendered here as ‘ monkey’, take
us back directly to Buddhist scripture, and specifically to the parable
literature of the Buddhist canon.3 This clear echo is certainly of some
interest, but it is important not to prejudge the question of the monkeyhero^ origin as such on the strength of it, and in chapter 1 1 below the
broader issue is reconsidered more fully.
The hsiu-ts*ai in plain clothes has proved in subsequent Chinese
fiction to be a common disguise-motif associated with both humans and
1 B i : z a b (19 5 5 : pp. 9 -10 ).
2 Chs. 7 to 1 1.
3 F or random examples, see Po-yii chingf (T . iv, no. 209, p. 555c), Liu-tu chi-chingS
(T . in , no. 152 , p. 27 b), F o pen-hsing chi-chingS (T . 111 ，no. 190, p. 7 9 8 ^ ) ; cf. Sh i
mura RyOji (1959), p. 7 7 ；also the passages cited below in ch. n , pp. 15 5 -7 .
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supernatural beings.1 Throughout the Chinese tradition the term *white
(or ‘ plain，) clothing’ has been a mark of non-official, or sometimes
menial, status, and in the context of Indian Buddhism white robes were
proper to the laity.2 Its use as a disguise, in conjunction with the hsiuts’ai title (implying a junior academic qualification with no automatic
official status), may invoke this ‘ commoner， or ‘ non-clerical，connota
tion as conferring anonymity on the wearer. We meet white clothing later
in the text as the guise of a white tiger demon.3
Section 3: ‘ They enter the Palace of the Mahabrahma Devaraja*
Tripitaka’s sermon in Heaven
Asked about his age, the monkey replies:
‘ Nine times I have seen the Yellow River run clear.’. . .The Master said:
‘ If you have seen the Yellow River run clear nine times, do you know all
about Heaven and Hell ?’ Hsing-che said: (How could I fail to know ?’ The
Master asked: ‘ What is going on in Heaven today ?* Hsing-che said: ‘ Today
Vaisravana of the North, the Mahabrahma Devaraja3, is giving a feast for
religious in the Crystal Palace. ’ … 4
The monkey then takes them all by magical means to the Crystal Palace,
where, before the Devaraja and a company of arhats and saints, T ripi
taka is invited to expound the Lotus Sutra. Later the Devaraja provides
the party with magical aids—a cap of invisibility,5 a gold-banded
monk’s staff, an almsbowl.6 He is Tripitaka’s protector for the rest of
the journey, always at hand when danger threatens the party.
1 C f. the dragon of the H si-yu chi fragment in the Yung-lo ta-tien (discussed below in
ch. 3 and translated in App. B ); the corresponding character in the hundred-chapter
novel (H Y C y ch. 10, p. 104), and the White-patterned Snake-demonb {H YC , ch. 17 ,
p. 190). In the Shui-hu chuan the same disguise is used by the Em peror H ui-tsungc
(S H C t ch. 8 1 ，p. 1339) and C h ’ai Chind (SH C , ch. 114 , p. 1709); it also provides a
nickname for Wang L u n e (substituting shihf for ts’ai) (SH C , ch. 1 1 ，p. 163).
2 Hsiian-tsang him self observed this: cf. Ta-T*ang hsi-yii chi} 2 :8 766.
3 A ：4<3 (19 5 5 : p. 85); B i ：10 a (19 5 5 : p. 25). F or further references to female demons
wearing white, and to studies o f this question from the folklorist’s point o f view, see,
1C T ing N ai-t’ung， 'T h e H oly M an and the Snake-W oman’ ， in Fabula 8,3 (1966^
^ 17 2 -3 .
4 B 1:3 0 6 (19 5 5 : pp. 1 1 - 1 2 ) .
"
5 A universally familiar folklore m otif: cf. Thom pson, m otif D 1 3 6 1 .1 5 . F or its use
in the Tibetan epic context, see R. A . Stein, pp. 306 (n. 63), 465, 542, 565-6 (n. 14).
6 T h is m otif o f staff and almsbowl is found in the famous Chinese Buddhist legend of
M u-lieng (Maudgalyayana). In popular versions they became magic attributes be
stowed b y the Buddha to aid M u-lien in the quest for his mother’s so u l: cf. Tunkuang pien-wen chi, pp. 704 and 7 17 , where the almsbowl is revealed as a vehicle of
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Several strands are there to be unravelled in this interesting episode,
and in the composition of the important figure of the Devaraja. A
striking parallel to the episode as a whole appears as one of a series of
legends involving the monk Hung-fang Ch’an-shiha， preserved in the
T'ai-pHng kuang-chitl The several distinct stories treated there share as
their common theme the summoning of this mortal monk to perform
religious duties in supernatural and heavenly places. At one stage2
Hung-fang is approached by a yaksay ‘ bearing on his left shoulder a
many-coloured rug’，who invites him to come before the Heavenly King
Indrab 3 and expound the Mahaparinirvdna sutra. He tells the monk to
close his eyes and transports him with the help of a folding chairc.^ In
his new surroundings heavenly light dazzles his eyes, and his mortal
body is found to be diminutive. These hindrances are resolved by calling
on the name of Maitreya. Hung-fang is showing some reluctance to
begin his sermon when a Great Devad, ‘ his body several times the size
of Indra，，enters to recall him, on behalf of the Mahabrahma Devaraja,
to his earthly duties. Hung-fang is prevailed on to accept Indra's hospi
tality at a heavenly feast and deliver his sermon to the multitude of
saints before being hastily returned to earth.
The ‘magic carpet’ transportation recalls Tripitaka’s adventure in the
Kozanji text: he also is made to close his eyes and reopen them in
celestial surroundings;5 he, like Hung-fang, is hampered by mortal

1

3
4

5

magic travel transporting him likewise to the {Brahmaloka Palace’ e. T h e m otif re
appears in a later treatment o f the story in the pao-chiian genre (for which see below,
ch. 6)， quoted by Cheng Chen-to (1954), vol. 2, p. 3 2 1 ; also in the sixteenth-century
cK uan-cK ^ drama b y Cheng C hih-chen: M u-lien chiu mu ch’iian-shan hsi-went vol.
3 (hsia) : 1 1 b and 66 b.
T P K C , 9 5 :6 3 1- 5 . T h e source is named as Chi-zvenS3 a title attributed to N iu S u h in
Hsin T ，ang-shu, 5 9 :20 a and Sung shih ，2 0 6 :3 b. A ll except the closing lines o f this long
excerpt reappear in the Shen-seng chuan ，6:989-90, but I have found no notice on this
monk in any more reliable early source.
2 T P K C ， 9 5 :6 3 3 —4.
A variant here gives the name as Sakra1 (T P K C ， p. 633).
F or an historical study o f this chair in China, also known as hu-ch’uangi， see C. P.
Fitzgerald, Barbarian Beds (London, 1965), on p. 16 describing the hu-ch’uang as
‘ a kind of large folding camp stool ’；also Eberhard (1942), Part 1 ，pp. 2 2-3.
B 1 : 3 6 (19 5 5 : p. 12). Chavannes (vol. 1, p. 359) translates a story from the thirdcentury collection of parables Chiu tsa p ’i-yii chingh in which a Buddhist is borne on
his couch through the air to a dragon palace. (Cf. T . iv, no. 206, p. 5 12 a .) ‘ M agic
air journey’ is a recognized universal folk m otif (Thompson, no. D 2 13 5 ). A Chinese
folk-tale in one version of which the journey is contrived by a monkey is discussed by
Eberhard ((19 41), pp. 203-4 and (1937), pp. 234-5). R- A . Stein (p. 362) finds the
same m otif in the Gesar epic, in which monkeys use a magic tiger-skin carpet to
transport a duped king to heaven; cf. also his pp. 305 (n. 62), 4 13 (n. 108), 542.
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limitations in attempting to ascend the Crystal Throne to deliver his
sermon;1 again, he earns warm praise for his eloquence and partakes of
the heavenly feast.2 Above all, the scene is dominated, directly in T ripi
taka^ story, indirectly in that of Hung-fang, by a deity bearing the
name Mahabrahma.
In orthodox Buddhist cosmology Mahabrahma, whose origins like
those of Indra lay at the head of the Hindu pantheon, was the king of a
group of gods dwelling in the Brahmaloka, within the region of Form
(Rupadhatua).3 In the Kozanji version he is to all appearances artlessly
identified with Vaisravana, one of the Buddhist Lokapala, or Guardians
of the Four Quarters. It is of some consequence that Vaisravana appears
here as Tripitaka’s protector. In his capacity as patron saint of the north
he had long won a significance in the mythology of Central Asia out of
proportion to his formal position in the Buddhist pantheon. To the
people of Khotan in particular he appeared as the patron and founder
of their country and its royal house,4 but the extensions of this cult
stretched eastwards through Tibet to China. A series of Tantric sutras
translated into Chinese allegedly by Amoghavajra celebrated Vaisravana
as both military and personal protector-figure. His identification with
Kuvera, the ancient Hindu god of wealth, is well known.5 It was this
which accounted for his association with the Crystal Palace, the dwelling
of nagas^ As god of the northern regions, renowned for their fine horses
and warriors, Vaisravana came also to assume the role of supreme
Warrior-king. In Tibet this role served to relate him to the epic hero
Gesar;7 in China he eventually became associated in the popular mind
with the famous general L i Chingb, who assisted L i Shih-minc in the
establishment of the T ，ang dynasty.
It is a Vaisravana coloured with these heroic traditions whom the
Kozanji version now invokes to safeguard Tripitaka’s party through the
fabulous dangers of Tibet and Central Asia. And this seems to have been
1 B 1 : 4 a ( 1955 : P. 13).
2 B 1 :4 6 ( 1955 : P. H ).
3 F or a general exposition o f the place o f this deity in Chinese Buddhism , see Hobogirin pp. 1 1 3 - 2 1 .
4 See Hobogirin, p. 7 9 6 ; R . A . Stein, pp. 282 ff.
s Hdbdgirin ， p. 8 1.
6 T h e visit to the Dragon Palace to possess its riches was originally the exploit of
Kuvgra. A s a symbolic assertion of supremacy it became attached, among others, to
Vaisravana. H e is represented crossing the ocean on this mission in at least two silk
paintings from Tun-huang: cf. W aley (19 3 1), pp. 79-80; M . A . Stein, Serindia
(Oxford, 19 2 1), vol. 4, Pis. l x x i i and l x x i i i .
7 R . A . Stein, pp. 284 ff.
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not without precedent in the popular ‘ Tripitaka’ tradition: we have
noted above (p. 20) that Shen-sha shen, a figure inextricably tangled
with the legend of Tripitaka’s desert journey, and whose initial function
was to be his guardian spirit, was by some identified precisely with
Vaisravana. Although in later Chinese fiction of the supernatural
Vaisravana was to become familiar as the warrior king Devaraja L i and
the centre of an independent group of domestic legends featuring his
sons Nataa and Moksha13,1 the Kozanji text is unique in showing how he
became involved in popular fiction, and how the flavour of the cult still
remained with him in his role of supreme power and protective good
will.
I f we catch here the echoes of a great mythological complex originating
in the Buddhist countries of Central Asia, we have in the same episode
identified another, distinct theme: the monk-hero’s flight to the splen
dours of Mahabrahma^s Heaven, clearly duplicated in both the Hungfang legends and, more briefly， in at least one early ‘ M u-lien’ cycle.2
The ‘ Tripitaka’ narrator weaves into his performance a theme from a
repertoire associated in his mind, no doubt unconsciously, under some
such heading as ‘journeys of a saintly folk-hero’. In this theme the
personality of Mahabrahma would seem to be a necessary ingredient.
So it comes about that the two figures, each with a claim to appear per
sonally in the story, are here fused into one. Once again popular tradition
bends its orthodox religious material into bizarre shapes.
Section 6: ‘ They pass the Long Pit and the Great Serpent Range5
A yaksa—the battle with the white tiger
The party encounters a woman in white who, when challenged, turns
into a tiger . . •
Hou Hsing-che transformed his gold-ringed staff into a yaksayits head touch
ing the sky and its feet the earth, and brandishing in its hands a demonfelling club. Its body was blue as indigo, its hair red as vermilion.. .The
tiger spirit said: ‘ I ’m not surrendering!’ Hou Hsing-che said: ‘ If you don’t
1 Something o f the distribution o f these legends and many incidental details can be
gathered from L iu T s ，un-yan (1962), pp. 2 17 ff.
2 C f. above, p. 32, n. 6. It is o f interest to note also that M ahabrahma appears to
correspond to the Rupadhatu D evarajac o f the F ar West, endowed with fabulous
riches, o f whom we read in the story Liang szu-kung chi {T P K C , 8 1 : 5 2 0 - 1 : cf. above,
P- 1 3 , n. 4).
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surrender, look out for a monkey in your belly! ’ The tiger spirit heard this
but did not go on to surrender. When called, the monkey in the white tiger’s
stomach responded … 1
The tiger is forced to disgorge this monkey, and many others like it.
Finally Hou Hsing-che himself becomes a stone in the tiger’s stomach
and swells until the monster bursts.
The particulars in this description of the yaksa conform to a style of
demon representation which we find in the iconography of Northern
Buddhism, including, more specifically, a number of silk-paintings from
Tun-huang.2 It provides a clear early example of what later becomes a
cliche in Chinese fiction of the supernatural: the ‘ blue face, protruding
fangs and red hair’ are too familiar to require further illustration.
The attack from within the enemy’s belly is a motif even more
widely distributed. It will be found in a source as remote and ancient as
the classical Ramayana of Valm iki;3 closer to our own time, in the
Tibetan epic of Gesar;^ eventually, in Chinese fiction of the sixteenth
century, it emerges as one of the most dependably recurrent motifs in
the repertoire.5
This brief episode, in its two main features, serves both to illustrate
the forms which the popular imagination, under the influence of
Buddhist cults and folklore from the west, impressed upon early popular
fiction in China, and to anticipate some of the standard themes of much
later fiction. In this it resembles, but more modestly, the episode con
cerning Vaisravana. The Kozanji version as a whole, however, has a
wider variety of content to offer.
Section 1 1 : ‘ They enter the Pool of the Queen (of the W est)’
The stolen peaches
The Master said: ‘ Have you been here ?’ Hsing-che said: ‘ When I was eight
hundred years old I came here and stole some peaches to eat. Twenty-seven
thousand years have passed since then, and I have not returned until now. ’
1 A : 46—5 a ( 1955 : PP. 86-7 ) ；B 1 : n a (19 5 5 : p. 27).
2 Getty, The Gods o f Northern Buddhism, pp. 142 ff., affords many examples o f the
blue-painted bodies o f yaksa and Guardian deities. C f. Waddell, p. 3 3 4 ; W aley
(19 3 1), pp. 55, 147 etc.; M . A . Stein, Serindia (19 2 1), Pis. lx i i i and lx x ii.
3 Ramayana, vol. 2, pp. 25, 337.
4 C f. the m odem performance adapted b y M m e D avid-N eel: The Superhuman L ife of
Gesar of Ling (revised English ed. London, 1959), pp. 2 22 -3.
5 F or random examples, see H Y C , ch. 17 , p. 2 0 1, ch. 59, p. 683, ch. 66, p. 758, ch. 67,
p. 768, ch. 75, pp. 863-5, ch. 82, p. 9 4 1; Feng-shen yen-if ch. 40, p. 37 5 ， ch. 60,
pp. 58 0 -1, ch. 63, p. 603, ch. 92, p. 9 18 ; Pei-yu chi， ch. 1 1 , p. 194, ch. 14, p. 199,
ch. 15 , p. 203; N an-yu chi, ch. 2, p. 6o, ch. 6, p. 70, ch. 1 1 , p. 84.
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The Master said: ‘ I wish that today the peaches could bear fruit, and then
we could steal a few to eat. ’ Hsing-che said: ‘ It was because I stole ten peaches
when I was eight hundred years old that I was seized by the Queen and sen
tenced to eight hundred strokes from an iron cudgela on my left side and
three thousand on the right, then banished to Tzu-yiin tung on Hua-kuo shan.
It still hurts down my side even now.*1
This is the clearest example in the text of a story with long attested
native Chinese precedents. The old legend of Tung-fang Shuob, who
stole divine peaches intended by the Queen of the Westc for the Em 
peror Han Wu-tid, is found in its earliest form in the context of the
Han- Wu ku-shihe, a fictional work of the pre-T'ang era.2 The relevant
passage runs:
From Tung-chiinf a dwarf was offered u p .. .The Emperor suspected that
it was a mountain spirit.. .and summoned Tung-fang Shuo to ask h im ...
The dwarf pointed at Shuo and said to the Emperor: 'The Queen? grows
peaches which bear seed only once in three thousand years. This child has
been wicked enough to steal them on three occasions. So he fell from the
Queen’s favour and accordingly was banished to come here *. . , 3
From about the thirteenth century onwards (and probably from a
much earlier period too) a secondary legend on these lines re-emerges
as the centre of a whole series of stage works. The Queen and her
peaches became a standard subject for dramatic entertainments at
birthday celebrations. In the many extant dramatic compositions on this
theme produced in recent centuries it is clear that the centre-piece of
the entertainment was the Queen’s anniversary feast, to which she in
vited various auspicious deities and offered them the famous peaches.
Much of the text would be given to congratulatory verses. But in one of
the earliest surviving plays, by Chu Yu-tunh (1374-1437), there is a
subsidiary episode in which Tung-fang Shuo steals a crop of peaches.4
The peaches flower and mature at intervals of three thousand years;
1 B 2 :9 6 - 10 0 ：(19 5 5 : pp. 44 - 5)2 Y u Chia-hsi (tzu, 7 :3 7 6 -3 8 6 ) argues, but on scanty evidence, that two works with
this name may originally have existed, one by K o H ung4 (third-fourth centuries),
one b y W ang ChienJ (452-89), extracts from both o f which may come down to us
in the form of numerous quotations in T ’ang and Sung sources.
3 T e xt as reconstructed by L u H siin (19 12 , pp. 462-3). A version o f the same tradi
tional story appears among the popular literature recovered from T u n -h u an g: cf.
Tun-huang pien-wen chi, p. 162.
4 C h’Un-hsien ch’ing-shou p ’an-t’ao-huik (in the collection C h 、eng-chai yiieh-ful), pre
face dated 1429.
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Tung-fang Shuo steals and eats them after eluding the vigilance of the
maidens set to guard them; like Hou Hsing-che in the above quotation,
he is reappearing after a cycle of 27,000 years; on discovery, he is pun
ished. This later and rather more developed legend of Tung-fang Shuo,
dispensing with the figure of Han Wu-ti and presented in a new setting,
has much in common with the famous episode in the monkey-hero^
celestial career as told in later versions of the Hsi-yu chi.1 The resem
blance is strong enough to make us look with added interest at the
Kozanji episode and its implication. We are left with a situation to
which there is no clear answer: did the Tung-fang Shuo legend first
evolve into its very explicit later form, which then became grafted on to
the ‘ Tripitaka’ tradition—vaguely referred to in the Kozanji version,
more minutely reproduced in later narrative works ? Or did the (T ripi
taka * cycle first receive the legend in its simple ancient form and evolve
from it a circumstantial adventure in the orchard, with the monkey as
central figure, which Chu Yu-tun and his like later borrowed back for
their plays on the Tung-fang Shuo theme ? The actual situation may
well have been more complicated still, and there is little advantage to be
gained from guesswork. What is of interest here is above all the fact of
the story’s presence in the ‘ Tripitaka’ cycle at this early stage.
The iron cudgel was later to become famous as Sun W u-k’ung’s own
versatile weapon, bound by rings of gold, carried off from the Dragon
Palace, and worn behind his ear.2 Here it is used by the Queen of the
West to punish him; elsewhere he uses the same weapon, together with
the monk’s staff and other attributes received from Vaisravana, to defeat
nine dragons.3 The staff was in fact itself ringed with gold,4 just as that
bestowed on Mu-lien was described as having twelve rings.5 This motif
seems in time to have become associated with Sun Wu-k’ung’s iron
cudgel. It is above all in Buddhist literature that the iron cudgel is
familiar as a weapon of punishment or, in the hands of demons, ag
gression.6 Later, when the same weapon appears in the Hsi-hsiang chi of
1 1 HYCy ch. 5, pp. 48 ff.T h e author of the hundred-chapter version contrives an
J ironical situation in which Sun W u-k’ung meetsT ung-fang Shuo and jokes about
this very story {HYCy ch. 26, p. 298).
2 C f. H Y C , ch. 3, pp. 28 ff.
3 B 2 : 1 6 (1 9 5 5 ：P. 32).
4 B 1 : 4 6 ( 1 9 5 5 ：P. 1 4 ).

s Tun-huang pien-wen chi, p. 704.
6 Particularly in accounts of sufferings in H e ll : e.g. T . x , no. 299, p . 893 b ; XII, no. 333,
p . 7 5 c and no. 347, p . 18 5 c ; x v u , no. 7 2 1, p p . 62c and 8 7 a ; x x , no. 1050, p . 496;
x x v , no. 1509, p . Vjsc. C f. Tun-huang pien-wen chu p p . 347, 7 6 1-2 .
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Tung chieh-yuan, it is wielded by the redoubtable monk Fa-ts’unga
repulsing the rebels who threaten his monastery.1 It evidently retained
its Buddhist association. Tung Chieh-yuan, traditionally, lived under
the Chinb dynasty.2 I f this is a correct attribution and dating of the
work, which is famous both as a precursor of China’s best known and
loved romantic drama and as one of the rare survivals of the protodramatic form now known as Chu-kung_tiaoc，3 then we have an illustra
tion of the cudgel-motif appearing before Northern audiences of the
twelfth or the thirteenth century.
Section 1 7 ：*They reach Shensi, where the wife of a householder,4
Wang, kills his son’
T he ‘ boy in a fish’ story
This, the final section of the work, is largely given to an incongruous
episode only thinly related to Tripitaka’s return journey to China. It is
the story of Ch’ih-nad，elder son of the merchant Wang, who during his
father’s absence suffers repeated attempts on his life by a jealous step
mother, assisted by her resourceful maid Ch’un-liue. In turn he is im
prisoned and roasted beneath an ‘ iron lid ，；has his tongue ripped out
with an ‘ iron talon ’f ; is locked without food for a month in a storehouse;
is pushed from a bridge into a flooding river. He survives each hazard
with miraculous help, and it is only in the water that he is finally lost.
T he returning father, grief-stricken, arranges Buddhist memorial ser
vices. Tripitaka arrives at this point and demands, as his share of Wang’s
pious hospitality, a large fish. When the fish is produced Tripitaka
announces that the lost son is inside it—and the miraculous reunion
indeed takes place.5
Prusek6 has drawn attention to the distinctive character of this par
ticular episode: the miracle here recounted and the form of its pre
sentation seem closer to the world of religious homily than the more
1 Tung chieh-yuan Hsi-hsiang chi {q.v.), p. 38.
2 Cheng Chen-to (1954, vol. 2, pp. 106-8) cites the various sources which associate
him with the reign o f Chang-tsungS (119 0 -12 0 8 ).
3 A mixture of narrative and song, which owes its current name to the free ranging
through many different operatic musical modes that is its essential characteristic: see
Cheng Chen-to*s long article on the subject, reprinted in Chung-kuo uen-hsueh yenchiu, pp. 843-970.
4 T h is renders the term chang-cheh, which is the Chinese equivalent o f the Sanskrit
grhapati as used in Jataka literature.
5 A :io fe - i3 6 (19 5 5 : PP. 9 8 -10 4 ); B 3 :6 0 —10 a (19 5 5 : pp. 6 1-9 ).
6 PrOSek (1938), pp. 383 ff.
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simply spectacular marvels and legends that come before. Prusek sought
to identify it with a form of oral story described in the thirteenthcentury Tu-ch，eng chi sheng as ‘ ts’an-ch’ing’ 么
which designates subjects such as £guests and hosts，b, meditation0 and
enlightenmentd.1
Tripitaka’s presence in this story is made possible through the con
ventional relationship between devout patron and travelling monk.
Possibly many other stories made use of the same framework and could
be placed in this ‘ guest—host’ category.2 But the final intervention of a
monk with second sight was by no means fundamental to this fable of
the boy in a fish. The story-motif as such can be traced ultimately to
an ancient legend associated with the Arhat Bakkula (or Vakkula)e, an
early disciple of the Sakyamuni Buddha distinguished for a life of
untroubled good health and for his great age. The primitive story is
summarized from early Pali sources by Malalasekera in these words:
while being bathed by his nurse in the waters of the Yamuna, he slipped into
the river and was swallowed by a fish. The fish was caught by an angler and
sold to the wife of a Benares councillor. When the fish was split open the
child was discovered unhurt, and cherished by the councillor’s wife as her
own son … 3
Introducing the central ‘ fish’ motif we find no more than a simple
domestic accident, with no jealous step-mother and no series of ordeals.
The point of the story is to give a miraculous demonstration of Bakkula，s
pre-ordained physical security.
This old and simple version of the story was available to Chinese
Buddhists as one of the parables collected in the Hsien~yu chingfA In
the story’s more developed forms, to be found in other early Chinese
Buddhist sources, it retains the same emphasis, although many added
details bring it closer to the 4Kozanji * episode: the step-mother now
appears, as yet unsupported by her maid, and the young Bakkula suffers
1 Tu-ch’eng chi sheng (i chiian): p. 10a. T h is work is a description of the Southern
Sung capital. T h e author’s preface is dated 12 35. T h e term ts’an-ch’ing is introduced,
in a section dealing with the entertainers o f the public pleasure-grounds, as rep
resenting one group of specialists among the professional story-tellers. It is preceded
by the *sutra-narratives5s *which recount and elaborate on Buddhist scriptures’ .
2 C f. Pru§ek (1938) ，pp. 379 ff.
3 See G . P. Malalasekera, Dictionary of P a li Proper Names (London, i960 reprint),
vol. II, p. 261.
_
4 Translated circa fifth century. See T . IV , no. 202, p. 3856c. C f. Ota Tatsuo (1966),
P. 152.
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preliminary ordeals in the kitchen before being cast into the river. One
version still lacks the summoning of monks to conduct memorial ser
vices : Bakkula’s father chances to buy the fish himself, and directly
hears his son’s voice from inside it.1 But in the sixth-century compen
dium Ching-lU i-hsianga the monks appear, and the story as a whole
takes on a close resemblance to that of Ch’ih-na in the Kozanji version:
Once there was a man whose only son, named Bakkula, was just seven years
old. His wife died and he married again. The second wife detested the pre
vious wife’s son. She was steaming cakes in a cauldron when the boy asked
his (step-)mother for one. She took hold of him and put him into the cauldron,
sealing off the top with a dish in the hope of killing the boy. The boy in the
cauldron ate the cakes but did not die. Later she again took him and put him
on a hot iron cooking-plate—but on the plate he ate cakes and made no hard
ship of it. Later, they went to the river-bank to wash clothes. She threw him
into deep water, and he was swallowed by a fish. After seven days the father
invited monks to conduct a grand ceremony on (the lost child’s) behalf.
He bought a fish and bore it home on a cart. Just when the belly of the fish
was to be split open the boy said: ‘ Steady! Don’t hurt my head! *
This child had previously respected the precept on the taking of life.
Hence he was now five times delivered from death.2
There is still no doubt that, for Buddhist purposes, the point of this
miracle story is not to lead up to a completely dispensable demonstration
by a monk at the end, but rather to dramatize the boy’s unassailable
destiny of survival.
Prusek, without knowing of a specific antecedent, nevertheless argued
as follows:
This episode which seems to be taken from some other source and incorpor
ated into the narration about Hsuan Tsang is probably the oldest and best
specimen of narrations about religious feasts, about patrons and guests.
This narrative itself proves that the whole story about Hsiian Tsang must have
been created in the circle of religious story-tellers. To the same conclusion
points also the strong religious tendency pervading the whole work. . ,3
I quote these remarks in full because they touch upon a number of
questions basic to our interpretation of the Kozanji version and its
testimony.
1 See Fu-fa-tsang yin-yiian chuanh (trans.

fifth

century): T,

l

,

no. 2058, p. 3086. Cf.

Ota Tatsuo (1966), pp. 15 2 -3 .
2 T . l i i i , no. 2 1 2 1 , p. 201 c. C f. Chavannes, vol. 3, pp. 229-30. T h e passage is attrib
uted to a PH-yii ching0, but has not been traced further. T h e ‘ boy-in-fish ’ theme
appears in other passages quoted in Ching-lU i-hsiang: cf. ibid. pp. 94 c and 229 c;
Chavannes, vol. 3, p. 244. F or details o f a story reflecting some o f the other motifs
found in the above, see Ota Tatsuo (1966), p. 153 .
3 Prusek (1938), p. ^84.
3 經律異相
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Knowing more about the origins of the ‘ Ch’ih-na’ episode we are in a
position to verify the suggestion that this was a story originally alien to
the ‘ Tripitaka’ legends and, it may be, alien even to the (patrons and
guests’ of Nai-te-weng*s category. Its rather forced incorporation into
the cycle here is the result of adaptation, either of the parable story
preserved in something like its ancient form, or of a story already so
developed as to centre around a famous monk. Whether or not we wish
to force these stories into the categories named in the Tu-ch’eng chi sheng
and its companion works, it remains in any case useful to know that
material of recognizably scriptural origin was finding its way, at some
removes, into metropolitan Chinese fiction at this period.
It is with Prusek*s more general conclusion that we must take issue.
I f the series of episodes discussed above shows anything at all, it is the
surprisingly wide range of mythological reference contained in the
KSzanji cycle; and if there is a religious element common to many of
them, it belongs less to Buddhist orthodoxy than to a vague system
of popular cults and superstitions spread throughout Central Asia. In
speaking of a ‘ strong religious tendency pervading the whole work’
Pru§ek evidently refers to the Buddhist sentiments served up in many
of the verses which conclude each episode. Aside from wishful thinking,
there is, however, nothing to guarantee that the verses were not inserted,
clumsily enough, by the men who compiled these various secular tra
ditions into their present written form. In terms of the episodes them
selves, it is by no means obvious that all developed within a circle of
specialized religious story-tellers; and certainly the ‘ Ch’ih-na’ episode,
shorn of its main religious point and in any case quite distinct from the
rest, cannot prove anything about the cycle as a whole.
General considerations
In spite of the variety of episodes discussed here and in the previous
chapter, one thing remains clear. The story is unquestionably conceived
as a cycle, in which a simple framework allows the narrator ample scope
to include whatever suitable episodes he is likely to meet in whatever
quarter. This sets it apart from the bulk of popular stories to which we
attribute origins in the Sung period or before.
It is of questionable usefulness to allow our thinking about the
‘ Tripitaka, cycle to be too closely circumscribed by the incompletely
understood categories we inherit from the thirteenth-century citydescriptions. Of the themes and stories discussed above, a good propor
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tion relate to what Arthur Waley describes, in connection with the
‘ M u-lien’ story, as ‘ monkish folklore’.1 (I take this to imply an assimi
lation, not peculiar to China alone, of popular and heroic tradition with
personalities and stories of Buddhist origin.)
Waley points out—
In later times popular Mu-lien plays, lasting several days, were performed at
the Avalambana season.2 They were enlivened by boisterous and often scurri
lous intermezzi.^
The nature of these intermezzi is illustrated in an article on the develop
ment of the Mu-lien story by Chao Ching-shen,4 gathering together
several reports of modern performances in various country districts.
We know that performances on a generous scale took place already in
the Northern Sung capital of the early twelfth century.5 It is here，if at
all, that we find a parallel to the early ‘ Tripitaka’ cycles. Mu-lien’s story
as known to us in the pien-wen texts (one dated 921)6 is already con
structed episodically upon the framework of a quest which has the
dignity of a sacred mission. In twelfth-century K ’ai-feng it formed a
cycle whose performance could be sustained for seven days, and it is fair
to presume that, together with inherited elements of *monkish folklore’ ,
this cycle had its share of the boisterous intermezzi which have been
observed in later plays. Although there is no ‘ M u-lien’ among the major
novels3 of the sixteenth century and later, the story seems, particularly
in the earlier periods which form the background of the Kozanji ver
sion, to have belonged to the same world as that of Tripitaka.7
In the material discussed above there are signs that certain features
1 W aley (i960), p. 216.
2 In Chinese, Yii-lan-p'en^x the festival, on the fifteenth of the seventh lunar month,
at which Buddhists were enjoined by the Avalambana sutra (T . xv i, p. 779) to give
alms in pious remembrance o f their parents and forebears. Eberhard (19 4 1, pp.
175 -6 ) resumes some o f the background to the festival.
3 W aley (i960), p. 216 .
4 Chao Ching-shen (19 59a), pp. 8 1-8 .
5 Tung-ching meng hua lu 8 : 5b.
6 Tun-huang pien-wen chi， p. 744.
7 M ore about this association could be said. It is worth remarking that Tripitaka in
the K©2anji version is summoned to ascend to heaven precisely on the fifteenth of
the seventh month, i.e. at the climax o f the Avalambana season. (A 114^6, 19 5 5 : pp.
10 5 -6 ; B 3 : i o b - n a t 19 5 5 : pp. 7 0 -1.) B ut there is scope for further speculation as to
how far the ‘ Tripitaka’ and (M u-lien* cycles were identified in the popular Avalam 
bana celebrations. Certainly the long hsi-wen treatment o f the *M u-lien* story by
Cheng Chih-chen makes free use o f elements from the Hsi-yu chi tradition: cf.
above, p. 33, below, p. 165.
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used in the ‘ Tripitaka’ cycle were known at least individually on the
popular stages of the thirteenth century or before. The iron cudgel and
the stolen peaches have been mentioned. We learn of more from the
text of an edict issued in 12 8 1, restricting dramatic performances:
From now on no-one, no matter who, is t o .. . perform theatricals, to play
wind or stringed instruments, to impersonate the four Lokapala, or to wear
skulls as necklace or headgear. Disobedience or infringement will be a
criminal offence. . . 1
The skulls slung about the neck of Shen-sha shen, which we meet in the
Kozanji version as well as in later Hsi-yu chi texts, have been discussed
in the previous chapter (pp. 20-1). In the case of the Lokapala it is
possible to infer that Vaisravana, one of the group of four, may also
have been represented individually in the special capacities which are
described above. Evidence suggesting that Hou Hsing-che himself may
have been a familiar figure on the stage of this period is introduced
immediately below. That some version of the ‘ Tripitaka’ cycle was
enacted as a whole we can gather from the title T'ang San-tsang, which
appears in the list of yiian-pena of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
drawn up by T ’ao Tsung-i ( ?i320—?i4 〇2).2
All this, together with the points of similarity which seem to associate
the ‘ Tripitaka’ and *M u-lien1 cycles, can serve to remind us that7in the
thirteenth century and before we are dealing with story-cycles which
were the shared preserve of both narrators and actors. The episodic
material which receives such uneven synoptic treatment in the Kozanji
version may ultimately derive from a wide background of varied per
formances.
If, at the close of this very selective survey, we turn back to the con
tent of the story as a whole, two characteristics stand out. Many elements
of vaguely Buddhist origin are there, but there is certainly no monopoly
of Buddhist themes, of whatever degree of orthodoxy. The episodes are
1 Ch’ung-chiao Yiian tien-chang， 5 7 ：5 0 a (18th year o f Chih-yuanb, n t h month, second
day).
2 Cho-keng lu ， 2 5 : 1 4 厶‘ (The preface to this work is dated 1366.) Yiian-pen is a generic
term used here by T ’ao himself. There has been some debate as to what kind o f per
formance it denoted and to what period it may be attributed. Cheng Chen-to (1954,
vol. 2, pp. 37-8) suggests that it was in use from the twelfth to the thirteenth cen
turies. H u Chi (pp. 6 -10 ) deduces from contemporary references that the use o f the
word yiian implied performances by players ranked among the lowest orders in
society.
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bewilderingly varied. Secondly, such Buddhist (or sub-Buddhist) cults
and traditions as are represented there lose most of their own significance
and logic in the process. Kuei-tzu-mu and Shen-sha shen depart com
pletely from their function in cult and legend; Vaisravana and Maha
brahma retain the semblance of their Buddhist character but are forced
in cavalier fashion to merge into a single story; Tripitaka trespasses
rather unnecessarily into the story of the boy in the fish.
The Kozanji version represents for us a cycle which is largely the
preserve of the popular entertainer and his audience: it is not in fact
surprising that so little written evidence of its earliest development
appears in advance of this text, both editions of which are themselves
transitory popular publications, preserved for us only by fortunate
chance.
A L L U S I O N S B Y L I U K’ O -C H U A N G

The Kozanjilversion is certainly the most significant evidence available
to us of the ‘ Tripitaka’ story in its pre-fourteenth-century form, but
there is not a total lack of corroboration in other thirteenth-century
sources.
There are two slight but interesting traces of literary evidence to be
found in the work of the prolific poet L iu K ’o-chuanga (1187-1269 ). Both
occur in groups of epigrammatic six-syllable verse. The first, under the
general heading of *Buddhist and Taoist themes，b, forms one line of the
stanza:
From one stroke of the brush it was possible to
learn the sense of the ^urangama (sutra),1
Yet three letters accompanied the presentation of a
robe to Ta-tienc.2
1 Although the superficial sense o f this line seems clear enough I am unable to identify
the episode referred to.
2 In his letter to M eng Chiend (see Chu Wen-kung chiao Ch*ang-li Hsien-sheng wen-chi，
i8:6afe), Han Y u e, the famous leader of the T ，ang Confucian revival, describes the
circumstances under which he met and became friendly with the Buddhist monk
Ta-tien, in the region o f C h ’ao-chouf in a d 819. He admits to having presented him
with a garment as a parting gift, but protests that this was a personal gesture, not a
sign o f assent to Buddhist doctrine. Apart from this, there remain three letters, not
usually included in Han Y li’s collected works, which were claimed b y some to have
been addressed b y him to Ta-tien. T h e authenticity of the letters became a cause
celebre in the intellectual world o f the Sung, with its jealous insistence on Confucian
orthodoxy, because here the probity o f its most highly regarded proponent was at
stake. C h ’ien Chung-shu gives an erudite exposition o f this great debate in T }an-i lu,
pp. 77-82. T h e text o f the letters is preserved in C T W t 5 5 4 : 1 4 a - 1 5 a .
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To fetch scriptures (it was necessary to) trouble the
Monkey Novice-Monk (Hou Hsing-che).
In composing verse (the Buddhists ?) do not rival
Ho A-shihV

M y translation of this allusive and cryptic verse is both free and tenta
tive, but it seems clear from this and the other nine quatrains of the
group that a vigorous anti-Buddhist (and elsewhere anti-Taoist) lam
poon is intended: the allusion to Ta-tien alone carries this implication,
and it is possible to take all the other allusions in a similar sense. For
tunately the line concerning Hou Hsing-che is the least problematical
of all: Liu K ’o-chuang ridicules the degrading of Hsiian-tsang's great
mission to the west into a story in which the traveller depends on the
support of a fantastic monkey.
In itself this reference confirms what we infer from the Kozanji
source: that by the mid-thirteenth century there was in general currency
a story, perhaps of long standing, of the scripture-seeking pilgrimage
which already possessed this character, and under this name.
Further implications may be gathered from a similar line in a group
of three epigrammatic quatrains entitled ‘ On holding up my m irror ，
，
in which the poet seems to take rueful stock of himself in his declining
years (he speaks of himself as more than seventy years old). The first
of the three runs:
A back bent like a water-buffalo in the Szub stream,
Hair white as the silk thread issued by ‘ ice-silkworms’，2
A face even uglier than Hou Hsing-che,
Verse more scanty than even Ho Hoc-shih.3
I f Liu conceived of Hou Hsing-che as an epitome of ugliness he must
have had good reason to be familiar with the figure in visual terms.
Broadly speaking, this would imply either pictorial or theatrical rep
1 I am unable to explain this allusion, which recurs in modified form in the quatrain
quoted immediately below.
2 A breed o f silkworm that flourished in icy conditions. T h e textile produced was
remarkable for its fineness and durability.
3 In spite o f the slight graphic discrepancy there can be no doubt that we have here
the same allusion as in the final line noted above, and the two references make it
possible to discern something o f what this character was known for. T h e ironical
overtones o f this line become clear when one takes even a glance at L iu K ’o-chuang’s
immense output of verse: his shih alone occupy nearly fifty chiian o f his collected
works. Credit for drawing attention to this and the above references (to be found in
Hou-ts’un hsien-sheng ta-ch’iian-chi 2 4 : 2 a and 4 3 : 1 8 6 respectively) goes to C h ’ien
Chung-shu, a notable authority on Su ng poetry (cf. K ’ung Ling-ching, p. 81).
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resentation. The section which follows immediately below will show
that the first alternative was certainly a possibility. But it has recently
also been shown that L iu ’s verse bears the signs of a persistent interest
in theatrical performances, often specifically those seen in country dis
tricts.1 It could follow that he was referring here to some grotesque
theatrical mask associated with Hou Hsing-che and comparable to the
painted lien-p，u of Sun Hsing-che in modern stage conventions.
I f these conjectures, based admittedly on extremely laconic evidence,
correspond to the facts, the ‘ Tripitaka’ stories, with their characteristic
monkey-hero, may have been known among the popular entertainments
of the South in the thirteenth century.

REPRESENTATIONS

AT

ZAYTON

The third group of reflections we find in a totally different quarter, in
the form of carved figures preserved on the face of two granite pagodas
which were built to stand in the grounds of a temple, the K ’ai-yiian
szua, in the medieval cosmopolitan port Ch’iian-choub， then known to
Europeans as Zayton, in southern Fukien. This material received its
definitive exposition in the monograph by Ecke and Demieville:2 any
comment here is superfluous. But since it has to my knowledge received
no attention from students of the Hsi-yu chi story,3 it may be useful to
quote here the passages of particular interest, where relevant adding
observations in the light of current knowledge of the tradition.
About dating the structures there is little problem. The Western
Pagoda, in its present stone form, was undertaken in 1228 or slightly
earlier, and completed in 12 3 7 ;4 the Eastern Pagoda undertaken in 1238
and completed in 1250.5 (As an ornament within the architectural
scheme of each pagoda, eighty panels with life-size figures carved in
middle relief are inserted into the ashlar framework. ’6 In the carving of
these figures Ecke discerns the influence of contemporary Buddhist
painting. After describing a thirteenth-century monastic scroll-painting
from the southern kingdom of Ta-lic, he adds, *one may perhaps
1 Iwaki Hide 。，pp. 12 4 ff.
2 G . Ecke and P. Demieville, The Twin Pagodas o f Zayton7 Harvard- Yenching Insti
tute M onograph Series, 11, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1935.
3 I am grateful to M r Piet van der Loon for drawing m y attention to it.
4 Ecke and Dem ieville, pp. 9 0 -1.
5 Ibid. p. 92.
6 Ibid. p. i i .
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suppose that such more or less popular and often stereotyped represen
tations and miniature legendaries existed in the libraries of the Sung
monasteries and may have influenced the Buddhist sculptor of the time•’
And slightly later: ‘ The reliefs of Guardians in particular may be adap
tations of such scrolls and block-prints, which even now are affixed to
temple walls and doors, to embellish them on high festivals.. .Their
primitive conception also reminds one of some of those fierce types in
the popular fiction.. .Today they survive not only in the crude block
prints, but even more so in certain types of the theatre.’ 1 These com
ments, although speculative, leave us with a clear impression of where
the carvings stand in iconographical terms. We are dealing with figures
from a popular Buddhist pantheon, conceived and, essentially, executed
in characteristically popular manner. It is within this context that we
find reflections of an early Hsi-yu chi tradition.
Of most immediate interest is the figure described by Demieville as
follows:
[Western Pagoda, Story iv, NE] A Guardian with a monkey-head, holding
with one hand a rosary which is hanging around his neck, and with the other
a sword emitting a cloud from its tip. He wears a short tunic, travel-sandals,
and a rope-belt from which are hanging a calabash and a scroll with the
Chinese title of the Mahdmayunvidyarajnt (T. 982-5, a text which was used
as a charm against all calamities, dangers, wounds, and diseases). Trad.2 Sun
Wu-k’ung, the name of the monkey assistant. . .of Hsiian-tsang in the Hsi yu
chi novel … In the upper right corner of the carving there is a small monkfigure with a halo, evidently Hsiian-tsang himself, appearing on a cloud,
seemingly the same cloud as that which now emanates from the monkey’s
sword. In the version of the Hsi yu chi now extant, the monkey assistant’s
weapon is not a sword, but an iron rod with two golden rings, which he can
reduce, whenever he finds it convenient, into a needle and so keep inside
his ear. Also, he wears a tiger-skin over the lower part of his body, a detail
which does not agree with our carving. . . 3
In commenting on these various features Demieville limits his refer
ences to the sixteenth-century novel (although he elsewhere, on p. 7 1,
mentions the Kozanji text and the tsa-chii version). In fact, however,
the comments would apply almost as aptly to the monkey we find in the
1 Ibid. pp. 15 - 16 .
2 B y this is meant ‘ Tem ple T rad ition ,’ in D em ieville’s words— ‘ the traditional
identification of the figures, as recorded by the Rev. H sing-yuan of the K ’ai-yiian
Tem ple. In most cases this tradition is either doubtful or manifestly wrong, but as it
sometimes proved to be correct and helpful, it has seemed advisable to mention all
the identifications suggested by the Rev. H sing-yiian. . , * C f. ibid. p. 29.
3 Ibid. p. 35, and PI. 26, reproduced here as PI. 5.

Illustrations

i Section o f handscroll attributed to L i Kung-lin, depicting the story o f Kuei-tzumu. T h e episode represented in this section is the attempt of demons in the service of
Kuei-tzu-m u to raise the almsbowl under which the Buddha has imprisoned her son
Priyankara. Female attendants look on. See pp. 16 ff.
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Shen-sha shen {Ja p . Jinja-shin) as represented in a twelfth-century
Japanese iconographical work, the Shoson zuzd. See pp. 1 8-20.

5

Monkey-headed figure carved in relief on the Western Pagoda of medieval
Zayton (Story iv , N E ). See p. 48.

6

‘ Dragon-Prince ’ figure on the Western Pagoda at Zayton
(Story iv , N E ). See p. 49.
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Kozanji version: there is no sign there of the traveller’s garb in which
the Zayton figure is so meticulously clothed; the sword is also not men
tioned, although the ‘ iron rod with gold rings’， as we have seen above,
has not yet assumed its full distinctive role; similarly, the tiger-skin
robe, while not described in as many words, seems faintly anticipated
in the episode in which Hou Hsing-che slays a tiger-demon, and certainly
this standard attribute of demonic figures in Tantric iconography1
accords well with the description of the yaksa in that same episode.2 All
this tends to suggest that the Zayton monkey-figure remains strangely
distinct from that known to us in the literary sources. There is no reason,
however, to attempt on these grounds to reject the identification
attested by the local temple tradition. Certainly at this stage of their
development, there seems to have been no obligation to uniformity in
the enactment or representation of popular story cycles: the monkey
seen, heard or read about by the northern public could well have differed
from his southern counterpart. It may be that in this figure on the West
ern Pagoda we effectively see^what confronted the septuagenarian Liu
K ’o-chuang in his mirror.3
A second important carving is described as follows:
[Western Pagoda, Story iv, NE] A figure dressed like a Guardian-deity, with
a princely tiara. In the left hand the figure holds a ball; in the right hand, a
spear from the tip of which a calabash is hanging. From the top of the calabash
there emanates a cloud, on which a horse carrying on its saddle a lotus-flower
(?) appears in the upper right corner of the carving. Epigraph:3. According to
our present version of the Hsi yu chi, the name of this figure should be
slightly different, as follows :b. The Dragon-king of the Eastern Seac, named
Ao Kuangd, was the person from whom the Monkey-attendant received his
miraculous iron rod. . .
There follows a summary of the episodes in H Y C chapters 8 and 15,
in which the son of the Dragon-king of the Western Sea, condemned
for causing a fire, is directed by Kuan-yin to escort Tripitaka on his
journey, and eventually, after swallowing Tripitaka’s white horse, him
self turns into such a horse to serve as a steed to the pilgrim. Demieville
concludes:
1 C f. Getty, The Gods of Northern Buddhism (1928), pp. 52, 66, 69, 107, 12 5 -6 , 134 ,
14 5, 146, 149, 163 etc.; Waddell, p. 3 3 5 ; W aley (19 3 1) ，PP. 55—6, 73 —4 , 147 ；H Y C ,
ch. 14 , p. 156.
2 See above, pp. 35-6.
3 L iu K ’o-chuang’s fam ily home, at P ’u-t’iene (in modern Fukien), was only a matter
o f some fifty miles away from C h ’iian-chou.
a 粲海火龍太子

b 西 海 玉 龍 太 子 。東 海 龍 王

d 敖廣

e 莆田
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Our carving is certainly a representation of the Dragon-prince with the white
horse, but the inscription and several details of the carving do not agree with
the text of the novel as we now have it.1
This identification is bold if it means to imply that a ‘ Tripitaka’ story
is being directly invoked in this carving. There is no mention of such a
dragon in the Kozanji version, and the white horse appears only in
significantly as a gift from the Queen of the Land of Women.2 For con
firmation of the presence of the dragon-horse story in the Hsi-yu chi
cycle we have to wait for the tsa-chii version (where it raises complica
tions which must be reconsidered below) and the hundred-chapter
novel, with the discrepancies in detail described by Demieville.
,
From ancient to medieval times, and beyond, there were countless
legends and traditions centred around the archetypal dragon-horse myth
in China.3 The white horse was in its own right a central figure in
Buddhist mythology, known to China above all in the famous legend of
the introduction of Buddhism in a d 63 after the vision of the emperor
Ming-tia.4 The more humble story we meet here undoubtedly forms
part of this great compounded tradition. The form, if not the detail,
of the figure’s name ensures that it bore some relation to the story which
eventually joined the Hsi-yu chi tradition. What remains uncertain is
whether it formed part of such a tradition in the thirteenth century. I f it
did, then that tradition would again seem distinct from what we see
represented in the Kozanji text. This is a matter for conjecture until
further evidence comes to light.
Elsewhere in his iconographical analysis Demieville has occasion to
mention the Hsi-yu chi story a number of tim es. In each case, however,
there seems little direct relevance to the composition of the ‘ Tripitaka’
cycle at this point in tim e: either the identifications are speculative, or
the figures concerned are of very general significance— a representation
of Hsiian-tsang, for instance, need carry no special implications for the
development of a popular cycle. We shall therefore add no comment
here.
1
2
3
4

Ecke and Demieville, pp. 35 -6 , and PI. 24 (here: PI. 6).
B 2 :9 a ( 1955 : P- 43 ).
F or a survey of this question in its world context, see Ishida Eiichiro, pp. 3 ff.
F or an analysis o f the legend’s early development, see H . Masp^ro, ‘ L e songe et
l’ambassade de l’empereur M in g ’, Bulletin de V6cole Franfaise d*Extreme-Orient 10
(19 10 ), 9 5 -13 0 . Cf. Getty, The Gods o f Northern Buddhism, pp. 94-5. T h e legend is
found represented at Zayton in its own righ t: cf. Ecke and Demieville, pp. 57-8.
5 Ibid, pp. 30—1 ，34, 7 0 - 1, 8 1.

a 明帝
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The unique and authoritative material we find on the Zayton pagodas,
although its interpretation is in some ways open to conjecture, leaves us
with an important reminder: that the actual content of a popular cycle
at various times and in various parts of China is by no means defined
by the written sources which happen to be preserved. Our ideas about
popular stories, certainly with regard to this stage in their development,
should always allow for an essential flexibility.

4-2

3
A Hsi-yu chi Fragment in
the Yung-lo ta-tien
In the case of this source there is little to be added to what is already
known. The facts are mostly familiar and can be quickly resumed.
Survival
The Yung-lo ta-tien^ was intended, in the words of the Ming Emperor
Ch’eng-tsu ，
sb commission, to ‘ make a full selection of the things re
corded in each and every book, gather them into categories and organize
them under rhymes’.1 It was compiled in Nanking between 1403 and
1408 and recopied in 1562—7. In the eighteenth century only this later
copy partially survived in the Han-lin Academy at Peking.2 Sub
sequently the greater part of even that has been lost. A reconstitution
of the surviving remnants (730 out of an original total of 22,937 chuan)2
has recently been published in facsimile.4
Among those parts recovered in recent years is the 13,139 th chiian
(originally listed among the survivals in i773)，s which contains a
fragment of an early Hsi-yu chi.6 The passage, just less than 1,10 0
1 M ing shih-lu (vol. 10), T ’ai-tsungc, 2 1 :g a under the first year o f Yung-lo, seventh
month, ping-tzud,
2 C f. W illiam Hung, 4T h e Transmission o f the Book K now n as The Secret History
of the Mongols^ H arvard Jou rnal of Asiatic Studies 14 (19 5 1), 4 33 -5 , citing a number
o f modern studies and discussing the problems o f dating.
3 T h e initial total o f 2 2 ,2 11 chiian in 1407 was brought up to 22,937 in 1408: cf.
W illiam H ung (19 5 1), p. 435 .
4 B y Chung-hua shu-chu (Peking, i960).
s See the list compiled in preparation for the S z u -k ’u ch’Uan-shu project, reprinted in
Yiian T ’ung-li (1932), p. 1 1 7 .
6 T h e original, no doubt part o f the copy made in the 1560 ’s, held by the T o y 5
Bunkoe, and a M S copy of that b y the Peking National L ib ra ry : see Yiian. T ’ung-li
(1929), p. 2 4 1. Cheng Chen-to’s study was based on a further copy made b y Sun
k ’ai-ti from the Peking Library holding (19 33, p. 270). T h is holding must presum
ably also be the *manuscript co p yJ upon which the recent facsimile reprint is based,
(List o f contents, p. 27 a).
a 永樂大典
b 成祖
c 太宗
d 丙子
e 東洋文摩
'
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characters in length, is announced (p. 8 b) by the heading ‘ The dragon of
the Ching river executed in a dream’a. (It is the first character meng
which brings the extract into this part of the compilation, governed
by the rhyme sungh.) There follow, in red,1 the words Hsi-yu chict in
dicating the title of the source-work, then the extract itself, ending on
p. 10a.
The episode and its antecedents
The preserved narrative2 introduces the following story: A dragon king,
enraged by the skill with which a Ch’ang-an soothsayer guides local
fishermen to the best catching-grounds, challenges him in person. He
elicits a forecast of the next day’s rainfall and proceeds to fault it by
making the rain fall late and in smaller quantity, although his instruc
tions from Heaven meanwhile correspond exactly to the forecast. The
soothsayer remains unmoved when subsequently menaced by the dragon,
warns him that he has committed a capital offence and advises him to
seek the protection of the Chinese Emperor T ’ang T ’ai-tsung. In a
dream the Emperor receives a visitation from the dragon and learns
that his own minister Wei Chengd is the appointed executioner. He
agrees to prevent the execution. The following day he has Wei Cheng
play chess with him all day, but is unable to stop him falling asleep at
the appointed hour and carrying out the celestial execution. A public com
motion announces the descent of a dragon’s severed head from the clouds.
The story is at once familiar as an episode found again in the sixteenthcentury Hsi-yu chi {HYC, ch. 10, pp. 100 ff.), and from the later work
we know that it formed a prelude to one major section early in the cycle.
T ’ai-tsung， for his breach of good faith, is first haunted by the unfor
giving dragon, reduced to death and arraigned by the Ten Kings of
Helle.3 The charge is dismissed, and T ’ai-tsung is granted an extension
of life; he undertakes to send down a man with an offering of melons.
While he is in Hell the ghosts of his slain brothers L i Chien-ch*engf
and L i Yiian-chis accost him demanding reparation for their death;4
and as he departs, progressing through all the scenes of the popular
1 C f. *Explanation o f the second reproduction’， at the opening of the modern reprint.
2 A full translation is given in A pp. B.
3 F or the origins and functions o f these figures in Chinese popular Buddhism see
Waley (19 3 1), pp. xxvii-xxx.
4 These notorious assassinations， b y which L i Shih-m in secured his own succession
to the throne, took place on the fourth dayh o f the sixth month o f the year 626:
cf. Tzu-chih t’ung-chien 、 (S P T K ) 1 9 1 :1 5 6 .
a 夢斬徑河龍
g 元吉

h 庚申

c 西遊記
1資治通鑑

d 魏徵

代冥王

f 李建成
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Buddhist Inferno, he is again challenged by a host of those wrongfully
done to death. He agrees to hold a Grand Mass of the DeadaI for the
salvation of these aggrieved souls. Returned to the world of the living,
he entrusts his consignment of melons to a commoner, Liu Ch’iianb，
who is anxious to follow his suicide wife L i T s ，
ui-lienc in death. Hus
band and wife are granted leave to return to life when the offering has
been made in Hell. The Emperor prepares to hold the Grand Mass.
It is at this point that Tripitaka first enters upon his public career: he
is made High Priest and subsequently entrusted with the mission of
fetching scriptures from the West.
Since theYung-lo ta-tien extract was drawn from a source named Hsiyu chi, we are bound to assume that the story proceeded similarly
through each of these subsequent stages before finally broaching the
main narrative: apart from the relatively self-contained episode of Liu
Ch’iian and the melons, there is no break in their sequence. Never
theless, the elements of the story stand distinct:
(1) the dream-execution of the dragon;
(2) T ’ai-tsung in Hell;
(3) L iu Ch’iian delivering the melons;
⑷ the Grand Mass of the Dead, with Tripitaka as High Priest.
Among them, the story of T ’ai-tsung has old and well-known prece
dents. According to a passage drawn from the Ch’ao-yeh ch’ien-tsaid
of Chang Choe (early eighth century) :2 T ’ai-tsung at the threshold of
death is summoned by a man who, though living, serves as a Judgef in
the Underworld. He questions T ’ai'tsung about the circumstances of
his brothers’ death (‘ the affair of the fourth of the sixth month’)，then
returns him to life. T ’ai-tsung invests this man with secular office.
Here already we meet three basic figures in the story: apart from
T ’ai-tsung himself, the astronomer L i Ch’un-fengg3 (attendant at his
1 T h e Buddhist ceremony dedicated to the salvation o f the souls o f the dead, tradi
tionally instituted by the L ian gh emperor W u -ti1 : cf. Shih-men cheng-t’ungi， by
Tsung-chienk (twelfth century), 4 :4 0 16 (i) (in D ai Nippon zokuzdkyd, 11, 2, t’ao 3,
ts’e 5 ); see also Eberhard (19 4 1), p. 176.
2 A six-chiian work o f this name is known, but it contains material dating from after
the death of Chang Cho. T h e original version appears to have been known as late as
the thirteenth century, but thereafter the history o f the text becomes confused: cf.
Y u Chia-hsi, tzut 7 ：8& -i3& . T h e passage in question here is quoted in T P K C ，
14 6 :10 5 0 - 1.
3 L i C h ’un-feng: biographies in Chiu T*ang-shu， 7 9 :5 6 - 7 0 ; Hsin T 、ang-shu 204: la b .
C f. notes on him by W aley (19 52, p. 274). Legends about his powers o f astrological
insight are gathered in T P K C , 76:479 .
& 水陸大會
« 李淳風

b 劄全
11 梁

c 李翠蓮
* 武帝

4 朝野僉駄

e張 &

】釋 門 正 統

k 宗醛

f 判官
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bedside) and the mortal judge from the Underworld are both figures
found in later versions. T ，
ai-tsung，s arraignment for the death of his
brothers is the exclusive occasion for this episode: the theme lived long
in the popular memory.
In a manuscript fragment from Tun-huang1 there is a prose treatment
of the story with certain popular characteristics.2 T ’ai-tsung again faces
the King of Hell on account of the death of his brothers and the thou
sands he has slain in battle. He bears a letter from L i (whose name is
here corrupted to Ch’iena-feng) to the Underworld official T s ’ui Tzuyii5,3 who has been commanded to meet him (p. 210, 11. 8-9). T s ’ui
arranges to extend T ’ai tsung’s mortal life by ten years (p. 2 12 , 1. 6).
Much of the surviving text is concerned with his efforts to gain some
official standing under T ’ai-tsung’s earthly administration. We meet this
character again, under the name T s ’ui Chiiehc, in the sixteenth-century
Hsi-yu chi {H YC, ch. 1 1 , p. 116 ), and T ’ai-tsung there too bears a letter
for him, now from Wei Cheng (H Y C f ch. 10, p. 113).
Comparing these sources with the hundred-chapter version, and by
natural extension with that earlier version used in the Yung-lo ta-tien，4
we find that, despite a clear continuity in certain central features, the
T ’ai-tsung story has acquired its ‘beheaded dragon’ theme from else
where. I am however unable to trace the precedents for this theme in
T ’ang fiction to which Eberhard refers.5
Liu Ch’Uan, bearing an offering of melons (to the Underworld ?)，was
the subject of an independent play, now lost, at least as early as the
1 Stein 2630, in the British M useum . C f. Tun-huang pien-zven chi， pp. 2 0 9 -15 ; Waley
(i960), pp. 16 5-74. N o specific date is mentioned in either book, but F u Yiin-tzu
(p. 192) has drawn attention to an inscription on the reverse side o f the paper
bearing a date equivalent to 1 1 February 907. It appears at the reverse o f the text
corresponding to Tun-huang pien-wen chi， p. 2 10 , 11. 15 - 1 6 . Such a date indeed falls
within the period from which most o f the pien-wen M S S seem to originate.
2 Although there is no evidence o f the more conspicuous formal characteristics of
pien-wen texts (e.g. use of verse), the story contains elements o f colloquial diction
(e.g. p. 2 10 ,1. 13 , p. 2 13 , II. 5, 7, 8, 1 1 etc.), and much o f the narrative has a decidedly
facetious tone. C f. Waley (i960), p. 165.
3 Also known as T s ’ui p ’an-kuand : one o f the regular figures in the popular Buddhist
Underworld (cf. W aley (19 3 1), p. xxxii). A painting o f Kshitigarbhae and the T en
K in gs o f H ell recovered from the Tun-huang cave-library represents him w ith the
inscribed cartouche *T s’ui p ’an-kuan’ (Waley (19 3 1), pp. 36-7).
4 I have not had access to an article on the subject o f T ’ai-tsung’s visit to Hell b y
C h ’en Chih-liangf, listed in Tun-huang pien-wen chi, p. 922.
5 ‘ D ie Geschichte vom Drachen, der sich gegen das Gebot des Himmels versiindigt,
soil in t’angzeitlichen Novellen vorkom men; ein Beleg ist m ir aber nicht bekannt. *
(Eberhard (1948), p. 129.) H e elsewhere (19 4 1, pp. 17 4 -5) cites a modern folk version
o f the legend (from Chekiang) unconnected with a ‘ T ’ai-tsung in Hell* story.
ML
b 崔子玉
C S
d 刿官
e 地藏王
f 陴 志 S
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thirteenth century.1 It is not made clear whether, in this case, there was
an explicit connection with T ’ai-tsung and his visit to Hell.
From the evidence there are two inferences to be drawn. (1) The
‘ T ’ai-tsung’ complex in chapters 10 -12 of the present hundred-chapter
Hsi-yu chi,2 closely knit though it seems, was compounded of elements
from a number of apparently distinct contexts, whose common feature
was a connection with the popular Buddhist Hell. (2) The complex
would seem to have reached this stage of development already in the
early Hsi-yu chi used by the Yung-lo ta-tien, L iu Ch’iian is a possible
absentee only because he does not offer a direct link in the story between
the dragon’s execution and the public debut of Tripitaka.
The text
The compilers of the Yung-lo ta-tien seem to have respected their
sources: there is little reason to suppose that this passage has suffered
any serious editing.
From its presence in the compilation we know that the source-book
Hsi-yu chi was in existence before 1408. From the late fourteenth
century no other vernacular prose fiction has come down to us, with the
sole exception of the Hsiieh Jen-kuei cheng Liao shih liieha (an historical
tale of the early T ’ang hero Hsueh Jen-kuei serving in T ’ai-tsung’s
Korean campaign) also preserved in the Yung-lo ta-tien.3 The date of
this text’s composition is however uncertain: Chao Wan-lib, editor of
the modern reprint,4 has pointed out allusions in it which are common
also to popular literature of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries
(specifically the San-kuo chih0 p ’ing-hua，among the group of five f in g hua from the 1320s).5 This is at best an imprecise way of dating a text.
1 A title ‘ L iu C h ’Uan offers up m elons’d is ascribed to the playwright Y ang Hsienchihe, who is listed among *gifted men of an older generation now dead, whose plays
are still in circulation’ : see L u-kueipu , pp. 104 and 1 1 1 . T h is catalogue o f drama was
first compiled by the Y uan dramatist Chung Szu-ch’engf by the year 1330 . T h e
critical edition cited here uses as its basic text a version o f Chung’s work published
b y T s ’ao Yin^ in 1706 (cf. p. 14 1).
2 In the texts o f M ing date (see, for instance, Dudbridge (1969), pp. 144-50) the com
plex in fact occupied chapters 9 - 12 .
3 Chiian 5,244, held by the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
4 Hsiieh Jen-kuei cheng Liao shih-liieh (Shanghai, 1957).
5 Ibid. p. 76. T h e connotations o f the term pHng-hua at this period have been deduced
largely from these same sources— a popular tale principally in prose and concerned
with historical subjects treated in a free manner. A note in S K C S T M (54:1^6)
refers to the category pHng~hua conserved in the Yung-lo ta-tient ch. 17 ,6 3 6 -17 ,6 6 1,

3 薜仁貴征遼事略
e 揚顯之

b 趙萬里
f 鍾嗣成

c 三國志

g 曹寅

泉進瓜
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But in the Hsi-yu chi fragment there is even less internal evidence.
The narrative proceeds simply, without incidental allusions. The extract
is brief and offers little basis for comparison of formal or linguistic
features.
Although there is no difficulty in recognizing here an early vernacular
style, in some parts a stiff literary idiom prevails. The passage also hap
pens to lack virtually all the more conspicuous particulars of diction and
usage which we associate with colloquial Chinese of the fourteenth
century, and which appear plentifully, if irregularly, in the p ’ing-hua
texts of the 1320s and the Hsin-pien Wu-tai shih p ’ing-hua.1 It does
however at one point use the particle hoa，equivalent to the literary tseb，2
which has been characterized as a usage of the fourteenth century.3
And it once employs a construction in which yeh% emphasizing a new
state of affairs, appears at the end of a sentence where Uaod has been
used to give a perfective aspect to the verb.4 The usage is also found in
colloquial texts of the Yuan period.5 But these criteria are not precise
enough in terms of time to be helpful in dating the text: it is by no
means certain that they did not survive into early fifteenth-century
usage, and the whole question of localization in any case remains obscure.
The text’s formal characteristics present similar difficulties. It lacks

1

2
3

4
5

3

describing the contents as *unrecorded traditions of bygone ages worked up into
texts b y performers and narrated orally’ . T h e term p ’ing。 is possibly derived from
pHngf ‘ to comment o n ’ ， hence perhaps ‘ enlarge upon, em bellish’ . C f. Y e h Te-chiin,
pp. 4 0 -1. Y eh claims (p. 4 1) that p'ing-hua did not treat non-historical subjects
before the seventeenth century; but cf. below, p. 63.
F or tables giving the numbers and distribution o f the most important expressions,
see A . L6vy, 1 Publications nouvelles interessant Phistoire de la litterature chinois
en langue vulgaire，, Bulletin de VEcole Franfaise Extreme-Orient 53 (1966), 286-7,
based on an article by Shoji K akuichis. O f the personal pronouns tabulated on p. 287
the H si-yu chi fragment uses tsa (singular) once, too six times, wu twice, ni twelve
times, tfa twice. On p. 286 L6 vy sounds an appropriate warning note on the in
adequacy o f simple statistical evidence in forming conclusions on the early vernacular
fiction.
<I f this really is the case, I hope you can tell me clearly all about it. ’ (gat 11. 15 -16 .)
T h e early sixteenth-century Korean linguist C h ’oe Se-chin has the gloss; Sh ih h is as
tseh : the old version [of the ?mid-fourteenth-century work Nogdltae] used the char
acter ho^>but in the new this is replaced with shihh, or sometimes w ith pienK (Tan-cha
hae, see P T S , p. 403.) F o r C h ’oe Se-chin and these references, see below, pp. 6 0 -1.
C f. Y an g Lien-sheng, p. 201.
‘ Sent down the wrong amount o f rain’j (9a, 1. 11) .
C f. Y an g Lien-sheng pp. 199-200. In illustration one m ay cite: <rThe Em peror’s
uncle has fled’ k in San-kuo chih p ’ing-hua， 2 (p. 4 16 ); *three o f the L ii’s have been
made princes’1 in Ch'ien Han-shum p ’ing-hua ， 3 (p. 335).
呵
b則
。也
e平
f評
莊司格一

h 時
1便
m 前漢書

i

錯下了雨也

k 走了皇叔也

1 封了呂氏三王也
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any of the verse embellishments freely employed in the five dated p'inghua，whether straightforward shiha，1 descriptive ‘ set-pieces’ in parallelistic rhythms,2 or song-texts set to specified tunes.3 It lacks also the
conventional ‘ story-teller， cliches to be found throughout the same
texts4 and in the Hsileh Jen-kuei cheng Liao shih-lUeh.s It leaves one clue
in the form of a sub-heading embedded in the narrative: ‘ The Jade
Emperor commands Wei Cheng to execute the dragon ’b，and the resump
tive— ‘ This indeed is what we call “ Wei Cheng in a dream beheading
the dragon of the Ching river” c. ’ (gb9 1. 16—10 泛，1. i.) T ’an Cheng-pi6
was quick to identify this with the inscribed cartouches liberally scat
tered through the text of the San-kuo chih p 、
ing-hua. There is possibly a
distinction to be observed here: the ‘ San-kuo’ cartouches are often
placed indiscriminately in the midst of connected narrative, at times
even in mid-sentence ;7 their purpose was evidently to attract the atten
tion of the browsing reader and guide him to the passages he wanted
to read. In the Hsi-yu chi text the sub-heading fulfils an additional role
in dividing two distinct sections of the narrative. The brevity of the
fragment makes it impossible to judge whether there was a real difference
of purpose here.
The Yung-lo ta-tien’s uniform presentation has also denied us any
impression of the original printed format: there is no indication of date,
no publisher’s name, no printing device (such as illustrations), to betray
the provenance of a particular edition. We are in effect reduced to the
modest conclusion that the fragment represents a publication probably
of the fourteenth century. There is no doubt as to its popular nature,
but the evidence is insufficient to allow more particular conclusions.
One can however attempt to speculate on the length of the original: it
gave more than 1,000 words to an episode which takes up less than one
chapter of the hundred-chapter work and which represents only a minor
preparatory incident. Although it would be dangerous to assume that
1

C h’ien Han-shu p ’ing-hua ， 1 (p. 283), et passim.
2 C K in ping liu~kuod p*ing-hua， 2 (pp. 237-8), 3 (pp. 257, 258).
3 San-huo chih p ’ing-hua， 3 (p. 483).
4 C f. the Sh6ji-L6vy table (p. 286). T h e one exception is the phrase chih-chiene,
which appears in the fragment on p. 96, 1. 3.
s See 19 57 reprint, pp. 1, 4 2: ‘ Our story goes . • . ,f ; pp. 48 ， 62 ， 67: ‘ B ut now we
t e ll.. . ’ g.
6 T ’an Cheng-pi ( 1935 ) ，PP. 265-6.
? E.g. chiian 1 (p. 398); 2 (p. 4 21). C f. Ch'i-kuo dCun-chHu^ p Jing-hua, 3 (pp. 158, 166).
& 詩
e 只見

帝差魏徵斬龍
f 話說

c 正喚作魏徵斬徑河龍
g 却說

d 秦併六國
h 七國春秋
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this earlier Hsi-yu chi ran to as many separate episodes as the sixteenthcentury version, we can take it that there was at least a substantial
presentation of the (westward journey’ story. The total length, while
possibly not as great as 100,000 words, may well have exceeded, say,
60,000 (the approximate length of the San-kuo chih p'ing-hua).
A comparison with the corresponding section of the hundred-chapter
novel shows up a striking uniformity: the story, as far as it goes, remains
unchanged but for a slight recasting of the fishermen at the opening1
and small adjustments in the timing and quantity of the rainfall.2 The
major innovation is a long debate in verse on the respective merits of
the woodcutter's and the fisherman’s life.3 Aside from this, the later
treatment is still more than three times as long (HYC, pp. 104-10),
with leisurely excursions in parallelistic verse, fuller dialogue passages,
more subsidiary characters. The comparison between these two versions
is perhaps the nearest we come to evidence on the techniques of the
sixteenth-century author: but even here the ground is uncertain. Some
two hundred years were to pass before the long novel is known to have
circulated: nothing guarantees that during that time the Hsi-yu chi
story did not pass through further written versions.
1 One o f the fishermen, L i T in g a, becomes a woodcutter (H Y C , ch. 10, p. 100).
2 H Y C t pp. 10 5-7 , cf. below, App. B , pp. 177 -8 .
3 HYCy pp. 100--3. F or a discussion o f these comparative features, together with trans
lation o f parts o f the text, see C . T . Hsia, The Classic Chinese N ovel、 a Critical Intro
duction (N ew York, 1968), pp. 119 - 2 2 .
a 李定

4
Fragments of Hsi-yu chi Stories
in Pak fongsa Onhae
The work ‘ Pak fongsa*
Since at least the late fourteenth century two popular manuals of
colloquial Chinese have been current in Korea: their titles—Nogdltae么—
apparently referring to the Chinese by association with the K hitan;1
and Pak t’ongsab— ‘ The Interpreter Pak’. A memorial submitted to the
Emperor Se-chongc of the Y id dynasty in the fifth year of his reign
{circa 1424) proposed:
Since there are no printed editions of the books Nogdltae, Pak t'ongsa, (. . _)，
and readers circulate and learn them in manuscript form, I request that a
type-founder be commanded to print them. . . 2
A later memorial in the eleventh year of Song-chonge (circa 1480 )，
concerning the same two books, reported the opinion:
This is language from the period of the Yiian dynasty, quite different from
modern Chinese, and there are many obscurities.
It went on to report and recommend:
Several sections were revised according to present-day speech, and all were
intelligible and readable. I request that a speaker of Chinese be commanded
to revise (the books) completely.
T he Emperor responded with orders for prompt revision.3
Texts from the fifteenth century are not known to survive. The
earliest edition of the Pak fongsa at present available is entitled Pak
1 C f. Y an g Lien-sheng (1957), p. 197.
2 See Yicho Sillokf (facsimile reproduction, Tokyo, 1953 ， o f the 19 3 3 -4 ed. by the
Seoul Im perial University), vol. 7, p. 298: under sixth month, jen-shens {chuan
2 0 :2 6 b , 1. 4 ff.).
3 Ibid. vol. 16, p. 480: under tenth month, i-chyouh (chiian 1 2 2 : ya).
a 老乞大
e 壬申

b 朴通事
h 乙丑

c 世宗

4 李
[6 o ]

e 成宗

丨李朝實錄
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f ongsa dnhae。{‘ Pak f ongsa with vernacular renderings，）preserved in the
Kyu-chang-kakb collection of the Seoul Imperial University Library.1
There is a preface, dated 1677, by a Korean academician Y i Tam myong0. He presents the book as a reconstruction by members of the
Interpreters’ Academy of a work by Ch，oe Se-chind. Ch’oe was a re
nowned Korean linguist, active in the first decades of the sixteenth
century,2 who prepared annotated editions of both the Pak f ongsa and
the Nogdltae. According to this preface the books were lost in a fire
and remained unknown until the seventeenth century, when a work
named No_Pak chip~namQ (‘ A combined survey of Nogdltae and Pak
f ongsa9) was found in a library. With it was a collection of individual
glosses—
— Tan-cha haef— ‘ also by Se-chin*. The No-Pak chip-namy
‘ assembling the important expressions from the books and annotating
them ’, was the basis of the present edition; it was separately appended,
together with the Tan-cha hae，at the end.3
What the Pak t’ongsa dnhae now presents is a Chinese dialogue text
in which each character is supplied with two phonetic transcriptions
in Korean script; each sentence is rendered into Korean; and explana
tions of individual points in the dialogues are occasionally added in
literary Chinese, set in double columns in the text. These notes are
distinct from the dialogues and are presumed to be the work of Ch’oe
Se-chin. The separate work to be found at the end is in fact entitled
Nogdltae chip-nam^, in two chiian、and evidently represents that part of
the original No-Pak chip-nam which dealt with Nogdltae, The material
concerned with Pak f ongsa is distributed item by item throughout the
text, where we meet it in the form of the annotations in literary Chinese.4
We are dealing here with three distinct sources: the original text of
Pak f ongsa as handed down, no doubt in versions modified along the
lines of the 1480 memorial; the early sixteenth century annotations of
Ch’oe Se-chin; and the editorial work of Y i Tam-my 5 ng’s staff of
1 Reprinted in Keishdkaku sdshoh (Seoul, 1943), no. 8. Even this m odem reprint, how
ever, is not generally available. I am indebted to Professor F . Vos o f Leiden, who
kindly lent his own copy and made it possible for microfilm to be prepared by the
U niversity Library, Cambridge.
2 Biographical details on C h ’oe Se-chin are quoted by Ogura Shim pei1 in Zdtei
Chosen gogakushii (Tokyo, 1940), pp. 586-7.
3 F or the preface, which is the source o f all this information, see Pak Vongsa dnhae
PP. i - 3 *
4 C f. the postfacek by the reprint editor Suematsu Yasukazu1, p. 2.

a 諺解
b 奎聿閣
c 李聃命
f 單字解
g 老乞大集轚
j 增訂朝鮮語學史
k 解題

d 崔世珍
h 奎章閣蒞畨
1 末松保和

6 老朴輯窠
4 小倉進平
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academicians which, according to his preface, occupied twelve men for
more than a year.1 The bulk of this work, we may assume, consisted
in supplying the Korean readings for each character and the translations
of each sentence.
As to the date of the old Pak fongsa，there is the following evidence:
1. The memorial of 1424 (see above) records that it was then cir
culating in unpublished form.
2. The memorial of 1480 preserves a description of its language as
belonging to the Yuan period and already— i.e. after less than 120 years
—becoming unintelligible. C h’oe Se-chin supports the point with cer
tain of his comments in the Tan-cha hae.2
3. Certain internal evidence: although there are some Chinese placenames used in the text which belong to the Ming period,3 there are
others which were used under the Yiian and discontinued by the Ming.4
They probably represent details which escaped modernization in the
various revisions of the text.
There can be no reasonable doubt that the oldest versions of the
Pak fongsa and Nogdltae、probably also the bulk of the material in their
later version, derived from the fourteenth century—perhaps even the
period before 1368, which marked the end of Yuan rule in China.
Both works introduce their highly colloquial material in the form of
everyday dialogues. Nogdltae follows an imaginary party of Korean
horse-dealers on their journey southward into China and towards
Peking, showing how they deal with various personal situations and
local conditions. Pak fongsa is set out in a large number of short, inde
pendent dialogues covering a broad range of domestic activities. The
books incidentally present a valuable body of material on social con
ditions at the time, as well as a certain amount of linguistic data.
1 P ak t’ongsa dnhae, p. 2.
2 E .g. ibid. p. 404: on the particle chea— *M ongol speech used che as an expression of
assent (?)b. T h e old versions o f both books (i.e. Nogdltae and P ak fongsa) record
speech o f the Y uan period and therefore frequently have the word che. In modern
usage it is not employed, hence the new version exchanges chaoc for it. ’
3 E.g. p. 3 3 5 : Nan-chingd, Y in g-t'ien fue— the early capital o f the M in g ; also p. 35 2:
Shun-t’ien fuf, the name o f the Northern capital at Yen-ching® from the M ing Y u n glo reign on (14 0 3-).
4 E.g. p. 17 6 : Tung-an chouh, which was a chou only under the Yiian and became a
hsien at the beginning o f the M ing.

& 者
h 衆安州

b 諾辭

c着

d 南京

e 應天府

f 順天府

g 燕京
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The fragments o f a 1Hsi-yu chi’ story
Tw o of the Pak fongsa dialogues allude to Tripitaka’s pilgrimage: one
in a generalized reference to Hsiian-tsang, offering him as an example
in devout perseverance for the emulation of an unfortunate monk;1 the
other beginning with a brief discussion on buying books—among them
a T^ang San-tsang Hsi-yu chi—and then retelling a complete episode
from the story.2
It is this second dialogue which affords the more valuable material.
In the first place, it presents a clear picture of ordinary people going
out to buy popular stories in book form and confirms that a Hsi-yu chi
was among those available. Since this story forms the substance of the
whole dialogue, it must certainly have appeared thus in the earliest
versions of the Pak fongsa; it is not likely to have been added inciden
tally later. The book quoted here was evidently known towards the end
of the fourteenth century in Korea, and it is reasonable to assume that
it was already established and popular at least in the northern regions
of metropolitan China. A second point of interest is the friend’s retort:
1 What do you want with that sort of popular tale ? ’ (in which ‘ popular
tale’ translates the phrasepHng-hua2) ? The group of five historical tales
printed in the 1320s4 are the only surviving works from a comparable
period to bear the designation ‘p ’ing-hua’ ，and it has been assumed, on
this evidence, to have been limited in application to stories on historical
themes.5 The Pak fongsa dialogue uses it in a loose general reference
to cover both the Hsi-yu chi and a story about the Sung Emperor Chao
T ’ai-tsu.6
The dialogue then runs:
—The Hsi-yu chi is lively. It is good reading when you are feeling gloomy.
Tripitaka led Sun Hsing-che to Ch’e-ch’ih kuob, and they had a contest in
magic powers with Po-yen ta-hsienc. Do you know (that one) ?
—Tell it, and I ’ll listen.
一When Tripitaka went to fetch scriptures . . . (etc.)7
1 P ak fongsa dnhae (hereafter abbreviated to P T S ) ， pp. 264-8. 2 Ibid. pp. 292-309.
3 P T S , p. 293. See below, App. B , p. 180. ^ C f. above, p. 10 , 5 C f. above, p. 56, n. 5.
6 P T S t p. 292. T h e title o f this second book is given as Chao T fai-tsu fei-lung
a title to which there are comparable references in the thirteenth century: Tsui-weng
tyan~lu (p. 4)， classing it under the category han-pang^ (‘ club-fights’) among the oral
stories; and further in a number o f sources for titles of early dramatic works. Later
stories and plays treating this subject are extant: see T ’an Cheng-pi (1956), pp. 3 1 - 2 .
7 P T S j pp. 293-4. See below, App. B ，pp. 18 0 - 1.

a 平話

b 車浬國

c 伯眼大仙

d 趙太駔飛龍記

e 掸棒
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The episode of Ch’e-ch’ih kuo is thus introduced as one selected casually
for illustration and is told directly in the framework of the conversation.
The narrative is quite consistent, in its thoroughgoing colloquial idiom,
with the language of the other Pak fongsa dialogues. There is therefore
every reason to believe that the text of the episode preserved here is one
reworked to suit the purposes of a manual in colloquial Chinese; it is
not likely to represent faithfully the words of whatever publication
served as its source. Indeed, if such a publication at all resembled the
five p'ing-hua of the 1320s or even the Hsi-yu chi quoted in the Yung-lo
ta-tien， its prose almost certainly had a more literary flavour, less of a
relaxed conversational fluency than the passage here. I f it was originally
interspersed with descriptive verses, the verses are absent here. The
value of what we have lies in its presentation of the bare bones of the
story, which can be compared directly with the later counterpart in
the hundred-chapter novel.
The corresponding episode in the long novel extends from chapter
44 to chapter 46 and may be summarized as follows.
Tripitaka’s party of pilgrims come to a city in Ch’e-ch’ih kuo where
Buddhist monks are subjected to forced labour by three Taoist tyrants.
These owe their favoured position at the royal court to their past
services as rain-makers. Sun Wu-k'ung and his companions strike a
blow at the Taoists by breaking up their ceremony, defiling and mocking
their sacred images. The Taoists carry their protests to the king, who
decides to make his arbitration depend on the result of a rain-making
competition. The Taoists’ invocation is effective, but Sun Wu-k’ung
manages to delay the rainfall until Tripitaka’s invocation has been
made. He is able to convince the king of his success. After this initial
defeat the Taoists issue a series of challenges to compete in performing
miraculous feats. They begin with a meditation competition in which
the first to move is the loser; then the competitors have to guess the
contents of a chest sent out by the queen; finally, a series of ascetic
feats— beheading and recovery of the head, self-disembowelling, bathing
in boiling oil. The whole is a tour-de-force for Sun Wu-k’ung: he man
ages to contrive a victory in each case by dint of vigorous transforma
tions, by outmanoeuvring his opponents and enlisting help from the
spirit world. In the final rounds he succeeds in killing off all three
Taoists, and they turn out to be animal-demons. The gullible king is at
last convinced of his misdirected patronage, and Buddhists are reinstated
in the royal favour.
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The story as told in the Pak f ongsa dialogue is strikingly close to this.1
It anticipates clearly the structure of the episode— Buddhists under
persecution through Taoist influence—the wrecking of a Taoist cere
mony—the case brought before the king— contests in magical powers,2
including meditation, guessing hidden objects, the bath in boiling oil,
the beheading—exposure of the leading Taoist as an animal-demon.
Even much of the detail is alike: the agile byplay of transformation into
insects which wins the meditation contest for Tripitaka;3 the peach
placed by the queen in the casket for the guessing-match ;4 Sun Wuk’ung’s deceptive disappearance in the vat of boiling oil;s his seizure of
the Taoist’s severed head to clinch the defeat.6 In the whole series of
contests only the initial summoning of rain and the feat of disem
bowelling are lacking in the Pak f ongsa version.
There are points of difference in the names of characters: in this early
version the single Taoist leader, named Po-yen ta-hsien { P T S ，p. 294)7
and further styled Shao-chin-tzu tao-jena (P T S , p. 295),® is eventually
shown up as a tiger-demon. He has a disciple named Deerskinb who
assists him in the competition (P T S , pp. 300 ff.). There is mention of a
*Junior Taoist M aster’c (P T S , p. 297) involved in the initial ceremony.
T he hundred-chapter novel has a group of three, with names that betray
their animal identities— Hu-li ta-hsiend, L u e-li ta-hsien, Yangf-li ta-hsien.
T he reader of Hsi-yu chi who turns to this passage in Pak f ongsa
1 F o r a full translation, see below, App. B , pp. 18 1- 3 .
2 T h e archetype o f this theme in Chinese literature may be traced to the famous story
of Sariputra and his successful battle of transformations against heretical spiritual
powers in the kingdom o f Sravasti: see Hsiang mo pien-wen^ (Tun-huang pien-wen
chi, pp. 378 ff.).
3 P T S , pp. 3 0 0 - 1; cf. H Y C t pp. 529-30.
4 P T S ， p, 30 2 ; cf. H Y C , p. 5 3 1, where the incident is elaborated by introducing
further objects to be guessed.
5 P T S , pp. 30 5 -6 ; cf. H Y C , p. 537.
6 P T S , pp. 30 7-8 ; cf. H Y C , p. 535. Another, late example o f this interrupted feat will
be found in Feng-shen yen-i ch. 37, p. 338, where the severed head is borne off by a
white crane.
7 P T S y p. 294. In the hundred-chapter H si-yu chi there is a character Po-yen m o-chunh,
also named To-m u-kuai1, who is associated with the episode o f seven spiders (ch. 73,
p. 838). Another character, Po-yen-kueiJ appears in certain mythological tsa-chii
plays o f the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries— see below, ch. 9, p. 1 3 1 .
8 T h is name is taken up in one o f the literary notes o f Pak t’ongsa dnhae， which adds
the detail— ‘ With one breath he could turn bricks and tiles into gold. T h is amazed
the K in g o f the land, who honoured him. as a kuo-shihk . .
T h e relevance and im 
portance o f these notes w ill be discussed immediately below. It is worth noting
meanwhile that such alchemical, rather than rain-summoning, abilities m ay have
won favour for the Taoist in the early version represented here.
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4 虎力大仙
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will be surprised to find no mention of Sun Hsing-che’s fellow disciples:
all conversation takes place between Sun and his Master alone, begin
ning from the moment near the start of the dialogue when ‘ T ’ang
San-tsang led Sun Hsing-che to Ch’e-ch’ih kuo … ’ ； there is even an
explicit phrase: ‘ The two of them, T ’ang-seng and his disciple. • . ’a.
We are not, however, entitled to argue from this that the other two
disciples appeared only later in the tradition. The text here, it has been
observed, is likely to contain less than its source-book. Moreover, this
episode is in every respect Sun Hsing-che’s triumph— a one-man show
even in the hundred-chapter novel, which can keep the other two dis
ciples present only in conversational asides. We may indeed take their
absence here as a sign of how this hypothetical early Hsi-yu chi may have
been simplified by presentation in a conversation manual.
A remaining and more fundamental discrepancy is the rain-making
theme: which, although quite absent from the Pak fongsa version,
carries some weight in the later novel by providing an occasion for the
Taoists’ power in Ch’e-ch’ih kuo1 and the subject of the first competi
tion. Tripitaka figures also as a rain-maker in the twenty-four-act
tsa-chii sequence2 at the outset of his public career: he gains the imperial
favour by bringing rain to a drought-stricken capital. On the strength
of this evidence, together with the Pak fongsa account, Ota Tatsuo has
suggested3 that the theme was consciously removed by the author of the
hundred-chapters from its established place in the story of Tripitaka’s
imperial commissioning (equivalent to H Y C , chapter 12) to this much
later point {H Y C , chapter 45), in order to avoid duplicating the rainfall
of the ‘ Ching-ho Dragon’ episode (HYC, chapter 10). Such recon
structions bring their own problems. The implicit assumption here is
that the sixteenth-century author was working from a given text— pre
sumably that quoted in Pak fongsa or one based directly upon it. Ota
himself concludes that this probably differed from the version rep
resented in theYung-lo ta-tien fragment, which like the novel, but unlike
the tsa-chii sequence, included the ‘ Ching-ho Dragon、 story and would
therefore be unlikely to have presented a drought within only a few
pages. On these grounds Ota postulates two distinct *Yuan versions’ .4
We are dealing here with a story that is in any case known to have
1 T h e early H si-yu chi quoted in P ak t’ongsa may have accounted for this differently:
cf. above, p. 65.
2 Tsa-chii Hsi-yu chi，sc. 4, p. 20, sc. 5, p. 23. F or this work, cf. below, ch. 5.
3 Ota (1959), p. 20.
4 Ibid. p. 2 1.
a 唐僧師徒二人
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attached itself to many other Buddhists of legendary stature.1 When a
theme circulates with such freedom its place in an extended, episodic
story-cycle will hardly be subject to much rigour. Tripitaka the rain
maker may have appeared at many different points in oral versions of the
cycle: the theme is simple, self-contained and no doubt more easily
dislodged than a more precisely characterized episode. Variations in its
use may readily have been reflected in popular publications, even when
the ‘ Tripitaka’ story was progressively settling into something like a
generally accepted form.2 We have no guarantee that the sixteenthcentury author did not know some popular version in which the making
of rain belonged already to the ‘ Ch’e-ch’ih kuo ’ episode.
The authority of the tsa-chii sequence as a source of insight into the
tradition at large must be considered immediately below.
Our conclusions from this material in Pak fongsa are subject to some
uncertainties. The story comes to us indirectly: it is impossible to judge
clearly how the original version differed in form (e.g. in the use of verse
and the choice of colloquial idiom) from what we read in Pak iongsa\
nor can we judge accurately the scope of the original, beyond forming
a general impression that the degree of detail introduced here suggests
a text comparable in length at least to the p ’ing-hua of the 1320s. The
most positive and valuable assurance gained is that, some two hundred
years before the long novel is known to have appeared, at least this
episode— and we may reasonably expect, several others—formed part of
a published Hsi-yu chi story in a form very close to that which is now
familiar.
References to ‘ Hsi-yu chi’ in annotations to ‘ Pak t’ongsa’
Among the literary Chinese notes appended to the Pak t’ongsa text in
the sections described above, there are nine which contain significant
and often extremely explicit references to a complete Hsi-yu chi story.
They reflect a work which seems in form and content already remark
ably close to the hundred-chapter novel. These notes are translated in
full below, in Appendix B, where they are for convenient reference
numbered N i , • • N ix.
1 C f. Eberhard (1948), p. 138. Som e outstanding examples appear in T P K C ’ 88 :5 77 ,
90:59 5, 96:638 (cf. below, ch. 10 , p. 14 2); also Sung kao-seng chuant 1 : 7 1 1 6 .
2 A more spectacular example o f such variation is presented b y the story o f C h ’en
K uang-juia and the abandoned infant Tripitaka which, after a well-attested indepen
dent career, found its way into the Hsi-yu chi cycle at various different stages and in
variant forms. See C h ’ien N an-yang, p. 165, and Dudbridge (1969), pp. 170-84.
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Ota Tatsuo (1959, pp. 6-19) has published a study of this material
which compares many points of detail with the other known works in
the Hsi-yu chi tradition. Such factual identifications require little further
discussion and may be listed simply below.
Some general issues demand more consideration. The first is Ota's
assumption that both the dialogue account of Tripitaka’s ‘ Ch’e-ch’ih
kuo’ adventure and the plot-summaries supplied in literary notes re
flect a single Hsi-yu chi work of Yuan date.1 From the facts we know
about the work Pak t’ongsa dnhae it is clear that a large gap in time— at
least as much as a century— separated the dialogue texts from Ch’oe
Se-chin1s notes. We may infer a fourteenth-century version from the
‘ Ch’e-ch’ih kuo’ dialogue; but from the notes we have no right to look
back further in time than the late fifteenth century. In the world of
popular fiction there is hardly any comparable text which can be reliablydated to this strangely ill-documented period.2 Yet it cannot be doubted
that popular publication continued: we must certainly allow for the
possible existence of several written versions, in various parts of China,
within the two centuries which separate the early Pak t ongsa and its
sources from the known editions of the hundred-chapter novel. Ch’oe
Se-chin may easily have known a well-developed, circumstantial prosework which had not existed in the fourteenth century. There seem in any
case to be two distinct titles involved here: the text of the original
speaks of a T'ang San-tsang Hsi-yu chi ( P T S ，p. 292); Ch’oe Se-chin
eight times refers simply to a Hsi-yu chi and in one case (N v : P T S , p.
292) states outright that this was the title of the book he described. From
his N vii (P T S , p. 295) there is however no doubt that the book included
a ‘ Ch’e-ch’ih kuo ’ episode, and that in it the Taoist Master was named,
as in the dialogue text, Po-yen ta-hsien. Ch’oe supplies the detail—
There was a (Taoist) Master who came to Ch’e-ch’ih kuo. With one breath
he could turn bricks and tiles into gold. This amazed the King of the land,
who honoured him as a kuo-shih,
— none of which is made explicit in the dialogue account:
In that land there was a (Taoist) Master called Po-yen, also styled Shao-chintzu tao-jen. Seeing that the King honoured the Buddhist Doctrine he turned
his black heart to the destruction of Buddhism. . . (P T S ，p. 295).
x See in particular his page 2 1.
z Unless we except the 1498 edition of Hsi-hsiang chi^ (reprinted in Ku-pen hsi-ch'ii
ts’ung-k’an ， First Series), at the head of which a vernacular short story is included.
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More positive conclusions and comparisons between these two sources
are impossible because of the heavy modifications which the dialogue
medium in one case, and the editor’s selection in the other, have im
posed upon the original.
A second issue concerns the order of subject-matter in Ch，oe Se-chin’s
source-book (raised and discussed by Ota, pp. 6-9). Ch’oe’s N ii ( P T S y
p. 266) is in the present text inserted after the words ‘ Master Tripitaka
of the T ’ang fetched the scriptures from the Western Paradise’， and
narrates the background to Tripitaka’s mission: the Three Baskets of
scriptures are created by the Sakyamuni Buddha—the Bodhisattva
Kuan-yin agrees to travel to the East for a man to fetch them— in the
guise of an old monk she (he ?) witnesses a Buddhist Grand Mass of the
Dead in T ，ang T ’ai-tsung’s capital and invites the presiding monk
Tripitaka to carry out the mission— Tripitaka accepts, with the Emperor’s sanction. N viii { P T S ，p. 307) adds names of the array of saints
in attendance on the Buddha. In turn, N v i ( P T S ，p. 293) resumes in
some detail the story of the monkey Sun Hsing-che and his war with
Heaven, including: the monkey tribe’s home beside the rushing waters
of Hua-kuo shan—the monkey leader styled Ch’i-t’ien Ta-shenga—his
theft of peaches from the heavenly orchard, of elixir from the patriarch
Lao-chun, and of embroidered robes from the Queen of the West—the
army summoned by the Jade Emperor to exercise justice, under the
leadership of the Devaraja L i—the invocation of Erh-lang’sb assistance
and the capture of Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng—the sparing of his life at the
request of Kuan-yin— his imprisonment in a cleft on Hua-kuo shan—his
release by the pilgrim Tripitaka and acceptance as a disciple—his ser
vices as a queller of demons and his final transfiguration with the other
pilgrims.
It is clear at once that, aside from a few details, the stories here sum
marized correspond closely to their equivalents in the later novel. What
is not clear is the order in which the older work introduced them.
Ch’oe’s annotations as such naturally referred to them only as required
by particular expressions in the Pak fongsa—thus the note N vi was no
doubt reserved until mention was made of Sun Hsing-che. I f this older
Hsi-yu chi resembled the hundred-chapter novel in structure, it must
have begun with the story of Sun Hsing-che and left it at the point
where he lay imprisoned on Hua-kuo shan, to move to the story of a
scripture-seeking mission, opening with the first initiative from the
& 齊天大聖
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Buddha. Ota argues that this is impossible, because the plea of Kuanyin on behalf of the monkey’s life includes the words:
on Hua-kuo shan let the lower half of his body be put in a crevasse in the
rock, which should be sealed o ff.. .and so wait for me to go to the East in
search of a man to collect scriptures; when I pass this mountain I shall see
whether Ta-sheng is willing to go with him to the West and, if so, he can then
be released... (PTS, p. 294).
The implication seems to be that Kuan-yin’s purpose in going East is
already settled, and hence that the scene with the Sakyamuni Buddha
has already taken place. Ota points also to the fully elaborated title in
the *Sakyamuni ’ scene (N ii)— *the Bodhisattva Kuan-shih-yin of Mount
Potalaka in the Southern Sea*—which contrasts with the perfunctory
‘ Kuan-yin’ of N vi. The suggestion is that such an extended designa
tion belongs to the character's first introduction in the story, and that
therefore the ‘ Sakyamuni ’ scene is more likely to have been the first
in the book. Ota concludes that the whole episode of the monkey’s early
career appeared most probably after the Bodhisattva Kuan-yin had
accepted Sakyamuni^ commission to find a scripture-seeker in the East,
and before her actual journey to the T ’ang capital was made. After the
long digression, with the plot now fully prepared in advance, the story
of the scripture-seeking mission could then continue.
This explanation accords with the facts apparently presented in Pak
fongsa onhae and cannot be categorically rejected. But it does depend
upon the assumption that Ch’oe Se-chin’s notes faithfully reproduced
not only the summary contents of this early Hsi-yu chi, but also its
wording. It may meanwhile be worth considering what the further im
plications are, and how far they are acceptable.
Ota is surely right in suggesting (pp. 8-9) that the story of the monkey
could not have been delayed until after the commissioning of Tripitaka.
The objection is a literary one: it would be inconceivable for the action,
having reached a forward-looking moment of progress, to pause for a
long retrospective digression the timing of which should apparently
fall at a given point in the previous *scripture-missionf sequence. The
words of Kuan-yin— ‘ wait for me to go to the E ast’一 would sound ill
at a stage when the action itself was already past and settled. But to insert
the story of the monkey at the point which Ota favours— i.e. immediately
before Kuan-yin’s departure for the East—would raise an equally grave
objection. It would require a character in the story— Kuan-yin—arbi
trarily to delay a smoothly progressing action in anticipation of develop
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ments which only the author intends. Kuan-yin would have， in con
crete terms, to accept Sskyamuni’s errand and then sit in idleness until
the whole intervening ‘ Sun Hsing-che’ episode reached its climax; she
would then appear to speak about her forthcoming errand to the E ast;
finally, at some arbitrary later time, she would perform it. It would be
difficult to find elsewhere in Chinese fiction parallel examples of a
situation in which the action were suspended, not simply in terms of
narrative presentation， but in terms o f its own internal progress. Ch’oe
Se-chin certainly gives no ground, in the note concerned (Nii), to
assume this delay:
He (the Sakyamuni Buddha) asked all the bodhisattvas to go to the East and
seek a man to come and fetch the scriptures. But. . . none of that multitude
dared to volunteer lightly. Only the Bodhisattva Kuan-shih-yin of Mount
Potalaka in the Southern Sea, riding the clouds and mists, went to the Eastern
Land. She saw from afar.. •
Here she appears to respond with all promptitude.
In terms of the story’s own logic, it would seem unacceptable to
interrupt the progress of this action with the rich and extended ‘ Sun
Hsing-che’ episode. Indeed, the inevitable and satisfactory order of
events in this opening part of the Hsi-yu chi seems to be that which we
find achieved in the hundred-chapter novel. The monkey’s adventures
come first, and their end itself dictates a pause and the passage of an
indefinite length of time. A protracted penance in the rock-prison of the
mountain makes Tripitaka’s release of Sun Hsing-che into a more
meaningful act; and unless the imprisonment thus precedes the rest of
the action, Sun is confined for only a nominal period.
In judging these probabilities we are led to consider what kind of
authority Ch’oe Se-chin’s testimony commands. His summaries of the
plot by no means bring out every detail. Much is left to implication. For
instance, the introduction of the two other disciples Sha Ho-shang and
Chu Pa-chieh is not accounted for in his notes— their names simply
appear in a sentence which describes the westward journey as a whole.1
Nor is it made clear what was the occasion for T ’ang T ’ai-tsung’s
Grand Mass of the Dead in Ch’ang-an.2 More particularly, the sequence
of events in which the monkey Ch’i-t，ien Ta-sheng is spared death and
locked in the mountain-cleft is accounted for only in the speech of
Kuan-yin discussed above: it is made to imply the fulfilment of all this
action, and indeed its wording in the original Chinese would equally
1 See N v i ( P T S t p. 294).

2 See N ii ( P T S , p. 266).
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well suit a third-person narrative but for the closing phrases, which
oblige the translator to render the whole as direct speech. It is con
ceivable that Ch’oe Se-chin’s summary exposition here anticipated cir
cumstances in the familiar eventual action which were not necessarily
specified in an original speech by Kuan-yin. This older Hsi-yu chi
could have resembled the hundred-chapter version in pronouncing a
non-committal term for the monkey’s release—
By the time his penance is fulfilled there will as a matter of course be one to
save him. (HYC, ch. 7, p. 77)
— and the story could have proceeded to bear it out in the straight
forward way which Ch’oe represents.
The evidence of Kuan-yin's grandiloquent title in the note (Nii) on
the 4§akyamuni, scene should not be accorded too much weight, if
only because of the special circumstance that this is the prior appearance
of the name in the fortuitous sequence of Ch’oe Se-chin’s notes: he
would be unlikely to extend himself in subsequent references. We may
note, too, that the sixteenth-century novel employs this same full
designation at a point where Kuan-yin, long since introduced to the
story, reappears on the scene of action.1
This discussion cannot presume to be more than conjectural, because
it tends to question the sole remaining source of information on a text
that is not extant. The modern student is not in a position to tell Ch’oe
Se-chin what he should have written. Yet the point in question, although
it concerns only one feature of the text, serves to face Ch’oe’s testimony
with some of its direct implications and show up results which are not
very convincing. This is not enough to show positively that he misreported the speech of Kuan-yin; but it can remind us that material
such as this does not carry the same authority as would an original text
and may not impose its own representation of the source.
The two notes considered above— N ii and N vi— represent between
them the most important evidence on the content of this lost Hsi-yu
chi. Of the remainder, only N iii (P T S , p. 267) makes important addi
tions in providing a list of the perils through which the pilgrims passed
on their westward journey. The dozen names cited are given below
with, for the purpose of comparison, certain references to other
works.2
1 C f. HYCy ch. 12, p. 134.
2 T h is material is listed by Ota (1959, pp. 15 - 19 ), with the exception o f what is here
added in footnotes.
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Shih-fo kuoa (N iii reads: ‘ when the Master went to the Western Paradise, he
first reached the bounds of Shih-t'o kuo and suffered injury from fierce
tigers and venomous snakes. . . ’）The hundred-chapter novel has an episode
(chs. 74-7) involving this and a series of similar names, but where the
demons are a group of three: black lion, white elephant, Great Rocb
(HYC, p. 888). It is of course far from being the first adventure on the
way.
Hei-hsiung ching0: apparently corresponding to Hei ta-wang^1 of Hei-feng shane
in the hundred-chapters (chs. 16-17): also a bear-spirit (HYC, p. 198).
Huang-feng kuat^: cf. hundred-chapter version ch. 20—Huang-feng ta-wang&,
referred to later in the novel as *Huang-feng kuai’ (HYC, ch. 59, p. 681):
a ‘ Brown-haired sable>h. The Hsi-yu chi tsa-chii has a Yin-o chiang-chiin1
(sc. ix, pp. 48-50)—a tiger demon of Huang-feng shan^ who abducts the
daughter of the Liu family; but this is likely to be distinct from the Huangfeng kuai episode.
Ti-yung Fu-jenk : in the hundred-chapter version this is the true name of a
female demon who seeks to seduce Tripitaka (H YCychs. 81-3); she is associ
ated by certain legendary relationships with Devaraja Li and his son Ne-cha
(HYCy PP；947- 9 ).
Chih-chu ching1 : this would seem to correspond directly to an episode in the
hundred-chapter version (HYC, ch. 72): seven spider-demons in the form of
women attempt to overpower the pilgrims by issuing silk threads to en
mesh them.1
Shih-tzu kuatm: The hundred_chapter version mentions several different lion
demons {HYC, ch. 3, p. 3 1; ch. 39, p. 455; chs. 74-7 passim; ch. 89, p. 1016
with many lions).2
To-mun kuai: In the hundred-chapter novel this is the name of the Taoist
(also called Po-yen mo-chiin)3 to whom the seven spider-demons appeal for
help after being worsted by the pilgrims (HYC} ch. 73). In Ch’oe Se-chin’s
list the name is separated from the spiders and may belong to a quite
different episode—perhaps even that in Ch’e-ch’ih kuo, where the Taoist
leader was named Po-yen ta-hsien.
Hung-hai-erh° kuai: one of the best-known Hsi-yu chi characters, attested in
both the tsa-chii version (sc. 12) and the novel (chs. 40-2); but in the former
the Red Boy appears as the son of the popular Buddhist figure Kuei-tzumu, involved in the legend of her son’s imprisonment beneath the Buddha’s
1 T h e theft of the women’s clothes as they bathe, which is a central feature of this
episode (H Y C f p. 825)， is a widespread folk m otif: cf. Thom pson, m otif K 1 3 3 5 :
(Seduction (or wooing) by stealing clothes o f bathing g irl，， and F420.4.6.1 : ' Waterwomen are powerless when their garments are taken’ . Chavannes (vol. 4, p. 150)
quotes a story from the Hsien-yii chingP (fifth century, b y Hui-chlieh^ and others)
in which the same m otif appears.
2 T h e Kozanji version (B 1 ：y a ; 19 5 5 : p. 19) had also briefly featured a L io n King.
3 Cf. above, p. 65.
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almsbowl;1 in the latter the two appear in quite separate incidents, and
the Red Boy’s mother becomes T ’ieh-shan kung-chua.2
Chi-tiao (? = kou) tungh : no clear correspondence in other known versions.
The hundred-chapter work has a Thorny Range0 (HYC, ch. 64, pp. 731 ff_)
—the place where Tripitaka was obliged to spend a night making elegant
conversation with a group of tree spirits. There is no reference to a ‘ cave’
(tung).
Huo-yen shand : clearly attested in both the tsa-chii version (sc. 18, pp. 82-3)
and the novel {HYC, ch. 59, pp. 676 ff.)， where it is the obstacle which
involves the pilgrims with T ’ieh-shan kung-chu.
Po-shih tunge : the name seems to suggest the *Road of Rotten Persimmons,f
of the hundred-chapter version (HYC, ch. 67, p. 762).3
Nii-jen kuo: The Land of Women is attested in all known full versions of the
story: Kozanji text (B 2:6b-gb; 1955: pp. 38-44), tsa-chii (sc. 17, pp. 75—
80), hundred-chapter novel (chs. 53-4, pp. 610 ff.).4
Ch’oe’s N iii adds—
and demons and afflictions on every evil mountain and perilous river—I
know not how many disasters and sufferings • . .
—which is enough to suggest that his list of episodes is by no means com
plete. Of the names in the list, more are to be identified in the hundredchapter novel than in any other version. The same close relationship
may be claimed of the material in N ii and N vi. The tsa-chii version,
assumed (though not with any certainty) to date from the fourteenth
century, shares a lower proportion of these known contents, the Kozanji
version, least of all. As far as we may use the Pak t’ongsa dnhae’s sketch
i of a lost text as evidence of a trend, it appears that the Hsi-yu chi story,
now well known in published form, was progressively assuming an
accepted and less variable form. In terms of written versions, further
developments were likely to be concerned more with what particular
authors chose to modify or embellish, less with what external material
i might find its way into the story.
1 Cf. above, ch. 1, p, 17 .
2 A character introduced in a later scene (sc. 19, pp. 84 ff.) o f the tsa-chii version.
T h is name also circulated w id ely: cf. N an-yu chi, chs. 1 2 - 1 3 , PP- 8 5 - 9 1; in the
Shui-hu chuan (ch. 18 ， p. 259) it provides a nickname for Sung C hiang’s brother
Sung C h ’ingS.
3 T h e same page points out a pun on the words shikh : ‘ persim m on’ and shih、: *excre
ment ’ which is still known to popular speech of today. When the episode came to be
adapted in the texts known as the *Yang* and *C hu’ versions (for a discussion of
which see Dudbridge (1969), pp. 155 -70 ), both used the form 4 in writing the name
(Yang, 4 :2 6 a ; Chu, 1 0 : 16 a).
4 C f. above, p. 14.
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Early Dramatic Versions
of the Story
There are records of the following stage works known or suspected to
have appeared before the sixteenth-century novel:
1. T ’ang San-tsang: title entered by T ’ao Tsung-i in his list of yiian~pen
(cf. above, p. 44, n. 2), under the section (Buddhist monks*a.
2. H si-fien ch’U chingh : title attributed to the tsa-chii1 playwright Wu
Ch’ang-ling2 in the fourteenth-century catalogue of drama Lu-kuei
and other sources.
3. Hsi-yu chi: title attributed to the fourteenth-century playwright and
official Yang Ching-yenc (alternatively Ching-hsiend)4 in the cata
logue Lu-kuei pu hsu-pien
4. T'ang-seng^ hsi-yu chi: title listed in the section ‘ The present
Dynasty,f of Nan-tz’u hsii-lu.6 The dynasty in question was the
Ming, and the drama was in the southern tradition.
1 Tsa-chii^ : this term is used here and subsequently to designate the lyrical dramatic
genre based on northern tunes which became established in China in the thirteenth
to fourteenth centuries.
2 W u C h ’ang-ling appears among the early tsa-chii masters *of an older generation
now dead ’ listed in the L K P , and may thus have been active towards the end o f the
thirteenth century (cf. above, p. 56, n. 1). It is also possible that he lived on into the
early fourteenth century: cf. Sun K ’ai-ti (1958), p. 72. H e is described as a native
o f H si-chingh, probably equivalent to T a -t’ungi in modern Shansi.
3 L K P y p. 109. T h is catalogue in its original form was first compiled by the Yiian
dramatist Chung Szu-ch'eng by the year 1330 . T h e text comes down to us in several
variant versions, one o f which, the so-called ‘ T ’ien-i ko ’j version, represents a re
vision by Chia Chung-mingk in the late fourteenth century including significant
additional information on the listed titles. C f. the preface to the work in L K P ’ which
uses as its basic text a version o f Chung’s work published b y T s ’ao Y in 1 in 1706
( L K P ， p. 14 1).
4 C f. Sun K ’ai-ti (19 53) ，pp. 56-8.
5 T h is work is still regarded as anonymous. Internal evidence suggests it belongs to the
fifteenth century: cf. Lu-kuei pu hsii-pien (g.^.)>PP-277-8. F or the reference in question
here, see ibid. p. 284.
6 Nan~tzyu hsii-lu (q.v.), p. 253. T h is work, by H sii Wei (15 2 1-9 3 ), is our earliest
source o f general information on drama in the southern tradition.
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5. Hsi-yu {chi): title attributed to ChJen Lung-kuanga in the Yiianshan-fang ch’ii-p’in ，a critical catalogue of drama by Ch’i Piao-chia
(1602-45).1 Conceivably the play may have appeared before the
seventeenth century, but Ch’i’s comment reads:
It stolidly sets the whole Hsi-yu chi to music, without being able
to miss out a single item or reduce its profusion of detail. This is
simply due to mediocre talent and shallow ideas.
I f he is here referring to the hundred-chapter novel as the source
of the play, this item falls outside the scope of our present interest.
What technical problems were involved in adapting this story for the
stage may become clear from the discussion below.
6. Hsi-yu chi: a traditional ascription to Hsia Chiin-chengb is noted in
Ch’U-hai tsung-mu fi-yao, a compendium of drama-synopses which
date originally from the late eighteenth century.2
The editor of the extant tsa-chii sequence discussed immediately
below wrote of plays by (popular artists，c.3 A scene from one such play
described as (Populard Hsi-yu chi ，is quoted in the Na-shu-ying ch'ii-p'u,
an eighteenth-century collection of dramatic texts with vocal pointing.4
These references must represent only single instances from a long and
prolific tradition of popular interpretations.
A preface to a sixteenth-century play, the Tung-fien hsuan-chi, des
cribes a Hsi-yu chi ‘ with Buddhist overtones ’ which may correspond to
any of the last four titles above.5
The twenty-four act ‘ tsa-chU，sequence 1 Hsi-yu chi，
A printed sequence of plays in tsa-chii style, comprising a total of
twenty-four distinct scenes, was discovered in Japan and first reprinted
there in 1927-8.6 The title-page reads: (Hsi-yu chi: annotated by Yang
Tung-lai’e. The text was divided into six cMan ，and full-page illustra
tions were distributed in pairs throughout the text.
1 Yiian-shan-fang ch’ii-p’in
p. 1 1 7 .
2 C h’ii-hai tsung-mu Vi-yao
p. 19 4 1. F u Hsi-hua (1959), pp. 326 -7 includes the
item in question, about which nothing definite is known.
3 Hsi-yu chi tsa-chii (q.v.)t Tsung-lunf， p. 2.
4 Na-shu-ying c}Cu-p>u (q.v.)t wai-chi^y chiian 2. T h e scene is headed 4T hinking of
springtime pleasures’ 11. Its role in the Hsi-yu chi story is not apparent.
5 T h is preface is quoted and discussed below in App. A , pp. 172 -4 .
6 In the journal Shibun1 9 ,1—10 ,3. T h e circumstances o f the discovery are described
in the postface by Shionoya On^.
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The work is prefaced by a General Discourse^ signed Yiin-k^ung chilshihb, and a Short Introduction0 by M i-ch’ieh ti-tzud, followed by a date
corresponding to 16 14 .1 None of these men have been identified.
The General Discourse attributes the work to Wu Ch'ang-ling, who is
known to have written a play on this theme. This, as Sun K ’ai-ti has
shown in a well-known article,2 was a mistaken or deliberately false
ascription; Sun further argues that the play was really the work of Yang
Ching-yen, a Mongol born under the Yuan, but who lived at least until
the early 1400s.3
There can be no doubt that this is indeed not Wu Ch’ang-ling’s work.
The Lu-kuei pu ，in the revised manuscript version of the ‘ T ’ien-i ko,
c o lle c t io n ^ quotes in full W u’s original t’i-mu and cheng-ming5一
The Old Moslem calls to the Buddha from the East Tower;
Tripitaka of the T ’ang collects scriptures from the Western Paradise.6
The short title derived from this second line reads Collecting scriptures
from the Western Paradise; it reappears verbatim in the late fourteenthcentury catalogue T ，
ai-ho cheng-yin p yu J But the six-part Hsi-yu chi
both has a different title and lacks any mention of a Moslem. It is there
fore evidently not the same play. This part of Sun’s case has never
been challenged.
His identification of the extant work with the recorded play by Yang
Ching-yen rests upon the apparent testimony of the sixteenth-century
literary figure L i K^i-hsien (1501-68) who in the anthology Tz’u-nUeh8
quotes the (fourth scene’e of a Hsiian-tsang ch,il-chingt by Yang Chinghsia^. The text corresponds, with only slight discrepancies, to that of the
1
2
3
4
5

T h e cyclical signs chia-yitth are in fact filled in by hand.
Sun K ^ i- ti (1939).
C f. Sun K ’ai-ti (1953), pp. 56-7.
See above, p. 75, n. 3.
TH^rrm^ and cheng-ming^: conventional names for the parallelistic resumptive titles
set at the end o f tsa-chii texts and from which the short, familiar titles were usually
derived.
6 L K P ， p. 172, n. 334.
7 T h e preface to this work by the author, Chu C h ’iian (d. 1448) is dated 1398 ( T ’ai-ho
cheng-yin p ’u (q.v.), p. 11 ) . F or the reference in question here, see ibid, p. 37.
8 Sun K ’ai-ti (1939), pp. 378-9 satisfactorily attributes this w ork to L i K ^ i-hsien.
For the material in question here (which he quotes in 1939, pp. 3 8 1-2 ) he relies on a
manuscript version preserved in the C h’uan-shih louk collection (Sun (1939), p. 378)
which is not acknowledged b y the editors o f the recent critical edition (T z ’u-niieh
{q.v.)t p. 261). T his material does not appear in the extant printed versions o f T z yuniieh. Sun suggests (1939), p. 379, that the manuscript may represent an early draft
o f the eventual published work, for which he postulates a date later than 1557.
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extant play’s fourth scene. The short title Hsiian-tsang cKu-ching could
be pieced together with the words Hsi-yu chi—which appear under
Yang’s name in theLu-kueipu hsii-pien as well as at the head of the extant
p lay~ to form a plausible cheng-ming. On these grounds it is claimed
that the play known to L i K ，
ai-hsien and attributed by him to Yang
Ching-yen1 (at a distance of 150 years) was the same as the six-part
Hsi-yu chi that survives.
This ascription has been accepted, rather unenthusiastically, by the
majority of subsequent editors and critics of the work, but it remains in
several respects vulnerable: dependent upon a single piece of evidence,
a century and a half removed from the period in question, in a manu
script of doubtful provenance and identity, and complicated by a
graphic ambiguity in the very name which forms the key to the whole.
It is not surprising that there have been attempts to reinterpret the
evidence in broader terms. I f the results have been unconvincing, it is
partly because the material itself is not explicit enough to allow useful
conclusions to be drawn, partly also because attempts at analysis have
been too boldly speculative and sometimes even careless.2 It will not be
of much service to the reader to lead him through a critique of various
theories which neither answers the important questions nor yields any
other result of value. Here it is sufficient just to acknowledge the 1 amal
gamation5 theory put forward principally by Yen Tun-i (1954), whose
sceptical attitudes towards the dating of dramatic literature are well
known. He observes that no source links Yang’s name explicitly with a
six-part or twenty-four-scene Hsi-yu chi; also that the present text
betrays considerable unevenness in its distribution of incident through
out the twenty-four scenes. His solution is to suggest that it may be the
result of expanding an original tsa-chii by Yang, presumably in the con
ventional four scenes, at some much later period. It is implied that a
good deal of material was introduced into the sequence from other
sources.
Whether or not this conjecture is substantially true, one thing at least
is clear from the excerpts in the manuscript Tz’u-niieh: they are drawn
from a scene which resolves the story of Tripitaka’s adventures in early
infancy,3 which is described as the fourth in Yang’s play, and which
1 T h is attribution o f course depends on the assumption that the discrepancy in the
names implies no more than a graphic slip (Sun (1939 )，p. 378).
2 Chang W ei-ching^ study (q.v.) is so full o f misconceptions and factual mistakes that
I shall not detain the reader w ith it here. F or a discussion o f his arguments, see
Dudbridge (1967), pp. 13 2 —8.
3 C f. the summary in App. C , pp. 19 3-4 .
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corresponds closely to the fourth in the extant sequence. A play in four
scenes designed to end at such a point would naturally not have been
called Hsiian-tsang collects scriptures or Hsi-yu chi. The source of this
quotation must therefore have been a play which gave an adequate
treatment of the £westward journey’ story after four introductory scenes
about Tripitaka’s adventures in infancy.1 This in itself testifies to an
exceptionally broad conception. There can be little doubt that, aside
from the question of authorship, the play known to L i K ’ai-hsien
closely resembled our present version, and had therefore assumed this
extended form at least before 1568 (the year of L i’s death).
Before considering the questions of most relevance to this present
study, i.e. the characteristics of the extant text and its value as a reflec
tion of the Hsi-yu chi tradition, it is important to explain the assump
tions upon which the argument rests. The first is that, irrespective of
what elements were derived from the work of various different authors
and what kind of derivation was involved, the play-sequence in its final
form was essentially from one hand. There is enough uniformity of style
and presentation in the extant version to make this seem almost certain.
And certainly, unless we know exactly which parts came from which
sources, we are unable to draw any conclusions from the work as a
whole except in terms of the author (or compiler, or editor) of the text
we now have. In that sense the single author is a logical necessity. If
Yen Tun-i is right, this man may not have done his part before the
sixteenth century.2 It is unlikely, however, that at the early extreme he
anticipated the opening of the M ing period in the latter part of the
fourteenth century. The lines of conventional eulogy of the reigning
dynasty which appear in the play’s final scene correspond to features in
several other plays, all of which appear to derive from the M ing period.3
This is certainly something which we do not find in the few plays of
undeniable Yiian provenance.^ More specific than this rather circum1 T h e final song in the quoted scene carries an allusion to the coming westward
journey, a characteristic which recurs here and throughout the extant six-part
sequence: sc. 4, p. 20 (reference to the fetching o f the scriptures), sc. 8, p. 36 (to the
coming experience at Hua-kuo shan), sc. 12 , p. 55 (to the coming rescue by Erhlang), sc. 16, p. 73 (to the Land o f Women and Huo-yen shan), sc. 20, p. 90 (to the
imminent end o f the journey). In each case these allusions fall at the close o f one of
the six sub-plays into which the sequence is divided.
2 Y en T u n -i (1954), p. 149 ff.
3 C f. Y e n T u n -i (1954), p. 14 9 ； (i960), pp. 4 6 - 7 ； and below, ch. 9, pp. 13 0 -3 . For
the passage in the original text, cf. sc. 24, p. 104.
4 T h irty plays extant in Yiian printed editions: reproduced in Ku~pen hsi-ch’ii Uyungk ’an， Fourth Series; critical punctuated edition, Cheng C h’ien (1962).
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stantial point is a remark from the preface to a late Ming anthology,
Wan-huo ch*ing-yina， in which four scenes are quoted from a source
named as Hsi-yu chi. Two of the four correspond to scenes in the present
sequence.1 In his preface the anthologist, styled Chih-yiin chii-shihb
and writing in 1624, explains:
Here, for the most part, I have not selected works by Yiian authors for in
clusion, but have picked out the best among the famous writers of our present
Dynasty to edit and print.2

If, finally, Sun K ’ai_ti was right in laying the entire sequence at the
door of Yang Ching-yen, it remains likely that the work was completed
under the M ing: Yang is known to have died at some point after the
beginning of the Yung-loc reign (1403-), and therefore knew more
than, thirty years of Ming rule.3
One further point is more in the nature of a reservation than an
assumption. Whatever conclusions may be drawn about individual
scenes as quoted in different sources, nearly always in the form of songsuites devoid of dialogue, the very explicit prose dialogue of the present
twenty-four-scene version carries no guarantee of belonging in the same
form to earlier versions of the play. Students of tsa-chii drama are
familiar with the discrepancy in dialogue between the thirty plays
preserved in Yiian prints and their equivalents in later collections,
principally theYuan-ch'u hsiian
What appears in the Yuan editions
specifies not much more than stage cues for the convenience of spec
tators or actors. It seems most likely that the long and often wordy
sequences of dialogue in later texts were supplied, or at least greatly
expanded, by actors or editors of a much later age.4 In the case of the
Hsi-yu chi play the implications are clear. So much of the action and
circumstantial detail of the story is entrusted to the dialogue alone that
the play as 汪 whole offers no authoritative insight into the storytradition in society at large before the sixteenth century. We can cer
tainly note variants in the episodes and their contents: we cannot use
them to construct a meaningful chronology of development.
1 Sc. 4 and 10 , the latter quoted under a slightly different heading: cf. Sun K ’ai-ti
(1939), pp. 396-7. T h e question o f the two remaining scenes will be introduced at the
end of this chapter.
2 Quoted by Y en T u n -i (1954), p. 150. T h e original text is not available to me.
3 C f. Lu-kuei pu hsii-pien， p. 284; Sun K ’ai-ti (1953), pp. 56-7.
4 C f. Cheng C h ’ien (19 6 1) ，p. 207.
3 萬壑请昔
15止 雲 居 士
° 永樂
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Characteristics of the twenty-four act ‘ Hsi-yu chi’
This sequence of plays is uniquely long in tsa-chii literature: only the
five-part Hsi-hsiang chi often attributed to Wang Shih-fu is of com
parable length. At the same time it has been accepted that the versewriting is of some quality, and the fact that Yiin-k’ung chii-shih devoted
most of his General Discourse to the citation of fine lines from it suggests
that for him the play’s main attraction lay in its verse.1 Within the play
itself there are scenes whose only raison d'etre is to carry a quantity of
verse and which make virtually no contribution to the progress of the
action.2 Much about this play becomes clear when it is seen as a literary
work, set in a particular dramatic form. The author’s handling of his
material shows signs of being dictated by the well-developed lyrical
medium in which he was working.
The inherited convention of tsa-chii drama was that all sung numbers
in a given chea (act, or scene) were to be rendered by one actor, male or
female, specified in each case as the ‘ lead’ {cheng-m(P and cheng-tan0) •
The acts frequently took the form of sustained expression of a single
dominant emotion. Although the leading actor was free, at the change
of scene, to reappear as another character in the play, he could represent
only such characters as accorded with his own general style of per
formance. T o a certain extent there was a conventional range of hero
and heroine types.
The Hsi-yu chi story, so well suited to the flexibility of prose narration
(and particularly, as the hundred-chapter novel shows, that form which
can resort at will to the use of descriptive verse), rarely affords scope for
concentrating and sustaining climaxes of individual feeling. The novelist
resolutely stresses this by introducing rude bathos at certain moments
of potential emotional climax: the small local tragedies are incidental
to the drift of the whole story and are seldom allowed to declaim in
their own right.3 With such a subject the tsa-chii poet is hard-pressed to
1 Hsi-yu chi tsa-chu, Tsung-lun, pp. 2 ff. Chao Ching-shen (1935), P. 274 adds his
own selection.
2 E.g. sc. 18 , with the songs o f the T aoist; sc. 20, with little more than the songs of
M other-Lightning; sc. 2 1, with the homiletic songs o f the Poor Woman.
3 In illustration one m ay briefly cite the intended dignity o f the close of the ' Land of
W om en’ episode (H Y C , ch. 54, p. 630)， where the Queen seems almost about to
become a Dido, but which is dramatically broken up by the female demon who bears
away T rip itak a; or again, the sharp contrast between the despairing C h ，end household,
whose two small children are to be sacrificed to a monster, and the gay preparations
o f Sun W u-k’ung and Chu Pa-chieh to take their place (H Y C t ch. 47, pp. 542 ff.).
a 折
b 正末
c 旦
d 陳
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find suitable lyrical material and suitable characters to render the different
suites of songs. In the event, the author of this six-part version has met
his difficulties by giving priority to the tsa-chii requirements.
He allots the first four scenes to the story of the abandoned child
Chiang-liu 一 a theme of proven dramatic value which is known, from
the testimony of Hsii Wei, to have inspired a Southern drama in what he
terms the ‘ Sung-Yuan, period.1 This tsa-chii sequence thus becomes the
first known work in which the story was related to the Western Pilgrim
age. The centre-point of these emotionally charged scenes is the mother,
who sings throughout, in one sweep.
The lyrical dramatist’s real problem begins with the westward
journey. His main resource in treating it is the ‘ abducted maiden’
theme, which he invokes at three different points and which provides
him with singers for five of the remaining acts— (sc. 9, 1 1 , 13, 14, 15).
Here again is tested dramatic material: in the context of the White Ape
legend2 this ‘ abduction ’ theme was itself the subject of an early Southern
play.3 In giving the stage to a heroine in distress it naturally supplies the
needs of a lyrical medium. The disadvantage is that in doing so it makes
of itself a self-contained unit not easily subordinated to the progress of a
larger whole. Thus, while it is relatively successful in the episode of
Chu Pa-chieh (sc. 13 -16 ), where it fills the dimensions of a whole con
ventional play and becomes a complete independent episode,4 it drags
heavily in the scene in which Sun Hsing-che is captured (sc. 9). This is
a key episode of sufficient narrative interest in itself~ yet the battle
which forms its natural climax has here to wait while the abducted
Princess sings appropriately to her own situation, and the scene can
resume only when she has been d i s m i s s e d . s
Among the *leading actors’ who sing in other scenes a surprising
number have no significant role in the story as a whole. Some, as sug
gested above, are there to sing a text of no particular dramatic value—
effectively a stylistic demonstration by the author (e.g. the Taoist in
sc. 18). Others are harder to account for: such as the Mountain Spirit
1
2
3
4

N an -tz’u hsii-lu ， p. 2 5 1. C f. above, p. 67, n. 2.
See below, ch. 8, pp. 1 1 4 ff.
N an-tzyu hsii-lu ， p. 250.
There is reason enough to believe that an *abduction-rescue * story was associated
with the capture o f Chu Pa-chieh even in traditional versions o f H si-yu chi. Certainly
the hundred-chapter novel makes use o f a comparable theme (ch. 18).
s Needless to say, this scene, free o f any abduction motif, fills the first eight chapters
of the novel. There is no positive evidence that Sun Hsing-che abducted a wife in
other traditional versions.
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in sc. 10 (‘ Sun is caught, the charm rehearsed’)， an important scene in
volving three principal characters— Sun Hsing-che, Tripitaka and Kuanyin. The author must have had his own good reason for passing over all
three to give the songs to a completely dispensable secondary figure.
Of the three, Sun Hsing-che is not eligible to sing a full suite because
he is evidently created for one of the non-singing ‘ buffoon’ roles—
ching这 or ch’oub—of the tsa-chii drama. This shows clearly in his dia
logue (the facetious remarks in sc. 15, p. 68; the comic battle of words in
sc. 2 1, pp. 93-4), in his acrobatic turns (the somersault required in sc.
19, p. 88); and in his four single songs, distinct from the mode and
sequence of the suite proper, which he announces himself, usually
adding the name of the tune.1 Two of the songs are ribald, another
obscene. That he is cast in such a role may also help to explain why，in
this version, he is unexpectedly represented as an abductor.
Tripitaka fails to sing at any point in the twenty-four scenes. For such
an important character in the play this certainly seems paradoxical, and
can surely be only explicable again in terms of the actor-types. The
eighteenth-century anthology Chui po-ch’iu (q^v.)y quoting a scene from
another Hsi-yu chi play, marks all dialogue attributable to Tripitaka to
be spoken by the lao-tanc actor.2 This example, while not offering direct
access to earlier tsa-chii casting conventions, at least demonstrates that
Tripitaka was not necessarily easy to cast in a conventional male role,
nor, of course, in the ‘ heroine’ style of role. The figure of an exemplary
monk can rarely have occupied so important a place in any dramatic
action;3 such a hero in the Hsi-yu chi was plainly ill-suited to the re
sources of a tsa-chii dramatist. His failure to sing either here, in scene
10, or at other such suitable moments as his departure in scene 5 (where
the singing is done by a more orthodox venerable male character in
Yii-ch’ih Kung), may thus be explained simply in terms of tsa-chii con
ventions of casting.
The same can only be supposed of Kuan-yin, who also has no song
throughout the play. The Mountain Spirit thus gains thehardly de1 Sc. 9, p. 42, sc. 15 , pp. 66 and 70, sc, 17 , p.80.Chao Ching-shen (19596), pp.1 1 - 1 2
cites other examples o f single songs from subordinate characters inserted into par
ticular scenes in Y iian tsa-chii. In the case o f one o f Su n’s songs, the Chi-sheng-ts'ao
in scene 17 , Chao suggests ( 1935 )， PP. 274 -5, that this, a universally popular tune
in the mid-sixteenth century, may have been inserted by later actors.
2 i.e. an older female role. C f. Chui po'ch ’iu，eighth collection, 3 : 1 1 6 ff.
3 T h e abbot Tan-hsia in scenes 3 and 4 o f this play, for instance, is naturally sub
ordinate to the leading female role.
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served distinction of singing scene 10 by default, because the material of
the Hsi-yu chi story can provide no more suitable singer.
A further embarrassment confronting the dramatist must have been
the sheer wealth of incident traditionally associated with the story. The
account given in Pak fongsa dnhae1 specifies a dozen incidents on the
journey alone, most of which survived in some form to reappear in
the hundred-chapter novel. In spite of the broad canvas the playwright
was using here, the tsa-chii genre was too slow-moving to permit him
the same lavishness with incidents and characters as the author of an
extended narrative work. Some discrepancies in the organization of the
plot are accountable as ill-concealed adaptations for the sake of economy.
In scene 9 the capture of Sun Hsing-che is carried out by the Devaraja
L i with his Third Son Nata, assisted by the Seven Sages of Mei-shana.
In the course of the scene the Devaraja L i commands his son:
Comb this mountain thoroughly, together with the Seven Sages of Mei-shan.2

One unique feature of this account is that the monkey’s captor is Nata
and not Erh-lang, who is invoked only for the capture of Chu Pa-chieh
in scene 16. (The traditional story as reflected in both the Pak fongsa
onhae (p. 293) and the later novel (H YC, p. 61) calls in Erh-lang ex
pressly to clinch the campaign.) The Seven Sages of Mei-shan in fact
belong essentially to the Erh-lang legend: the place lay in the neighbour
hood of Chia-choub, a Szechuan sub-prefecture where one of the Erhlang legends had its origin.3 Elsewhere in tsa-chii literature the Sages
appear only in company with Erh-lang.4 Their appearance in this scene
without him is unprecedented and must suggest that Erh-lang did ori
ginally belong there, only to be removed by the dramatist. The same is
true of the phrase ‘ comb the hills’ (sou-shanc), a hunting expression
used characteristically of Erh-lang in his search for demons. When Erhlang does enter in scene 16 he is attended by his hunting houndsd—
familiar attributes of this hunter-figure; his other attendants are named
in the same passage— Kuo Ya-chihe, Chin-t’ou nuf,s but not the Seven
Sages. Various elements of the Erh-lang legend are thus divided between
the two parallel scenes 9 and 16. The author has apparently decided to
spread his material, either to avoid a duplication of Erh-lang in different
1
3
4
5

See above, pp. 73-4.
2 Hsi-yu chi tsa-chii， p. 42.
Huang Chih-kang, p. 40.
For a discussion o f the relevant plays, see below, ch. 9, pp. 129 ff.
For variants o f these names, see below, p. 1 3 1 .
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scenes (in the gloss to Pak t’ongsa1 we are not told whether Erh-lang
figured in the latter), or to thin out an unmanageable stage-full of
colourful characters in the earlier scene. I f so, it is no longer anomalous,
when we compare the various extant versions, that Erh-lang should
capture the monkey both in the (? fifteenth-century) version cited in
Pak f ongsa dnhae and in the sixteenth-century novel, but not in this
tsa-chii; conversely, it may also be true, and explicable, that only in the
tsa-chii sequence is Chu Pa-chieh captured by Erh-lang.
Still more economy seems to have been exercised in treating the role
of Kuan-yin. In the Pak f ongsa dnhae (p. 294) it is said to be her (? his)
intercession before the Jade Emperor which secures a reprieve for the
monkey; he is then sent under escort to be imprisoned under the
mountain. In the play (sc. 9, p. 42) she assumes the whole responsibility
herself:
I have come expressly to convert this ape so that he may be a disciple to
Tripitaka and go to the Western Paradise to fetch scriptures. Don’t kill him!
This is again apparently the result of reducing and redistributing
the material. In scene 7 (*Moksha sells a horse，) Kuan-yin responds to
cries for help from a Dragon of the Southern Sea. Then she explains:
Just now by the way I met the Fiery Dragon Third Crown Prince. For
*causing insufficient and delayed rainfall’ he was guilty of a capital offence.
I went up to the Nine Heavens and submitted a memorial to the Jade Em
peror. I have succeeded in saving this spirit and have had him change into
a white horse to attend Tripitaka and bear the scriptures for him from the
Western Paradise back to the East. After that he will be able to return to
the Southern Sea and to his life as a dragon.2
The Fiery Dragon-Prince who becomes a horse is a figure we meet
already on the face of the Western Pagoda at Zayton. The dragon of
the Ching River who offends by disregarding the precise terms of his
orders to send down rain appears independently in the Yung-lo ta-tien
fragment. The hundred-chapter novel treats them as two distinct and
quite unrelated characters, duly reserving the title Crown Prince for the
dragon who is to become a horse. The second dragon, who appears in
chapters 10 and 1 1 ， provides the occasion for T ’ai-tsimg’s visit to Hell
and is then simply dismissed from the story. Such an inconclusive de
parture suggests in itself that this dragon and its episode not only had
come independently into the Hsi-yu chi tradition but also had never been
1 P T S , p. 294 (N v i) : cf. below, App. B , p. 184.
2 H si-yu chi tsa-chii, p. 30.
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fundamentally involved with other parts of the cycle. But the play here
fuses the two dragons into one: the beheading of the dragon from the
Ching River is suppressed outright, and the offender is identified di
rectly with the Third Crown Prince, who then becomes a white horse.
The dramatist contrives this by means of Kuan-yin’s intercession: the
beheading and the subsequent implication of T ，
ai-tsung in the story are
neatly by-passed, the dragon receives its pardon, Tripitaka acquires the
services of a magic horse. The story is brought up to date within a few
lines, but at the expense of a distinction between two dragon figures
which seem traditionally to have had quite different functions.1 I f the
dramatist seems reluctant to complicate his action with another appeal
by Kuan-yin in the scene of the monkey’s capture but chooses to have
her assume instead the full role of dens ex machina， it is perhaps for
similar motives as were suggested above—a distaste for repetition and an
urgent need for simplicity in handling a story which had not been
framed for such a discipline.2
T o sum up: there is reason to suppose that demands of the tsa-chii
medium led the dramatist into various adjustments of his material—
particularly the unfamiliar emphasis in his choice o f episodes and the
strange prominence given to minor characters in the various singing
roles. His organization of the plot seems in certain respects at odds with
what other sources testify about the tradition. Too little traditional
material remains for the point to be judged conclusively; but the treat
ment characteristic of this tsa-chiif in. at least one case (Erh-lang) cited
above， involves the modification of an independent legend which,
whether in Hsi-yu chi works or elsewhere, never appears treated in a
similar way. About the ‘ beheaded dragon ’ theme we cannot speak with
as much confidence，beyond saying that here the play is at odds with the
one well-attested Hsi-yu chi version of the fourteenth century.
In other scenes, particularly at points where action is stressed in stage
direction and spoken dialogue, the play offers confirmation of popular
themes known to us from other sources. Such are the entry of the Red
Boy (Hung-hai-erh), weighing intolerably on the back of Sun Hsing-che,
1 It should be noted that the summaries supplied in Pak t’ongsa dnhae make no mention
o f either dragon.
2 It may be convenient to add in reminder that the hundred-chapter version exposes
the monkey Sun W u-k’ung to a would-be execution, under sentence from the Jade
Em peror; after his subsequent escape he is re-sentenced and effectively confined
beneath W u-hsing shan by the Buddha. Kuan-yin is concerned in this action only
later, when the question arises o f his release.
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ordered to carry him ;1 Sun Hsing-che’s masquerade as bride of the
abductor Chu Pa-chieh;2 Sha Ho-shang’s adornment of skulls, remnants
from previous incarnations of Tripitaka;3 the iron fan of T ’ieh-shan
kung-chu, able to quench the flames of Huo-yen shan.4 These were
themes clearly entrenched in the tradition: but on the strength of the
play alone we cannot presume to draw any more precise conclusions
about them.
Wu CKang-ling's play and the extant single scenes
To his article Sun K ，
ai-ti appends a survey of isolated scenes from
plays on the Hsi-yu chi theme found in various dramatic anthologies.5
T he greater number of the scenes correspond to individual scenes in
the extant six-part Hsi-yu chi. In two of the anthologies the source is
described as Hsi-yu chi, in a third as Hsi-t’ien cKu ching. O f all the
quoted scenes only the two appearing in Wan-huo ch’ing-yin (cf. above,
p. 80) give dialogue as well as songs.
There remain two frequently quoted scenes which are not to be
found in the present sequence of plays. One represents the meeting
between Tripitaka and two Moslems; the other is equivalent in subject
to scene 5 of the extant play (the scene of Tripitaka’s departure, attended
by an aged Yii-ch’ih Ching-te) but has a completely different text. We
know from the titles given in Chia Chung-ming’s revision of Lu-kuei pu
that Wu Ch’ang-ling’s tsa-chii had an episode on an old Moslem as one
of its central features.6 Sun K ’ai-ti goes so far as to conclude that both
this stray ‘ Moslem’ scene and the variant ‘ departure’ scene derive from
Wu Ch’ang-ling’s lost play.7
Both appear in the Wan-huo ch’ing-yin, where the source is named as
Hsi-yu chi: superficially the same as the source of the other two quoted
scenes discussed above.8 Later anthologies variously give the titles T yang
San-tsang 、Lien-hua pao-faay A n-fien huib as their sources.9 One even
attributes the two scenes separately, one to a T ’ang San-tsangy the other
to Lien-hua pao-fa,10
1 Sc. 12 , p. 5 1. C f. H Y C t ch. 40, pp. 4 6 3-4 ; P T S } p. 267 (N iii).
2 Sc. 16, p. 70. C f. H Y C , ch. 18, p. 209. T h e same device is found in the Shui-hu
chuan in a scene between L u Chih-shen and Chou T ’ung (S H C ， ch. 5, pp. 83 ff .)；
cf. also N an-yu chi， ch. 6, p. 69,
3 Sc. 1 1 , p. 47. C f. above, ch. 1 ，p. 2 1.
4 Sc. 18, pp. 82-3. Cf. H Y C y pp. 677 ff.
5 Sun K ，ai-ti (1939) pp. 388-98.
6 C f. above, p. 77.
7 Sun K ’ai-ti (1939), pp. 368 and 373.
8 C f. above, p. 80.
9 Sun K ’ai-ti (1939), p. 396.
10 Na-shu-ying chfu^pyu, cheng-chic 2 and hsiid-chi 2.
3 蓮花寶筏

b 安天會
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Of these titles， only T ’ang San-tsang offers any sign of relevance to
Wu Ch’ang-ling: the words appeared in the full title of W u’s play as
given in the revised Lu-kuei pu ，and could conceivably be derived from
it as a short title. But this point is far too tenuous for comfort. The other
titles all bring some problem in their wake, although fortunately none
which seems to affect the Wu Ch’ang-ling question at all closely.1 To
judge from a lengthy dramatic treatment of the ‘ Tripitaka’ story en
titled Sheng-p’ing p a o -fa ' one of a series of adaptations from earlier
plays made by Chang Chaob (16 9 1-17 4 5 )，2 in which both these stray
scenes are to be found,3 the various other works in question here are
likely to have been derivative or composite versions of the story, drawing
at least some of their material from older plays. This would account
straightforwardly for the fact that essentially identical scenes are attri
buted variously to them in the eighteenth-century anthologies.
In the case of the source used in Wan-huo ch’ing-yin, Sun K ’ai-ti
argues plausibly that the editor Chih-yiin chii-shih could himself have
met the four scenes as anthology pieces with a life of their own, or as
single scenes copied out by players for purposes of individual perfor
mance. There are parallel examples to confirm both possibilities.4 The
quoted title Hsi-yu chi could then represent simply the story to which
the episodes obviously belonged, not necessarily a specific single work.
The hard information that emerges from this confusion of sources is
unspectacular:
(1)
No evidence points unambiguously to the full title and author of
the play, or plays, from which the ‘ M oslem’ and *departurey scenes
were taken. Only the feature of a Moslem’s participation associates the
former with Wu Ch’ang-ling’s play; only stylistic intuition5 the latter.
It is therefore far from axiomatic that Wu Ch ，
ang-ling，s work is rep
resented here at all.
1 An-Vien hui， given in Chutpo-cHiu, eighth collection, 3 : 1 1 5 , has not been identified.
Lien-hua pao-fa resembles the title Lien-hua f a which appears with a summary in
C K ii-hai tsung-mu t’i-yao, 3 5 :1 6 5 1 - 4 , but the story involved is completely different.
It seems likely that we have here an alternative version of, perhaps even a mistake
for, the title Sheng-p'ing pao-fa^.
2 C f. A. W. Hummel (ed.), Eminent Chinese of the ChHng Period (Washington, 1943-4),
p. 25 a.
3 C f. the reprint in Ku-pen hsi-ch’ii ts’ung-k’an ， Ninth series: scenes 16 and 18 in the
second volume. T h e scenes are taken from this source to appear in an appendix to
Chao Ching-shen (1956), pp. 16 3-7 2 .
4 C f. Sun K ’ai-ti (1939), p. 368.
5 C f. Na-shu-ying ch’ti-p*u, 2 : 2 b ; Sun K ，ai-ti (1939), p. 374.
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(2) There is no known trace of either of the two scenes before the
anthology Wan-huo ch’ing-yin in 1624. As they remain now, quoted in
various later anthologies, they sustain an independent existence.
(3) While it is fully possible that various scenes in the extant Hsi-yu
chi sequence—
— e.g. scene 12 : ‘ Kuei-mu is converted’一 were under the
influence of a play by Wu Ch’ang-ling， nothing suggests a textual in
debtedness.

6
Reflections in the Hsiao-shih
Chen-k’ ung pao-chuan
Sawada Mizuho, author of currently the longest and most discriminating
account of the popular religious and literary genre known as paochiianafl has divided the available corpus into two broad periods— *old *
and ‘ new’. Within the former category he discerns three stages: the
(primitive，b works, of which no reliably datable examples are available,2
known to us through a few titles quoted in a printed edition of 150 9 ;3
it is probable that these represent a form of popular literature akin to
Buddhist liturgical texts,4 current by the end of the fifteenth century
but not necessarily much earlier. The second stage begins with the
‘ scriptures’ of the Patriarch L o c (cf. note 3), representing the earliest
dated specimens. Within it falls the greater part of a spate of homiletic and
expository texts in which the pao-chiian medium served as the mouth
piece of many popular sects on the fringes of orthodox Buddhism and
Taoism.5 This ‘ sectarian’d stage took the genre into the seventeenth
century. Thereafter, under repressive policies of the Ch'ing government
in the early eighteenth century, the pao-chiian，s influence as a primarily
religious vehicle declined. The class of *old * pao-chiian terminates in
the early nineteenth century.6
The manuscript text Hsiao-shih Chen-k’unge pao-chuan belongs within
this general class and has indeed played a part in discussions on the
origins of the genre. It has attracted an unusual degree of attention
1 *Hoken s 5 setsu*f, included in Sawada Mizuho (1963).
2 Both Sawada (1963) ， pp. 1 - 2 ， 6 and L i Shih-yii (q.v.), p. 174, cast doubt on the
texts which were claimed by Cheng Chen-to (1954), vol. 2, pp. 308, 3 18 , to date from
the fourteenth century or before.
3 T h e five *scriptures^ attributed to L o C h ’ingh: cf. Sawada (1963), pp. 6, 15 , 76.
4 Sawada (1963), p. 12.
5 Ibid, pp. 1 5 - 1 7 .
6 Ibid. pp. 17 - 18 .
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because it contains in particular a passage alluding to the pilgrimage of
Tripitaka. From the time of the text’s publication in 19 3 11 this has
been recognized as a reflection of a Hsi-yu chi story. Although by no
means long (twenty-eight lines of largely decasyllabic verse), the passage
contains a number of proper names which can be related, or at least
distantly associated, with episodes known to us from other sources.
Potentially this material is of great interest, but, as with each of the
above sources, no useful evaluation is possible without first ascertaining
both the period of the work itself and the nature of this allusive passage
in particular. About both questions there is disagreement.
Date
The work first became known in connection with a group of texts in
the Tangut (Hsi-hsiaa) script, recovered from Ninghsia and bought by
the Peking National Library in 1929. It was listed in a catalogue of this
material published in May/June 1930, under the heading *Appended
list of old prints of scriptures and miscellaneous texts in the Library’s
collection’.2 It was there described as a manuscript ‘ Buddhist volume，b,
of fifty-nine pages0. (The opening of the manuscript is missing.)
Hu Shih, in an articled concerned formally with the text’s date,3
pointed out that it had been assigned to the ‘ Sung or Yiian* periods by
association with the early Hsi-hsia prints with which it had been dis
covered.4 (This represents the most explicit published information we
have concerning the text’s origin.) Hu’s retort—that nothing prevents
texts of widely differing periods from being together in one place, as
they were at Tun-huang—•is sound. More precise criteria of dating are
needed than this.
The first and most substantial internal clue is the title applied to
Confucius in the twenty-fourth line:5 Ta-ch*eng chih-sheng wenhsiian wange. This name was conferred by the Yuan emperor Wu-tsungf
in the year 13076 and modified into a new form (Chih-sheng hsienshihe) only in 1530.7 The dates define roughly a span of time within
1

In K u o-li Pei-pHng t’u-shu-kuan kuan-k’an, 5,3 (19 3 1), pp. 13 -4 7 . T h e passage
relevant to Tripitaka’s pilgrimage runs from line 30 to line 56.
2 K u o -li Pei-pHng t’u-shu-kuan kuan-k’art， 4,3 (1930), p. 339.
3 H u Shih (19 3 1).
4 Ibid. p. 1. 5 Line references follow the lineation marked in the 19 3 1 printed version.
6 Yiian shih, 2 2:9 6 . C f. H u Shih (19 3 1), p. 1.
7 Ta M ing hui~tienh (revised edition o f 158 7 by Shen M ing-hsing1 and others),
9 1 :1 9 6 and 22a. H u Shih (19 3 1), p. 1.
a 西夏
f 武宗

b 梵帙
S 至聖先師

。頁
h 大明會典

4 跋

1 申明行

6 大成至聖文宣王
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which we may presume the pao-chilan to have been written: from the
early fourteenth to the mid-sixteenth centuries. This period encom
passes the time at which the first dated pao-chiian appeared—i.e. the
early sixteenth century.
The second stage in Hu Shih’s argument_ inferring that the work’s
allusive passage derived its material from the hundred-chapter novel
and dated in fact from the end of the sixteenth or early seventeenth
century1— rests so obviously on fallacious assumptions and has been
so laboriously refuted by Y ii P ，
ing-po (q^v.) that it need not detain us
here.
Y ii P ’ing-po alone claims that the manuscript in places observes the
taboo on Sung imperial names, but he qualifies this at once by allowing
for scribal errors.2 Only small sections of the text have been photo
graphically reproduced:3 in present circumstances it is impossible to
judge this point. Until there is confirmation one way or the other it
should not affect our argument.
Considering the Hsiao-shih Chen-k，ung pao-chiian as a text, one is
bound to recognize that it shares many characteristics of form and con
tent with pao-chiian of Sawada’s ‘ sectarian’ stage, in the sixteenth
century and later.
Although the opening of the text as such is missing, the first passages
of the manuscript fragment clearly belong to an introductory section.
Lines 1 - 1 2 represent all but the first three or four lines of an exhortation
to turn to the Three Jewelsa— Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. Lines
13 - 1 4 are an invocation to the Buddhas, announcing the burning of in
cense : both were almost universal introductory features of pao-chiian in
the ‘ sectarian’ stage.4 The words of this invocation are moreover vir
tually identical to those used in the Hsiao-shih Ta-shengh pao-chiian，
printed in 1584.5 They are followed immediately by the cOpening
gdthd，c (also a universal feature), whose text here corresponds almost
exactly to that used in the Yao-shih pen-yiian kung~ted pao-chuan of 1543.6
Precisely the same verses are used again in the lines immediately pre
ceding the *Opening
of the 1 译冬 Hsiao-shih Ta-sheng pao-chuan.7
1 H u Shih (19 3 1), pp. 4 ff•
2 Y ii P ’ing-po, p. 182.
3 Lines 3 1- 5 5 and 586-8, reproduced in K u o-li Pei-p，ing t’u-shu-kuan kuan-kyarty 斗，6
(19 3。） and 5,3 (19 3 1). T h e passages offer no evidence helpful on this point.
4 C f. Sawada (1963), p. 26.
s Quoted by Sawada Mizuho (1963), p. 2 7 , 1. 7.
6 Quoted by Cheng Chen-to (1954), vol. 2, p. 3 12 . On K'ai-ching chieh ， cf. L i Shih-yii,
p. 170, Sawada (1963), pp. 26 ff.
7 Sawada (1963), p. 27, 11. 1 3 - 14 .
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There follows a passage of verse (seven syllable lines) reviewing the
Three Doctrines of the Buddhas, Lao-chiin and Confucius and finding
them reducible to a transcendent One.1 The syncretic theme is equally
familiar in extant early pao-chiian literature.2 The pilgrimage of T ripi
taka appears at this point (line 28), to add an elaborate illustration to
the author’s religious apologia. Simultaneously the verse-form shifts
from a seven-syllable line to the 3 -3 -4 rhythm of the standard pao~chuan
metre3 and sustains this throughout the catalogue of names and incidents
on Tripitaka’s journey. The religious exposition which forms the paochiianys substance is introduced subsequently partly in prose, partly in
further passages of the decasyllabic verse. Near the close of the work are
two sets of songs for the Five Watchesa of the night, set to the popular
tunes Wu~yeh-erhh and Huang_ying-erhc respectively.4 Sawada has sug
gested that the use of such tunes in pao-chiian may not have become
usual until after the period (early sixteenth century) at which the earliest
dated texts appeared.5
Although its specific sectarian allegiance remains unidentified,6 the
work shows a high degree of uniformity with those from the most
flourishing period of the *old1 pao-chiian upon which our knowledge of
the genre is based. When Sawada Mizuho ventures an opinion that Hu
Shih was after all most probably right in his assessment of the Hsiaoshih Chen-Kung pao-chiian^ he is by implication speaking of this formal
correspondence with the genre as it evolved in the sixteenth century.
Clear and positive evidence would be necessary to allow the assumption
that it dated from a period long before this, and such evidence is not
forthcoming.
1
3
4
5

Lines 19 -2 7 .
2 C f. L i Shih-yii, pp. 1 7 1 - 2 ; Sawada (1963), pp. 43-4.
C f. L i Shih-yii, p. 17 0 ; Sawada (1963), p. 3 1.
Lines 534-67.
Sawada (1963), p. 14 ; cf. p. 32. F u Y un-tzu, in a study o f the popular song sequences
known as nao zvu-kengd, associates the phenomenon in its secular context specifically
with the M ing period (F u Yiin-tzu, pp. 249 ff.). Chao W ei-pang, analysing the in
formation on pao-chiian to be gathered from the unique work P yo-hsieh hsiang-piene
by Huang Y ii-p ’ienf (early nineteenth century), draws attention to his mention o f the
tune Huang-ying-erh in this connection (Chao, p. 1 1 1 ) .
6 T h e figure Chen-k’ung Lao-tsu®, whose name appears recurrently throughout
the text, was the highest god in the pantheon worshipped by the Hung-yang secth,
founded in 1594 (Chao W ei-pang, pp. 96- 8). B ut more detailed evidence will be
required before the question is decided.
7 Sawada (1963), pp. 1- 2 . B ut he does not subject the work to any more detailed
examination.
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References to a (Hsi-yu chi’ story

The passage reflecting a Hsi-yu chi narrative may be rendered as follows r1
1.

30

It is told how Tripitakaa, in the royal palace of the Chen-kuan2
Emperor,
Vowed to go to the Western Paradise to fetch scriptures.
31 The sage ruler of the T ’ang burned precious incense, bowed thrice,
and circumambulated nine times.
32 Having burned incense, he brought out the Imperial coach and saw
him off from the Golden Gate.3
33 He (Tripitaka) brought under control Sun Hsing-che— Ch’i-t’ien
Ta-sheng,
34 Chu Pa-chiehb and Sha Ho-shang: these 'four sagesT kept company
togetherc.
35 And indeed they encountered Huo-yen shand, and passed through
Hei-sung line.
36 They met demons and ghosts, fiends in droves.
37 Lo-ch’a niif—the Iron Fans—bringing down the
sweet4 dew.
38 Liu-sha hoh—the Red Boy1—Ti-yung Fu-jenJ.
39 Niu Mo-wangk—the spider demons—snatching him away into1 5 a
cavern.
40 Kuan-shih-yin of the Southern Sea rescuing Tripitaka.
41 They tell of the Master, devoted to the Buddhist Law, great in super
natural powers.
42 Who would have dared to go to the Buddha’s land and fetch the holy
scriptures ?
斗3 In Mieh-fa kuom he displayed his supernatural powers: Buddhists and
Taoists competed in magic.
44 The brave Master’s power defeated the evil demons: they were robed
and tonsured as monks.
45 The Maitreya Buddha in the Tusita Heaven—they desired to hear his
holy teaching.

1 In this translation I avoid imposing a single interpretation upon disjointed lines ex
cept where the sense is immediately clear.
2 T h e original characters read Cheng-kuann. I emend cheng to read chen°f and hence
the phrase to correspond to T ，ai-tsung’s reign title.
3 A n allusion to the Golden Horse GateP o f the Han royal palace. C f. Shih-chi
i26 :8& .
4 T h e original character^ strictly means ‘ frost，, but in the context it seems as if the
homophonous kan-lur is intended, a phrase which serves as the equivalent of amrtat
the Buddhist ambrosia.
s F or this emendation see Ota Tatsuo (1965), p. 2 1.
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46 The Land of Perfect Happiness1—the Fiery Dragon-horse—a white
horse to bear the scriptures.
47 From the Eastern Land to the Paradise in the West2 was more than
100,000 IL
48 Hsi-shih tunga—the Land of Women—Tripitaka was hidden away.
49 They reached the Western Paradise and gazed on the sage, attentively
doing obeisance.
50 They addressed the Buddha, who extended his merciful kindness, and
opened [the great gate].3
51 The precious store was opened and they took the holy scriptures, doc
trinal texts of the Three Vehicles.
52 In a brief space of time, a moment, they had left the Thunderclap15
(Monastery).
53 Taking the holy scriptures, they returned to the Eastern Land to have
audience with the Emperor.
54 They addressed the Buddha, begging to offer repentance, and he gave
out great illumination.
55 They came to the Eastern Land and offered up the holy scriptures.
The T ’ang Emperor was highly pleased.
56 At the assembly of Golden Spirits (?)c they opened the precious store.
Every single character was distinct.
The passage presents some peculiar characteristics. Line 47, after
the catalogue of perils overcome, sums up the distance of the complete
journey (already anticipated in the earlier line 28— *Tripitaka went to
the Western Paradise to fetch scriptures: in one journey a distance of
108,000 IV)\ in line 48 yet more incidental perils appear; in line 49 the
pilgrims 4reach the Western Paradise1, in line 50 *address the Buddha*,
and by lines 52-3 they are returning to Ch’ang-an; but in line 54 they
are again, in the same terms, (addressing the BuddhaJ and in line 55
again returning to the East. These repetitions suggest that the author
was moved less by a regard for the original story’s strict narrative
sequence than by a sense of the emotive weight of various key points
in it, reinforced by the declamatory rhymed verse in which the whole
was here being rehearsed.
More serious puzzles emerge when one considers the content in more
1 C hi-lod kuo, apparently the Buddhist Chi-lo shih-chiehe, i.e. Sukhavati, the Paradise
o f the Amitabha Buddha. It is not clear whether this is here distinct from the
Western Paradise for which the pilgrims are bound.
2 In the M S the order o f words here appears to be hsi tao t’ien ， not tao hsi t’ien as
given in the typeset reprint.
3 T a Sha-m enf is an expression equivalent to the Sanskrit Mahasramana— i.e. the
Buddha. Here the treatment o f its final syllable as a word for *gate * makes the line
meaningless.
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detail, and Ota Tatsuo has devoted a recent article (1965) to their
tentative elucidation. The simple identification of individual names and
episodes is straightforward, and nothing need be added, on this level,
to his tabular summary (1965, p. 28). If, however, this material is to
yield more than a random list of names we must face the problems of
relating together various individual names which find themselves
grouped together.
Line 38—in which Liu-sha ho, the Red Boy and Ti-yung Fu-jen keep
company, although in all known versions of the story they belong to
quite different episodes;
line 39—where the three allusions seem, in the light of other versions,
equally unrelated;
lines 43-4—presenting in outline an episode which incorporates
features from two independent episodes (as we know them in the Pak
t’ongsa and hundred-chapter sources);
lines 45—6—introducing two Buddhist heavens which have no sig
nificant place in the known versions;
line 48—three allusions again unexpectedly brought together.
Ota Tatsuo has expended some ingenuity on a series of elaborate ex
planations; and he claims with some confidence to have shown the work
serving as the source for these allusions to be ‘ in the same tradition’
as the ‘ Y iian ’ version of the story used in Pak t’ongsa dnhae, and to be
probably earlier than it.1 His case rests upon these assumptions:
1. That the Pak t’ongsa dnhae reflects, in its annotations, a Hsi-yu chi
of Yuan date.
2. That the pao-chiian may, regardless of its own date, represent a
Yuan source.2
3. That the text of the pao-chiian reproduces with reliable accuracy the
order and episodic elements of its Hsi-yu chi source.3
The first has been challenged above (p. 68): nothing guarantees a date
earlier than the late fifteenth century for this particular source. The
second assumption is less dangerous: the pao-chiian could theoretically
reflect a source anticipating its own time of composition by several
centuries. But in the light of the discussion above (pp. 91 ff.)， suggesting
that this pao-chiian is unlikely to date from before the sixteenth century,
1 C f. Ota (1965) ，p. 29.
2 Ota (1965), pp. 20 and 26 (remarks in connection with the M aitreya cult o f Yiian
times).
3 C f. Ota (1965), p. 29.
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it seems also unlikely, and certainly not necessary, that in practice its
author would be using a Hsi-yu chi version from two centuries before.
The discussion of this material in abstraction from its own external
context opens the way for special-pleading.
The crucial decision affecting our understanding of this pao-chiian
source is that implied in Ota’s third assumption. It requires an act of
faith both in the author’s memory (unless we imagine him leafing
hastily through his Hsi-yu chi as he wrote) and in the discipline of his
exposition. Ota accepts the first in, for instance, being willing to inter
pret lines 43-4 as representing the *Ch’e-ch’ih kuo’ episode in a kinder
and hence probably (older* form: the tonsure administered as a mild
alternative to the extermination of the Taoists in Pak t’ongsa and the
hundred-chapter Hsi-yu chi.1 In the hundred-chapter work, however,
Mieh-fa kuo is the scene of a quite different episode in which Sun Wuk’ung contrives to shave the head of every citizen in the realm, from the
king down.2 Could these two lines not equally reflect a confusion be
tween two different episodes, prompted by an equivocal place-name ?
In the case of line 38 Ota advances an even more radical reconstruction:
proximity in this line is given as ground for inferring that Ti-yung
Fu-jen3 was in this hypothetical version the mother of the Red Boy_ a
relationship neither attested nor indicated in any other source. Yet Ota
stops short of implicating either of these characters with Liu-sha ho (in
all versions the habitat of Sha Ho-shang), although it claims a place in
the same line.4
Inevitably, these juxtapositions raise the question of the pao-chuan s
authority. Even in the prosaic annotations of Ch’oe Se-chin, expressly
intended to summarize aspects of a story for the reader, occasion has been
found to question the literal accuracy of his account.5 In the (infinitely
more perfunctory) pao-chiian passage informative summary was clearly
less important to the author than the rhetorical flight of allusion in lines
of ten-syllable verse. Sawada Mizuho has written in a similar connection
of the ‘ self-intoxication’ of many pao-chuan writers.6 The genre was of
a nature to disregard logic and clarity in the interests of emotive effect
and rhetorical formula. Seen in this context Ota's third and central
assumption comes to seem gratuitous. There are no grounds for un
faltering trust in the true reproduction of original episodes, which in
1 Ota (1965), pp. 25-6.
3 C f. above, p. 73.
5 C f. above, pp. 69-72.
6 Sawada (1963), pp. 32-3.

2 H Y C , ch. 84, pp. 962-3.
4 Ota (1965), pp. 23-4 .
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several cases are not even made explicit. Used as the sole basis for re
constructing stories in a radical and unprecedented form, these allusions
offer no more than fantastically thin evidence.
We are bound to conclude that the Hsiao-shih Chen-k'ung pao-chuan
is a source of only limited value. In date it carries no guarantee of antici
pating the sixteenth century. Its authority is so scant as to make any
speculative reconstruction— beyond a mere list of individual names—
open to serious question. It nevertheless has a contribution to make to
our knowledge of the Hsi-yu chi tradition. We are of course not obliged
to return to Hu Shih’s long since discredited proposal that the paochiian’s allusions were to the hundred-chapter novel. Its author, in
writing this passage, was mentally recalling the salient features of an
episodic story he might have known in many different forms. He could
indeed have had in mind a given prose version of the fifteenth or six
teenth century; and some of his allusions may yet have intruded from
other—perhaps oral or dramatic— sources. Although these uncertainties
cannot be escaped, the references in lines 45-6 (to the teachings of
Maitreya Buddha, and to the Sukhavatl heaven) offer us traces of epi
sodes which no other source preserves.

APPENDIX

A note on ‘Shuo-ch’ang Hsi-yu chi ’a 1
The editors introduce this text as a manuscript of unknown authorship and
date held by the Peking City Library. They describe it as a recasting of the
novel Hsi-yu chi into a simple chantefable form, with about one million words,
two thirds consisting of song-texts.
In its present published form it has been subjected to severe editing:
several episodes are suppressed (including two which do not occur in the
hundred-chapter work), and much of the text itself has been revised. It
naturally becomes more difficult for the reader to judge the work’s true
characteristics than for the editors.
The text as it stands certainly seems to bear out their report. The verse
is written in an insistent, jingling metre basically of seven syllables to the
line, but in some cases preserves particular wording from the hundredchapter version.2 The narrative, in a fluent and essentially modern colloquial
idiom (how much the editors’ work ?), follows so closely the sequence of
1 Edited by L o Y angb and Shen P ’eng-nienc (Peking, 1956, 2 vols.).
2 See, for instance, the woodcutter’s song (vol. 1, p. 5), clearly related to the text in
H Y C , ch. 1, p. 8.
a 說唱西遊記

b 羅提

c 洸彭年
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names and events in the hundred chapters that one is readily able to take it
provisionally as a later revision of the novel. Technically it must therefore
count as falling outside the scope of this study.
It merits at least a note in passing for the sake of the new episodes said to
be introduced in the manuscript. They are designated in the editors’ prefatory
note as ‘ the fight with the White A pe’ and the ‘ Five Demon Women’a. The
White Ape figure will be considered independently below. What is of in
terest here is that a text corresponding so closely in content to the hundredchapter version presumed to be its original could yet include extraneous
episodes. It is impossible to judge, especially when the episodes themselves
are not available to be read, whether they were derived from current oral
traditions or from clear-cut written sources. The simple fact of their presence
reflects back on the Hsi-yu chi tradition as a whole: even at the advanced
stage represented by the hundred-chapter novel the constitution of the cycle
was open to variation.

The Japanese manuscript lGenjd Sanzo toten yurai engVh
Ota Tatsuo has recently drawn attention to this manuscript text, preserved
in Ryukoku University Library.1 It is described as a version, in 98 pages and
about 100,000 words, of the Hsi-yu chi. Although closely resembling the
story as told in the hundred-chapter Chinese novel, it is distinct from it in
two important ways: (1) certain episodes differ in their content, sequence, and
situation in the story; (2) the work as a whole takes the form of a scriptc for
popular religious exposition as used by the Amidist Shinshud sect. Internal
evidence suggests a period circa early nineteenth century for the text as such.
Ota nonetheless finds in it grounds for a more far-reaching hypothesis: that
it ultimately reflects a version of the story earlier than the hundred-chapter
novel.2
I have not seen this text and am not in a position to form a separate judge
ment. In the sense that the defined scope of this study concerns evidence
*known to antedate * the hundred-chapter work, the present manuscript
claims no place here. It seems sufficient to refer the reader to Ota’s study, at
the same time pointing out the main assumptions which underlie it. They in
clude those which have been questioned above in chapters 4 and 6. Ota
posits {a) a distinct Japanese translation (of which no other trace survives),
serving as a basis for the present ‘ sectarian’ script;3 {b) the Chinese original
of that hypothetical translation, conceived as an antecedent to the hundred1 Ota Tatsuo (1967).
2 T h e early M ing, i.e. late fourteenth century, is suggested as a tentative date (Ota
(1967) ，p. 9).
3 Ota (1967), p. 9.
a 五宽女

1?玄 奘 三 藏 波 天 由 來 緣 起

c 合本

d 眞宗
7-2
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chapter work. The assumptions involved here are—first, that the form of
those episodes slightly at odds with the hundred'chapter version necessarily
implies a distinct original text and cannot be the result of editing and revision
by the author of Genjo Sanzo toten yurai engi;1 secondly, that when one version
of a story is written with less sophistication than another, it is by that token
to be regarded as older than the other.2
1 See, for instance, Ota (1967), pp. 5-6.
2 See, for instance, Ota (1967), p. 6.

Putting the Sources to Use
It is now possible to say something about the collective value of the
sources described above. They give us a basic assurance that published
treatments of popular ‘ Tripitaka’ cycles were appearing from the
thirteenth down to the sixteenth centuries; but by no means all rep
resent with equal fidelity what the public from time to time would have
seen and read. In this respect certainly the greatest value lies in the
*Kozanji1 text which, apart from being the earliest source, is unquest
ionably first-hand material. The fragment in the Yung-lo ta-tien is
likely to stand close to the text of its original, but we lose, both by
lacking the remainder of the text, and by being unable to see the original
printed format. The same disadvantages apply again to the testimony
of the Pak t’ongsa dnhae, but there is also some ambiguity as to how
many versions are involved, and a further suspicion that here the
material has suffered some distortion in reaching us at second hand.
The tsa-chii play in twenty-four acts, at best of questionable authorship,
is in any case subject to all the uncertainties that attach to the text_
in particular the dialogue— of a belated, seventeenth-century dramatic
edition; it also shows signs of some manipulation in the interests of
literary expediency. The names and episodes listed in the Hsiao-shih
Chen-Kung pao-chiian— in all likelihood a sixteenth-century text—give
insufficient grounds for useful speculation.
With these reservations in mind we may attempt an estimation in
general terms of what the sources testify about the tradition as a whole.
The Hsi-yu chi is the story of a journey and by its nature lends itself
to episodic treatment: it exactly meets the needs of the professional
teller of tales, who naturally desires freedom to expand or suppress his
material at will and, as an individual performer, is likely also to spe
cialize in certain episodes which best suit his talents and his public.
Theoretically we should be prepared for a complete lack of congruity
between different versions appearing at different times. In fact, the
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sources which have here been examined reflect on this question in two
distinct ways.
i.
Between the Kozanji version and all its known successors there is
an extreme discrepancy in content. Many episodes are simply not to be
found in any later text; there are certain names (e.g. Kuei-tzu-mu)
which, although they do reappear, are involved in utterly different epi
sodes. In a few cases (the monkey-disciple, the spirit of the sands, the
Land of Women, the Heart Sutra), a semblance of the original feature
persists in all later sources, but strongly developed in a way which,
altogether, leaves the Kozanji version clearly dissociated from what
seems a more closely knit group of later texts. For a period of centuries
before the probable appearance of this version, we lack coherent
written evidence of popular story-cycles on the ‘ Tripitaka’ theme. The
twelfth and thirteenth centuries—the closing part of this period—were
the very time during which the oral and dramatic arts of the Sung
capitals were so abundantly attested by contemporary witnesses. It begs
no controversy to regard the period as one in which popular traditions
were carried on more universally in the oral medium than in writing.
The background of the Kozanji version, so much of whose material can
be identified with themes in the broad field of later popular fiction and
in that of Asian folklore at large, lay in the comparatively free oral
traffic of this period. Much of the material may have been derived from
what the original compiler had himself seen and heard in his own
locality; it can by no means be expected to represent even a substantial
part of the ‘ Tripitaka， legends abroad elsewhere in China. Nor should
every episode be regarded as permanently associated with a ‘ Tripitaka’
I cycle. The central topic of Wu Ch’ang-ling’s lost play H si-fien ch’iiching— an encounter with a Moslem 一 suggests another such episode,
evidently associated with ‘ Tripitaka’ cycles in the north during the
thirteenth century,1 of which there is no sign in subsequent prose works.
The Kozanji version is so placed as to reflect both the freedom with
which the old traditions were circulating and, dimly, the coming shape
and some of the more permanent features of the developed cycle known
to us in later versions. It shares with them a simple but characteristic
framework, in which a formal imperial commission replaces the em
barrassing secrecy forced upon the historical Hsiian-tsang at the outset
of his journey, and the returned, triumphant pilgrim, after completing
his immediate mission, is borne up promptly to the heavens and
1 On the assumption that W u Ch'ang-ling was a northerner. C f. above, p. 75.
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installed in the Western Paradise. This framework, together with the
small group of figures and episodes noted above as remaining with the
story throughout the sequence of later versions, give some rudimentary
substance to the idea of a £Hsi-yu chi tradition>: certain basic charac
teristics imposing themselves upon tellers of the story as necessary and
indispensable to it.
2.
The versions to which the Yung-lo ta-tien, the Pak t’ongsa dnhae
and the long tsa-chii sequence testify must be judged by a quite distinct
scale of values. In each case we are already within clear sight of the
story told in the hundred-chapter work of the sixteenth century. With
this material, the idea of a comprehensive Hsi-yu chi tradition gains
greatly in significance: but it is important that the implications should
be judged with care. The early versions are linked to the hundredchapter novel (and, in various ways, to one another) by a considerable
similarity of detail, in some cases also of structure. The uniformity is
most evident in the opening scenes of the story: the circumstances of
T ’ai-tsung’s descent to Hell; the imperial commissioning of Tripitaka;
the introduction and early adventures of the monkey-hero. About the
complex of adventures taking place on the journey the evidence is not
so full. There is no means of judging, for instance, whether the sheer
quantity of distinct episodes in the hundred-chapter work was fully anti
cipated in any earlier version. One must be content to observe that the
‘ Oh’e-ch’ih kuo’ story used in Pak fongsa corresponds remarkably
closely to its counterpart in the hundred chapters, and a high proportion
of the episodes named by Ch’oe Se-chin (P T S , p. 267, N iii) and even
in the Hsiao-shih Chen-k’ung pao-chiian, have equivalents in other ver
sions. Nevertheless, as far as can be judged, the affinities stop well short
of an identifiable textual relationship, and indeed when finer points of
detail are compared there are signs of many individual discrepancies.
In content the old versions closely resemble the major sixteenthcentury work, but they are fully distinct from it.
One must resist the impulse to conclude that, since traces of older
written versions are known, these versions necessarily served as direct
sources for the long novel. Cheng Chen-to was so impressed with what at
the time seemed the unique evidence offered by the Yung-lo ta-tien
fragment that he dignified its source as an Urtext, for two centuries
awaiting embellishment at the hands of a sixteenth-century master.1
Valuable as the fragment is, there are other factors which should be
1 Cheng Chen-to (1933), p. 273.
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acknowledged before so confident a conclusion may be drawn. The
existence of further evidence at once complicates the scene: although it
may theoretically just be conceivable that the early prose versions dis
cussed above were in fact all one, we have no guarantee that this was so,
or even likely. It is an open possibility that yet others appeared in the
course of those intervening two hundred years. And even if more com
plete and easily identified printed specimens from this strangely obscure
period were available, one would also be bound to allow at every stage
for the contingent role of living oral traditions. In the late sixteenth
century the author of the Chin P ’ing M eia could still write of a ‘ strolling
monk, waving his noisy cymbals, recounting tales of T rip itaka...
Local performers must yet have been capable of adding episodes or
effecting variations in the formless body of adventures which made up
the bulk of the Hsi-yu chi: those who worked in the written medium,
artists or hacks, must at times still have been open to such influences.
The early versions will not necessarily bring us straight to the work
shop in which the hundred-chapter work was drawn up, but from their
degree of uniformity there is a clear inference to be drawn. From the
fourteenth century onwards there was a general, and no doubt pro
gressive, standardization of the cycle, and this was a process we may
associate with a growing number of printed editions. One can imagine a
situation in which the Hsi-yu chi had become a story which everyone
knew, and knew increasingly in a particular form. The studies which
follow below offer some evidence of this familiarity and its effects.
The author of the hundred chapters did indeed inherit a story much
of whose content was already determined; but his knowledge of it was
almost certainly derived from a range of sources extending well beyond
one particular written version handed down from two centuries before.
One is forced to recognize that attempts to assess his creative achieve
ment in terms of how he used earlier material will be overshadowed by
many uncertainties.
Our discussion hitherto has considered the content of the Hsi-yu chi
tradition only in passing, where it has had light to throw on some text
or on individual, external problems. Study of the content for its own
1 Ching P ’ing M ei, ch. 15 (Dai-an (1963) ed. vol. 1, p. 343)> cited by Y eh Te-chiin,
p. 55. For the dating of the novel see P. D . Hanan, ‘ T he T ext of the Chin P ’ing M eV
in Asia M ajor, N ew Series, 9 (1962), p. 39, n. 45.
a 金瓶梅
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sake involves difficulties which hardly need to be stressed: not only are
we far removed from the original, characteristically oral, medium o f its
transmission. We are further bound to recognize that the very substance
of the old stories was to a large degree volatile and subject to no clearcut discipline. Research, even conjecture, in such a field is valid only
when it accepts and allows for these general limiting conditions.
There are in this story, however, certain features which pose their
own insistent questions一 in particular those linked with the Hsi-yu chi
tradition from its earliest known stages. Among them the figure of Sun
Wu-k’ung stands out as demanding particular attention. He is not only
the effective hero of the cycle as it is above all known in the hundredchapter Hsi-yu chi—the novel’s most brilliantly and sympathetically
realized character; he has at the same time found a place in the pantheon
of popular spirit-worship and in some parts of the world is the centre
of cults down to the present day.1 One is impelled, whether as folklorist,
literary historian, or simply as reader of the novel, to ask what reasons
lie behind the monkey’s prominence in the story and the mark he has
made on Chinese life. What indeed were the origins of the figure that
somehow came to be permanently adopted in the legend of Tripitaka ?
What implicit coherence can be found in his versatile adventures
throughout the story ?
These questions have often been asked, and there is no lack of sug
gested answers to some or all of them. Editors of the hundred-chapter
novel from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries2 had no hesitation
in identifying the monkey as a symbol of the restless human mind and
the whole story as an appropriate allegorical structure to accommodate
it.3 Twentieth-century scholarship has in turn been preoccupied with
the task of identifying the monkey’s origin in Chinese or alien legend.
Almost every critic to produce a general survey of the novel and its
problems has felt bound to express an opinion on this issue: it has
become a major topic in the field of Hsi-yu chi studies.4
1 F or a study of one, see A. J. A . Elliott, Chinese Spirit-M edium Cults in Singapore
(Monographs on Social Anthropology 14 ， London School o f Economics, London,
1955). For other cults, see Eberhard (1948), pp. 125 and 147—8.
2 F o r details o f the various editions involved, their prefaces and commentaries, see
Dudbridge (1969), pp. 1斗4 - 55 .
3 T h e question of this and other allegorical devices used in relation to the traditional
Hsi-yu chi story will be discussed separately in A pp. A.
4 See, for instance, H u Shih (1923), pp. 36 8-72; L u Hsiin (1924), p. 19 ; Cheng
Chen-to (19 33), pp. 2 9 1- 3 ; Ota and T orii (i960), pp. 3 5 6 - 7 ； Uchida Michio,

PP. 33 ff-
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The studies which go to form the remainder of this book are con
cerned with material falling into two overlapping categories—those
legends and traditions which have from time to time been cited as
sources for the Sun Wu-k，ung figure; and a group of popular stories and
plays which at some stage in their development show evidence of con
nection with the Hsi-yu chi monkey. The questions asked are— How
far does this material take us in a search for the origins and function of
Sun W u -fu n g ? If not far enough, what kind of evidence does it in
fact provide ? And where are we to look for a truer idea of the figure’s
background ?
T o concentrate so much attention on this single inquiry is not a
wholly arbitrary procedure. It is clear that the Hsi-yu chi tradition in its
richness faces the student with a task of unlimited size and complexity.
I f he is to achieve anything at all, he must select, and selection must
be governed by two priritipal factors: the breadth and availability of
material relevant to any individual topic, and the usefulness of that topic
in reflecting back on the wider tradition, its nature and environment.
In both respects the Hsi-yu chi monkey has an importance which matches
its own inherent claims on our attention. As we trace Sun Wu-k’ung’s
progress through the pre-sixteenth-century sources, we find the popular
literary milieu grow clearer even as the monkey himself becomes more
elusive.
Material from, the *Hsi-yu chi’ tradition
In the chapters that follow it will be necessary to characterize a number
of independent traditions individually and to reconsider certain factual
evidence, particularly questions of dating. For convenient reference,
however, relevant features of the early Hsi-yu chi versions are first sum
marized here.
Verses by Liu K ’o-chuang:
To fetch scriptures one had to trouble the Monkey Novice-Monk. . .
A face even uglier than the Monkey Novice-Monk...
It is suggested above1 that these references may reflect stage repre
sentations in thirteenth-century southern China.
The KSzanji version:
Section 2 : ‘ On their journey they meet the Monkey Novice-Monk ’
They had already passed through one country when, one day about noon,
they saw a hsiu-ts，ai graduate in plain clothes come from due east. . . The
1 Ch. 2, p. 47.
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hsiu-ts’ai said，‘ Monk, in previous lives you have twice been to fetch scriptures
and fallen into difficulties on the way. If you go this time ten thousand deaths
(await you)! The Master asked, ‘ How do you know ?’ The hsiu-ts’ai said, ‘ I
am none other than the king of 84,000 bronze-headed, iron-browed monkeys
of Tzu-yiin tung on Hua-kuo shan. I come now to help you fetch the scrip
tures .•
His name was thereupon changed to Hou Hsing-che.1
Section 3; ‘ They enter the palace of Mahabrahma DevarajaJ
Asked about his age, the monkey replies:
‘ Nine times I have seen the Yellow River run clear. ’ Involuntarily the Master
laughed. He felt very incredulous and asked, ‘ You are still young: how can
you talk so extravagantly ? ’ Hsing-che said, ‘ My years may be few, yet I
have lived through thousands and thousands of ages. I know that you,
Master, in previous lives twice made for the Western Paradise to fetch
scriptures and came to grief on the way.’ . • .The Master said, ‘ If you have
seen the Yellow River run clear nine times， do you know all about Heaven
and Hell ?’ Hsing-che said; ‘ How could I fail to know ?’ The Master asked,
'What is going on in Heaven today ?’ Hsing-che said: ‘ Today Vaisravana of
the North, the Mahabrahma Devaraja, is giving a feast for religious in the
Crystal Palace5 . . .
The monkey then takes them, by magic arts, to meet Vaisravana.2
Section 1 1 : 'T h e y enter the Pool o f the Queen (of the W est)’

The Master said, 'Have you been here?’ Hsing-che replied: ‘ When I was
eight hundred years old I came here and stole some peaches to eat. Twentyseven thousand years have passed since then, and I have not returned until
now. ’ The Master said, ‘ I wish that today the peaches could bear fruit, and
then we could steal a few to eat. ’ Hsing-che said, ‘ It was because I stole ten
peaches when I was eight hundred years old that I was seized by the Queen
and sentenced to eight hundred strokes from an iron cudgel on my left side
and three thousand on the right, then banished to Tzu-yiin tung on Hua-kuo
shan. It still hurts down my side even now,’3
Later, trying to overcome the monkey’s scruples, the Master uses the
phrase ‘ your spiritual powers are mighty’a.4
Section 1 7 ：‘ They reach Shensi, where the wife of a householder,
Wang, kills his son*
After the narrative proper comes to an end, the text concludes with
this line:
T ’ai-tsimg afterwards conferred on Hou Hsing-che the title Great Saint of
Bronze Sinews and Iron Bonesb,5
1 C f. above, p. 3 1.
3 C f. above, p. 36.

2 Cf. above, p. 32.
4 B 2 : 1 1 a (19 5 5 : p. 47).

5 A 15a ( 1955: P. 107); B 3：nfe ( 1955: P. 72).
a 神通廣大

b 銅筋鐵骨大聖
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Elsewhere in the work the monkey serves as a guide, giving warning of
each new hazard, supplying information on the various supernatural
phenomena on the way and in a few cases personally intervening to solve
difficulties, either by appealing to Vaisravana of the North, or by taking
action himself.
B riefly: this monkey is associated with a fixed home in the east—
Tzu-yiin tung on Hua-kuo shan—to which he was banished by the
Queen of the West for stealing peaches, and where he ruled over a tribe
of monkeys; he is of immense age, has insight into supernatural mys
teries and himself wields powers of transformation and magic combat.
His relationship to Tripitaka is that of assistant and guide.
The 1 T ’ang San-tsang Hsi-yu chi’ quoted in i Pak fongsa'
Although only one episode—the adventure in Ch’e-ch’ih kuo—is given,
the monkey plays a prorilinent and distinctive role. He is introduced as
apparently the sole companion of Tripitaka,1 now named Sun Hsingche; he takes into his own hands the routing of the Taoist usurpers in
the land and contrives to win the decisive contests in magic powers.
Apart from his resourcefulness, Sun Hsing-che has a characteristic face
tiousness and love of posturing, brought out clearly in this passage:
Sun Hsing-che said, ‘ Now I am getting in to have a bath!’ He took off his
clothes, turned a somersault and jumped into the oil. On the point of taking
his bath he disappeared. The King said, 1 General, lift him out! Hsing-che
must be dead!’ The General went to lift him out with a hook. Hsing-che
changed into a monkey only five inches or so in size. When (the hook) came
to the left-hand side to lift him out he dodged across to the right, when it
came to the right he dodged to the left: no device succeeded in fetching him
out. The General reported, 4The oil has boiled away all Hsing-che’s flesh!’
Seeing (all this), Tripitaka wept. When Hsing-che heard him he jumped out
and cried, ‘ Great King, do you have any soap for me to wash my head with ? ’
The crowd applauded: ‘ The Buddhists have w on!’2

The cHsi-yu chi’ described in annotations to ‘ Pak fongsa'^
N vi is devoted exclusively to the monkey’s part in the story. I quote
it here in full •
According to the Hsi-yu chi, there was in the Western Regions a Mountain of
Flowers and Fruita; below the mountain was a Water-curtain caveb ; before
the cave was a bridge of sheets of iron, beneath the bridge was a torrent ten
1 T h is point is discussed above, pp. 65-6.
3 Cf. above, p. 67: full translation below, App. B.

a 花菓山

b 水簾洞

2 P T S , pp. 305-6.
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thousand chang deep, beside the torrent were ten thousand small caves, and
in the caves a multitude of monkeys. There was a monkey-spirit styled
Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng, of mighty spiritual powers，who entered the orchard of
magic peaches in Heaven and stole the fruit. He likewise stole Lao-chiin’s
holy elixir and made off with the Queen (of the West)，s embroidered robes
from her own palace. He held a party in celebration of the robes. Lao-chiin
and the Queen both appealed to the Jade Emperor, who summoned the
Devaraja Li to lead 100,000 heavenly warriors and all the spirit-commanders
against the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit and engage Ta-sheng in combat.
But they lost their advantage, and a Strong Spirits who patrolled the hills
reported to the Devaraja that if they raised the spirit of Kuan-k'ou near Kuanchou, called Erh-lang the Small Saintb, the capture could be effected. The
Devaraja sent his Crown Prince Mokshac and the Strong Spirit to go and
ask the spirit Erh-lang to lead his celestial army and surround the Mountain
of Flowers and Fruit. The monkeys all came out to fight but were defeated,
and Ta-sheng was captured. He was about to die when Kuan-yin submitted
a request to the Jade Emperor to spare his life: 'Let Chii-ling shen^ be or
dered to hold him in custody and take him to the world below; on the Moun
tain of Flowers and Fruit let the lower half of his body be put in a crevasse
in the rock, which should be sealed by drawing the mark of Tathagata
Buddha; let the mountain spirits and local gods keep guard over him; when
hungry let him eat iron pellets, when thirsty drink molten bronze, and thus
wait for me to go to the East in search of a man to fetch scriptures; when I
pass this mountain I shall see whether Ta-sheng is willing to go with him
to the West，and, if so, he can then be released.5 Subsequently T ’ang T Jaitsung commissioned the Master Hsiian-tsang to go to the West and fetch
the scriptures. The route ran past this mountain, and he saw the monkeyspirit confined in the rock-crevasse, removed the seal of the Buddha and
brought him out. He made him a disciple, gave him the religious name
Wu-kJunge, changed his stylef to Sun Hsing-che, and set off together with
him and Sha Ho-shang^ and a black pig-spirit called Chu Pa-chiehh. On the
way it was wholly through the agency of Sun Hsing-che’s spiritual powers
that demons were defeated and the Master saved from difficult situations.
When the Master reached the Western Paradise he received the Three
Baskets of scriptures and returned to the East. The Master reaped his
spiritual reward by becoming the Candana Buddha Tathagata1, Sun Hsingche by becoming the Strong King Bodhisattvaj, Chu Pa-chieh the cleanser of
altars at the Assembly of Incense and Flowers.1
Amidst all this circumstantial detail, there are the following points of
innovation in the monkey’s story: the cave has the new name ‘ Shui-lien
tung ’；the name Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng has appeared, only vaguely adum
brated in the title quoted in the final line of the Kozanji texts; the theft
1 P T S ， pp. 293-4.
a 大力鬼
g 沙和尙
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h 朱八戒
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of elixir and an embroidered robe are now among Sun’s crimes; he is
subject no longer to the Queen of the West's arbitration, but to that of
the Jade Em peror; there is an elaborate celestial war against Hua-kuo
shan; the monkey’s release is explicitly bound up with Tripitaka’s
mission to the West; he receives the name Wu-k’ung; at the end,
together with Tripitaka, he is canonized in the Buddhist pantheon.
The six-part tsa-chii ‘ Hsi-yu chi’
Two full scenes introduce Sun Wu-k5ung into the action. His appear
ance is first anticipated in Moksha’s song of the previous scene 7 (p. 33).
Hsing-che then opens scene 9 himself with a conventional self-intro
duction in eight lines of verse and the following speech:
We are five brothers and sisters: my elder sister is Li-shan Lao-mua, my
second sister Wu-chih-ch*k Sheng-mub ; my elder brother is Ch’i-t’ien Tasheng, I myself am T ’ung-t’ien Ta-shengc, and my younger brother Shuashua San-lang*1. When in good spirits I climb in the creepers and vines, when
angry I cast the seas and rivers into commotion. I made the girl from Chinting-kuoe my wife; I have had the precious wine from the Jade Emperor’s
Palace to drink. I stole from T ’ai-shang Lao-chiinf his fully-refined elixir of
gold. Through nine alchemical reactions (I have been) refined until my
sinews are bronze and my bones iron, my eyes fiery and metallic, my anus of
brass, my penis of tin. I have stolen a hundred of the Queen’s fairy peaches
and a set of her robes for my wife to wear. Today I am holding a party in
celebration of the robes.1

The Devaraja L i, who in the same scene leads the punitive force against
him, names the monkey’s home as Tzu-yiin l o - t u n g s on Hua-kuo shan
(p. 38). At the end of the scene he is imprisoned on the orders of Kuanyin below Hua-kuo shan, and a character is ‘ painted’ on it (p. 42). In
scene 10 Sun is released by Tripitaka and his murderous reaction is
curbed by Kuan-yin with an iron hoop binding his head (p. 46); he is
given the name Sun Hsing-che. One of the songs in this scene (p. 45:
K'u-huang-fienh), alludes to the monkey’s kinship with L^-shan Lao-mu
and Wu-chih-ch’i.
The monkey’s characterization throughout this sequence of plays has
been determined, it was suggested above,2 by the habitual stage manner
of the ching role: there are strains of bawdy humour, comic verbal
1 Sc. 9, p. 37.

& 離山老母
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2 P. 83.
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patter and acrobatic agility which are no better than crude equivalents
to some of the characteristics we find, for instance, in the sixteenthcentury novel.
The hundred-chapter novel ‘ Hsi-yu chi'
One cannot hope to reduce to the dimensions of a note the complexities
of Sun Wu-k ，
ung’s adventures in the early chapters of this book, nor
the many nuances of character drawn out in the course of the whole.
This monkey stands among the earliest rounded characters in the Chinese
popular novel, in the sense that he is constantly able to surprise the
reader with, for instance, unexpected traits of warm feeling or even of
sentimentality.1
For the purposes of the discussion here, which is concerned with the
figure inherited from tradition at large, we must be content to record
the principal features of his story which can be related, or at least com
pared, with the remnants of that older tradition.
The monkey is born from a primeval stone egg. He leads a tribe of
various simian creatures in the discovery, penetration and colonization
of a stone lair concealed behind a curtain of falling water. The mountain
on which this takes place is again called Hua-kuo shan; the cave—
again Shui-lien tung. The Monkey King, crowned in recognition of his
leadership, tires of the primitive, innocent life of his tribe and departs
on a raft in search of a teacher to guide him towards immortality. He
finds a master in the Patriarch Subhuti3 on Ling-t’aib mountain (chap
ter i). He there learns esoteric techniques and eventually returns to
Hua-kuo shan to organize his subjects into an army (chapter 2). He
equips them with stolen arms and visits the palace of the Dragon King
to demand a weapon for himself: he is given the famous iron cudgel,
bound by golden rings, adaptable in size. In a drunken sleep he dreams
a visit to Hell, where he fights himself free of arrest and strikes the
names of his tribe from the Register of Life and Death. Complaints are
made in Heaven, and he is summoned to take office there (chapter 3).
He is employed as a groom in the heavenly stables, with the punning
title Pi-ma-wenc ;2 he returns disgruntled to Hua-kuo shan, lays claim
to the title Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng and resists attempts to take him by force.
Again he is received into Heaven (chapter 4). He is appointed to guard
1 Compare his nostalgic tears, provoked by the sight o f the Eastern Ocean immediately
after his first dismissal by Tripitaka {H Y C , ch. 27, p. 3 14 ); his access of bitter
emotion in ch. 33 (p. 3 8 1); his tears o f shame and outrage in ch. 34 (pp. 39 0 -1).
2 Homophonous with an expression meaning ‘ proof against horse diseases，d.
a 須菩提祖師
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the Queen of the West’s peach orchard, but himself consumes the fruit,
then steals elixir from the Taoist patriarch Lao-chiin, drinks celestial
wine intended for a celebration among the immortals, and finally returns
again to Hua-kuo shan (chapter 5). He resists the efforts of celestial
armies sent to arrest him and falls only to the god Erh-lang (chapter
6). All methods of execution fail: he is enclosed in the furnace of Laochiin, but survives to burst out and again run wild. The Tathagata
Buddha uses a simple stratagem to pin him beneath a mountain—now
named Wu-hsing shan3—formed from the Buddha’s own five fingers
(chapter 7). He is in due course released by the traveller Tripitaka
(chapter 14), who gives him the name Sun Hsing-che. He kills a tiger
and robes himself in the skin. The Bodhisattva Kuan-yin provides a
set of three steel bands for Tripitaka’s use, one of which is set on the
monkey’s head: only its tightening一 in response to Tripitaka’s recita
tion of a spell— controls \he monkey’s actions. Henceforth he serves as
Tripitaka’s protector and as leader of the other disciples. In the general
canonization of the final scene (HYC, ch. 100, pp. 112 9 ff.) his title is
Tou-chan-sheng Fob.
Recurrent features
In the tradition represented by the above sources the monkey’s career
is from first to last divided between two contrasting roles—the celestial
delinquent and the protector-guide. He is invariably overshadowed by
some figure representing divine discipline: in the thirteenth-century
text this is the Queen of the West, in later versions the Bodhisattva
Kuan-yin, representing the final authority of the Buddha; only in the
sixteenth-century novel is the Buddha accorded an active role in assert
ing this authority, and here too Kuan-yin remains a prominent figure.
The monkey’s name changes in time from Hou Hsing-che to Sun
Hsing-che and Sun Wu-k’ung; in all but the thirteenth-century text he
bears the title Ch^-t^en Ta-sheng (although there is some irregularity
in the tsa-chii version). In the tsa-chii sequence alone he has as kinsfolk
Li-shan Lao-mu and Wu-chih-ch^. In every source he is associated
with a mountain named Hua-kuo shan; and in all but the sixteenthcentury novel this is not only his home during the initial delinquent
phase, but also the site of his punishment by confinement. The novel
introduces a new theme with the Buddha and his Wu-hsing shan.
Of the misdeeds committed by the monkey in his delinquent phase,
the stealing of celestial peaches is attested in all the sources. In all but
a 五行山
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the thirteenth-century text he also steals wine from a heavenly banquet
and elixir from the Taoist Patriarch; in two sources (the tsa-chii sequence,
and the work described in Pak fongsa dnhae) he steals a fairy robe from
the Queen. Only in the tsa-chii text does he specifically abduct a prin
cess and make her his wife. The war against Heaven, with a fairly
constant dramatis personae drawn from Chinese legend at large, is in
tegral to all but the thirteenth-century version. The ‘ refinement ’ of the
monkey in Lao-chiin’s furnace is found only in the tsa-chii and the
sixteenth-century novel. The metal band about his head is likewise
common to the same two sources. In all but the thirteenth-century text
(with its strange investiture at the hands of T ’ai-tsung) the monkey is
finally transfigured and canonized in the Buddhist Heaven.
A considerable proportion of the familiar story is known to us in the
hundred-chapter novel alone: it comprises the whole detailed account
of the creation myth, the monkey tribe’s earthly paradise, the Monkey
King’s quest for immortality, his discipleship with a religious master,
his visits to the Dragon Palace and to the Underworld, his appointment
as groom in the heavenly stables. We can only guess at how far these
elements formed part of earlier Hsi-yu chi traditions.

8
The White Ape 1
This title designates a long and well-defined Chinese tradition at the
centre of which stands the T ’ang literary tale Pu Chiang Tsung Po-yiian
chuana. The theme is simple: a supernatural ape-like creature at large
in the hills of southern and south-western China abducts the wives and
daughters of travellers and maintains its own mountain seraglio. In the
later versions, one husblind is successful in tracing his lost wife and
eliminating the ape.
In recent years several minor studies have been devoted to different
aspects of this legend and its accumulation of literary treatments. They
range from the bold attempt of Lin P ’ei-chih (q.v.) to trace a relationship
with the Ramayana epic of classical India to the more recent politicoliterary assessment by Liu Yeh-ch5iu
The early literary sources
culminating in the Po-yiian chuan receive their fullest and most sensitive
discussion in a longer study by Uchiyama Chinari (q.v.)y who has
successfully established a detailed and illuminating context for the T ’ang
tale. But the legend as such becomes most obviously relevant to the
Hsi-yu chi tradition in the form of a later vernacular prose story, pre
served in the sixteenth-century collection now known as Ch’ing-p’ingshan fang hua-per^f in which the ape-demon shares certain specific
features with the early Sun Wu-k’ung.
Among commentators on Hsi-yu chi material, Ota Tatsuo in particular
has sought to identify the figures more closely, finding in the traditional
white ape a close parallel to the monkey-hero of what are termed the
‘ Y iian ， versions of Hsi-yu chi, and suggesting that they were eventually
1 T h is is merely a conventional rendering o f the term po-yiian0^ which is that used in
the T ’ang source discussed here. F or the role of this creature— tentatively identified
as the Silvery Langur— in T ’ang literature, see E . H . Schafer, p. 232.
2 A fter the studio of H ung P ’iend (mid-sixteenth century), who originally brought out
a collection apparently of sixty vernacular stories under the general title Liu-shih
chia hsiao-shuoe. See Andre L evy, pp. 9 7-106.
a 補 江 媿 白 猿 傳
b 清平山堂話本
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dissociated only through radical and sophisticated changes in character
ization by the sixteenth-century novelist.1 With questions such as these
at issue the most confident theories may be advanced only on a hypo
thetical basis, and they are useful only in so far as they take into account
whatever facts are relevant. I take up the discussion here not in the hope
of pronouncing definitively on matters which are bound to remain to
some extent uncertain, but in order to work towards a more complete
and precise picture of how the known sources stand—what form of
useful evidence they provide and in what original context they should
be seen.
Early literary references
We are not here concerned to spell out the richness of traditional motifs
put to use in the T 5ang Po-yiian chuan, and do not need to reconsider
the full range of material discussed by Uchiyama in this connection.
The need is rather to characterize the central legend in its early stages,
as a background to the ape figure which emerges in later popular sources.
An early, almost archetypal statement of the theme is found in the
Han text I-lin a, with verses for each of the hexagram permutations in
the Changes.2 Undergo5 in the section k’unc are the lines:
A great ape from the southern mountains
Robbed me of my beloved wife.
For fear, I dared not chase him.
I could but retire, to dwell alone.3

We find more detail in a prose passage which purports to date from the
third or fourth century a d
In the high mountains of southwestern Shud there is an animal resembling
the monkey. It is seven feet in height, it can imitate the ways of human
1 Ota Tatsuo (1959), pp. 9 -12 . Cf. also Uchida M ichio, pp. 35-6.
2 Traditionally the work is attributed to Chiao Yen-shoue, who lived in the first
century b c (cf. S K C S T M , 10 9 :130 6 ). But Y ii Chia-hsi (tzu, 3:2 9 0 -4 0 0 ) has shown,
by comparing internal evidence with biographical data, that the work we have
comes more probably from the hand o f T s ’ui Chuanf (first century a d ) and would
in this case have been written circa AD 25 (cf. Y ii, p. 396).
3 I-lin (S P T K ), i ：25 b -z 6 a .
4 It is attributed to the Sou-shen chi^, a collection of marvels ascribed to K an Paoh
{circa ad 300). Y ii Chia-hsi’s researches (tzu, 8 : 1 a-5 a) disqualify the confidence of
the S zu -k'u editors in the C T P S version as an integral text (cf. S K C S T M , 1 4 2 : 1 2 a 136 ), but support the likely authenticity of many individual excerpts cited in various
compendia, among them the present passage. An almost identical passage is in other
sources attributed to the Po-wu chih^ of Chang HuaJ (third century): see, for instance,
T P Y L , 9 10 :5 6 -6 0 .
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beings and is able to run fast in pursuit of them. It is named chia-kuoa or
ma-hu<P; some call it chiieh0.1 It watches out for young women travelling on
the road and seizes and bears them away without anyone being aware of it.
If travellers are due to pass in its vicinity they lead one another by a long rope,
but even this fails to avert disaster. The beast is able to distinguish between
the smell of men and of women and can thus pick out the women and leave2
the men. Having abducted a man’s wife or daughter it makes her its own wife.
Women that fail to bear it children can never return for the rest of their
lives, and after ten years they come to resemble the beast in appearance, their
minds become confused, and they no longer think of return. Those that bear
sons return to their homes with the infants in their arms. The sons are all
like men in appearance. I f any refuse to rear them, the mothers die. So the
women go in fear of the beast, and none dares refuse3 to bring up her son.
Grown up, the sons are no different from men, and they all take the surname
Yangd, which is why there are so many people by that name now in the south
west of Shu: they are mostly descended from the chia-kuo or ma-hua.4

In these two early source^ we find the core of the Po-yuan chuan story
and its vernacular successors, and already certain significant motifs
emerge. The locality is fixed in the mountainous country of the south
west, in particular of Szechuan, a region which to several has suggested
a connection with tribal myths of the Tibetan peoples that for centuries
lived there.5 Even in its more developed later forms the ' white ape，story
was never to leave the traditionally barbarous regions of south-western
China, although the exact situation varied according to the particular
circumstances described in each new version. The ape-creature himself
is seen to be not only an abductor, but one whose preoccupation is
above all with the generation of offspring. It is this, together with the
distinctive comments on the Yang surname and its background, that
carries the strongest suggestion of influence from an ancestral myth.
These features play an important role in the Po-yuan chuan.
About the T ’ang prose tale6 a good deal has been written, yet the
1 T h e passage attributed to Po-wu chih in T Y P L has hou-chuehe in place of chia-kuo
and chiaf in place o f the final chiieh. Chiieh is glossed in the Shuo-wen chieh-tzu^
( S P T K ) 9 io :6 a as a ‘ large m onkey’， in the Kuang-yiinP- (revised version of early
eleventh century) (S P T K ), 5 :3 6 b as a ‘ large ape，. Chia in its variant graphs5 is uni
versally glossed as a male or female pig.
2 Preferring the wording preserved in the C T P S version of Sou-shen chi, i 2 ：6 6 -7 a.
3 Ibid.
4 T P K C , 444:3629.
5 Eberhard (1942), pt. 2 ， pp. 27-9, draws attention to this, pointing out that the
Tibetans claimed descent from a monkey ancestor. See also Ishida Eiichiro, pp.
1 3 1 —3, with a discussion of this passage from an ethnic point o f view.
6 T h e title Pu Chiang Tsung Po-yuan chuan appears in the bibliographical section of
the Hsin T ’ang-shu (5 9 :12 6 ). Other early bibliographical references are cited by Wang
a 嘏國
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basic circumstances of its authorship and period remain obscure.
Uchiyama Chinari, much of whose study is devoted to a refutation of
earlier theory and speculation, leaves a clear impression that this is not
a product of the early T ’ang, but dates more probably from the eighth
or ninth century.1
The story now concerns a particular victim of the ape’s depredation,
a military commander Ou-yang Hoa involved in a southern border
campaign of the sixth century,2 whose wife is spirited away at night
from the heart of the army encampment. She is discovered, after a
month of fruitless searching, as a member of an ape-demon5s seraglio.
Ou-yang lies in wait in the monster’s sumptuous mountain residence
while the other wives, all stolen from human society, contrive an orgy
which reduces it to helplessness. The husband then binds and slays it.
Assuming the form of a white ape, the demon speaks the dying words:
It is heaven that has killed me. How could it lie within your power ? But your
wife is with child: do not kill her son, for he will come before the Sage
Emperor and bring honour on his ancestors.

And the captive women report an earlier speech:
I have reached the age of one thousand years without siring a son. Now that
I have one, the term of my life has come.3

In spite of Uchiyama’s strictures on the ape’s personality and its lack
of coherence,4 certain dominant motifs now show up more clearly
through the medium of conscious fiction. The ape’s concern for off
spring is intensified by the failure of all his wives but one to bear him
a son. He inherits the brutish instincts of his predecessors in legend,
maintains the household of a rich collector in which he leads a de
bauched existence, but combines this with an unexpected literacy:
he would read slips of wood (inscribed in) a seal-script like that used on
Taoist charms, completely unintelligible . . .5
P^-chiang, p. 17 . T h e text is preserved in T P K C , 4 4 4 :3 6 2 9 -3 1, under the title Ouyang Ho and with the final note *From the continuation of Chiang*s story’b. A Sung
edition once in the collection of K u Y iian-ch ，ingc， a sixteenth-century bibliophile,
is reproduced in the collection Ku-shih wen-fang hsiao-shuo^ (10 vol. edition (Shangai,
1934) ，vol. 8); Wang P ，i-chiang’s text is based on this.
1 See in particular his summary of the evidence on p, 252.
2 Uchiyama has shown that the ostensibly historical background o f this story amounts
to no more than a random and inaccurate reconstruction o f a complicated original
state o f affairs: see his pp. 2 4 8 -51.
3 TPKCy 4 4 4 :3 6 31.
4 Uchiyama, pp. 256-7.
5 T P K C , 4 4 4 :3 6 31.
a 歐陽紇
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Several other such characteristics, in their turn inspired by precedents
in supernatural legend, attach themselves to the traditional ape figure
in this fictional treatment, yet they leave the ape’s central motivation,
the starting point of the whole story, clear and intact. In so far as we
can judge the progress of an old legend through these scanty sources,
its shape has up to this point not suffered great distortion.
That the legend continued to be known in virtually the same form
is confirmed in the miscellany Ling-wai tai-taa by Chou Ch’ii_feib ，
whose preface to the work is dated 117 8 . He records there a variant in
which a monkey with magic powers is said to dwell below a cliff in
Ching-chiang fuc (in present Kwangsi) and steal beautiful women;
once more a robbed husband surnamed Ou-yang is successful in killing
the demon and regaining his wife; the other women all become nuns.
The dead monkey is said to continue haunting the place of its burial.1
%
A vernacular short story
The story Ch’en Hsiin-chien Mei-ling shih-ch’i chid appears in the third
volume of the fragment from the Ch'ing-p'ing-shan fang hua-pen col
lection preserved in the Naikaku Bunkoe.2 The title (without the final
character chi) is noted in the Pao-zven-f ang shu-muf.3 A revised version,
under a slightly different title and with a few alterations and excisions,
forms chuan 20 of the anthology Ku-chin hsiao-shuo运 edited by Feng
Meng-lungh and first published circa 1620.4
The story is now set in the years 11 2 1- 4 . The chin-shih1 graduate
Ch_，en HsinJ is appointed to the post of hsiin-chien^ in the market-town
of Sha-chiao1 in Nan-hsiung fum, Kwangtung. Before he sets out a
powerful Taoist saint Tzu-yang chen-jenn gives him a serving boy,
in fact a disguised Taoist, whose secret responsibility it is to prevent
Ling-w ai tai-ta (P C H S T K ), 1 0 :1 1 b . T h e compendium Lei-shuo0 by T seng HaoP,
completed in 113 6 but now known only in seventeenth-century editions, quotes
another version o f the legend allegedly from the Chi-shen lu^ o f Hsu H siianr (9 17—92),
but which is absent from the text of this work preserved in C T P S : see Lei-shuo,
facsimile reprint (Peking, 1955), 1 2 :15 6 .
C f. Andr^ L evy, pp. 97-8.
A catalogue of the titles in the library of C h ，ao L is and his son up to circa 1560,
offering evidence of the published works of fiction available to enthusiasts at this
period.
Sun K ，ai-ti (1957), p. 9 1, F or the nature o f the revision, see Andre L6vy, p. 142.
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the coming disaster. On the road south with his wife Ch’en dismisses
this attendant and thus unwittingly loses his magic protection. Now, as
they approach the Mei-ling range, (on the border of Kiangsi and
Kwangtung), the wife is seen by the powerful monkey-demon Shen-yang
Kunga and abducted by supernatural means. She refuses to yield to his
advances and is condemned instead to fetch and carry for him. Ch’en sees
through the three years of his appointment without further news of his
wife—an unrelated incident, the defeat of a bandit, Yang Kuangb, is all
that intervenes— and on his way back to the capital comes upon a
Buddhist monastery where the monkey is a frequent visitor. He fails
in his first rash attempt to kill the demon, but is able to enjoy a secret
meeting with his wife. Finally the Taoist Tzu-yang chen-jen must inter
vene to capture the monkey and deliver him to Hell (Feng-tuc) for trial.
Certain details in this story directly recall older versions of the legend.
The Chia-kuo fragment says, for instance, of the women detained by
the ape:
after ten years. . . their minds become confused and they no longer think of
return. . .

which becomes, in the words of one of Shen-yang Kung’s women:
It is five years since I too was captured and brought to the cave by Shen-kung.
He looks repulsive to you一 I was the same at first. But later on you get used
to him, and then life is much easier, (p. 127)1

The basic features of the plot一 particularly the revenge wrought on the
ape, its white colour (p. 130), the community of stolen wives—betray
some kind of relationship with the T ’ang Po-yuan chuan; but it may be
too bold to claim that an affiliation is acknowledged in the closing
couplet of the story:
Although this is a famous anecdote in the world of letters, We have made it
into a pleasant tale for the present-day. (p. 134)

In this vernacular version two kinds of change are apparent. It employs
the more diffuse narrative techniques that we associate with the genre.
There is an abundance of incidental verse, secondary detail and even
some inessential incident (the battle with Yang Kuang). More signi
ficantly, the characters become more articulate and more is made of
their potential sentimental value: the stolen wife now refuses to yield,
1 T h is and the subsequent page-references are to T ’an Cheng-pi’s critical edition
C h’ing-p ，ing-shan t’ang hua-pen (Shanghai, 1957).
a 申陽公
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and her chastity becomes an issue in the story. In particular, the personal
distress of the ape now takes a different form: he comes to the abbot of
the Hung-lien monastery with this problem:
I cannot rid myself of sexual desire.1 Through this worldly mind3 my True
Natureb has been charmed and beguiled, (p. 131)

An appeal to the values of Buddhism appears as an innovation in this
legend. It is balanced both by^he importance given in the story to the
Taoist Tzu-yang chen-cTiun and, in the closing scene, to details of
Taoist transformations and exorcism ritual.
From the brief passages of characterization it becomes clear that the
ape-figure itself is compounded of strangely matched elements:
His spiritual powers mighty, his transformations manifold, he can quell the
mountain demons from every cave, he governs the savage beasts of every
mountain; raising spirits and practising magic rites, he snatches away beautiful
women that suit his fancy; screaming at the moon and wailing to the wind,
he intoxicates himself with wines better than any on earth, (pp. 124-5)

then later:
This demon is a white ape spirit, developed through a thousand years, his
powers of transformation unfathomable. . .the man’s name is Shen-yang
Kung, he often comes to the monastery to hear discourses on the Ch’an
mysteries or to discuss Buddhist doctrine, (p. 130)

The paradox of this personality is perhaps the story’s most outstanding
feature. But what concerns us more particularly here is that the ape
bears the additional name Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng (p. 124) and belongs to a
characteristic family of demons:
There were three brothers: one was T ’ung-t’ien Ta-shengc, one Mid-t’ien
Ta-sheng, and one Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng; the younger sister was Szu-chou
Sheng-mue. (p. 124)

With no apparent precedent in the white ape tradition, these names2
at once recall the Sun Wu-k’ung of the tsa-chii sequence Hsi-yu chi
and of the prose work referred to by Ch’oe Se-chin. It becomes impor
tant at this point to know more about the background of the Ch’en
Hsiin-chien story.
1 Ai~yuf . In orthodox Buddhist usage this phrase would no doubt be better rendered
sim ply as cdesire’ ， but in the present context both this phrase and seg immediately
following have obvious sexual overtones.
2 Szu-chou Sheng-mu is cognate with the demon W u-chih-ch’i， to be discussed
below in ch. 10.
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It has been accepted almost unanimously by those who have pre
viously written on this question as a version of ‘ Sung ’， or at the latest
‘ Y iian ’ date.1
The meagre evidence cited in support of this view includes the
following points:
1 • An expression in the opening line runs:
Going to2 thisa Eastern Capital Pien-liang town.. .(p. 122)
Nagasawa Kikuya (1937), p. 166, cites two other examples in the same
collection of the same expression, each introducing a Sung place name,
and cautiously infers that these stories were originals of the Sung period
from the places in question. The three occurrences seem rather to
suggest that the formula was a conventional one, not a graphic evocation
of a present situation, and indeed Nagasawa goes on (1937), p. 167, to
quote an example of ‘ this ’ (cheb) deliberately used retrospectively.
2. The narrative proper opens (p. 122) with a statement of the date:
In the third year of the Hsiian-ho period under Hui-tsung of the Great Sung
(i.e. 112 1) . Yen Tun-i (1955), p. 6, quotes the words 4Great Sung，c and
by implication seeks to use them in support of a Sung dating. But it is
at least of passing interest to note that this very date appears verbatim,
in exactly the same way, in another story— Shen Hsiao-kuan i niao hat
ch’i ming6^3—which has been convincingly dated to the Ming period.4
In itself, the simple statement of a date cannot be accepted as sound
evidence. It is meanwhile worth remarking that the action of the sub
sequent story covers three years and therefore allows for the year 112 4 .
The Northern Sung dynasty collapsed in 112 6 , only two or at the most
three years after this. It is most improbable that the present version of
the story was composed in K ’ai-feng precisely within that brief interval
of time. On this account Nagasawa’s suggestion must again lose con
viction.
1 Cheng Chen-to (1933), p. 292; C h ’ien Nan-yang, p. 1 7 3 ; L iu T s ’un-yan (1962),
p. 13 9 ; L iu Y eh-ch’iu, p. 50; T ’an Cheng-pi (1956), p. 6 3; Y en T un -i (1955), p. 6
and (i960), p. 48; Uchida Michio, p. 35 ; Uchiyama Chinari, p. 24 1.
2 T h e original text has yiine, ‘ say’ ，but this must be a m isprint: the analogous passages
in these stories (quoted by Nagasawa (1937), p. 166) all read
cg o ’ ， which
differs in only one stroke and makes clearer sense. Feng M eng-lung corrected to
ch’ii in his version (facsimile, 2 0 :1a , cf. T ’an Cheng-pi, C h ’ing-p’ing-shan fa n g
hua-pen, p. 134 , n. 4).
3 Ku-chin hsiao-shuo 26, p. 39 1.
4 M a Yau-w oon and M a Tai-loi, p. 26, n. 14.
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3. The closing words of the text run:
Our tale is told: for the time being we must break up the session3, (p. 134)

Yen Tun-i (1955), p. 6, uses these words as his clinching evidence of a
Sung dating, describing them as ‘ technical expressions of the old narra
tive art ’. Bearing in mind the ambiguities discussed above in chapter 1, we
should hesitate before pronouncing so confidently on rhetorical features
which could as easily be the stylistic devices of writers from a later age.
All three points seem equally inconclusive. They cannot amount to
a satisfactory demonstration that the present written version of the
story (as distinct from any oral or written antecedents) is of Sung
authorship. The matter is still open to examination.
Ch’en Hsin’s official appointment is described (p. 122) as hsiin-chien
of the hsiin-chien-szuh at Sha-chiao chenc, Nan-hsiung in Kuang-tung.
Later in the story he is summoned by the Prefect of Nan-hsiung fud
(p. 129) to bring the bandit Yang Kuang to order. Under the Sung,
however, the name Kuang-tung was not yet in official use, and indeed
this particular provincial designation was not adopted until the M ing.1
More significantly, the Nan-hsiung administration was a ‘ chou，e under
the Sung, a ‘ lu ’f under the Yiian, and did not become a ‘ f u ’ until the
opening of the M ing dynasty in 1368.2 From the 1824 gazetteer of
Nan-hsiung chou we learn details of more specific relevance: first, that
no hsun-chien officers were attached to this administration until the
opening years of the Ming period; secondly that the hsiin-chien of Shachiao in particular was one of four such appointments created in the year
1369 in a county subordinate to Nan-hsiung fu—Pao-ch，angg hsien, with
a view to maintaining public security in the bandit-ridden neighbour
hood of the mountain pass. The gazetteer further notes that the Shachiao appointment had been ‘ long since discontinued*, whereas the
remaining three persisted for more than 270 years.3
1 F or the relevant passages in the dynastic histories, see Sung shih 9 0 :1 a ，Yiian shih，
6 2 :2 5 b ， Ming shih, 4 5 : 8 b.
2 Sung shih, 9 0 :1 a, Yuan shih, 6 2 :2 5 6, Ming shih, 4 5 :12 6 . Only Prusek has previously
taken account of this: see his ‘ N ew Studies o f the Chinese Colloquial Short S to ry ’，
Archiv Orientalni 25 ( 1 9 5 7 )，p. 489.
3 Chih-li Nan-hsiung chou c h ih ' 3 : 1 b，4 :2 0 b . It is pointed out on 4 :2 0 6 -2 1 a that older
editions of the gazetteer had omitted to give names of the officials who held the posts
throughout this period. A s an official title the term hsun-chien was known in the
Sung, Yiian and M ing dynasties, in each case concerned with maintaining local
order: cf. Sung shih，16 7 :3 2 f t ; Yiian shih, 9 1: i6 a ; Ming shih, 7 5 :2 2 6 .
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The anachronism of these features in the story must weigh heavily
against the arguments which have been questioned above. The evidence
of the hsiin-chien appointment may lead us to doubt whether even the
story itself, in this form, was conceived before the late fourteenth cen
tury; but certainly the dating of the text now available to us must be
reconsidered. The earliest extant edition is that published around 1560
by Hung P ’ien. An abundance of faults suggests that not much careful
editorial attention was devoted to the stories in the collection, and they
can be regarded as very much in their original form.1 It therefore seems
virtually certain that the Ch’en hsiin-chien story as we know it was of
M ing date. In this case there are no longer clear grounds for the sug
gestion. several times advanced that it provided a precedent, or even
served as a model, for the Hsi-yu chi tsa-chii version.2 In both works the
name Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng and the family of ape demons appear only
incidentally; and to judge from the available evidence neither work
demonstrably preceded the other—both date at the earliest from the
latter part of the fourteenth, at the latest from the mid-sixteenth
century.3 There is more to be said in later chapters on the role of the
names and the ‘ fam ily ，motif.
There was, in addition to this vernacular story, a southern dramatic
version on the same theme. Its title is listed in the Nan-tz’u hsii-lu under
the heading 4Old pieces from the Sung and Y u an ’ as Ch’en hsiin-chien
Mei-ling shih ch’i ; 4 again, the anthology Hui-tsuan yUan-p’u nan-ch'u
chiu-kung cheng-shiha s quotes several fragments from a Ch'en hsiin-chien
play, attributing each to a ‘ ch’uan-ch’iP of the Y iian ’ . The early fifteenthcentury Yung-lo ta-tien also featured the title—Ch’en hsiin-chien ch’i yii
pai-yuan-chingc— as one in a list of twenty southern playsd :6 this may
possibly represent the same work. Both this title and that quoted by
Hsii Wei, as well as the abbreviated source-titles given under extracts
1 C f. L e v y, p. 102.
2 C f. Y en T u n -i (1954) ， p. 149, (i960), p. 48; L iu T s ’un-yan (1962), p. 139,
n. 129.
3 T h e Hsi-yu chi sequence appears to have been known to L i K ’ai-hsien, d.
1568.
4 N an-t 之 ’u hsii-lUy p. 250. Cf. C h ’ien Nan-yang, p. 17 3 .
5 Hereafter abbreviated to Cheng-shih, Facsimile reprint (Peking, 1936). According
to the 1596 preface by Yao Szue the work is attributable jointly to N iu Shao-yaf
(aged eighty-eight that year) and H sii Tzu-shih^.
6 Listed among the contents of the lost chiian 13,9 8 1. Cf. W ang H siao-ch’uan, Pre
face, p. 9.
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in several anthologies of dramatic verse,1 specify Ch’en’s rank as hsiinchien. We have noted that a version of the story committing itself to this
detail is for historical reasons unlikely to anticipate the last decades of
the fourteenth century. It would certainly be unwise to work from an
assumption that the surviving fragments in southern verse represent
a composition of the thirteenth or early fourteenth century. Their value
to us here is that they allow us to glimpse a distinct treatment of the
‘ Ch’en hsiin-chien, tradition which, however it relates in time to the
vernacular prose story, throws certain features of its characterization
and plot into relief.
The most striking difference in treatment is the apparent absence
from the dramatic version of the Buddhist abbot and his monastery. No
preserved song intervenes between Ch/en Hsin’s departure from office
(marked in a song sung apparently by well-wishers in Nan-hsiung)2
and the sung dialogue wftich runs as follows:
— May a stranger tell his woes ? Urgent matters have brought me to the
summit of this mountain, and fate has granted me to meet with you,
Immortal Saint.
—What matter is it, Sir ? Please tell me all.
—When I, Ch’en Hsin, and my wife left home and made for Nan-hsiung, she
was violated on the Ta-yxi Ridge3 by a demon.
~ N o w you may hear, Sir, that this baleful visitation is none other than the
black art of one named Shen-kungb, who falls within the category of the
trigrams k'unc and tuid ;3 he has the form of a monkey, his countenance is
ferocious.4

The words 4immortal saint，e are certainly addressed to a Taoist, whose
reply here supplies the information entrusted in the vernacular story
to the Buddhist abbot. To judge from the one remaining song that
appears to follow this scene,5 the Taoist executes retribution on the ape
personally (contrast the condemnation to Hell in the vernacular story,
1 See C h ’ien Nan-yang, pp. 174-9 . Three further songs to the tune Tsao-lo-p,aof
can be found in the collection Feng-yueh c h in - n a n g S (B. 2 0 , zab). C f. J . J . Y . L iu ,
'T h e Feng-yueh chin-nang', Journal of Oriental Studies 4 (19 57-8), p. 85.
2 Feng-chien-ts’aih : C h ’ien ， p. 178. T h e Tsao-lo-p’ao songs in Feng-yiieh chin-nang
probably belong to this part of the story, but their function is to express the feelings
of C h ’en bereft of his wife and they do not illuminate the plot.
3 T h e two trigrams together form the hexagram ts’u i 、 Although this category is not
the same as in the I-lin (see above), the constituent k ’un is common to both.
4 Cheng-shih, ts'e 2 ; C h ’ien, p. 179.
s I-p'en-huai, describing a magic sword for exterminating dem ons: Cheng-shih, ts’e 3;
C h ’ien, p. 179.
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p. 134). It seems also, as Ch’ien Nan-yang points out (p. 178), that a
previous connection between ape and Taoist is implied in the song
Ts’ai-ch’i-erha:
I bow my head in humble devotion,
0 saintb, deign to hear me.
Recall that when last you caught me
You granted a special pardon to your lowly servant.
1 reverently burn incense of aloeswood,
I bow before you, I kneel low;
I place flowers [on your image P],1 I offer up water, burn paper money.
I crave your mercy.
How happy I was in my cave—a universe in a pot.2
How was I to know that today I would meet this beauty ?
Nor did I consider what retribution might overtake me.3

These two passages give some idea of certain features of the southern
dramatic plot and of the ape-figure as he appeared in this context.
From the old tradition he inherits the practice of abduction and a skill
in occult arts. He resembles the figure in the vernacular story in being
obliged helplessly to obey a powerful Taoist saint. The vocabulary of
Buddhism finds an inconspicuous place in the wording of the songs,
but this is no more than a hint at what becomes a major characteristic
in the prose story. The ape seems here to repent his lapse primarily
out of fear for his past captor, and the force of karma is mentioned
almost as an afterthought; the prose story shows him attentive to the
intellectual problems of Buddhism and genuinely caught in a personal
religious conflict. In neither of these later versions does the bearing of
offspring play any part: the course of the legend and its preoccupations
appear to have changed completely.
Between them, these two popular versions of the Ch’en hsiin-chien story
provide virtually the only relevant insights into the characterization of this
white ape between the thirteenth and the sixteenth centuries. The story
was widely known, as allusions elsewhere testify. An anonymous tsa-chii
Shih chen-jen szu-sheng sopai-yiian0,4 refers in three places to it and shows
1 C f. the suggestion by C h ’ien Nan-yang, p. 178.
2 A n allusion to the story of Shih T s ’und, who hung up a pot and slept in it, making
it his universe complete with sun and moon.
3 Cheng-shihj ts’e 2; C h’ien, p. 177. T h e use o f the term yeh-yiianG in the last line is
conspicuous as one of the few Buddhist terms to be found among the fragments
o f the play.
4 A play apparently of M ing date preserved in a M S version from the M o-w ang kuanf
collection of dramatic texts. (This collection was originally in the possession of
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some signs of being itself modelled on the same lines. The Taoist pro
tector plays a similar role in opening the action with a warning and
finally resolving it by exorcising the white ape and delivering a stolen
wife from its possession. The ape introduces itself with the claim to be
no less redoubtable than ‘ the aged Pai-shen-kunga of Yu-lingb ，.1 The
afflicted husband Shen Pic, finding himself confronted with the ape
who has possessed his wife, exclaims :
Heavens! This means another ‘ search for a wife on Yii-ling’.2

Similarly, traces of the story’s influence have been pointed out in the
work of Ch’ii Y ud (13 4 1-14 2 7 )， whose literary tale Shen-yang tung chie
in the collection Chien-teng hsin~huaf i again takes up the theme of the
predatory ape-demon; and in one of the vernacular tales by Ling Mengch’ug (d. 1643).4 But irut.hese cases the motifs of the story as we know
it have been subordinated to the techniques and preoccupations of in
dividual authors, and the results happen to throw little light on the
question that concerns us here.
As it emerges from Ota Tatsuo*s analysis, the question is—how does
the white ape, in traditional legend and more particularly in popular
versions of the Ch’en hsiin-chien story, relate to the character Sun Hsingche of the early Hsi-yu chi tradition? Are we to see the two as closely
identified— Sun Hsing-che perhaps even gaining most of his substance
from this long-established legendary figure from south China? Sun
Hsing-che would in this case have been basically an abductor of women,
governed by carnal lusts which he transcended only under the fastidious
hands of the sixteenth-century novelist. Ota argues more specifically
that the very name Wu-k’u n g ' i aware of emptiness5, may belong ori
ginally in this particular context: it would derive its significance from
the famous paradoxical identification of k,ungi, ‘ emptiness，, and se\
‘ form ’ so vigorously stated in the Buddhist Heart Sutra, but with the
Chao C h ，i-meik (15 6 3-16 2 4 ), later catalogued in the Yeh-shih-yuan shu-mu of Gh’ien
Tseng, It is reprinted in toto in Ku-pen hsi-ch'u ts’ung-k’an, Fourth Series.) Cf.
F u Hsi-hua (1958), pp. 2 52-3.
1 In the introductory hsieh-tzu1 [2 b] (page numbers not marked).
2 See first che [46].
3 Chien-teng hsin-hua (author’s preface dated 1378), pp. 69-72. Cf. L iu Y eh -ch ’iu,
PP- 52 - 4 .
4 C h’u-k’e P 'ai-an ching-ch% ch. 24: cf. Liu , pp. 54-5.
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debased, sexual, overtones in the term se which are in fact found in the
prose story of Ch’en hsiin-chien.1
Ingenious as this argument is, there are several features in the material
discussed above which now make it seem dubious.
1. The only Hsi-yu chi source in which Sun Wu-k*ung is explicitly
represented as an abductor is the tsa-chii sequence; but it has been argued
in chapter 5 above that this version is likely to be unreliable as a reflection
of tradition, by reason of liberties taken with the material in the cause of
dramatic expediency. Sun Wu-k’ung is cast in a stereotyped acting role
of which coarseness and bawdry are integral features. Moreover the
abduction motif provides the dramatist with one more stock heroine
to sing in his ninth scene.
2. The Kozanji version, earliest and, in its own way, most genuine
of the sources, shows no trace of any such characterization in its monkeyhero. Ota brushes this aside as paradoxical, or at least too early to be
of great relevance: (1959), p. 12 ; but when the ‘ Tripitaka’ cycle was in
its earliest stages the White Ape legend had some centuries of tradition
behind it and had already been cast in literary form. That the ‘ Tripitaka ’
monkey was here even so quite distinct from the ape-abductor is a fact
that should be acknowledged.
3. The Buddhist preoccupations of the white ape appear in any
significant sense only in the vernacular story, which almost certainly
represents a version no earlier than the late fourteenth century. The
fragments of southern drama suggest a plot in which the ape was
brought to justice directly by a Taoist saint: there would seem to be no
part left for a Buddhist to play. The Buddhist theme may easily have
been a relatively late development, perhaps even a characteristic peculiar
to the M ing vernacular story.
4. The name Cli’i-t’ien Ta-sheng and the family of monkey- demons
are common to only the later versions of each tradition: the vernacular
Ch’en hsiin-chien story and the tsa-chii Hsi-yu chi (which however singles
out the name T ’ung-t’ien Ta-sheng to apply to Sun Wu-k’ung). The Hsiyu chi described by Ch’oe Se-chin does feature the name Ch’i-t’ien
Ta-sheng, as does also the sixteenth-century novel, but does not include
an abduction among the monkey’s crimes.
1 In the story (p. 1 3 1 ) the abbot quotes the scriptural maxim ‘ Form is emptiness,
emptiness is form ’ (from the Heart Siitra, T . v m , p. 848c) in reply to the monkey
Shen-yang-kung’s confession of uncontrollable lust. Cf. Ota Tatsuo (1959), p. 1 1 .
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We must provisionally conclude that in terms of origins and basic
preoccupations the ‘ Tripitaka’ cycle and the legend of the White Ape
remain distinct. The monkey-hero in each case has its own identity—
Tripitaka’s disciple commits crimes which are mischievous and irre
verent, but the white ape is from first to last a monstrous creature which
has to be eliminated. The two acquire superficial points of similarity
when popular treatments of the respective traditions, in each case of
Ming date, coincide in certain details of nomenclature.
These are negative conclusions in the sense that they leave the origins
and essential functions of Sun Wu-k’ung still obscure, but the details
which have emerged in the discussion will serve a further purpose below.

9
Monkeys in Tsa-Chil Literature
ERH-LANGSHEN

The tsa-chii Erh-lang shen so Ch’i-t’ien Ta-shenga survives in the Mowang-kuan collection of dramatic texts.1 No prima facie evidence an
nounces its authorship or background. Ch’ien Tseng was content to list
it under a topic heading (‘ Gods and Immortals’) among the 4Anony
mous Plays Old and N ew ’ of his Yeh-shih-yiian catalogue.2 We have,
then, to rely on internal evidence to define its context. The play’s evident
bearing on the Sun Wu-k’ung tradition makes it necessary to do so.
The action, in brief, is as follows: An ape-demon, Ch’i-t’ien Tasheng, steals Taoist elixir and fairy wine from the Immortal Yiian-shih
T ’ien-tsunb and returns with it to his home Shui-lien tung on Huakuo shan. The theft reported, Erh-lang is summoned to capture him.
The ape meanwhile feasts with members of his family on Hua-kuo shan.
Erh-lang, mustering his traditional followers, advances in company with
Chii-ling shen and effects the capture. In the final act he surrenders the
prisoner to the Taoist deity Ch5u-hsieh-yiian-chuc. The ape begs for
clemency and is finally dismissed with only a firm injunction to reform.
A number of details demand attention:
the name of the ape: Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng;
the name of his home: Hua-kuo shan, Shui-lien tung;
the members of his fam ily: ‘ M y elder brother T ’ungd-t’ien Ta-sheng,
myself Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng, my elder sister Kuei-shan Shui-mue, my
younger sister T ’ieh-se Mi-houf, my younger brother Shua-shua SanlangS ’ (speech in the first act);
the stealing of elixir and wine;
the role of Erh-lang and Chii-ling shen;
1 It is also included in the modern collection Ku-pen Yuan-M ing tsa-chii.
shu-mu 10:15a. H uang P^-lieh (1763-1825) followed this example in
his Yeh-shih-yiian ts^ang-shu ku-chin tsa-chii mu-lu, p. 392.
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the ‘ iron cudgel，a with which the ape defends himself in the third act;
the name Sun Hsing-che claimed by the youngest brother in the same
act;
minor details of the battle—the attendants of Erh-lang, the Taoist
gods—also peripherally related to the Hsi-yu chi story.
There is no need to labour the obvious similarities in detail shared
with various sources discussed above, except perhaps to stress that the
name Hua-kuo shan and the religious designation ‘ Hsing-che ’ date back
to the earliest traces of the ‘ Tripitaka’ cycle in the thirteenth century.
Before proceeding to immediate conclusions it is worth pausing to con
sider the play’s dating more closely.
Dating, and the related plays

The C h’i-t’ien Ta-sheng play finds its full context only when considered
together with a group ol three other tsa-chii on similar themes, each
involving the ‘ Crown Prince’ Nata, or Erh-lang, or both. They are:
Erh-lang shen tsui she so-mo-chingh Meng-lieh N e-cha san pien-hua c ,2
K u an -k’ou Erh-lang chan chien-chtaod.3 All except the first are assigned

by Ch5ien Tseng to the same subdivision of the ‘ Anonymous Plays Old
and N ew ’；the first, which he includes among a group allegedly of
anonymous Yuan authorship, is the subject of a study in Yen Tun-i*s
Yiian-chu chen-i (pp. 36-48). Because Yen T un-i，s analysis raises several
relevant issues some space may fairly be given here to a summary and
discussion of his conclusions.
一.
His case falls into two parts. The first advances the double thesis that
tsa-chii playwrights of the Yiian period, and indeed northerners in
general, had little taste for wild and unrealistic tales of battle with
demons; that at this period such legends were as yet strictly localized,
and that of Erh-lang in particular showed no signs of having penetrated
beyond Szechuan (where all its different versions originated) or at least
the adjacent southern provinces, into regions where tsa-chii dramatists
were active. A complementary section establishes an internal relation1 Preserved in the M o-wang kuan collection. T here are two distinct versions, differing
in the final acts: cf. F u Hsi-hua (1957), pp. 295-6 and 3 3 7 ；more fully analysed in
Y e n T u n -i (i960), p. 36 ff. Composite version reprinted in Ku-pen Yuan-M ing
tsa-chii.
2 In the M o-w ang kuan collection; reprinted in Ku-pen YUan-Ming tsa-chii; cf, F u
H si-hua (1958), p. 253.
3 A s in n. 2 ; cf. F u Hsi-hua (1958), p. 254.
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ship between the plays listed above (including also the H si-yu chi tsachu), and places them firmly in the Ming period, arguing from the rich
circumstantial evidence that Gh’ien Tseng’s dating of the play So-moching was unwarranted.
Of this group of contentions, I am unable to accept that the Erh-lang
legend had failed to reach the northern areas where Yiian dramatists
were active, although Yen Tun-^s supporting arguments are extended
and elaborate.1 It is a simple and well-attested fact that the Erh-lang
cult had already by the early twelfth century spread from its seat in
Kuan-k’ou, Szechuan, to the Northern Sung capital at K ’ai-feng, and
was there pursued with enthusiasm.2 Yen Tun-i’s statistical evidence
(pp. 39-40) would seem to imply rather that the earliest generations of
tsa-chii dramatists were disposed by temperament, not obliged by ignor
ance, to neglect the wilder fantasies of battle with demons. Under Ming
rule, particularly as from an edict of 1389, dramatists were savagely re
stricted to a few politically innocuous subjects, among them ‘ Gods and
immortals5a.3 This must have exerted a real enough incentive for
fifteenth-century tsa-chii poets to turn for material to the gods of local
cult-legend.
Reviewing the group of five plays involved here one can accept more
readily that they are indeed related together by a fund of common
material and treatment. It falls into three categories:
The Erh-lang legend (version centred around Chao Y iib, Prefect of
Chia-chouc under the Sui, later canonised in the Taoist pantheon) :4 a
dose correspondence in detail links the So-mo-ching and Chan-chienchiao, and the Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng alludes to the same essentials. In all
these plays, as also in the H si-yu chi tsa-chii (with the one exception dis
cussed in an earlier chapter—p. 84), virtually the same group of followers
attends Erh-lang into battle (cf. Yen (i960), pp. 44-6).
The demons subject to N a ta : principally the four female demons sub
dued in the Ne-cha san-pien (third scene), and who reappear as identi
cally named members of his suite in the So-mo-ching (first scene).
Among the other group of demons likewise subdued appear the names
Po-yen chin-ching kueid, Pa-chiao shih-t’oue kuei, Wu-pien ta-lif kuei,
1 Y e n (i960), pp. 40 ff.
2 C f. below, p. 14 7, n. 3.
3 C f. the relevant historical material quoted by Wang H siao-ch’uan, pp. 1 2 - 13 .
4 Cf. H uang Chih-kang, pp, 38 ff.
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T ’ieh-t’ou lan-t’iena kuei—common also, with slight graphic variants,
to the So-mo-chingy where they are again put to the same use. Only the
Po-yen-kuei, together with a character Chiu-shou Niu-mo-lo Wangb,
both known to the H si-yu chi tradition,1 are extracted from the group to
play a more individual role (Yen (i960), p. 46).
The character C hyii-hsieh-yiian-chu — cognate with the Warrior of the
Northc : common to the Chan-chien-chiao, Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng and Somo-ching, effectively as a superintendent of the action. His verses of
self-introduction are identical in the latter two texts, and that in the
Chan-chien-chiao also resembles them closely.
The most telling evidence on dating is a line near the close of the
Ne-cha san-pien:

May the Great Ming enjoy peace and order for thousands upon thousands
of years.2
Whether or not these loyal sentiments at the end of a play suffice to
characterize it as a piece for court entertainment,3 or a ‘ Palace text，d,4
or merely as belonging to a genre of ‘ celebratory ’ Buddhist tsa-chii, s the
line quoted here at least does something to help define the text in terms
of time. Similar patriotic eulogy is to be found in the closing lines of the
Chan-chien-chiao and has been remarked above (p. 79) in the H si-yu
chi tsa-chii. It seems more than ever likely that the whole group of plays
shares a common background.
Ch’ien Tseng’s dating of the So-mo-ching is explained by Yen Tun-i
(i960, p. 39) in the light of a remark introducing the Yang-clfCun-tsou^,
an anthology of drama now extant only in a fragmentary edition of
1609 containing three works. The contents of the original eight chiian
are however known,6 and it appears that the So-mo-ching was one of the
four plays in chiian 5. The general introduction to the collection states:
In this book all are songs of the Yiian, but songs from the Ming are added
at the end.7
The impression of a Yiian dating thus depends upon how these ambi
guous words are understood. Yen Tun-i observes (p. 39):
1 C f. above, p. 65, n. 7 ；also H Y C , ch. 3, p. 3 1, ch. 59, p.678 etc., and ch. 62, pp. 7 14 ,
71 7 , ch. 63, pp. 720, 722 ff” with a C hiu-t’ou Fu-m af.
2 In the song Ch'ing-chiang-yin^; Ku-pen Yuan-M ing tsa-chu ed., p. 10 ^ . C f. Y en
(i960), p. 47.
3 See Ku-pen Yiian-M ing tsa-chU，T ’i-yaot p. 50a.
4 See Y en T u n -i (1954), p. 149.
5 See Sawada Mizuho (1964), pp. 4 2-3.
6 See L o Chen-yii, Hsu H u i-k ’0 shu-muh (19 14 ), io^ ：2 o a ~ 2ib .
7 See reprint in Ku-pen h si-M ii ts’ung-k’an, Fourth Series, 6, Fan-W ， p. 2a.
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Under the Ming, then, this play was thought to be by a Yuan author, so,
when the Yeh-shih-yiian list of tsa-chii old and new was compiled, it was
classed as an anonymous Yiian w or k. ..

Another work included in the same chiian of Yang~cKun-tsou was the
Yuan t’ing ching, a play to be discussed immediately below, which
appears to have been composed almost certainly in the fifteenth century
or later. Ch’ien Tseng’s similar verdict in this case was possibly based
on the same reading of the above words.
Concerning the So-mo-ching play, however, there is a complementary
remark by Ch，i Piao-chia, in his Yiian-shan-fang chii-p'in (compiled
before 1645). Ch’i concerns himself in this catalogue primarily with
tsa-chii of the Ming period. When he writes of this play:
a conception of this order has very much the tone of the Yiian poets, but in
the verse a sense of proud vigour is rather lacking3. The rhyming is also
uneven,1

it appears that he is not inferring a Yiian authorship, but commenting
on what he feels to be the work of a dramatist who narrowly fails to
achieve an idealized ‘ Y u an ’ standard. In the early seventeenth century
the So-mo-ching was thus by no means unanimously accepted as an
authentic Yuan work.
In these respects there is reason enough to accept Yen Tun-i，s thesis
that the So-mo-ching play, and probably also its fellows listed above, in
cluding the Hsi-yu chi and the CKi-t'ien Ta-sheng, do not appear to
belong to the earlier part of the fourteenth century. Yen in fact suggests
the mid-sixteenth century, citing the hundred-chapter Hsi-yu chi as
their probable inspiration (i960, p. 47). Fuller knowledge of earlier prose
versions now makes it unnecessary to force so extreme a conclusion.
What needs to be stressed at this point is rather that the names and
characteristics we meet in the Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng play, particularly
those of the ape-hero and his demon family, come to resemble closely
the case of the CKen hsiin-chien story discussed immediately above. Both
works seem, for various reasons, to date from an unspecified time in the
M ing period. Recalling that Hua-kuo shan had been the home of the
Hsi-yu chi monkey already in the Kozanji version, and that the title
‘ Hsing-che ’ attached to his name there and in all later versions gained
its significance specifically from the circumstances of Tripitaka’s pious
1 Y iian-shan-f ang chii-pHn， p. 167. Part of this sentence is misleadingly taken out of
context by F u Hsi-hua (1957), pp. 295-6.
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enterprise, we can conclude with some confidence that this play simply
reflects an existing H si-yu chi.
The wider implications will emerge more plainly after some further
material has been introduced and discussed.

YUAN

SUN

About the remoter background to this story more is to be said below
(pp. 155 ff.). It survives in two distinct treatments: one an anonymous
tsa-chii with the title (i.e. cheng-ming) Lung-chi shan yeh-yiian t’ing
ching3-,1 and the other a story in literary idiom in the collection Chienteng yii-hua by L i Chen, (tzu Ch ，
ang-cli’ib) (1376 -1452).2 Each of the
works presents a certain amount of secondary material loosely associa
ted with a central narrative. What they hold in common amounts to a
simple and coherent stor歹.：
A Ch’an master styled Hsiuc, in his remote mountain retreat, finds
an ape coming first to listen to his intonation of the scriptures, then, in
secret, to play about in the monastery precincts—fingering the books of
scripture, trying on the monks’ robes etc. It disappears. Later, a ruined
official of the Later T ’ang dynasty comes to attach himself as a layman
to the monastery. His name is Yiian Sund (an obvious play on two
wordse meaning ‘ monkey’).3 The superior one day summons him to the
lecture hall, where, after an exchange of allusive verses (in the play, a
scene of question and answer on Ch’an doctrine) Yiian attains enlighten
ment and dies as a Buddhist, in the seated position. He is then found to
be a monkey.
L i Ch’ang-ch’i’s story in Chien-teng yii-hua opens with an account of
the foundation of the monastery and the naming of Lung-chi shan;4 it
1

The
Ta-hui t’ang Hsiu-kung she chiangf. Cf. F u Hsi-hua (1957), p. 295. T h e
title is abbreviated below to Yiian t’ing ching. References are to the text included in
the early seventeenth-century collection Yilan-M ing tsa-chii (photographic facsimile
o f 1929).
2 T h e story T ，ing-ching yiian chiM. References are to the annotated edition by Chou I
included in Chien-teng hsin-hua wai erh~chung.
3 T h e device is one o f the similarities which Sawada Mizuho (1964), p. 30，traces
between this story and the anecdote ‘ Sun K ’o ’ h in T P K C 445:3638-41 (the source
is given as Ch’uan-ch’i 、 evidently the work of that name by P ，ei H singj, ninth
century).
4 L i identifies the (Lung-chi shan’ of his story with a Tung-shank in Chi-shui hsien1
near his own fam ily home at Lu -lin gm ( = Chi-ann, in central Kiangsi). A local
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adds, at the end of the principal episode, a sequel in which the ape is
reincarnated after two hundred years as a Cli’an master of the Southern
Sung. The tsa-chii begins with a scene in which the ape anticipates its
personal appearance by adopting the guise of a woodcutter, learned in
the Confucian classics but resigned to a life without recognition, who
encounters the master Hsiu on the mountain. It supplies a final scene
in which Yuan Sun is received into paradise by an Arhat.
Several essential features distinguish this story from those in the
Chinese traditions discussed in these chapters. Not only is it frankly
Buddhist in inspiration, constructed on the lines of a chain of incarna
tions, but it presents a basically different monkey-figure. Wu-chih-ch’i
and the White Ape are traditionally monstrous creatures. Conscience
and religious fear appear only as the very latest refinements in popular
versions of the White Ape story. This ape has both intelligence and
access to religious enlightenment; but it is also unstable, imitative and
even facetious:
For all his mental brightness and clever, fluent style Sun was also skittish and
disorderly, very much given to childish ways. Sometimes he would sit on his
couch in the posture of meditation, his head draped in a sheet, and have
the monks come and worship him saying: ‘ This is a manifestation of the
White-robed Kuan-yin*. Another time he would sit with legs out-stretched
in a niche, his face daubed with indigo, and cause the kitchen hands to salute
him, saying that this was the Great Saint of Hung Shan inspecting the food
. . . (Li, p. 141).
Upon such a central conception the tsa-chii in particular imposes a
certain amount of further material which shows an immediate relevance
to the Hsi-yu chi tradition.
gazetteer, the Chi-shui hsien chih of 1873，offers confirmation of the existence of a
Lung-chi Monastery on this mountain. Its account of the monastery’s foundation
is slightly less elaborate than Li’s, and the founder, also of the Later T ’ang period,
is named as Hsiu-shana (see 14:6a). In view of the confusion over this name it seems
appropriate to draw attention to a tenth-century Ch’an Master, Shao-hsiub of Fuchou0, who was known as (Masterd of Lung-chi shan’. A number of his Ch’an
dicta are recorded in the Ching-te ch’uan-teng lu (24:10^-11 a). The same source also
records that for some time he accompanied the famous master Wen-ie (885-958) on
pious travels, and himself moved on to Lung-chi shan after Wen-i had settled at
Fu-chou ( = Lin-ch，
uanf in central Kiangsi). This happened before 943, since the
first ruler of the Southern T’ang, who is reported to have had Wen-i move to Nanking
(Sung kao-seng chuan 13:7886)，died in that year. Any identification with the monk
of Li’s story must of course remain conjectural. It is worth noting that the ‘ Later
T ’ang ’ dating of the account in both Li’s story and the gazetteer appears to be
strictly unhistorical: from 892 the Kiangsi area was ruled by the Wu^ dynasty,
until in 937 it was taken over by the Southern T ’ang (cf. Hsin Wu-tai shih 60:106).
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In the second act the ape introduces itself with, as well as the con
ventional spoken passage, a number of songs. One of them contains the
lines:
I—I—I have secretly drunk of the precious wine at the Jade Pool3.1
I—I—I have secretly plucked auspicious herbs on Mount P’eng-laib.
I—I I have caused an uproar in heaven over the peaches.
My spiritual powers are not small,
Because in my belly I have the elixir of immortality to guard me from old age.
Summoning the wind and rain, I flaunt my authority.
(p. 6a: Liang-chou-ti-ch'ic)
These are obvious allusions to a group of stories on the ‘ war with heaven’
theme, recalling the ‘ Tripitaka’ monkey but differing slightly in detail
from the known extant versions . . .
Pak fongsa onhae N vi mentions no drinking of wine at the Jade
Pool; but the story is alflided to again in the Hsi-yu chi tsa-chii (sc. 9)
and treated in full in the hundred-chapter novel (ch. 5); the plucking of
herbs on P'eng-lai has no immediate parallel in any known version of
the cycle, apart from the episode (H YC chs. 24—6) of the stolen ‘ Ginseng ，
fruit’d from the garden of Wu-chuang Kuane, in which Sun Wu-k’ung
is obliged to visit the Three Islands—not in any strict sense a parallel;
the ‘ uproar in heaven ’ over stolen peaches is characteristic more of the
incident mentioned in Pak fongsa onhae than of that in the Kozanji
version; the elixir could, by analogy with the Pak fongsa onhae and the
tsa-chii Hsi-yu chi, have been stolen from Lao-chiin.
Of the whole group of stories in the Hsi-yu chi versions only the
stealing of fairy robes is completely absent from the Yiian ting ching play.
Ch’ien Tseng in his catalogue of early tsa-chii assigns this play to the
section 4Anonymous works of the Yiian,.2 I f the dating were to prove
accurate, the play would provide us with earlier reflections of the ‘ war
with heaven* story cast in this particular form than any other known
source. It would become important to reconsider the background of the
story in later versions of the Hsi-yu chi.
Ch’ien Tseng’s dating is here, however, not the last word. Chao
Ching-shen has shown beyond any reasonable doubt that the tsa-chii
version of this story was composed directly upon the model of the literary
tale in Chien-teng yii-hua: the provenance is betrayed by the fact that the
1 The legendary abode of the Queen of the West.
2 Yeh-shih-yiian shu-mu io ：7«.
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two versions share several sections of text in common, all of which fit
easily and naturally into their context in the prose story, while they are
accommodated in the tsa-chii only at the cost of much forcing and in
accuracy.1 Sawada Mizuho has more recently pointed out some cir
cumstantial historical evidence confirming that the play is unlikely to
date back to before the Ming period.2
Of the six contemporary prefaces to Chien-teng yii-hua, four bear the
date 1420, among them one by L i himself pointing out that his collec
tion had won a considerable following in the few months since its first
reading by Tseng Ch5ia (commemorated in the earliest of the 1420 pre
faces). This year must therefore be taken as marking the public appear
ance of the Chien-teng yii-hua stories and consequently represents an
early limit for the composition of the tsa-chii in its present form.
It has been pointed out in another connection (above, ch. 5) that the
non-sung parts of extant tsa-chii may not necessarily belong integrally to
the plays in their original form. The point should be acknowledged
again here; but certainly this play as a whole is even so open to
considerable suspicion. L i C h’ang-ch’i’s story was set on the very
threshhold of his family home in Lu-ling,3 and there is reason enough to
identify its central figure as the tenth-century Kiangsi Ch’an master
Shao-hsiu. The story’s context seems confined to a closely circumscribed
locality. It is possible that Franke is right in suggesting that it derives
from a local tradition ;4 but there is certainly an equal chance that L i
Ch’ang-ch，i was here adapting the substance of the story from its ori
ginal form in some Buddhist scripture.5 Ch’ii Yu, after whose collection
Chien-teng hsin-hua L i’s own stories were modelled, is credited also with
a work (now lost) entitled Strange Items Gleaned from the Buddhist
CanonP，6 L i could well have drawn his theme from such a source and
recast it around a Buddhist figure of local fame. The story’s general
distribution in this form is likely to have begun only with the wider
circulation of Chien-teng yii-hua.
Recalling the monkey’s boasted transgressions against heaven and the
other attributes quoted above, we now need only to stress that they
1 Chao Ching-shen (1937), pp. 24-7.
2 Sawada Mizuho (1964), p. 30.
3 Cf. Chao (1937), p. 27.
4 H. Franke, ‘ Zur Novellistik der friihen Ming-zeit: Das Chien-teng yii-hua des L i
Ch’ang-ch’i ’
，Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, N.S. 34 (1959)，
P. 360.
5 Cf. the examples cited below in ch. 11.
6 See ChH-hsiu lei-kao 33 : 503.
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appear just in the lines of a single song and perform no essential function
in the action as a whole. This, together with the fact of their absence
from L i Ch’ang-ch’i’s story, suggests that they derive from some other
source, alien to the basic story of Yiian Sun. In the knowledge that this
song and its play date from the fifteenth century or even later, we almost
certainly see here a further reflection of the Sun Wu-k’ung who, as the
early Hsi-yu chi sources testify, had long been a famous delinquent and
by the end of the fifteenth century was committing virtually the same
misdeeds that Yiian Sun here arrogates to himself.

0
1

Wu-chih - ch’i
For many centuries Chinese scholars have shown interest in this apelegend localized at Kuei-shana on the River Huaib. What has been
generally regarded as a standard exposition of the legend’s growth and
the siting of the cult is provided by Huang Chih-kang, in chapter 15
of Chung-kuo ti shui-shen.
Acknowledging the initiative of Chou Yii-ts’aic， who had first cited
this tradition in connection with the Hsi-yu chi monkey, Hu Shih took up
the idea rather tentatively.1 L u Hsiin did so more emphatically,2 and
since his time not only Huang Chih-kang,3 but more recently Wolfram
Eberhard,4 Wu Hsiao-ling5 and Ishida Eiichiro6 have lent their support
to the theory that the figure Sun Wu-k’ung and his special relationship
with the pilgrim Tripitaka owed a significant debt, perhaps even their
derivation, to the legendary Wu-chih-ch’i.
In summarizing the early history of the legend it will not be necessary
to add more than a number of bibliographical details to the work of
Huang Chih-kang; but his arguments, and those of others, on the rela
tionship with the Hsi-yu chi will have to be reconsidered more fully.
Two distinct branches of the legend are recorded.
(1) The story o f Ta Yiid
The earliest sources date from the first quarter of the ninth century.
L i Chaoe, author of Kuo-shih puf, points out in his preface that the work
covers a period from the K ’ai-yiiang down to the Ch’ang-ch’ingh reigns
(inclusively: a d 713-824): it was presumably written towards the end
of this period.7 He records:
1 Hu Shih (1923), pp. 368-70.
2 Lu Hstin (1924), p. 19,
3 Huang Chih-kang, p. 178.
4 Eberhard (1948), p. 127.
5 Wu Hsiao-ling, p. 169.
6 Ishida Eiichiro, pp. 125-6.
7 For Li Chao and the dating of the Kuo-shih pu ， see S K C S T M 79:3 6-4a and
140:66-76.
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There was a fisherman at Ch’u-choua who unexpectedly hooked an ancient
iron chain in the Huai, but could not pull it clear. He reported this to the
local governor L i Yangb, who summoned a large number of men to draw it
out. At the end of the chain was a black monkey0 it jumped out of the water,
then plunged back and vanished. Later this was verified in the Shan-hat
ching, from the words—■‘ A river-beast persistently wrought destruction. Yii
chained it below Chiin-shand. Its name was Wu-chih-ch’ie.1

Present texts of the Shan-hai ching lack this final passage. Its authority
cannot be tested. The reference to Chiin-shan is obscure unless the
character chiin is ultimately a corruption of kueif.2
The fuller and more famous account of what seems to be the same
episode is found in T'cd-p’ing kuang-chi (467:3845-6) under the title
L i T'ang 廷 (a name which seems graphically related to the L i Yang to
whom L i Chao refers). The source is given 2isjfung-mu hsien-f a n \ the title
of a collection of anecdotes by Wei Hsiian1 :3 his preface is dated 8 31.4
In the Yung-t’aij reign ( ad 765) a fisherman hooks an iron chain at
the foot of Kuei-shan. L i T ’ang， then governor of Ch5u-chou, has the
chain dragged up. At the end of it an ape-like monster emerges from the
water, glares about itself, then returns. Some years later (in 814) L i
Kung-tsok 5 finds part of an ancient text entitled Yueh-tu ching1 and
1 Kuo-skih pu (H C T Y ) 1: iofe. Cf. Huang Chih-kang, p. 168.
2 ChJu-chou was on the lower reaches of the Huai, east of the present Hung-tse Lakem.
Kuei-shan, the site of the legend in all other sources, lies only a few miles to the
south-west, whereas Chiin-shan is some hundreds of miles to the south in the heart
of present-day Kiangsi.
3 Listed in the Hsin T 、ang shu 59:12a, which notes that Wei rose to high military
rank in the Hsien-t，
ungn reign (860-73).
4 Some extracts from this book, including the author’s preface but not the ‘Li T ’ang’
passage, are preserved in T ’ao Tsung-i，
s compilation Shuo~fu°9 of which a recon
struction in 100 chiian was published in 1927 by Chang Tsung-hsiangP (Commercial
Press, Shanghai), based on MS fragments of Ming date. For the preface, cf. chiian
7:14a. In it Wei Hsiian describes his book as recording the conversation of Tsanhuang Kung^ during a campaign in Shu. Chiao Hung (1541—1620), in Kuo-shih
ching-chi chih 4 (hsia):ioa, identifies this raconteur as Li Te-yiir (787-849), a native
of Tsan-huang whose grandfather Ch’i-yiins had been granted the title Tsan-huang
Kung (Hsin T a n g shu 146:26). Li Te-yvi, who directed a campaign in Shu in 830,
had had personal experience of the Huai region, in particular Szu-chou, in 825—
6
while Civil Governor of Che-hsi1 (Hsin T ’ang shu 180:1 <3-3 a). (A translation of the
passage relevant to Szu-chou will be found in C. K. Yang, Religion in Chinese
Society (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1961), pp. 200-1.) The story in question would
thus seem to have been collected circa 825.
5 Author of several famous pieces of prose fiction, Li seems to have lived from the
late eighth to the mid-ninth centuries (cf. Wang P’i--chiang, p. 91).
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deciphers it with the help of a Taoist, Chou Chiao-chiina. It describes
the storms encountered by T a Yii when attempting to govern the rivers
around T ’ung-pai shanb and goes on:
He captured a god of the rivers Huai and Kuoc named Wu-chih-ch"id. It
answered readily when spoken to, explaining which were the deep and which
the shallow parts of the Yangtze and the Huai, and how far the marshlands
extended. In shape it was like a monkey, with flattened nose and high brow,
its body black and head white, eyes metallic and teeth like snow. Its neck
stretched out to a length of a hundred feet, its strength exceeded that of nine
elephants. In attack it moved nimbly and swiftly: it was lithe and impetuous,
and one could not keep it in sight or hearing for long. Y ii. . . put it in the
charge of Keng-ch，
ene, who was able to keep it under control. . . He fastened
its neck with a great cable, pierced its nose (and hung there) a golden bell.
He moved it to the foot of Kuei-shan in Huai-yinf, with the result that the
Huai thenceforth flowed peacefully into the sea.
Both passages are taken up by later writers.1
Nothing of course ensures that the Yueh-tu ching was anything more
than a fiction by L i Kung-tso or some other. Apart from the unconfirmed
quotation from the Shan-hai ching there is no clear sign of the legend
before the early ninth century.2 But at this stage, at least, its character
istics were very clearly defined: in particular the creature’s name, its
role as a river demon, the mode of its imprisonment, its association
with the Huai region.
T ’ung-pai shan is the name of the range in modern Honan where
the Huai takes its source. Kuei-shan is considerably further downstream
at a point in the north-east comer of modern Anhwei.3 The names
mentioned in this and later accounts— Szu-chou, Hsii-i^, Huai-yin—
all belong to the region in which the present-day Huai enters the Hungtse Lake. Alterations in the course of rivers and in the contours of the
lake itself have changed the topography significantly in recent centuries.
1 E.g. T ’ao Tsung-i, in Cho-keng lu ， z g :i6 a b y and Juan K’uei-sheng (1727-89), in
C h’a-yii k ’o hua ， 22:717. Cf. below, p. 143.
2 Huang Chih-kang, pp. 171-2, suggests a precedent in the pseudo-historical work
Wu Yiieh ch'un-chHu^ (traditionally attributed to Chao Yeh1 of the first century AD,
although the text as we know it contains a generous proportion of fictional elements
and folk tradition, and may be later in date: cf. S K C S T M , 66:16-3a and Ch’en
Chung-fan, pp. 19-21). A demon of the Huai river seizes the horse of an emissary
from Ch’ij, and is defeated by him in a protracted underwater battle: cf. Wu Yiieh
ch’un-ch’iu (S P T K ), shang (4): 27 b-z8a. Other near-contemporary versions of this
same story are cited by Ishida Eiichiro, pp. 19—
20,
3 In modern Anhwei there are two mountains named Kuei-shan, distinguished as
Upper and Lowerk. This, the more northerly of the two, is Lower Kuei-shan.
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T he most dramatic loss is the disappearance of the former Szu-chou
itself in the waters of the Hung-tse Lake, after a series of flood disasters
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.1
(2) The role of Sangha
The Buddhist monk Sanghaa came to China from the small state known
as Ho-kuob, in Russian Turkestan, in the early 660s. The centre of his
activities was Szu-chou, where he founded a monastery named P ’ukuang-wang szuc. This, with Sangha himself, rapidly became a resort
of pilgrimage. Sangha found favour with the emperor Chung-tsungd,
who wrote the inscription for his monastery, and, particularly after his
death in April 710, he came to be a figure celebrated throughout the
land.2
Tracing his fortunes at the hands of later pious biographers, we re
ceive vivid impressions t)f his progressive popular canonization. Ac
cording to the accounts summarized in the T ’ai-p，ing kuang-chi,3 he
could exude fragrance from a hole in the top of his head, his dead body
in Ch’ang-an caused a foul smell to spread through the city which
cleared only when the Emperor gave consent for it to be returned to
Szu-chou, and the monk Wan-huie identified him for the Emperor as an
incarnation of the bodhisattva Kuan-yin. Tsan-ning, in the Sung kaoseng chuan, represents him in addition as a protective deity of Szu-chou.4
Since at least the eleventh century the canonized Sangha seems to have
assumed the specific character of a protector against flood (from the
beginning his cult had been centred in one of the most severely floodprone parts of China), and he served also as a patron saint of all who
worked or travelled on water.5
It was no doubt in such a capacity that he became associated with
the Wu-chih-ch’i legend and himself credited with the defeat of the
river-ape.
1 Cf. M ing shih 87:20-3&; Huang Chih-kang, p. 168.
2 The earliest account of his life is the P ’u-kuang-wang szu peif by Li Y un gs (673—
742)，
in Wen-yiian yin^ h ua 858:10-36. Among subsequent literary references are the
‘ Seng-ch’ieh ko，
h by Li Po1 (701-62) ( C T S y vol. 3，pp. 1720-1) and ‘ Sung seng
Ch’eng-kuan’j by Han Yii (768-824) {C T S , vol. 5, pp. 3830-1). Other material is
cited by Makita Tairyo (g>v.) p. 270, n. 3.
3 T P K C y 96:638-9.
4 Sung kao-seng chuan， 18:822-3.
5 Throughout the above I have been indebted to the thorough study of the popular
Sangha cult by Makita TairyS，who cites much important supplementary material.
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Chu Hsia (1130-1200), in a gloss from the T'ien-wenP section of his
Ch’u-tz’u pien-cheng {q-v.)y observes:
These words are no more than a popular tradition of the Warring States
period, of the same type as the popular (tales) current nowadays about
Sangha defeating Wu-chih-ch’ic and Hsii Sund beheading the serpentdemon … 1
His contemporary Lo Pie has a brief study of the legend in his Lu shihf,z
first introducing the theme of T a Y ii ordering the waters and quoting
the Yiieh-tu ching, then adding:
But Buddhists hold that this was the ‘ River-mother’g defeated by Sangha of
Szu-chou. . .
Such an adapted form of the legend must therefore have been common
knowledge in southern parts of China already in the twelfth century.
Chu Hsi and Lo Pi both challenge its authenticity; and later T ’ao
Tsung-i opens his paragraph on the subject in Cho-keng lu (29:16^)
with a similar refutation:
Below the pagoda of Szu-chou is traditionally the place where Szu-chou
Ta-shengh chained the ‘ River-mother’ . This is wrong . . .3
He proceeds to quote material on the legend of T a Yii and Kuei-shan.
Szu-chou Ta-sheng was of course Sangha: the words Ta-sheng were
associated with his name already in the Sung kao-seng chuan (823 a );
his monastery had come eventually to be known as the Ta-sheng szu1,
and it was this building, or sequence of buildings, that formed the
centre of Saiigha’s legendary activities from the beginning.4 Elsewhere
in the Cho-keng lu (2 5:16 a) T ’ao Tsung-i includes in his list of yuan-pen
the title Shui-muK It may well have presented the legend in the popular
ized form, with Sangha as hero, which T ’ao Tsung-i here feels necessary
to refute by appealing to more respectable literary authorities.
It seems nevertheless that varieties of the Sangha version became
standard in popular literature: a title Mu-ch’a hsing-che so Shui-mu^ is
credited to the (? thirteenth century) tsa-chii playwrightKao Wen1 C h’u-tz’u pien-cheng z (hsia): 2 a. Cf. Hu Shih (1923), pp. 368-9. For the legend of
Hsii Sun, see Huang Chih-kang pp. 58 ff.
2 Completed in 1170 (cf. S K C S T M , 50:176-180). For the passage in question, see
L u shih (S P P Y ) , Yu-lunS 9:46-56.
3 Cf. Huang Chih-kang, p. 174.
4 Cf- Sung kao-seng chuan (822 c); Huang Chih-kang, p. 176.
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hsiu3;1 a similar title, Szu-chou ta-sheng hsiangh Shui-mu, appears in the
‘Yiieh-fu’ section of Pao~wen t’ang shu-mu (p. 145); and another again
( . . .yenc Shui-mu) in the Lu-kuei pu hsii-pien (p. 283), in this case
attributed to Hsii Tzu-shoud.2
From these further sources two general characteristics emerge :
1. The Sarigha legend was a popular tradition. Chu Hsi dismisses
it emphatically as ‘ vulgar’e, Lo Pi ascribes it, with some contempt, to
Buddhist influence. The material assembled by Makita Tairyo clearly
documents the background to their pronouncements.
2. The river-demon, at least in this popular form, is a female creature
— Shui-mu or Shengf-mu—and described as ‘ chained u p ’ ，‘ defeated’ or,
in the case of Hsii Tzu-shou’s play, ‘ d r o w n e d ^ (perhaps in the sense of
‘ suppressed under water’).
Relevhnce to the 4Hsi-yu chi’ tradition
We can now recall a number of allusions in the tsa-chii Hsi-yu chi:
In sc. 9, describing his family, Sun Hsing-che names his second sister
as Wu-chih-ch,i Sheng-mu (p. 37). In sc. 10 (p. 45) the song K'u-huangt’ien ends with the lines:
He is the brother of Li-shan Lao-mu,
Wu-chih-ch'i is his sister.
In sc. 17 the Queen of the Land of Women sings (p. 77, Chi-shengts，
aoh) :
On your robe, smears of rouge,
On your cassock the scent of powder.
1 Lu-kuei pu, p. 106. The version from the T ’ien-i ko library adds in full the t ，i-mu
and cheng-ming:
Moksha the novice monk defeats a demon,
Ta-sheng of Szu-chou chains up the ‘ River-mother’
(introducing minor inconsistencies and graphic errors): cf. Lu-kuei pu, p. 158, n. 205.
Kao Wen-hsiu is listed as one of the ‘ older generation now dead • . (cf. above,
p. 56 etc.). See also Sun K’ai-ti (1958), pp. 171-2. In T'ai-ho cheng~yin p 'u (p. 29)
a title So Shui-mu is listed under Kao Wen-hsiu. Moksha appears as one of Sangha's
prominent disciples whose lives are sketched in at the close of his biography in
Sung kao-seng chuan (p. 823 a, i). The others are Hui-yen1 and Hui-anJ. Popular
literature later featured both Moksha and Hui-an, often apparently fused into one
person, as Kuan-yin’s chief disciple: cf. P T S , p. 293 (N vi); tsa-chii Hsi-yu chi, sc. 7,
pp. 31 ff.; H Y C , ch. 6, p. 59, ch. 12, p. 134, ch. 17, p.199 etc.
2 Cf. Yen Tun-i (1954), p. 151; (i960), pp.40-1 and47, n. 3; FuHsi-hua (1957),
pp. 124-5; ( ! 958)，P. 32.
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Like the Matangl seizing Ananda on Yin-shan,
Like Kuei-tzu-mu hemming in the Buddha upon Ling-shan,
Or Wu-chih-ch’i capturing Chang the monka on Kuei-shan . . .
The story of Ananda and the temptress Matangi, in its varying forms,
has a well-attested place in traditional Buddhist mythology.1 Kuei-tzumu and Wu-chih-ch'i, cited here as legendary seductresses, appear in
an unfamiliar light,2 but the association of the latter with Kuei-shan
is unmistakable.
The argument by analogy, which has appealed to several commen
tators on this material, is summed up in the following passage by Huang
Chih'kang, concerning both the references above and the scene of
Sun Hsing-che’s capture, in which Kuan-yin orders his life to be
spared and has him sealed beneath Hua-kuo shan:
Kuan-yin’s suppression of Sun Hsing-che beneath a mountain in this play
is an act exactly like Sangha’s chaining the river-demon in a well or under a
pagoda . . . Lib-shan Lao-mu here seems to resemble the evil dragon beneath
Li-tuic. Wu-chih-ch^ is a thing in the Kuei-shan well. They are Sun Hsingche^ sisters, and also his prototypes. The Devaraja Li seems to be Li Pingd,
because he has the Crown Prince Nata and Mei-shan Ta-sheng. Sun Hsingche is an evil dragon and is thus also Wu-chih-ch'i.3
Three distinct inferences are implied here, and they represent the
essence of the theory under discussion. We shall consider them in this
order:
(i)
The given relationship with Li-shan Lao-mu and W u-chih'ch’i,
both here regarded as river-demons, is taken to suggest that Sun Hsingche was also such a demon. First, however, it should be admitted that
Huang's interpretation of the figure Li-shan Lao-mu is completely
unorthodox. He cites a form of the name as it appears in the dialogue
of sc. 9 (p. 37)，and it is the graph lih which suggests to him (author of
China’s River-Gods) the Li-tui river-demon.4 But in the song K ’uhuang-t’ien (sc. 10 ，p. 45) it is replaced by the more familiar graphe,
which at once calls to mind a long attested legendary figure dwelling
upon the mountain of her name, in Shensi. Her early Taoist associations
1 For references to its several appearances in the Buddhist Tripitaka see Ting Nait’ung，‘The Holy Man and the Snake-Woman *, Fabula 8,3 (1966), p. 157，n. 58.
2 For Kuei-tzu-mu, see above pp. r6ff.
3 Huang Chih-kang, pp. 177-8.
4 Li-tui was the Szechuan site of one of the traditional Erh-lang legends. Cf. Huang,
ch. 4.
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show in a passage preserved in T P K C , 63:39 4-6 .1 An oral tale about
her was current in the thirteenth century,2 and her name often appeared
in later fiction.3 In no source is she represented as a river-demon. Her
cult at Li-shan has been maintained down to recent times, but a con
nection with water remains unproven.4 Nor is there precedent in any
other Hsi-yu chi source for this family relationship with Sun Hsing-che.
Wu-chih-ch’i was indeed a river-demon, but she shared with Sun
Hsing-che a fully distinct characteristic: both were monkeys. This in
itself is sufficient to account for their association in a family relationship.
(2)
The Devaraja L i, identified as L i Ping (a Szechuan hero originally
of the Warring States period who since the twelfth century was associa
ted with the god Erh-lang), is involved in the campaign to capture Sun
Hsing-che. The early cult-legends of Erh-lang in Szechuan were built
around battles with river-demons. Sun Hsing-che must therefore, it is
inferred, have been one iiimself. Again, it is necessary to question the
identification: the familiar Devaraja L i is nowhere cognate with L i Ping.
In the (admittedly late) sources which elaborate upon his name the
Devaraja gains his surname from L i Ching3 of the seventh century5 and
his Crown Prince Nata by extension from the Vaisravana legend.6 It
has been argued above (chapter 5) that the Seven Sages [ch’i sheng) of
Mei-shan, the name which appears in sc. 9, p. 42, belong integrally to
the complex of Erh-lang legends and remain in this scene apparently
only as a result of the dramatist’s imperfect adjustment of his plot.
Huang Chih-kang’s implied point would in this case be more reliably
documented by those other Hsi-yu chi versions in which Erh-lang was
1 cLi-shan mu，b: source quoted as Chi-hsiert chuan0. No authentic text of this anony
mous work remains ( S K C S T M , 147:246-25 a). The story is of Li Ch’Uand discover
ing the Taoist classic Yin-fu chinge and learning its meaning from the Old Woman
on Li-shan. The Hsin T ’ang-shu (59:5 a) records a work in one chuan ((Li Ch'iian :
Li-shan Lao-mu ch’uan Yin-fu hsiian-i,f) with a note resuming the same story.
2 Tsui-weng tyan-lu i, p. 4.
3 E.g., S H C ， ch. 53, p. 880, characterizing her as an old woman; H Y C , ch. 16, p. 180,
ch. 23, p. 266，ch. 73，p. 839; Tung-yu chi, ch. 41，p. 39. Graphic variants will be
found among these references also; cf. also Li Shih-yii, p. 167. The story of Li-shan
Lao-mu told in a pao-chiian quoted by Huang Yii-p’ien is summarized by Chao
Wei-pang，p. 109.
4 Eberhard (1942), pt. 1 , pp. 360—1，adding material and speculations concerning the
ancient tribal background of the cult.
5 Cf. above, p. 34; also H Y C ，ch. 83, p. 946; Feng shen yen-i ， ch. 14, p. 136.
6 The affiliation of Nata to Vaisravana in Chinese popular legend is clearly brought
out in the ninth-century K ’ai THen ch’uan-hsin chi运 by Cheng Ch’ih (d. 899) (PC H H ,
i^ c h ^ ig b . Cf. Sung kao-seng chuan， 14:791a; Lei-shuo, 6:33a; T P K C , 92:610.
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indeed the captor of Sun Hsing-che: that described in the Pak t’ongsa
dnhae notes, and the hundred-chapter version. But a serious objection
remains in the shape of the KSzanji version, earliest and most authentic
of all the older Hsi-yu chi sources. There Hou Hsing-che was discip
lined by the Queen of the West for stealing peaches: there is nothing to
suggest that he was conceived as a river-demon, nor is there any mention
of Erh-lang. Similarly, there is complete silence on the subject of
Sarigha, Moksha his disciple, or Kuan-yin, with whom Sangha was fre
quently identified and who shared his disciple Moksha/Hui-an.1 And
this although, as we have seen, the Sangha version of the Wu-chih-ch’i
legend was current in twelfth-century China, appears to have been rep
resented among the yiian-pen of the early thirteenth century, and was
certainly known to late thirteenth-century tsa-chii drama. The Erh-lang
cult also, whatever the true nature of its origins in Szechuan,2 had
spread to north China by the twelfth century,3 was known to the popular
stage of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,4 and appeared by allusion
in the prose p'ing-hua of the 1320s.5 That the Kozanji version of the
‘ Tripitaka’ cycle could in spite of the popularity of these contemporary
cult-legends still introduce its monkey without any allusion to them
suggests some measure of independence.
In short, we have come to question two of Huang Chih-kang5s in
ferences largely on the grounds that their evidence is drawn entirely
1 Cf. above, p, 144，n. 1. It was on the basis of this analogy that Hu Shih (1923,
p. 369) sought to relate Wu-chih-ch^ with Sun Hsing-che.
2 For the controversial complications of this question, see Li Szu-ch’un，pp. 63-74
and the appended critique by Liu Te-hsinga (ibid. pp. 75-8).
3 The Tung-ching meng hua lu (8:2*3-3 a) describes birthday festivities at the Erh-lang
temple in Pien-liang on the 24th of the sixth month. Hung Mai (1123-1202), in
I-chien chih (pingh collection, 9:26), reports a transference of a temple from Kuan-k’ou,
Szechuan seat of the Erh-lang cult, to K’ai-feng，accompanied by a burst of popular
enthusiasm; the date is given as 1117. A corrupt and abbreviated version of this
incident reappears in the composite Hsiian-ho i-shih (1:146); (the reign title Hsiianhoc in this passage appears to be a mistake for Chengd-ho). The Mertg-liang lu
15:9a) records an Erh-lang temple near Hangchow, the Southern Sung Lin-an.
4 The element (erh-lang’ appears in several titles of early stage entertainments listed
in Chou Mi’s Wu~lin chiu-shih ( 1 0 :2 b ， 46) and T ’ao Tsung-i，
s Cho-keng lu (25 :16a ):
cf, the comparative table drawn up by Hu Chi, pp. 190-1.
5 C h ’i-kuo ch,un-ch’iu p ’ ing-hua 3 (p. 149), with the double simile:
Just like a murderous Ta-li kuei-wange thrown into a mountain torrent, or the
Most Holy Erh-lang fallen in the midst of an armed force. • •
The figure Ta-li kuei appears also in the episode of Sun Hsing-che’s war with Heaven
as described in P ak fongsa dnhae: he is sent with Moksha to beg the assistance of
Erh-lang { P T S ， 293 N vi). Cf. also H Y C y ch. 6，p. 60，ch. 7，p. 69, ch. 55, p. 634.
The Wu-tai shih p ’ing-hua refers to an Erh-lang temple (p. 163).
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from the body of relatively late Hsi-yu chi sources, among which the
tsa-chii in particular is of questionable value in a discussion of this kind.
The third inference offers a similar case.
(3)
The motif of imprisonment beneath a mountain is common to both
Wu-chih-ch’i, chained at the foot of Kuei-shan, and Sun Hsing-che, in
all versions confined to (sometimes beneath) Hua-kuo shan. To many
this has seemed conclusive evidence of their identity. But again the
KSzanji version offers virtually no support: Hou Hsing-che describes
himself as 4banished8 to Tzu-yiin tung on Hua-kuo shan’. Not only
is there no mention of Kuei-shan, no suggestion of the monkey being
chained in place, but even the later motifs of confinement in a rock
er evasse1 or imprisonment in a stone casket2 are all absent. There is no
evidence to indicate that such a confinement of the monkey had become
standard in the Hsi-yu chi tradition before the fifteenth, or possibly the
fourteenth, century.
，
Ishida Eiichiro, after an impressive exposition o f the Wu-chih-ch'i
story’s full folkloric context, also suggests a ‘ prototype’ theory on the
above lines, and expands it by adding:
since Sung (sic) Wu-k’ung, a stone monkey come to life, is said to have dived
into the water and explored the grotto Shui-lien-tung in the mountain
Hua-kuo-shan, and making himself king of the monkeys, spent his mornings
on Hua-kuo-shan and his evenings in Shui-lien-tung, passing in this way 300
years, we can say that he himself has a close relationship with water.3
His case rests upon those very episodes at the opening of the hundredchapter version which are not vouched for in any earlier source. It is
vulnerable to exactly the same objections as we have detailed above:
no suggestion of a £prototype ’， unless in some carefully qualified sense,
is acceptable without clear confirmation from the source we know as the
earliest. Summing up, then, we find that the {Wu-chih-ch,i , legend
casts no light on the monkey-figure known to us in that basic source. It
follows that the ‘ derivation ’ theory in its strict form should be suspended.
Whether the legend contributed significantly to later forms of a pro
gressively standardized Hsi-yu chi tradition is another question, which
must now be discussed in its own right.
1 P T S , p. 294 (N vi).
3 Ishida Eiichiro, pp. 125-6.
a
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2 H Y C , ch. 14, p. 153.
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The cleaving of Mount Hua
We may regard Moksha, who appears in Pak fongsa onhae, tsa-chu and
the hundred-chapter version, as a figure genuinely derived from the
Sarigha legend, although he appears only as the disciple of Kuan-yin.
He is not, however, concerned with the confinement of Sun Hsing-che,
and there is reason to look elsewhere for parallels to this theme in the
Hsi-yu chi tradition.
The Pak fongsa onhae describes this stage of the story in a reported
speech which has in another connection been discussed at length above
(pp. 70-2). Kuan-yin proposes:
Let Chii-ling shen be ordered to hold him in custody and take him to the
world below. On Hua-kuo shan let the lower half of his body be put in a
crevasse in the rock, which should be sealed by drawing the mark of Tathagata
Buddha. Let the mountain spirits and local gods keep guard over him; when
hungry let him eat iron pellets, when thirsty drink molten bronze, and thus
wait. . .(cf. above, p. 109).
Chii-ling shen, singled out here as the one who has physically to seal
the monkey beneath his mountain, has escaped attention in previous
studies of Hsi-yu chi tradition.1 In Chinese legend he was credited with
having split apart Mount Huaa (in modern Shensi) into its three famous
peaks and directed the Yellow River through them on its eastward
course. There is an allusion to the story as early as the first century bc ,2
and several more, specifying the name Chii-ling (shen), follow in the
subsequent centuries,3 until in the prose and poetry of the T ’ang period
such allusions are seen to be a commonplace.4 Chii-ling is sometimes
cited together with T a Y ii as a primeval marshaller of the rivers. He was
1 With the exception of Ota and Torii (i960, p. 358), who however identify him with
the dwarf in the Han- Wu ku-shih (T P Y L , 378:46). The two figures seem related by
no more than a joking allusion.
2 Yang Hsiungb (53 b c - a d 18), Ho-tung f u c，quoted in Han-shu, 87 (shang) a.
3 E.g. Chang Hengd (78—139)，Hsi-ching f u ey in Liu-ch’en chu Wen-hsuan, 2 :3 a; Shanhai ching, 2 :1 ab; Shui-ching chu, 4:11a; hymnf composed in the year 276 by Tso
Kuei-p’ing，concubine of Chin Wu-tih, quoted in Chin-shu, 31: ga.
4 E.g. Chao Yen-chao1 (seventh to early eighth centuries), ‘ Feng-ho Sheng-chih teng
Li-shan kao-ting yii-mu ying-chih” (C T S t 103:1088); Wang Weik (699-759), ‘HuayUeh’ (C T S f 125:1246); Tu-ku Chi1 (725-77), preface to (Hsien-chang ming，
m
{C T W y 389: i7 a -i8 a ); Ma Tain (ninth century), ‘ Hua hsia feng Yang Shih-yli’0
( C T S ， 556:6453); Hsiieh NengP (d. 880), £Hua-yiieh’ (C T S y 558:6479).
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a hero in the puppet theatre of thirteenth-century Lin-an,1 and the
subject of at least one tsa-chii, possibly of the late thirteenth century.2
Later popular fiction recurrently referred to him.3 His outstanding
characteristic was the cleaving of Hua-yiieh with an axe, and this re
mained with him as a personal weapon even when he eventually became
detached from the old legend and served simply as a celestial warrior.4
Simultaneously with this tradition developed the popular legend of
Prince Ch’en-hsianga, offspring of the free union between a mortal, Liu
Hsiangb， and the Goddess of Mount Huac. The story as it survives in
popular versions of recent centuries5 tells how the brother of the goddess
(identified in name with the god Erh-lang) indignantly pinned her below
Mount Hua, where she remained until her twelve-year-old son, after
many tribulations, freed her by cleaving open the mountain with the
stroke of an axe.6 No old treatments of this story, which again is likely
to derive from a local eult-legend, are preserved;7 but the titles of
certain tsa-chii possibly of the thirteenth century have come down to us,
and they closely match those concerned with the Chii-ling shen legend.8
It would be idle to broach here another line of unsupported conjecture
on possible derivations. The facts tell us this much: a legend in which a
goddess was confined for her misdemeanours beneath Mount Hua and
which has meanwhile shown itself to be perennially popular as a story of
the ‘ filial son ’ type was known in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century tsa1 Meng-liang lu, 20:13a.
2 Cf. L K P ， p. 113: Chii-ling p 'i d Hua-yiieh ((Chii-ling splits open Mount Hua’）by Li
Hao-kue, also one of the colder generation now dead, . . ’ (cf. above, p. 56 etc.).
Variants of the title (Chii-ling shenf etc.) in other versions of the text are listed in the
critical edition (L K P , p. 189，n. 481). Cf. T ’ai-ho cheng-yin p ’u ， p. 36.
3 E.g., C h’in ping liu-kuo p ’ing-hua 3 (p. 257): cChii-ling shen before T'ai^-Hua shan—
one strokeh and the three peaks part asunder•’ Also S H C , ch. 13，p. 192, ch. 80,
p. 1318; tsa-chii H si-yu chi, sc. 20, p. 88; H Y C ， ch. 4, p. 41, ch. 34, p. 394.
4 H Y C , ch. 4, p. 42, ch. 61, p. 705, ch. 83, p. 948.
5 The observations that follow are based on the texts collected in Tung Yung C h ，enhsiang ho-chi， pp. 167 ff.
6 E.g., ibid. p. 180.
7 Some precedents for certain parts of the story are cited by Tu Ying-t，
ao, ibid,
preface, p. 7, but more about this question needs to be found out.
8 L K P , p. 113: Ch'en-hsiang T ，ai-tzu p ’i Hua-shan, by Chang Shih-ch^^ one of the
‘ former generation now dead . . This item appears only in Ts’ao Yin’s version of
the catalogue (L K P ’ p. 187, n. 463). A further title~ P ，i Hua-shan Shen-hsiang chiu
mu^ ((Splitting open Hua-shan, Shen-hsiang saves his mother’)一 appears in the
Pao-zven fa n g shu-mu (p. 143) and the Yeh-shih-yiian shu-mu (10:5a), in the latter
attributed to Li Hao-ku. Hsii Wei includes the title of a southern dramatic version—
L iu H sik CKen-hnang T ’ai-tzu —among the ‘old pieces from the Sung and Yiian*
in his N an -tz’u hsii-lu (p. 251).
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chii literature. The ancient legend of Chii-ling shen, which apparently
enjoyed general popularity from at least the thirteenth century on,
centred for the purposes of vernacular literature upon the motif of Mount
Hua cloven asunder with an axe, and this motif is exactly that which is
and was used at the climax of the Ch’en-hsiang story. The Hsi-yu chi
monkey, according to a tradition which has not effectively been run to
earth, was deported to a mountain, incidentally named Hua-kuo shan.
By the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries there was at least one prose
version in which he too was specifically confined within the rock of his
mountain, and in this same version it was Chii-ling shen, the legendary
opener of Hua-shan, who installed him there. There is a possibility,
which we are not in a position to assess, that yet other particulars of this
confinement1 had found their way into the Hsi-yu chi story in parallel
with the Ch’en-hsiang legend.2
It is sufficient here to make a simple point: that the capture and con
finement of Sun Hsing-che in those known versions which treated the
subject were not overshadowed solely by figures from the Sangha/Wuchih-ch’i legend, nor indeed by any single group of mythological heroes.
There are traces of several independent traditions, none of which appears
to lie at all close to the roots of the Hsi-yu chi story as such. The Kozanji
version is innocent of them all: they emerge only in the later and very
different versions reflected in the Pak t’ongsa dnhae and the tsa-chii
sequence. Moreover, each of the heroes, although perhaps linked by
some tenuously shared motif to Sun Hsing-che’s traditional story, loses
much of his individuality in the transfer. Moksha appears as Kuan-yin’s
disciple, but fails to repeat his triumph against the £River-mother ’ ;
Erh-lang appears as a renowned killer of demons, but his opponent
is no longer an evil dragon and, in the tsa-chii, he parts company with
the Seven Sages of Mei-shan; Chii-ling shen is summoned when the
delinquent monkey is to be pinned beneath a mountain, but his most
1 Such an example might be the inscribed seal which is placed on the mountain in
P T S (N vi), tsa-chii (sc. 9, p. 42), H Y C (ch. 7, pp. 76-7), but also in the Ch’en_
hsiang story (Tung Yung C h’en-hsiang ho-chi, p. 174).
2 This is the point at which to acknowledge an early central Indian tradition cited by
Uchida Michio (pp. 36-8). Two slightly differing accounts are preserved—in the
Buddhist compendium Fa-yuan chu-lin 9:86-96, and the T z 9u-en chuan 4:2406.
Basically the story is of a man who strays into a cave of Asuras and fails to escape
because, having eaten a magic peach, he finds his body grown too large for any part
but his head to emerge from the cave. Only guesswork relates this to the H si-yu chi
story: I have nothing to add to Professor Uchida’s suggestion, except a reminder that
the sixteenth-century novel is the earliest known source to specify the motif of Sun
Wu-k’ung，
s protruding head (H Y C , ch. 7, p. 76, ch. 14, p. 153).
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famous legendary exploit no longer serves any purpose; the Devaraja L i
and the Crown Prince Nata shed the protective benevolence that still
characterized Vaisravana/Mahabrahma of the Kozanji version, to be
come little more than celestial warriors.
On this evidence it seems more realistic to infer, not a fundamental
derivation or even modification of the monkey-figure Sun Wu-k’ung ，
but rather the existence of an effectively universal repertoire of super
natural heroes. By the fifteenth century many old and originally strongly
localized legends had long been familiar throughout most of China and
had individually attracted the attention of artists in the tsa-chii medium,
probably also of those who published vernacular fiction. Each of the
old cult-figures had his own root associations and attributes, but these
came to lose their original distinctness. Indiscriminate borrowing and
adaptation into new literary contexts—such as the heterogeneous puni
tive army of the Hsi-yu th i story—may have been encouraged by this
levelling process, and may in turn have helped it on. The versions
known to us through the Pak fongsa onhae and the tsa-chii seem to
illuminate rather this period and this literary scene, than the traditional
hero of their story.
The hundred-chapter novel shows signs of the levelling process in its
most advanced stages. Chii-ling shen, for example, loses even his con
nection with the mountain confinement1 and becomes a warrior whose
only distinctive feature is his axe. The author, detached from the ori
ginal cult-legends which once gave life to these several individual gods,
must create effects in terms of his own medium. He has recourse again
and again to a form of witty allusion— creating sophisticated situations
in which characters long divorced from their original identity joke at
one another about the very stories in which they had traditionally been
involved. One example has already been noted (above, p. 38 ，n. 1).
There are comparable allusions even to the figures discussed in the
present section. Sun Wu-k’ung in chapter 66 (H YC, pp. 754 ff.) goes for
help to Sangha of Szu-chou (under the title Ta-sheng Kuo-shih wang
p，
u-saa) who ‘ in years gone by defeated the Mistress Shui-mub ，， and
they have a brief exchange about the problems of the Huai river floods.
Again, in chapter 6 {HYC, p. 63) Sun Wu-k’ung taunts Erh-lang with
1 Here the ‘ confinement’ story takes a different form: the monkey is suppressed
beneath a Wu-hsing shan composed of the Buddha’s five fingers. The ‘ five-finger’
motif has ancient Buddhist antecedents—cf. Chavannes, vol. 2, p. 115, vol. 4, p. 161.
3 大聖國師王菩薩
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a modified version of the Ch’en-hsiang legend, in which now Erh-lang
himself is characterized as the child who releases his mother by cleaving
open a T ’aoa-shan.1 This easy trifling bears the stamp of an urbane,
detached author at home in his relaxed narrative medium.
Concluding remarks
The last three chapters leave us with a single conclusion. In the search
for clear information on the origin and essential function of the Hsi-yu
chi monkey, each group of material considered has shown negative re
sults. This is principally because vernacular literary sources upon which
some previous theories depended have been found to date from a time
in which origins as such had long been a thing of the past. Features
which in thirteenth-century texts would have justified some speculation
were in fact shared by works no earlier than the late fourteenth century.
To recall one conspicuous example, the monkey’s family of demons,
including a Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng, a Wu-chih-ch’i and with slight variants
in its other members, was common to the prose story Ch’en hsiin-chien. . .
the Hsi-yu chi tsa-chii sequence and the play Ch’i-fien Ta-sheng, each
of which for individual reasons appears to date from some undefined
point in the Ming period. This kind of evidence need indicate no more
than a mannerism which found favour at some particular time in a
certain literary environment. Further inferences about the environment
have been drawn immediately above.
A more general lesson to emerge from this whole examination is the
importance of distinguishing between the relatively accessible world of
written popular literature and the more primitive, to us less tangible,
world of folklore and popular religious tradition which lies beyond it.
1 More about this version of the story emerges from a work cited in Hu Shih (1931).
It is entitled CKing-yiian miao-tao hsien-sheng chen-chiin Erh-lang pao-chiianP,
printed in 1555. In Hu Shih’s words (p. 6)，‘ it says that [Sun] Hsing-che went to a
party and suppressed Erh-lang^ mother Yun-huac beneath T ’aid_shan. When Erhlang had rescued his mother,
Mother and son reunited,
Sat in the Precious Lotus Palacee.
Recalling the Monkey of the Mind’sf intentions
They determined to catch Sun Wu-k’u n g...
In due course they succeed in pinning him beneath the mountain, from which he is
rescued only by Tripitaka, in a scene vividly recalling the hundred-chapter novel
(Hu Shih, p. 7, H Y C , ch. 14, pp. 153 ff.). Several traditional stories thus appear to
contribute to this mid-sixteenth-century version, which has not been independently
reprinted.
2 桃
f 心猿

b 清源妙道顯聖眞君二郞寶卷

c 雪花
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In the case of a large proportion of written stories and plays available to
us now it is meaningful to talk about dating and even to think in terms
of single authors. As products of a certain kind of literary scene they
can be studied, with some measure of confidence, in the hope of learning
more about that literary scene. We run our greatest danger, however, in
seeking to argue back from the evidence of relatively finished written
work to the basic traditions from which its subject-matter was derived.
The oral medium has its own laws. With enough first-hand material we
might indeed be able to trace the movement of themes and motifs
between different oral stories in a given environment; in more general
terms we might trace the spread of mythologies from one civilization
to another. But we should be working in terms quite distinct from those
appropriate to written fiction: dating would be of less importance,
possibly even irrelevant; the essential elements of particular stories
would appear in a more siSnple and generalized form which might often
show up distortions of balance or significance in later written versions.
All this is to say that, with the written play- and story-texts which
form the bulk of our present Hsi-yu chi material— and indeed of our
evidence on parallel legends—we may not expect to conduct an effective
search for the origins of a figure like Sun Wu-k’ung. Certainly no
derivation theory can be asserted which does not take due and careful
account of the evidence of the Kozanji version: for this, although by no
means representing an oral cycle in its pristine condition, at least stands
clearly apart from the standardized group of later sources as closer to
the popular environment of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. It was
at this period, or even before, that the Hsi-yu chi story acquired its
monkey-hero: attempts to show how and why this came about should
be documented accordingly.

11
Further Theories
Several chapters have now been given to a discussion which, whatever
other results it may have yielded, has left the problem of Sun Wu-k ，
ung’s
origin and first affiliation to the Hsi-yu chi story unsolved. The question
nevertheless remains an absorbing one, and I am reluctant to dismiss it
without some appraisal of other, possibly more far-reaching theories
than those considered above. These do not depend for their authority
exclusively upon Chinese vernacular literary sources and for this reason
are distinct from the above. The basic question still remains the same:
how far do they take us towards an authentic solution?
The theme of progress through incarnations
According to an interpretation recently advanced by Uchida Michio，1
the Hsi-yu chi story spans the sequence of past, present and future. The
monkey-hero^ career is seen as governed by this underlying pattern.
He begins as a lawless delinquent, passes through a purgative period of
discipline as Tripitaka’s escort and in the final canonization scene attains
his deliverance from the chain of rebirth. If the story is constructed on
the lines of such an orthodox Buddhist conception one can fairly look
for precedents in canonical literature. And indeed Professor Uchida is
able to illustrate his point with a short sutra held to date from the
fourth or fifth century a d —Shih-tzu-yiieh jo pen-sheng ching2-.2
The story is set in the city of Rajagrha, where the Buddha is at the
head of a host of bhiksus and bodhisattvas. One of them, named Vasumitra, roams around in the bamboo grove playing like an ape. A crowd
gathers to watch him. With an ape-like cry from the top of a tree he then
summons 84,000 golden monkeys and performs transformations for
the pleasure of his assembled audience. The question is raised as to
what precedent in a former existence was responsible for this unseemly
1 Uchida Michio, pp. 39 ff.

2 T. m ，no. 176, pp. 443-6.

a 師子月佛本生經
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display. The Buddha then tells of a monkey who in a past age came to
the abode of an A rhat. . .
It saw him sitting in meditation, fully composed. It then took up a mat
belonging to the Arhat and put it on as a kasdya, leaving the right shoulder
bare in the manner of the sramanas; it paraded round the bhiksu with a censer
in. its hand. Just then the bhiksu awoke from his meditative trance and saw
that the monkey had been moved to piety. At once he snapped his fingers
and spoke to the monkey: ‘ Child of Dharma, the mind that seeks enlighten
ment has awoken within you ’ • ，• (p. 444).

The monkey receives instruction and accepts the Five Precepts. Finally:
When the monkey had formed its resolve, it made its way up the high moun
tain prancing with delight. Climbing the trees and dancing about, it fell to the
ground and died.1 Thanks to having received the Five Precepts from the
Arhat its animal karma was broken. Now that its life was at an end it was
reborn in the Tusita Heaven, (ibid.)

This ends an 84,000-kalife period of penance for the sins of an anterior
life. The offender has passed through all the great hells and lived through
a number of existences in different animal forms.
The self-appointed monkey-disciple who in a later incarnation ascends
to the dignity of a Buddhist saint appears again in the Life of Asokaa,2
in a section entitled Avaddna of Upaguptah^ The theme is the work of
conversion practised by Upagupta. The relevant passage begins:
In the past there were five hundred Pratyeka-Buddhas dwelling on one side
of Mount Urumunda, Five hundred ascetics dwelt on another side, and five
hundred monkeys on yet another. At that time the leader4 of the monkeys
went to the abode of the Pratyeka-Buddhas, delight awakened in its heart,
and it plucked flowers and picked fruit to give to the Pratyeka-Buddhas. The
Pratyeka-Buddhas were then sitting in the posture of meditation and had
entered into dhyana composure. The monkey joined its palms and in a posi
tion below them imitated the sitting posture of the Pratyeka-Buddhas. Sub
sequently the Pratyeka-Buddhas entered nirvana. When the monkey passed
the flowers and fruit across to them, they showed no sign of accepting. The
monkey tugged at their clothing and pushed them, but even this did not
shake them. Knowing that they had departed into nirvana (the monkey) felt
morose.. .(p. m r ) .

3 Cf. a brief story cited in the Ching-lU i-hsiang (T. liii, p. 252c).
2 T. l , no. 2042, pp. 99-131: translated by An Fa-ch，
inc，third-fourth centuries a d .
3 Chiian 3:111. I am indebted to Dr H. C. Chang for drawing my attention to this
passage.
4 Preferring the variant chih chud to ts’ung chue. Although these actions could have been
performed by the five hundred monkeys at once, the point of this story is to single
out the one who is an early incarnation of Upagupta. It seems more convincing that
he should be introduced as the leader,
a 阿育王傳
b 優波侄多因綠
c 安法鈥
d 之主
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The story continues to tell how the monkey then sought out the five
hundred ascetics, played havoc with the different forms of self-mortifi
cation they were practising and by way of demonstration sat before them
in the posture of meditation . . •
The five hundred ascetics spoke thus: ‘ A monkey has reproved us for what
we were doing: let us try to imitate what the monkey is doing. ’ They then sat
in the meditation posture, reflected with fixed attention and were enlightened
without (the help of) a master.
The conversion of the ascetics was in this way wrought by Upagupta in
a previous existence.
With an effective sense of paradox both, these stories elect to make a
monkey in its most playful, even objectionable manifestations a vehicle
for conversion and enlightenment. In both cases a sequence of incarna
tions leads to the monkey’s glorification—~whether as Upagupta, promi
nent disciple of the Buddha, or through rebirth in heaven.
Professor Uchida points out (pp. 4 1-2) that Chinese literature was to
feature unambiguous reflections of this canonical theme in the story of
Yiian Sun, discussed above. Whether these reflections were derived in
directly through popular tradition, or taken deliberately from a scrip
tural source remains a doubtful issue.1 But few will dispute that the
Yuan Sun story bears little resemblance, aside from certain allusions in
the tsa-chu version, to the monkey Sun Hsing-che and his role in the
‘ Tripitaka’ cycle. The force of Professor Uchida’s suggestion depends
upon the reader’s willingness to accept his analysis of the cycle as funda
mentally a fable of progressive incarnation. Such a reading of the story
remains in the end a matter of the reader’s own judgement. The sug
gestion is not of a nature to be refuted in clear-cut terms.
It is worth remarking, however, that no version of the Hsi-yu chi
story allows for previous incarnations of the monkey-hero. Unlike his
colleagues Chu Pa-chieh and Sha Ho-shang, whose place in the tradi
tional story was not of equally long standing, his animal identity had
nothing to do with the misdeeds of an earlier existence. He committed
crimes and suffered their consequence within the context of a single
protracted life. His final transfiguration, in the later versions, was secon
dary to the triumph of Tripitaka—shared glory; and it was a device not
yet clearly developed in the Kozanji version, whose cryptic closing line
elevates Hou Hsing-che to a rank with no overt Buddhist associations.
In these respects it is again the Kozanji version that is least satis1 C f. above, p. 137.
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factorily accommodated, and the case for tracing the monkey’s origins
back to scriptural fables on the above lines must suffer accordingly.
That the monkey-king of the Kozanji version inherited several charac
teristics from Buddhist tradition has been acknowledged in detail above
(chapter 2); that his background resembled that of the monkey Yiian
Sun is still far from established.
The Fukien cult of Ch’ i-t’ien Ta-sheng
Eberhard notes two seventeenth-century references to a cult of Ch’it'ien Ta-sheng in Fukien, concedes that there is no evidence of it prior
to the hundred-chapter novel, but claims that the cult gives an ‘ abori
ginal J impression (‘ macht … einen urtiimlichen Eindruck}) which
makes it seem unlikely to have derived from the novel.1
To judge from the literary references, the cult in its various branches
celebrated a monkey, or $n anthropomorphic deity with monkey’s head,
which bore certain names and attributes associated with the Sun Wuk’ung of the ‘ middle’ sources—Pak t’ongsa and tsa~chii— and the six
teenth-century novel. According to Yu T ’unga (1618-170 4) the citizens
of Foochow worshipped Sun Hsing-che (sic) as a household god and
built temples to the monkey-god Ch’i-t，ien Ta-sheng.2 T ’ung Shih-szub
(1651-92) describes the monkey-headed god of Fukien as bearing a
metal circlet about his forehead, brandishing an iron cudgel, wearing a
tiger-skin and known as Sun Ta-shengc. Traditionally he had appeared
in the clouds to beat back an attack from Japanese pirates.3 P ’u Sunglin g(?i 640-1715) records a story concerning this same anthropomorphic
god, worshipped under the name Cli’i-t’ien Ta-sheng, Sun Wuk’ung.4
A number of further observations bear on this small but interesting
group of references. In the firstplace, there isnothing inherently im
probable in suggesting that popular Sun Wu-k’ung cults existed before
the appearance of the famous sixteenth-century novel. Not only is there
abundant evidence, detailed above, that the monkey’s characteristic ad
ventures had already made a mark on the popular literary imagination,
1 Eberhard (1948), p. 125.
2 Ken-chai tsa-shuo，d quoted in Chien-hu chie, Yu-chifyby Ch’u Chia-hsuan^ ( P C H S T K
ed.，2 :6 a ),
3 Erh-shuh {Liao-hai^ ts，ung-shu， eighth collection), p. 106.
4 Liao-chai chih-t, pp. 1459 ff.
a 尤侗
b 佟世思
^ 孫大聖d 良齋雜說
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but certain passages in the novel itself can be seen as reflecting, not
without satirical overtones, existing cultic observances.1
On the other hand it is also well possible that ‘ aboriginal’ monkey
cults had long before this led their own existence, independent of any
gloss from the ‘ Tripitaka’ cycle. Something of the sort seems to emerge
from an account in Hung M ai’s I-chien chih2 of a Monkey King3 cult
located precisely within the bounds of Foochow prefecture. Here, a
wounded monkey used locally as a cult object exerts a malignant in
fluence which spreads terror throughout the region, and, after all
attempts at exorcism fail, a Buddhist, Tsung-yen, is alone able to dis
cipline the animal’s resentful spirit. Certainly much more remains to be
added to this single early reference, but it sufficiently confirms that as
early as the twelfth century the folk of Foochow cultivated a form of
monkey-worship which anticipated the Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng cults de
scribed above. The sickness-terror motif in particular brings to mind
P ’u Sung-ling’s story.
The dangers lie only in attempting to look here for an ‘ original’， in
any sense, of Sun Wu-k’ung himself. Hou Hsing-che, of the Kozanji
version, lacks any sign of the attributes described in the seventeenthcentury references. The monkey-headed figure on the west pagoda at
Zayton approaches them only in its ornamental head-band. Nothing re
lates the Monkey King described by Hung Mai to the Hsi-yu chi. There
is no evidence at all that the cult had anything in common with the early
Hou Hsing-che. Nor was it a priori impossible for cults to grow up
around fictional heroes. The canonization of the San-kuo hero Kuan
Y iib, attributed by Cheng Chen-to to the influence of developing
popular story versions,3 provides a conspicuous example of just this
process.
We are left with no grounds for inferring that the Hsi-yu chi monkey
derived from a Fukien deity or even came under its influence. Con
versely, an ‘ aboriginal ’ cult such as Hung Mai describes could well have
come to acquire superficial characteristics from the Sun Wu-k’ung who
1 In H Y C ，ch. 44 (p. 510), heavenly messengers appear in the dreams of five hundred
suffering Buddhists, bearing news of a Messianic Ch，
i-t，
ien Ta-sheng who will
assuredly bring retribution for injustice. This passage recalls parts of the invocations
quoted by Elliott, p. 170. In ch. 87 (p. 997) shrines are built in honour of the pil
grims, in chs. 63 (p. 729) and 95 (p. 1079) their portraits are painted to serve as
images. In ch. 93 (p. 1050) they become objects of public worship.
2 C hiac-chih, 6:26-3 by ( Tsung-yen ch’ii hou-yao9^.
3 Cheng Chen-to (1929), pp. 168-9.
a 候王
b 關 羽 。甲
d 宗演去猴妖
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seems, on the evidence of the above chapters, to have become a house
hold word even before the circulation of the long novel.
The influence of the 1 Ramayana ’ story
It was through the advocacy of Hu Shih1 that this theory came into
favour, and it now, in spite of individual objections,2 still commands
wide support.3
The Ramayana, an epic in seven books traditionally attributed to the
poet Valmiki (? fourth-third centuries bc ), came to serve as the voice of
Hindu society’s finest ideals. It won fame throughout India, in every
milieu and with every social class; its personalities and episodes were
celebrated both in the classical Sanskrit drama and universally in ver
nacular dramatic traditions of India down to recent times. In Indian
tradition its leading heroes have for centuries been cult-figures and
demigods.4 Many storiefe and themes from the epic are known to have
spread in popular versions to alien and remote parts of Asia.5
An important part of the classical epic is devoted to the story of
Rama, the disinherited royal prince dwelling in the forests, seeking his
chaste and beautiful wife Sita, who has been abducted to the island
Lanka far in the south by the monster Ravana. The whole episode of
this search and the recovery of the lost wife is dominated by the figure
of the wise monkey Hanumat, brother of the Monkey King Sugriva with
whom Rama concludes a firm pact of friendship and mutual assistance.
It is Hanumat’s role as companion to a questing human hero, his re
sourcefulness, boldness and versatility that have suggested the parallel
with Sun Wu-k’ung. The claim is, quite simply, that Sun Wu-k’ung
derives ultimately from Hanumat.
Particular arguments have taken the following form s: (i) Hanumat
and some of his adventures recall the monkey-hero of the Hsi-yu chi;
India and China were for centuries linked by religious and mercantile
traffic; therefore the universally popular Ramayana story must have
spread to China, and the monkey-hero by some metamorphosis attached
himself to the pilgrim Tripitaka (Hu Shih (1923), p. 372). (2) Versions
1 Hu Shih (1923)，pp. 370—
2，with an acknowledgement to Baron A. von StaelHolstein. Cf. Cheng Chen-to (1933), pp. 291-3.
2 Lu Hsiin (1924), p. 19; later supported and documented by Wu Hsiao-ling {q.v.).
3 Cf. Ota and Torii (i960), pp. 356-7 ；R. A. Stein, p. 528.
4 Cf. M. Winternitz, History of Indian Literature (Calcutta, 1927), vol. 1, pp. 475-9
and 517.
5 J. K. Balbir, pp. 9 and 65-7.
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of the Ramayana are known to have found their way, in the form of
Tibetan and Khotanese manuscripts, to the cave-library at Tun-huang
which also housed the pien-wen manuscripts representing the earliest
Chinese popular literary texts known to us. Historically, China before
circa a d 900 had many links with the West, in particular with Khotan.
T h e Kozanji version of the early ‘ T rip itaka’ story carries echoes of
folklore from similar sources. These various points, general and par
ticular, add up to a body of circumstantial evidence suggesting that
Ramayana stories, with their characteristic monkey-hero, could have
spread to China from inner Asia at a popular level, perhaps in the form
of oral narrative cycles (Ota and Torii, pp. 356-7).
Readers of the novel Hsi-yu chi and the classical Ramayana will have
no difficulty in recognizing ostensible similarities between the two
monkey-heroes. T h ey are most apparent in the fifth book of the epic
(Sundara-Kanda), in which Hanumat flies an immense distance through
the air to the island Lan ka,1 exploits his ability to adopt different sizes
and forms in order to enter a forbidden place secretly,2 delivers covert
reassurance to a captive princess,3 enters the belly of an enemy to attack
him,4 destroys a sacred grove of trees,5 wields an iron bar,6 holds at bay
an army of demons and is finally captured.7 Scattered motifs elsewhere
in the Ramayana suggest further parallels: two identical monkeys fight
together indistinguishably ;8 the rsi Agastya speaks of Hanumat’s dis
orderly youth;9 the tribe of monkeys discover and enter a cave.10
B y using this simple method of pairing off motifs one rapidly assembles
an impressive quantity of matching material on the two sides. But it is
more important to recognize that this represents no advance towards
understanding the nature and circumstances of any derivation. N early
all the illustrations cited here are drawn from the sixteenth-century
novel. T o begin there and cast back directly to the classical Ramayana
is to employ a dangerous and almost certainly fallacious form of argument.

1 Ramayana，vol. 2, pp. 327 ff_ Cf. this important accomplishment of Sun Wu-k’ung:
HYCy ch. 2, p. 20, and passim,
2 Ramayana，vol. 2, pp. 256 and 341; cf. above, p. 65 ; H YC, passim.
3 Ramayana，vol. 2, pp. 411 fF.; cf. H YC, ch. 70, pp. 802-3.
4 Ramayana, vol. 2, pp. 335-7；cf. above, p. 36.
5 Ramayana，vol. 2, p. 436; cf. H Y C ，ch. 25, p. 282: Sun Wu-k’ung destroys the tree
which bears Ginseng-fruit.
6 Ramayana, vol. 2, pp. 439 and 463; cf. above, pp. 38-9.
7 Ramayana, vol. 2, pp. 438-53; cf. Sun Wu-k’ung’s war with heaven.
8 Ramayana, vol. 2, p. 197；cf. H Y C ，ch. 58, pp. 665 ff.
y Ramayana, vol. 3, p. 496; cf. early episodes of the Hsi-yu chi monkey’s career.
10 Ramayana，vol. z, pp. 297-300; cf. H YC, ch. 1, p. 4.
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T h is remains so even when the Kozanji version is used as the basis
of comparison, and there the parallels are in any case much less spec
tacular. Hou Hsing-che’s sovereignty over a large tribe of monkeys and
his supernatural powers vaguely recall the kingship of Sugriva and paramountcy of Hanum at; the mountain Hua-kuo shan with its evocation
of an earthly paradise may recall the beautiful natural home of the
Ramayana m onkeys;1 the youthful liberties of Hanumat seem faintly
echoed in Hou H sing-che’s past offence of the stolen peaches. These few
generalized and tenuous points of similarity offer less promising ground
for any theory of derivation.
Both H u Shih and, in a more extreme degree, L in P ’ei-chih (q.v .)2
effectively started from their conclusion— identifying two figures from
alien traditions— and sim ply assumed intervening stages not attested in
any but the most circumstantial or generalized forms o f evidence. Before
the Ramayana theory ca|i be of any substantial assistance there must be
clear signs, not sim ply that some form of the story was current in a
popular Chinese environment before, say, the twelfth or thirteenth cen
turies, but that the monkey-hero as such, in a form identifiable with the
Hou Hsing-che of the Kozanji version, was known to Chinese audiences.
T h e quantities of merely circumstantial evidence serve only, unless they
supply this central link, to beg the question— w hy should no clear trace
of the Ramayana monkey remain in Chinese sources?
W u Hsiao-ling {q.v.) has shown with admirable thoroughness that the
Buddhist canon, which represents China’s greatest single import from
India, carries no more than fragmentary and modified traces of the
Ramayana story and its leading figures, whether in rapid summaries or
in passing allusions. These give no grounds for an assumption that the
story was generally current in China, and in any case do not feature the
monkey-hero at all significantly.3

1 Ramayana, vol. 2, pp. 155 and 163 ff.
2 Lin was concerned to show a relationship between the Ramayana and the White
Ape legend, and to this end was prepared to sacrifice even the beneficence and
morality of Hanumat in assuming his eventual assimilation with the abductorvillain Ravana; Cheng Chen-to (1933), pp. 292-3 did the same.
3 The nearest approach to an account of Hanumat’s adventures is found in the Liu-tu
chi-ching (T. 111, no. 152) 5: z^ab. This was first pointed out and translated by
E. Huber in ‘ Le Ramayana et les Jatakas’
，Bulletin de VEcole Franfaise d'ExtremeOrient 4 (1904)，698-701. See also Chavannes, vol. i, pp. 173-7, and Raghu Vira,
(Ramayana in China’ in Sarasvati-Vihara Series 8 (Nagpur, 1955). Cf. Wu Hsiaoling, pp. 166-7. The account introduces an unnamed Monkey King (Sugriva)—‘ un
grand singe qui se livrait a des manifestations de desespoir’ (Chavannes, p. 175).
Fie and his tribe agree to search for the missing wife and find that a naga has abducted
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T h e manuscript fragments from Turkestan are more explicit. But cer
tainly the Khotanese version takes us no nearer the figure of H ou Hsingche. In it the brothers Rrism a and Ram a find a huge and aged monkey,
later see two identical monkeys fighting and, having helped the monkey
Nanda to victory, entrust their mission to him ; the whereabouts of
Sita is discovered by a female monkey and eventually revealed to Rama
and his brother; the m onkey-army sweeps toward Lanka, is checked by
the ocean, and proceeds at once to build the famous bridge described in
the sixth book of the classical epic.1 Hanumat’s characteristic expedition
of reconnaissance is omitted. N o other monkey-hero appears.
T h e Tibetan versions2 treat Hanumat’s episode more thoroughly. He
volunteers to leap across the ocean to Lankapura, where he enters the
fortress and finds the Queen Sita to deliver his message. She warns
him of the danger:
Mais Hanumanta sans se presser, allant dans les bosquets du raksasa, commenga a renverser tous les arbres et inventa maintes fantasmagories. ‘ Un
singe indesirable est arrive. ’ Disant ainsi [les raksasa] raconterent [les mefaits]
en s’approchant de Da?akraba qui envoya beaucoup de chasseurs, [mais] le
singe tua tous les chasseurs. Dagagriba, le coeur malade, langa， apres 1’avoir
consacre, un lacet des rayons solaires possedant la siddhi. Quand il agrandissait
la boucle du lacet, le singe devenait petit, et n'etait pas pris. Quand il rapetissait la boucle du lacet, le singe devenait grand, et n’6tait pas pris . . .3
Hanumat eventually pleads to die by having his tail ignited and proceeds
to set alight the citadel of Lankapura.
T h is description comes closer than any other source to representing
a Hanumat-story on Chinese soil. It also recalls, however remotely, the
versatility and resourcefulness of the fourteenth-, fifteenth- and six
teenth-century Sun W u-k’ung. But F . W . Thom as’s assessment of these
Tibetan texts affords little further promise of pinning down any relation
ship. T h e language is ‘ what we are accustomed to in inscriptions, edicts,
letters, the writings of M i-la-ras-pa and so fo rth 5 (op. cit. p. 196);
although the documents are held to testify to the 4early currency of
popular Ram a narratives following the general lines and scale of the

her. The expedition of Hanumat to Lanka is omitted and the narrative continues
with the monkey-tribe*s preparations to bridge the sea-channel. This broaches
already an episode of the sixth book of the epic.
1 Cf. H. W. Bailey ((Rama II’) ，pp. 565-7.
2 Six distinct documents remain, shared between the India Office Library, London
and the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. Cf. F. W. Thomas; M. Lalou, ‘ L’histoire de
Rama en Tibetain,?Journal Asiatique 229 (1936), pp. 560-2; J. K. Balbir, pp. 9—10.
3 J. K. Balbir, pp. 62, 34-6; cf. F. W. Thomas, p. 204.
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Maha-Bharata and departing freely from the classical version o f V alm iki ，
{ibid.), the present text seems derived from some non-Chinese source
(on the grounds of the general correctness of proper nam es: p. 19 5);
‘ an original in one of the indigenous monosyllabic languages of Chinese
Turkestan is not out of the question’ {ibid.), or even (p. 196) a Nepalese
source. There is here no positive indication of popular currency in
China proper.
T h e Tun-huang fragments tempt to speculation, but they sim ul
taneously emphasize that known sources on early Chinese popular
tradition lack any comparable sign of Ramayana stories, in dramatic or
narrative form. In their absence we can attach no more than a general
folkloric significance to the fund of shared motifs. T h e Hanumat ana
logy is a fascinating, perhaps beguiling, subject for conjecture. It by no
means illuminates or defines the origins of the Hsi-yu chi monkey.

%
Towards a positive approach

T h is book is now near its end, and thus far it finds the problem of Sun
W u-kung，s origin and significance still without apparent prospect of
solution. T h e unrelieved scepticism of our discussion has sprung chiefly
from one recurrent concern: to affirm the prim ary importance of the
K ozanji version as our most significant access to the ‘ T rip itaka’ cycle
in anything approaching its early form. I f we are to progress in under
standing the provenance of this strangely essential monkey figure, the
first need is to shape our thinking around the source which brings us
closest to the early cycle’s true milieu.
In the Kozanji version we find reflections of popular, sub-Buddhist
cults, traces of scriptural fable and pious legend, but also motifs shared
with the epic literature of Central Asia, as well as with the world
of popular entertainment in China of the thirteenth century and
before. It is towards an environment which encompasses these
elements that any search for the roots of the Hsi-yu chi monkey must be
directed.
W e face here a new task, and one which none of the theories discussed
above has recognized. It is a task which is frankly excluded from
the scope o f this study. But it seems right, in concluding, at least to
discuss briefly one example which illustrates what its possible implica
tions could be.
T h e following passage is taken from J. J. M . de Groot’s account of the
Avalambana celebrations observed in nineteenth century A m o i:
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II arrive souvenl que l’on y transforme, pour le plaisir des spectateurs, la
legende de Maudgalyayana en une farce des plus grossieres, ou deux individus
deguises, l’un en cochon, Fautre en singe ou en chien, suivent partout le
saint et font par leurs lazzi les delectations de Faudience. On pretend en effet
qu’en se rendant en enfer Maudgalyayana rencontra deux de ces animaux,
qui, touches de son respect pour la chair de leurs congeneres, le suivirent des
lors partout comme ses apotres. On nomme poan kao-hia ‘jouer la comedie
des singes’，onp'ahh kao-hi ‘ frapper la comedie des singes’，la representation
de ce genre de farces. Elle n’a d’ordinaire lieu que pour les gens trop pauvres
pour se payer la production sur la scene de comedies ou de tragedies serieuses.1
Sim ilarities in content and environment between the early ‘ M u -lien ’
and ‘ T rip itaka’ cycles have been noted independently above (chapter 2).
It was suggested that the two cycles were comparable precisely in their
debt to the traditions of monkish folklore and in their intimate relation
ship with the world of popular entertainment. W hether M u-lien was
attended by similar farcical animal-disciples during the seven-day-long
performances of twelfth-century K ’ai-feng we are at present not in a
position to know. What we have in this passage from de Groot is one
brief glimpse of the m ystery of M u-lien’s quest as it was enacted for the
humblest elements in a pre-modern urban population. It is only of
passing interest to note that the appearance of animal ‘ apostles ’ in this
performance m ay well owe its inspiration to the ‘ T rip itaka’ tradition:
there are precedents for such borrowings, if we choose to regard them
as such.2 But historical considerations are secondary here. T h e animal
disciples seen by de Groot, characteristic of the least sophisticated ren
derings of the legend, fulfilled a function which was not apparently
that of allusion. F o r the poor of Amoi they somehow made sense as
appendages of the folk-hero M u-lien.
We m ay have here a remote insight into the manner of Sun W uk’ung’s first attachment to Tripitaka, and indeed of that of his fellowdisciples, although for the present it remains a matter for conjecture.

1 J. J. M. de Groot, Les fetes annuellement celebrees a Emoui (tr. C. G. Chavannes:
Annales du Musee Guimet 12, Paris, 1886), pp. 418-19. He adds a footnote observing
that monks would often perform comic items at funeral ceremonies.
2 Cf. the sixteenth-century hsi-zven treatment by Cheng Chih-chen: beginning with a
scene entitled ‘ Generals are dispatched to capture an ape’c (vol. 2d, 58&-606), a
‘white ape’ appears in the course of Mu-lien’s long journey westward to see the
Buddha. The ape is defeated under the direction of Kuan-yin and recruited as Mulien’s attendant. There are other features shared with Hsi-yu chi versions early and
late: the magic peaches of the Queen of the West (p. 58^), the somersault (p. 60a),
the metal band encircling the monkey’s head (p. 60a). Later episodes also recall the
Hsi-yu chi: e.g. Sha Ho-shang (pp. 8 8 ff.).
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But now, certainly, in the case of M u-lien as of Tripitaka, the same
question, em erges: we ask, not whether some known legend provides
a monkey which can somehow be related to either figure, but rather why
a popular religious folk-hero should acquire bizarre animal-attendants,
and w hy the monkey should claim a pre-eminent place among them.
Fram ed in these terms the problems reveal themselves as truly folkloric
in nature. Th eir solution will require a more wide-ranging study of
comparable themes in other folk-cultures, in particular the use of comic
elements in religious drama, and the function of the monkey as a figure
in heroic tradition. A t the same time it w ill be essential to reconcile any
findings with what we know of Chinese society and its entertainments
during the period of the legend’s formation.
In this task we can draw help from the example, perhaps even the
substance, of R. A. Stein’s study of similar features in the Gesar epic,
whose tradition lives in
environment to which many elements and
influences from Lam aism , Indian Buddhism and Asian folklore have
contributed. In one episode of the epic the hero Gesar adopts the guise
of three travelling entertainers, each attended by a monkey and an ass.
Stein identifies the monkeys as ‘ des animaux de bateleurs de foires
ou de cirques am bulants’ .1 In his analysis of the episode he eventually
discerns a reflection of two contrasting but essential facets of the hero’s
identity: ‘ L es singes jouent un role p recis: ils remplacent les lions qui
supportent normalement le trone. Ceux-ci representent Faspect glorieux
et majestueux, les singes le cote ridicule.’2 Gesar the universal king
appears first as comic mischief-maker before his true stature is revealed.3
I f the parallel is indeed relevant to a study of the ‘ T rip itaka’ monkey,
we in turn can expect to find that ultimately the search is not for the
monkey so much as for the identity of Tripitaka himself, as he appeared
to the popular imagination during the dim centuries which led up to the
appearance of the K ozanji version.

1 Stein, p. 362. They have been cited above (p. 33) in connection with the (magic
air journey5 motif.
2 Stein, p. 387.
3 For the full exposition of this question, see Stein, pp. 534-68.

APPENDIX A

Some Allegorical Devices
Reaction against the excesses of editorial interpretation in the seventeenth to
nineteenth centuries has moved some modern scholars to brush aside the
question of allegory in the Hsi-yu chi.1 Yet allegorical values of some kind
were present in the minds of those—including perhaps the author—respon
sible for the text of the novel in its earliest extant form: they should be con
sidered in their due place. The question falls within the scope of this study to
the extent that certain of the novel’s specifically allegorical terms have an in
dependent history of some antiquity, and their assembly and significance in
the period immediately before the novel’s appearance can be traced in other,
less conspicuous sources. It emerges also that the story was being seen in an
allegorical light possibly before the hundred-chapter novel was composed.
The symbolic expressions Monkey of the Minda and Horse of the Willb
recur together throughout the hundred-chapter novel as part of its system of
allusive and allegorical verses in chapter-headings and at large in the text.
Metaphors relating the monkey to the mind appear at least three times in the
actual prose narrative.2 From the chapter-headings in particular it appears
that the two terms expressly represent the monkey Sun Wu-k’ung and the
White Horse recruited into Tripitaka’s party in the fifteenth chapter. Chapter
7, for instance, which ends with the imprisonment of Sun Wu-k’ung beneath
Wu-hsing shan, is headed:
The Great Sagec escapes from the Eight Trigrams Furnace,
The Monkey of the Mind is held firm beneath Wu-hsing shan. (HYC,
p. 69.)
and chapter 15 :
On She-p’an Mountaind the spirits give covert assistance,
By Ying-ch’ou Torrente the Horse of the Will is bridled. (HYC, p. 166.)
With their simple metaphorical suggestion the terms are characteristic of the
allegorical thread running through the novel’s accessory verses. The larger
issue of whether this allegory warrants the thoroughgoing treatment it re
ceived in the seventeenth century and later3 belongs in a separate discussion.
We are here concerned with the novelist’s raw materials.

1 For a consideration of the various allegorical values to be found in the novel as such,
see C. T. Hsia, The Classic Chinese Novel, a Critical Introduction， pp. 138 ff.
2 H Y C , ch. 28, p. 319, ch. 58, p. 672, ch. 59, p. 675. Cf. H. C. Chang, p. 89, n. 2.
3 Cf. above, p. 105.
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The metaphor makes its point simply and graphically: the random, un
controllable movements of the monkey symbolise the waywardness of the
native human mind before it achieves a composure which only Buddhist
discipline can effect.
THE M E T A P H O R IN A N C I E N T AND L I T E R A R Y S OURCES

The earliest Chinese occurrences are in fact to be found in translated Buddhist
sutras. A common Buddhist origin is certainly attested by precedents and
parallels in other, more ancient, Buddhist literatures.1 In the Pali canon,
for instance, the Samyutta-nikdya (Book of the Kindred Sayings) has this
passage:
Just as a monkey, brethren, faring through the woods, through the great
forest catches hold of a bough, letting it go seizes another, even so that
which we call thought, mind, consciousness, that arises as one thing,
ceases as another both by night and by day.2
A later Sanskrit work, the ^iksasamuccaya (The Sum Total of the Doctrine),
has:
When he is well treated he is thrilled with delight, lacking steadfastness;
being ignorant, when ill treated, he cowers; for like an ape, his mind is
fickle: such are the faults of one who delights in talk … 3
In Chinese the first traceable appearances are in the work of Kumarajiva,
most distinguished of the early translators, who died a d 4 13.4 His version of
the Vimalakirti sutra (Part 10) contains the lines:
Since the mind of one difficult to convert is like an apea， govern his
mind by using certain methodsb and it can then be broken in.5
Again, in the Mahaprajnaparamitasastra0:
The mind in its manifestation*1 is nimble, wide-ranging, formless; hard
to restrain, hard to grasp, it is constantly in a state of motion—like a
monkeye, or like a stroke of lightning. • .6
A century later, in the translation of Manju$ripariprcchdf by Sanghabhara^,
who worked between a d 506 and 520:7

1 For the following references to Indian literature I am indebted to Professor H. W.
Bailey.
2 Mrs Rhys Davids, The Book of the Kindred Sayings， second ed. (London, 1952),
vol. 2, p. 66.
3 Bendall and Rouse, Sikshdsamuccaya (Indian Texts Series, London, 1922), p. no.
The work was translated into Tibetan between 816 and 838 and may originally
have been composed as early as the mid-seventh century: cf. Winternitz, vol. 2,
P. 366.
4 Or in 409: cf. Kao-seng chuan 2:333a
5 T. xiv, no. 475, p. 553a.
6 T. xxv, no. 1509, p. 400c.
7 Cf. Hsu kao-seng chuan，1 ：426.
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because the mind clambers about and cannot be governed, it has no place
of abode: like rushing water, or like a monkey, turning and moving about
without cease, impossible to guard.1
Tao-ch’oa (562-645)， author of An-lo c h i' writes:
The minds of common human beings are like wild horses, their conciousnessc sports like a monkey, races through the sixfold dust, never
pausing.2
At the same period, shortly before the opening of the T ’ang dynasty, similar
allusion is to be found in lay literature, although still in a Buddhist context.
The Liang emperor Chien-wen T id，in a poem on the theme of Buddhist re
pentance, casts the allusion in the now familiar personified form. He writes:
The three ways of discipline6 exorcise the Horse of Desiref，
The six kinds of recollection^ still the Monkey of the Mind.3
Here already is a confirmed example of monkey and horse together in a
double metaphor. There is radical change of emphasis when the purposeful
and often elaborate simile is resolved into a more suave metaphorical form by
the device of personification; but the content and its religious connotations
remain unaltered. Hereafter, throughout the T ’ang，the association of the two
beasts is progressively confirmed, and the now stereotyped form hsin-yuan
i-ma becomes an accepted allusion in literature at large, still without departing
from the Buddhist context.4 A vigorous natural image has evolved into a
stock allusion. The same process of devaluation eventually takes it out of the
specific Buddhist context. Yii Yenh (1258-1314), in a commentary on the old
syncretic text Ts’an-fung ch’i 、5 writes this passage:
Only long, uninterrupted discipline counts as true application, otherwise
the Monkey of the Mind will be unsettled, the Horse of the Will rush in
all directions and the spiritual etherJ be scattered in disorder outside: if
you wish to concentrate the elixirk, it will be difficult indeed!6

1 T. xiv, no. 468, p. 503以.
2 T. xlvii, no. 1958, p. l i b .
3 Kuang hung-ming chi 30 (shang) : 15a, £M eng yii ch’an-hui shihn.
4 For random examples, cf. T z ’u-en chuan 9: 274a (from a memorial submitted in
657); Wang Pom (648-75), ‘ P ’eng-chou Chiu-lung hsien Huai-lung-szu p e i’n {C T W y
185:146); Shen Ch’iian-ch’i0 (d. 729), 6Hsia-shan-szu F u ’p (dated 708) (C T W ，
235:10a); Hsii HunQ (chin-shih of 832), ‘ T ’i Tu chii-shih’ T (C T S , 528:6042); Li
Shan-fus (later in the ninth century), ‘ T ’i Tz^u-yun-szu seng-yuann (C T S , 643:
7372); Wei Chuangu (836—
910)， ‘ Pu ch’u yiian C hyu-kungiv (C T S , 698:8030).
5 For the work, entitled Chou I ts’an-t’ung-ch’i fa-h u iw, cf. S K C S T M y 146:376-386.
6 Ku-wen Ts’an-fung-ch’ichi-chieh 1 {shang)^ chung-pyien : 42 b. It is perhaps association
with the name of the second century Ts ，an-t’ung-ch’i which has prompted many
works of reference to cite this passage by Yii Yen as a locus classicus for the MonkeyHorse image.
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Later, these words of Wang Yang-minga (1472-1528) are reported in the

Ch’uan-hsi luh:
One day the discourse ran on application in study. The Master said: In
teaching others how to study do not insist on one particular aspect. In
the first stages of study the Monkey of the Mind and the Horse of the Will
cannot be tied firmly down … 1
In such cases as these it cannot be assumed that the figures were technical
terms of the same order as, say, the complex Taoist metaphorical equipment
which Yii Yen uses elsewhere throughout his commentary. No such names
appear in the formal Taoist hierarchy, and the concepts ‘ mind ’ and ‘ will ’ are
at odds with the more concrete terms of reference in Taoist anatomy: other
references to the ' heart’c treat it rather as a physical organ comparable to the
kidneys.2 It is more plausible to see the phrase at this advanced stage simply
as part of the Chinese literary language and as such available for legitimate
use in any context. The trend is more strikingly reflected in popular literature.

THE METAPHOR IN L YRI CAL LITERATURE

Although the orthodox metaphor may be found in a popular work as early as
the Vimalakirti sutra pien-wen^ it there fails, because of the work’s close
Buddhist associations (the topic is scriptural and this manuscript was trans
cribed by a monk), to betray how freely the metaphor may have been used
elsewhere in informal literature. It is above all in the lyrical forms of the Yiian,
san-chyiid and tsa-chu, that it is found to be in general use.
An example with straightforward Buddhist connotations can be found in a
san-tyaoQ(song-sequence) by Kuan Han-chJingf (late thirteenth century):
The Horse of the Will held in check,
The Monkey of the Mind suppressed,
I leap out of the Red Dust and the evil wind and waves.4
And simple analogues in songs of resignation from the world recur, for in
stance, in the work of Yii T ’ien-hsig，5 (possibly his contemporary) or in an
anonymous Hsin-shui-lingh sequence of the Yuan.6 But in the tsa-chii Hsihsiang chi we abruptly find a thoroughly secular use, in a song of the first che:
Ah, young maid—by you how can a man fail to be stirred till his will is as
a horse, his mind as a monkey?7

1 Wang TVen-ch’eng kung ch’uan-shu, i : 26 a.
2 The two organs are the subject of constant parallels and antithesis in commentaries
on the Ts’an_t’ung-ch’i.
3 At the end of a fragment dated 947：cf. Tun-huang pien-wen chi， pp. 617-18.
4 C KiianY iian san-chyuy p. 157.
5 Ibid. p. 224.
6 Ibid. p. 1654.
7 1498 version, reprinted in Ku-pen hsi-ch’U ts’ung~k’an, First Series, p. 376.
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which in part anticipates the eventual fate of the phrase in colloquial usage
of the sixteenth century.
Tsa-chti literature came also to the point of realizing the figures dramatic
ally. In the fourteenth century there were at least two plays in which the
Monkey and the Horse appeared on the stage in the manner of an allegorical
masque. The one— THeh-kuai L i tu Chin-fung Yii-nii3- attributed to the play
wright Chia Chung-mingb (1343-1422)1—includes in its third che a dream
scene, in which the Taoist saint L i T ’ieh-kuai seeks to induce a conversion
in the hero Chin An-shouc by having the two animals chase on to the stage
before him, in company with the Baby Boy and Little Girld both symbols in
Taoist anatomy.2 The scene builds up to a nightmarish climax, at which
T ’ieh-kuai exclaims:
Quick! Baby Boy, Little Girl! Monkey of the Mind, Horse of the Will!
Rush up and seize him!3
This same stage device is paralleled in the play Ch’ung-mo-t尨 u tu pu Ta-lofiene by Chia’s younger contemporary Chu Ch’iian.4 The plot-setting is also
analogous: two Taoist immortals are commissioned to secure the conversion
of Ch’ung-mo-tzu，and in the second che they reinforce their exhortations by
producing a Horse and a M onkey...

CKung-mo-tzu;.. .But the Monkey of the Mind is still unrestrained,
the Horse of the Will difficult to bridle. I humbly beseech you, Holy
Master, how can I control them?
Leading Actor: That is not difficult, I shall rid you of them. Summon
them over here.

[All rise from their seats.] [Minor actors representing the Monkey of the
Mind and the Horse of the Will enter; they act wildly.]
Leading actor sings (P ，
u-t’ien-loif. . . Monkey, never again set your feet
in the Spirit Tower^; Horse—never again make your stable in the
Yellow Courth.5 Never more concern yourselves with (the human
values of) right and wrong.6
Upon this there appear in turn the Four Vices, the Three Worms,7 the Baby
Boy, Little Girl and the Yellow Crone1 8— and in turn they are dismissed.

1 Cf. Fu Hsi-hua (1958), pp. 39 and 41.
2 Although commonly regarded as alchemical terms they could also be used with
anatomical reference: cf. Ch’en Kuo-fu, pp. 449, 451, 452.
3 Printed version in the Mo-zvang-kuan collection (Ku-pett hsi-cKii ts’ung-k，an, Fourth
Series) (ts'e 34), p. 126.
4 Cf. above, p. 77, n. 7.
5 Ling-t’ai: i.e. the heart. In Taoist anatomy the Yellow Court denotes the centre (for
which yellow is the appropriate colour) of the different zones of the body: cf. Ch’en
Kuo-fu, pp. 449-50.
6 MS version in Mo-wang-kuan collection (ts9e 33), p. gab.
7 San shih) believed by Taoists to dwell in each of the three zones of the body and
progressively to consume it: the source of mortality. See H. Masp^ro, Melanges
posthumes sur les religions et Vhistoire de la Chine (Paris 1950)，vol. 2 {Le Taotsme), p. 20.
8 Huang-p’o: Taoist name for the secretion of the spleen. Cf. Ch’en Kuo-fu, p. 452.
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What these dramatic representations offer is of course no more than an
extension of verbal personification: symbols are enlisted from several different
sources to serve in a single, vaguely Taoist allegory. We have seen precedents
in philosophical writing for such freedom of vocabulary or easy universalism.
A more immediate factor here must be the evident dramatic effectiveness of
grotesquely mimed figures in plays whose action would otherwise be purely
psychological: they present tangible material around which the lyrical drama
can shape itself, without distorting its unity by arrogating too much of the
action. And as they perform this function it becomes more than ever a matter
of indifference whether their background is consistent with itself or technically appropriate to the subject of the play. They are required primarily as
figures on the stage.
THE METAPHOR IN RELATION TO THE ( HS I - Y U CHI 5 STORY

We must first observe: that although both monkey and horse featured in a
Hsi-yu chi work as early as the Kozanji version (a white horse was given to
Tripitaka in the Land of Wbmen),1 there is no evidence of any use of the meta
phor before the tsa-chu version: that there, in the closing song of sc. 10 (p. 47),
the Mountain Spirit addresses the departing travellers in the words:
I charge you, the ape—keep the Monkey of the Mind tied up tight and
firm,
And the Dragon Lord in company with the Master—keep the Horse
of the Will’s coursing under urgent control.
This, unsupported by any other reference in the text, carries hardly more
specific allegorical force than the allusions in other works quoted above.
Given the inherited characters of the story and the evident mode for the
stereotyped phrase hsin-yiian i-ma, common to literature formal and informal,
the conceit is an obvious one.
It reappears, in a frank reference to Sun Wu-k’ung， in the Erh-lang paochiian of 1555 (cf. above, p. 153, n. i). But before this, and more significantly,
it is found in a preface which represents the earliest attempt I know to draw up
a full allegorical interpretation of the Hsi-yu chi story. It stands before the
tsa-chii Tung-iien hsiian擊chi\ The writer, Yang T ’ib, describes himself as a
disciple of the alleged author of the play, Yang Shenc (1488-1559).2 His pre
face is dated 1542.3 He writes :
Some enthusiasts, stirred by theyiieh-fud songs, have also collected stories
—of faithful ministers and valiant heroes, righteous men and chaste
wives, filial sons and obedient grandsons—and made playse of them,
clothing them in sound and spectacle to bring delight to ear and eye.
1 B 2 : 9a (1955, p. 43)-

2 For the anomaly of this attribution, see Fu Hsi-hua (1958), p. 88.
3 See the printed version of Tung-fien hsiian-chi in the Mo-wang~kuan collection
{tsye 35)，ch，ien-hsUf•
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These, although regarded as diversions and trivial arts, yet have the power
of stirring the emotions. With Buddhist overtones, there is also the work
Hsi-yu chi which tells fantastic things. The wise castigate it as false, the
foolish accept it as true. I have often reflected on its interpretation: by
Tripitaka of the T ’ang it means man’s own true nature; by Chu Pachieha, the ‘ black pearl’，1 it means the eye; by Sun Hsing-che the
monkey-spirit it means the mind; by the White Horse it means the
will■—whiteness expresses its purity and peace; when it speaks of nine
times reaching the River of Flowing Sands and being seven times
swallowed by Sha Ho-shang— Sha Ho-shang is the Vapour，b of anger;2
when it speaks of them frequently enjoying the saving protection of Kuanshih-yin, Kuan-shih-yin is wisdom; in speaking of the return to the
homeland on a puff of fragrant wind it describes the ease with which the
True Way may be attained. If men could with their power of sight first
see through the affairs of the world, then suppress the Monkey of the
Mind and bind the Horse of the Will, and again with wisdom govern their
anger and subdue all evil spirits—what difficulty would there be in attain
ing the Way ?• • .(pp. la -za ).
Yang T ’i proceeds to apply his method of interpretation to the play Tungt’ien hsiian-chi and adds:
This book should be handed down side by side with the Hsi-yu chi. ..
(P. 2 b).
Such a bald account of allegory in the story is too strained to be very im
pressive, and parts of it—e.g. the interpretation of Chu Pa-chieh, justified
solely by its pun—seem to bear no relation to any known version. Its refer
ences to the plot are too generalized to make clear exactly what work was
under consideration; but from the fact that the whole discussion is concerned
with drama, and that in it the Hsi-yu chi is associated directly with the tsachii Tung-fien hsiian-chi, we can infer that Yang was concerned not with a
work of prose fiction but with a play. There is not enough to reveal whether
this was a tsa-chti，by Wu Ch’ang-ling， Yang Ching-yen or some other, or a
ch’uan-ch’i —for the sometimes specific term hsi-wen (i.e. the southern drama,
ancestor of the cKuan-cKi) which here introduces the discussion on drama by
implication includes the Tung-fien hsiian-chi itself—a tsa-chii. Since Yang
claims credit for insight into allegorical subtleties which had eluded the
general public, it would seem that nothing of the sort was elaborated in the

1 Hsiianc， ‘black’，because Chu Pa-chieh was characterized as a black creature (cf.
Hsi-yu chi tsa-chii, sc. 13, p. 72); chud， ‘pearl’，is a pun on his surname.
2 This interpretation is at first sight obscure. But since at least informally anger is
associated with the spleen (cf. the phrase p ，i-ch’ie) there may be a connection here
with the term huang-p、o (i.e. contents of the spleen), which is the Taoist symbol later
attached to Sha Ho-shang in the hundred-chapter H si-yu chi—(cf. H Y C ， ch. 23,
p. 256, ch. 40, p. 464). Yellow is the colour characteristic of Sha Ho-shang, because
it is the colour of earth and sand.
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text itself—unless some features, e.g. the phrase ' black pearl’, were suggested
in a lost original. Although Yang’s reading of the work was not necessarily as
creative and new as he suggests in his preface, it demonstrates that at least
in the first half of the sixteenth century the attempt was being made to wrest
a quasi-religious interpretation from the story. Like the dramatic personifi
cations cited above, it displays no sense of discrimination over the religious
origin of its symbols. Once habit had sanctioned the practice of employing
these figures rather for their picturesque value than their religious signifi
cance, there was clearly no inducement, especially in an era of eclectic philo
sophies, to restore a pure discipline in the interpretation of a story so rich in
potential symbols.
It was to a comparable preface (to the hundred chapter Hsi-yu chi) that
Ch’en Yiian-chiha referred in his own, commissioned by the Nanking printing
house Shih-te T ’angb for its edition of the hundred chapter work.1
There was an old preface, which I read through... It held that Sunc was
equivalent to sund ('monkey5), the spirit of the mind; the horse was the
Horse symbolising the、coursing of the will; Chu Pa-chieh, the eight
precepts, was taken as the ‘wood’ of the vapoure in the liver; Sha, the
Flowing Sands, as the ‘ water’ of the vapour in the spleen;2 Tripitaka,
the Three Storesf of spirit, sound and vapour, was taken as the master
protecting them; the demons—obstructions created by mouth, ears,
nose, tongue, body and w ill:3 fears, distortions^, fantasies. . .
The indiscriminate jumble of Taoist and Buddhist references is here even
more pronounced, and a feature such as Sha Ho-shang5s identification with
the contents of the spleen harks directly back to the parade of personifications
in the Ch’ung-mo-tzu play. He is in fact given the symbolic name Huang-p’o
in some verses of the novel, which also takes up a number of the other Taoist
anatomical terms used in the plays.4
Aside from the question of detailed relationship between the symbols
brought out here and those used explicitly in the hundred-chapter text, this
general background surely betrays the spirit in which the Monkey-Mind
image became associated with the Hsi-yu chi: with a long history behind it of
degeneration from its original force, it now finds itself in the midst of per
sonifications drawn from the Taoist cult, their presence in dramatic works

1 The earliest date attached to this preface was 1592. For details and bibliographical
references, see Dudbridge (1969), pp. 145 and 187.
2 Cf. above, p. 173, n. 2. ‘Wood，and ‘Water’ represent further identifications with
the Five Elements, although the element associated with the spleen was usually
Earth, and Water belonged with the kidney. Cf. Ch’en Kuo-fu, pp. 448—
51.
3 These are the six senses of Buddhism. The first, ‘mouth’，should strictly be ‘ eye’.
These senses, personified as the Six Banditsh, are used as characters in the Tungfieri hsuan-chi and also in the hundred-chapter Hsi-yu chi (H Y C y ch. 14, pp. 159-60,
ch. 43, p. 494, ch. 56, p. 643): cf. H. C. Chang, pp. 89-90.
4 Cf. above, pp. 171—
3. Ying-erh and Ch'a-nii are used, for instance, in headings to
chs. 40 and 80.
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once justified by a simple pictorial utility, now perpetuated by those anxious
to invest the novel with some semblance of intellectual respectability. This
their intention they leave in no doubt: the express purpose of all the prefaces
here discussed, as well as the prolific tradition of Hsi-yu chi interpretation
from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries, was to justify works which
educated men could otherwise not acknowledge.
To employ the Monkey and Horse in this project would appear even so to
have had its risks. There is a good deal of evidence to show that by this stage
of the sixteenth century the words hsin-yiian i-ma had already been degraded
in general colloquial usage into a transparent euphemism for the stirring of
sexual desire (a force which they retain in present-day use). An example at
random may be taken from the Feng-shen yen-i:
In the lamplight (Chou Wanga) saw Hsi Meib two or three times part her
red lips— a little dot of cherry— and breathe a lovely cloud of sweet air;
she turned her liquid eyes—two pools of moving water—and gave him
all kinds of captivating wanton glances, till Chou Wang could not sup
press the Monkey of the Mind，and the Horse of the Will strained at the
leash . .
Or again in the Shui-hu chuan: the episode is the appearance of the girl
warrior Ch’iung Yingc on the battlefield during the T ’ien-hud campaign:
The Short-legged Tiger Wang Yinge, when he saw that this was a beauti
ful girl, galloped out from the ranks. Levelling his spear, he raced to
seize Ch’iung Ying. The two armies roared battle-cries. Ch’iung Ying
whipped on her horse and brandished her lance as she came forward to
the combat. When the warriors had fought through more than ten engagements the Short-legged Tiger could no longer restrain the Horse of
the Will and Monkey of the Mind, and his spear-play fell into con
fusion … 2

(

The examples, and several others like them,3 are unambiguous: they suggest
a background of common usage which puts into a new perspective the prefacewriters’ efforts to create or sustain a valid allegorical symbol.
A survey of the Hsi-yu chi tradition shows it clearly emerging from a
popular, not an intellectual or literary milieu. The moment when it acquired
the Monkey-Mind metaphor can almost be pointed out in the Ming dynasty.
In its turn, the metaphor was already nearing the final stages of its develop
ment as a well-worn literary conceit, virtually devoid of its scriptural force
and at the mercy of common speech. The novelist inherited both this and the
symbols of Taoist derivation from an existing body of interpretations, not
from the story itself.
In the minds of these allegorists the association does not move in the

1 Feng-shen yen -i ， ch. 26, p. 241.
2 S H C , ch. 98, p. 1542.
3 E.g. S H C ， ch. 45, p. 735, ch. 81，p. 1338;
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natural direction from abstraction to graphic personification, but rather for
cibly overlays a common figure of speech upon ready-made fictional char
acters. The disproportion in importance between monkey and horse in the
story is only one example of the strains involved. We shall therefore almost
certainly be misled if, on the basis of these metaphors, we try to read the
novel Hsi-yu chi as a significant allegory. Whatever may be concluded about
allegorical elements more truly inherent in this author’s telling of the story,
the Monkey—Horse metaphor cannot be seen as an urgent or spontaneous
force in his work. A similar conception of the monkey’s nature is all that
relates the traditional Sun Wu-k’ung to the Monkey of the Mind: it is by
independent routes that they come to meet in the novel Hsi-yu chi.

APPENDIXB

Translation and Text
i. The Hsi-yu chi fragment in Yung-lo ta-tien, ch. 13,139. [Page references
are to the reprint of i960.]
[8 b] The Dragon of the Ching river beheaded in a dream (Hsi-yu chi). To the
south-west of Ch’ang-an city is a river called Ching-hoa. In the thirteenth
year of Chen-kuan there were by the riverside two fishermen， one named
Chang Shaob, one L i Tin gc. Chang Shao said to L i Ting: ‘ Inside the West
Gate of Ch’ang-an there is a fortune-teller called Shen-yen-shan-jend. Every
day I give him a carp, and he then directs me where to cast my nets. Following
his advice I make a catch every time. ’ L i Ting said: ‘ I must ask the Master(’s
advice) tomorrow! ’
While these two were speaking they little thought that in the water there
was a yaksa patrolling the river who overheard what they said. (He thought):
‘ I ’ll report this to the Dragon K in g! 5 The Dragon King was called the
Dragon of the Ching River, and at this point was just sitting in state in the
Crystal Palacee. Suddenly tht yaksa came up and said: ‘ There are two humans
on the shore—fishermen—who say that within the West Gate is a Master
selling fortunes who knows the internal affairs of the River. I f things were to
go as he [9 a] forecasts all the river-people will be caught.5 Hearing this the
Dragon King was furious. He dressed up as a scholar (hsiu~shihf) in plain
clothes and entered the city, where he saw a placard saying ‘ The Wonderful
Physiognomist Yuan Shou-ch’engg Tells Fortunes Here’. Seeing this the
Dragon sat down opposite the Master and contrived innumerable points with
which to interrogate and confound him. He asked what day it would rain. The
Master said: ‘ Tomorrow, clouds will form at the hour of ch，enh -， thunder will
arise at the hour of wu1; rain will fall at the hour of weii; it will be spent by
the hour of shenK ’ The Dragon asked how much rain would fall. The Master
said: ‘ Three feet three inches and forty-eight drops will fall.， The Dragon
laughed and said: ‘ It will not necessarily go as you say !’ The Master said:
‘ I will gladly pay a fine of fifty taels if tomorrow no rain falls or the time is
wrong. ’ The Dragon said: ‘ That will do. But we must meet again tomorrow! ’
He took his leave.
He returned to the Crystal Palace, and in a moment a Yellow-capped
Warrior1 announced: ‘ The Jade Emperor commands that you, the Dragon
of the Ching river, Governor of the Eight Rivers, on the morrow at the hour
of ch’en form clouds, at the hour of wu mount thunder, at the hour of wei let
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rain fall, at the hour of shen (declare) the rain sufficient.’ The Warrior then
departed.
The Dragon said (to himself): ‘ I had not thought that this would all agree
with that Master’s lying forecast. I shall put the time out and send down a
bit less rain, and then demand the fine from the Master. ’
The next day at the hour of shen he formed cloud and at the hour of
let fall two feet of rain. The day after that the Dragon once more changed into
a scholar and went into Ch’ang-an to the fortune-teller’s. He demanded of
the Master: ‘ Your forecast did not work—now out with those fifty taels!’
The Master said: ‘ There was nothing wrong in my original prognostication—
it was rather you who altered the decree of Heaven and sent the rain down
wrongly. You are in fact no human being, but the Dragon who yesterday
sent down the rain! You may deceive others, but not m e! ’
The Dragon at this was furious and appeared to the Master in his original
form. In a trice the Yellow River had burst both banks and the three peaks of
Mount Huab were shaken as (the Dragon’s) grandeur brought consternation
over ten thousand li and wind and rain burst into space. All then fled; only
Yiian Shou-ch’eng remained, majestically unperturbed. The Dragon was
about to advance and attack him when he said: ‘ I am not afraid to die. You
have disobeyed a heavenly decree and cut short the sweet rain. Your life is in
the balance—you will be lucky to escape the knife on the Platform for Dragon
Execution! ’ Then the Dragon, terrified, regretted his mistake. He changed
back into a scholar, knelt down and pleaded with the Master saying ‘ If this
really is the case, I hope you can tell me clearly all about it. ’ Shou-ch5eng
said: ‘ Upon the morrow you die! It will be Wei Cheng0, Under-Minister of the
T ’ang, who will despatch you tomorrow at the hour of wu. ’ [9 b] The Dragon
said:£Save me, Master! ’ Shou-ch^ng said: 4Ifyouwantto escape death you may
do so only by having an audience with the T ’ang sovereign (and asking him)
to urge Wei Cheng to save you—then you might be able to avoid disaster. ’
The Dragon was grateful, took a respectful leave of the Master and returned.
The Jade Emperor commissions Wei Cheng to behead the Dragon. It was
already late: the T ’ang Emperor in his palace was half asleep, while his
spirit left the palace and strolled about in the moonlight. He saw a wreath of
dark cloud settle to the ground in the south-west, and a dragon descended
and knelt before him. The Emperor said, in terror: ‘ Why (is this)?’ The
Dragon said: ‘ Simply because last night I went wrong in sending down the
sweet rain and violated a heavenly decree. I merit death. But you, my Sov
ereign, are the true Dragon, I am only a false Dragon. A true dragon is surely
able to save a false one!’ The Emperor said: ‘ How am I to save you?’ The
Dragon replied: ‘ The sentence for my crime is to be carried out by your
own Under-Minister Wei Cheng, tomorrow at the hour of wu. ’ The Emperor
said: ‘ I f this affair involves Wei Cheng, I will certainly keep you out of
trouble. ’ The Dragon bowed in thanks and left.
The Emperor awoke— it was a dream. The next morning he held court and
summoned the Military Commander-in-chief Yii-ch’ih Ching-ted to the
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Palace. He told him: ‘ Last night I dreamt that the Dragon of the Ching
river came to plead before me, saying that it had sent down rain wrongly,
breaking a heavenly decree, and was due to be executed by Under-Minister
Wei Cheng. I promised to save it. I want today to summon the UnderMinister to play chess with me all day in the Rear Palace. He must not leave
before nightfall. The Dragon can surely thus be saved.5 Ching-te said: £You
are right in what you say! ’ And he called in Wei Cheng.
The Emperor said: ‘ I have summoned you for no particular business, but
I wish to play a day’s chess with you.， He was deliberately slow with his
moves. As it approached the hour wu Minister Wei suddenly closed his eyes
and stayed motionless. He awoke when it came to the hour wei. The Emperor
said: ‘ Why were you like this ? ’ Wei Cheng said: ‘ Some obscure fit came over
me suddenly. Your Majesty please forgive my lack of respect!， And he re
sumed his game of chess with the Emperor. Not more than three moves had
been made when they heard an unusual commotion among the people in the
market-place of Ch ，ang-an. The Emperor asked what it was about, and mini
sters close by reported that at the crossroads to the south of the Gallery of a
Thousand Steps a dragon’s head had fallen from the clouds. The people were
in commotion about this. The Emperor asked Wei Cheng: ‘ How has this
come about?5 Wei Cheng said: ‘ If your Majesty had not asked I would not
have presumed to speak. The Dragon of the Ching river committed the crime
of disobeying heaven. I was commissioned by the Jade Emperor to behead it.
I f I had not obeyed, my crime would have been equal with that of the dragon.
Just now when I closed my eyes for a short space I beheaded this dragon.’
This indeed is what we call: Wei Cheng in a dream beheading the dragon
of the Ching river.
[10a] The Emperor said: ‘ I wanted to save it— I never expected this
would happen!’ Upon which they stopped their game of chess.
2. References to Hsi-yu chi in Pak fongsa onhae
[The text of Pak fongsa proper appears in large characters, each followed
immediately by phonetic renderings in the Korean alphabet. Large circles
punctuate the text in conveniently small units—whether according to the
change of speaker in the dialogue, or into natural sentence-units and smaller
groups of words. A translation into Korean is inserted after each such division,
and this in turn is occasionally followed by glosses of varied length written in
literary Chinese and printed in double columns of small characters. These
are presumed to be the work of Ch’oe Se-chin. They are in any case distinct
from the text of Pak fongsa.
For the sake of clarity, the relevant parts of the Pak fongsa dialogues are
here translated as a single whole; the later notes in literary language are
added separately at the end. In the translation from Pak fongsa the marking
(N) indicates that a note in literary Chinese is inserted at that point. Those
notes selected as relevant are further numbered—thus: (Ni), (N ii), and trans
lations of them are given later under those numbers.
All page references are to the Keishdkaku sosho reprint].
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[264]—Are your images of the Buddha cast yet, Master? (N)
—The Three Venerable Buddhas are cast. (N) I was just about to put on the
gilt when burglars came in about the time of the third watch the day before
yesterday (N) and stole all my gold and silver ingots and money gained from
two or three years of alms! There is nothing for it but for me to go south of
the River again and beg for alms. [265] All at once my luck is thoroughly bad:
I sm offering prayers to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. Once my vow is ful
filled I don’t mind if I die!
—There, there, Master! The true reward of virtue will not be destroyed!
Don’t fall into a slack frame of mind! Apply yourself diligently on the w ay!
Once upon a time, when Master Tripitaka of the T ’ang (Ni) fetched the
scriptures [266] from the Western Paradise (Nii)— a road of 108,000 l i !
Truly, even thin little birds could not fly so far, and sturdy horses would find
the going hard. Over such a wide expanse of country, how much wind and
rain, heat and cold he passed through, how much [267] scorching and blowing
he suffered, how many evil mountains, perilous rivers and difficult roads he
traversed, how many monsters and demons attacked him, how much trouble
he encountered from fierce tigers and venomous snakes, how much illtreatment from evil beings! (Niii) Truly, a good man meets all the more
supernatural obstacles. (N) He travelled for six years, and what [268] count
less hardships he suffered，to reach the Western Paradise and fetch scriptures
for the deliverance of all living beings and their elevation to Buddhahood.
Master— don’t be in too much of a hurry. Take your time when you go south
of the River and beg from door to door. And when your vow is fulfilled you too
will gain spiritual rewards and a Golden Body! (Niv)
[292]— Let’s go out1 and buy books.
— Go and buy what books ?
— Buy the Chao T ’ai-tsu fei-lung chi认 (N) and T ’ang San-tsang Hsi-yu chi
(Nv).
—If you are going to buy something [293] it would be as well to buy the Four
Books or Six Classics: having read the writings of the sage Confucius you will
surely comprehend the principles of the Duke of Choub. What do you want
with that sort of popular tale (p’ing-huac) ?
—The Hsi-yu chi is lively. It is good reading when you are feeling gloomy.2
Tripitaka led Sun Hsing-che [294] (Nvi) to Ch’e-ch’ih kuod (N) and they had
a contest in magic powers with Po-yen ta-hsiene. Do you know (that one)?
—Tell it, and I ’ll listen.

1 The original phrasef is obscure. It may refer to some official building in front of
which the public could buy and sell: I have chosen to leave the translation deliber
ately vague.
2 This sentence ends with the character yu^. In the Nogdltae chipnam appended at the
end of this work (p. 385) it is stated that yu was constantly used as a final particle in
colloquial language of Yiian times. For many further examples, see Ts’ai Mei-piao,
pp. 20, 29, 44, 48, 76, 101, 104 etc.
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When Tripitakaa went to fetch scriptures from the Western Paradise he
came to a city named Ch’e-ch’ih kuo. [295] The king there was a lover of good
works and respected the Buddhist Doctrine. In that land there was a (Taoist)
Master called Po-yen, also styled Shao-chin-tzu tao-jenb. (Nvii) Seeing that
the king honoured the Buddhist Doctrine he turned his black heart to the
destruction of Buddhism. The moment he saw a monk he had him split
apart by dragging between two chariots. He built a great temple to the Three
Pure Onesc (N); [296] in these ways he persecuted the Three Jewelsd.
One day the Taoists were holding a grand service to the Taoist Heaven (N),
Tripitaka and his disciple had just come to the Chih-hai Ch’an Monasterye
in that city to spend the night. They heard the Taoists sacrificing to the stars.
Sun [297] Hsing-che explained to his Master (what he was going to do), and
went to hide on the altar-site of the Grand Service to Heaven. He stole and
ate the tea and fruit offered in sacrifice to the stars, and also gave Po-yen a
blow with his iron cudgel. A junior Taoist came forward to have the lamps lit,
and he too received a blow from the iron cudgel. Po-yen said: (This bald fool
is ill-mannered! 5 And then he lost his temper and went to report it to the
King. But before he had done so Tripitaka had also led his disciple to the
King’s residence, [298] and the King invited Tripitaka into the Palace. He
received Ta-hsien and made polite enquiries, and the Taoist likewise returned
the courtesy with a bow of the head. The Taoist said to Tripitaka: ‘ Our
grievance is no trifle!，Tripitaka said: ‘ We poor monks are from the East. We
don’t know you. What grievance do you have?’ Ta-hsien opened wide his
eyes and said: ‘ You had your disciple wreck our Service to Heaven [299] and
also hit us twice with an iron cudgel. Isn’t that a serious grievance? Let the
two of us hold a contest in magic powers before the King. The one that loses
shall be compelled to bow to the other as master., Tripitaka asked: ‘ How do
we set about it ?’ Po-yen said: ‘ First, sitting in meditation; second, guessing
objects in a chest; third, bathing in boiling oil; fourth, replacing one’s own
severed head.5
When he had finished speaking a bell was sounded, [300] and each mounted
the Ch’an throne to meditate. They were not to move a hairsbreadth: the
slightest movement would immediately lose the match. A disciple of Ta-hsien
named Deerskinf plucked out a hair from his head and changed it into a
dog-flea, which bit Tripitaka behind the ear. He was on the point of breaking
his meditation. But Sun Hsing-che was a monkey^: when he saw the flea he
took it away and struck it dead. And he too plucked out a hair from his coat
and changed it into a mock Hsing-che to stand beside his master; [301] he
himself went to Chin-shui Riverh and took a lump of black mud, which he
put inside Ta-hsien’s nostrils. Then he turned into a black female scorpion
and bit him on the back. Ta-hsien cried out and jumped down from the
throne. The King said: ‘ Tripitaka has w on!’
Next they told two palace maidens to bring across a red lacquer chest and
put it down in front of them. The two were told to guess what was inside.
一
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[302] The Queen covertly had a palace maiden go and tell the (Taoist)
Master that there was a peach in there. Sun Hsing-che changed into an
insect^，1 flew into the chest and ate all the flesh of the peach, leaving only the
stone, before he came out. He told this to his master. The King said: ‘ This
time Tripitaka guesses first.’ Tripitaka said it was a peach-stone. The Queen
laughed out loud that he had not guessed right. [303] Ta-hsien said it was a
peach. A General was told to open the chest and see—but it was a peachstone. The Taoist had lost again.
Deerskin said to Ta-hsien: ‘ Now we shall heat up a cauldron of oil and get
in to bathe. ’ Deerskin undressed first and got into the cauldron. The King
applauded. Meanwhile Sun Hsing-che pronounced the syllable Omhy and the
mountain spirits and local gods all appeared. Hsing-che told the two spirits
Ch5ien-li-yenc and Shun- [304] feng-erhd (N) to keep watch on both sides of
the cauldron of oil, and just as the Taoist was about to emerge to grip him by
the shoulders and drop2 him inside. Deerskin could no longer stand the heat;
he had just set foot on the edge of the cauldron ready to climb out when the
spirits prevented him from coming out, and he perished in the oil. When the
King saw that he didn’t emerge for a long time (he asked): ‘ Mightn’t he be
dead?’ The General was ordered to look. He used a golden [305] hook to
fish out a Taoist whose very bones were disintegrating.
Sun Hsing-che said: ‘ Now I am getting in to have a bath. ’ He took off his
clothes, turned a somersault and jumped into the oil. On the point of taking
his bath he disappeared. The King said: ‘ General， lift him out! Hsing-che
must be dead! ’ The General went to lift him out with the hook. Hsing-che
changed into a monkey only five inches or so in size. [306] When (the hook)
came to the left-hand side to lift him out he dodged across to the right; when it
came to the right he dodged to the left: no device succeeded in fetching him
out. The General reported: ‘ The oil has boiled away all Hsing-che’s flesh•’
Seeing all this, Tripitaka wept. When Hsing-che heard him he jumped out
and cried: ‘ Great King, do you have any soap for me to wash my head with ? ’
The crowd applauded: ‘ The Buddhists have won! ’
Sun Hsing-che was the first to cut off his own head: [307] the neck stood
streaming with blood, and the head fell to the ground. Hsing-che picked it
up with his hand and fixed it on his neck as before. Po-yen ta-hsien also cut off
his head and was just about to fix it back when Hsing-che called upon the
Golden- and Silver-headed Chieh-ti Guardianse and the Po 、lo-sengf Guardians,
and after that (Nviii) he changed into a large black dog and dragged away the
Taoist5s [308] head. The Taoist turned into a tiger and pursued him. Hsingche dragged it right in front of the king and dropped it. The dog disappeared,
and the tiger disappeared too. Only a tiger’s head fell down. The King said:
‘ So it was a tiger demon! If it were not for you, Master, how could we have
called forth his true form ? ’

1 In the original the insect is characterized by the phrase (drying-up shoots’，and
would thus seem to be some kind of crop-pest.
2 The graphs is a variant form of tiuh. Cf. Tan-cha hae，P T S ，p. 404.
苗蟲兒

c 千里眼

d 順 風耳

e 揭地

f 波羅齡
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After saying these words he had an even deeper respect for Buddhists.
He presented Tripitaka with three hundred strings of gold cash and one
golden almsbowl. [309] To Hsing-che he gave three hundred strings of gold
cash; and sent them on their way.
That Sun Hsing-che really was magnificent! Little did Po-yen ta-hsien
expect to meet his death at the hands of a monkey! Men of old said that for
every ten thousand of the enemy you kill, you lose three thousand of your own.
Notes
[265] (Ni) Tripitaka^ secular surname was Ch’ena，his personal name Weib ;
he was a native of Kou-shih-hsienc in Lo-choud. He was styled Hsiian-tsang
fa-shih. In the third year of the Chen-kuan reign he received an Imperial
command to go to the Western Regions. He collected six hundred rolls of
scriptures and returned with them. Again, he was called Master Tripitaka . . ，
[266] (Nii) The Hsi-yu chi says: Long ago the Sakyamuni Buddha at the
Thunderclap Monastery in the Western Paradise created three basketse of
golden scriptures— Sutra, Vinaya and Sastra—which had to be delivered to
the Eastern Land in order to release and save all those astray. He asked all
the Bodhisattvas to go to the East and seek a man to come and fetch the
scriptures. But, because from the Western Paradise to the East was a distance
of 108,000 li, and the way fraught with demons, none of the multitude dared
to volunteer lightly. Only the Bodhisattva Kuan-shih-yin of Mount Potalakaf
in the Southern Sea, riding the clouds and mists, went to the Eastern Land.
She saw from afar that a column of auspicious vapour rushed up to Heaven
from Ch’ang-an and Ching-chao fu. Kuan-yin changed into an aged monk
and entered the city. At the time T ’ang T ’ai-tsung had mustered all monks
and nuns in the Empire and was holding a Grand Assembly. Accordingly the
monks had nominated a High Priest to preside and to preach: it was the Master
Hsiian-tsang. Seeing the Master, the aged monk said: ' ^akyamuni in the
Western Paradise has created three baskets of scriptures and is now waiting
for a man to collect them.’ The Master said: ‘ Since there is a way there I
must eventually be able to reach the place. Although the Western Paradise
is far away, I solemnly vow to go and bring (the scriptures) back. ’ When they
had spoken, the aged monk flew into the air and was gone. The Emperor
recognized that this was an incarnation of Kuan-yin and at once commanded
the Master to go to the Western Paradise and fetch the scriptures. The Master
accepted the mission and left. After six years he returned to the East.
[267] (Niii). . -Now when the Master went to the Western Paradise, he first
reached the bounds of Shih-t’o kuo and suffered injury from fierce tigers and
venomous snakes, then he encountered the Black Bear spirit, the Yellow Wind
demon, Madame Ti-yung, the Spider demons, the Lion demon, the Many
eyed demon, the Red Boy demon; he barely escaped with his life. Again, he
passed through the Cavern of Thorns and Barbs^, the Fiery Mountain, the
Po-shih Cavern, the Land of Women, and demons and afflictions on every evil
b 偉
C 缑氏縣
4 洛州
e_
f 落迦山
g 釣= 釣
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mountain and perilous river— I know not how many disasters and sufferings.
This is what is meant by ‘ ill-treatment’. See the Hsi-yu chi.
[268] (N iv) •. • What is termed ‘ spiritual reward ’ is such a thing as the Master
Tripitaka, when he had returned to the East after collecting the scriptures,
becoming the Candana Buddha Tathagata. See below.
[292] (Nv) Hsi-yu chi: The Master Tripitaka went to the Western Regions,
collected six hundred rolls of scriptures and returned. The whole story of his
journey there and back was set down in a book entitled Hsi-yu chi. See above.
[293] (N vi). •. According to the Hsi-yu chi，there was in the Western Regions
a Mountain of Flowers and Fruit; below the mountain was a Water-curtain
Cave; before the cave was a bridge of sheets of iron, beneath the bridge was
a torrent ten thousand chang deep, beside the torrent were ten thousand small
caves, and in the caves a multitude of monkeys. There was a monkey-spirit
of mighty spiritual powers, styled Ch ，i_t’ien Ta-sheng, who entered the
orchard of magic peaches in Heaven and stole the fruit. He likewise stole
Lao-chiin’s holy elixir and made off with the Queen (of the West’s) embroi
dered robes from her own palace. He held a party in celebration of the robes.
Lao-chiin and the Queen Both appealed to the Jade Emperor, who summoned
the Devaraja L i to lead 100,000 heavenly warriors and all the spirit-commanders against the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit and engage Ta-sheng in
combat. But they lost their advantage, and a Strong Spirit who patrolled the
hills reported to the Heavenly King that if they raised the spirit of Kuan-k’ou
near Kuan-chou called Erh-lang the Small Saint, the capture could be effected.
The Heavenly King sent the Crown Prince Moksha and the Strong [294]
Spirit to go and ask the spirit Erh-lang to lead his celestial army and surround
the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit. The monkeys all came out to fight, but
were defeated, and Ta-sheng was captured. He was about to die when Kuanyin submitted a request to the Jade Emperor to spare his life: ‘ Let Chii-ling
shen be ordered to hold him in custody and take him to the world below; on
the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit let the lower half of his body be put in a
crevasse in the rock, which should be sealed by drawing the mark of the
Tathagata Buddha; let the mountain spirits and local gods keep guard over
him; when hungry let him eat iron pellets, when thirsty drink molten bronze,
and so wait for me to go to the East in search of a man to fetch scriptures;
when I pass this mountain I shall see whether Ta-sheng is willing to go with
him to the West, and, if so, he can then be released•’ Subsequently T ’ang
T ’ai-tsung commissioned the Master Hsiian-tsang to go to the West and
fetch the scriptures. The route ran past this mountain, and he saw the
monkey-spirit confined in the rock-crevasse, removed the seal of the Buddha
and brought him out. He made him a disciple， gave him the religious name
Wu-k,unga, changed his styleb to Sun Hsing-che, and set off together with
him and Sha Ho-shang and a black pig spirit called Chu Pa-chieh. On the way
it was wholly through the agency of Sun Hsing-che5s spiritual powers that
demons were defeated and the Master saved from difficult situations. When
the Master reached the Western Paradise he received the Three Baskets of
a 吾空

b 號
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Scriptures and returned to the East. The Master reaped his spiritual reward
by becoming the Candana Buddha Tathagata, Sun Hsing-che by becoming
the Strong King Bodhisattva, Chu Pa-chieh the cleanser of altars at the
Assembly of Incense and Flowers.
[295] (Nvii) The Hsi-yu chi says: There was a (Taoist) Master who came to
Ch’e-ch’ih kuo. With one breath he could turn bricks and tiles into gold. This
amazed the King of the land, who honoured him as a kuo-shih. He was styled
Po-yen ta-hsien.
[307] (Nviii) The Hsi-yu chi says: When the ^akyamuni Buddha at the
Thunderclap Monastery on Mount Ling expounded the doctrine of the Three
Vehiclesa, there were in attendance at his side Ananda, Kasyapa, the Bodhisattvas, holy monks, Arhats, Eight Vajrasb, Four Chieh-ti Guardians, Ten
Kings of Hell, Immortals of Heaven and Earth. ( . . . )
[353] (N ix: after the words ' Erh-lang yeh«yehc，) . . . According to the Hsi-yu
chi, there was a monkey spirit of unfathomable spiritual powers called
Ch’i-t’ien Ta-sheng in a cave on the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit in the
Western Regions. He created an uproar in Heaven, and the Jade Emperor
commanded the Devaraja L i to lead spirit-troops to arrest him. They lost
their advantage in the fighting; but at the mouth of Kuan-chiang near
Kuan-chou there was a temple whose god was called Erh-lang the Small
Saint, or Erh-lang hsien-shengd. The Devaraja asked Erh-lang to capture
T a-sh en g...
[The original text of the Pak fongsa material translated above (pp. 180-5)
is appended here. It is redivided as indicated in the translation.]
a 三乘

^金 剛

c 二郞爺爺

d 賢聖
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長老的佛像鑄了麼。鑄了三奪佛。我侍要上金來。前日三更前後賊入來。把我二三
年市施來的金銀鈔錠。都偷將去了。沒計奈何。我如今又往江南地面裡布施去。/

265

一來是十分命不快。吿諸佛菩薩。願 滿 之 日 死 時 不 愁 。罷罷師傅善因不滅。你休

266

生怠慢心。沿路上用心好去着o 往常唐三藏師溥。西天取/ 經去時節。十萬八千里
途 程 。正是瘦禽也飛不到。壯馬也實勞蹄。這般遠田地裡。經多少風寒暑濕。受多

267

少日/ 炙風吹。過多少惡山險水難路。見多少怪物妖精浸他。撞多少猛虎毒虫定害

268

。逢多少惡物刁蹶。正是好人魔障多。行六芊受多少/ 千辛萬苦。到西天取將經來

O度脫衆生各得成佛。師溥你也休忙。慢慢的到江南沿門布施。願滿成就着。久後
你也得證杲金身。

292

我兩箇部前買文書去來。賽甚麼文書去。買趙太祖飛龍記。唐三藏西遊記去。買/

293

時買四書六經也好。旣讀孔聖之書。必達周公之理。要怎麼那一等平話。西遊記熱

294

閙 。悶時節好看有。唐三藏引孫行者/ 到車遲國。和伯眼大仙。鬪聖的你知道麼。

295

你說我聽。唐僧往西天取經去時節。到一箇城子。喚做車遲國/

那國王好善o 恭

敬佛法。國中有一箇先生。喚伯眼。外名喚燒金子道人。見國王敬佛法。便使黑心

296

° 要滅佛敎。但見和尙。便拿着曳車解鋸。起蓋三淸大殿。/ 如此定害三寶。一日
先生們。做羅天大醮。唐僧師徒二人。正到城裏智海禪寺投宿o 聽的道人們祭星。

297

孫/ 行者。師傅上說知。到羅天大醮壇塲上藏身。奪樊了祭星茶果。卻把伯眼打了
一鐵棒。小先生到前面敎點燈。又打了一鐵棒。伯眼道。這禿厮好沒道理。便焦慄

298

起來。到國王前面吿未畢。唐僧也引徒弟去到王所/ 。王請唐僧上殿。見大仙打罷
問訊。先生也稽首廻禮° 先生對唐僧道。咱兩箇寃讎不小可裏° 三藏遣。貧僧是東
土人。不曾認的。你有何寃讎。大仙睜開雙眼道。你敎徒弟。壞了我羅天大醮。/

299

更打了我兩鐵棒° 這的不是大讎。咱兩箇對君王面前鬪聖。那一箇輸了時。强的上
拜爲師傅。唐僧道。那般着。伯眼道。起頭坐靜。第二積中猜物。第三滾油洗澡o

300

第四割頭苒接。說罷。打一聲鐘響。/ 各上禪床坐定。分毫不動。但動的便算輸o
大仙陡弟名鹿皮。拔下一根頭髮。變做狗蚤。唐僧耳門後咬。耍動禪。孫行者是箇
胡 孫 。見那狗蚤。便拿下_

死了。他卻拔下一根毛衣。變作假行者。靠師傅立/

Translation and text
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的 。他走到金水河裏。和將一塊靑泥來。大仙鼻凹裏放了。變做靑母蝎。脊背上咬
一口 o 大仙叫一聲。跳下床來了。王道唐僧得勝了 0 又叫兩箇宮娥。檯過一箇紅漆

302

積子來。前面放下。鲁兩.箇猜裏面有什麼。/ 皇后暗使一箇宮娥。說與先生横中有
一裸桃 o 孫行者變做箇焦苗蟲兒。飛入積中。把桃肉都喫了。只留下桃核出來。說

303

與師傅。王說今番着唐僧先猜。三藏說是一箇桃核。皇后大笑猜不着了。/ 大仙說
是一顆桃。着將軍開m看 。卻是桃核。先生又輸了。鹿皮對大仙說。咱如今燒起油
鍋 。入去洗澡。鹿皮先脫下衣服。入鍋裏。王喝保的其間。孫行者念一聲晻字o 山

304

神土地神鬼都來了。行者敎千里眼順/ 風耳等兩箇鬼。油鍋兩邊看着。先生待要出
來 。拿着肩膀险在裏面。鹿皮熱當不的。脚踏鍋邊待要出來。被鬼們當住出不來。

305

就油裏死了。王見多時不出時。莫不死了麼。敎將軍看。將軍使金/ 鈴子。搭出箇
爛骨頭的先生。孫行者說。我如今入去洗澡。脫了衣裳。打一筒跟呌。跳入油中 o
纔待洗澡。卻宇不見了。王說將軍你搭去。行者敢死了也。將軍用鉤子搭去。行者

306

變做五寸來大的胡孫。/ 左邊搭右邊趣。右邊搭左邊去。百般搭不着。將軍奏道。
行者油煎的肉都沒了。唐僧見了啼哭。行者聽了跳出來。叫大王有肥棗麼。與我洗

307

頭 。衆人喝揉佛家贏了也。孫行者把他的頭。先割下來。/ 血瀝瀝的腔子立地。頭
落在地上。行者用手把頭提起。接在親項上依舊了。伯眼大仙也割下頭來。待要接

308

。行者念金頭揭地銀頭揭地波羅僧揭地之後。變做大黑狗。把先生的/ 頭拖將去。
先生變做老虎趕。行者直拖的王前面龄了。不.見了狗。也不見了虎。只落下一箇虎
頭 。國王道。元來是一箇虎精。不是師傅。怎生拿出他本像。說罷。越敬佛門。賜

309

唐僧金錢三百貫金鉢孟一箇/ o 賜行者金錢三百貫打發了。這孫行者正是了的。那
伯眼大仙。那裏想胡孫手裏死了。古人道。殺人一萬。自損三千。

265

三藏俗姓陳名偉洛州糇氏縣人也號玄奘法師貞觀三年奉勑往西域取經六百卷而來仍
呼爲三藏法師（下畧）

266

西遊記云昔釋迦牟尼佛在西天靈山雷音寺撰成經律論三藏金經須送東土解度群迷問
諸菩薩往東土尋取經人來乃以西天去東土十萬八千里之程妖怪又多諸衆不敢輕諾唯
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南海落迦山蹕世音菩薩騰雲駕霧往東土去遙見長安京兆府一道瑞氣衝天觀音化作老
僧人诚此時唐太宗聚天下僧尼設無遮大會因衆僧擧一高僧爲壇主說法即玄奘法師也
老僧見法師曰西天釋伽造經三藏以待取經之人法師曰旣有程途須有到時西天雖遠我
發大願當往取來老僧言訖騰空而去帝知觀音化身即勑法師往西天取經法師奉勑行六
年東還。

267

音義云刁難也蹶顚仆而不能行也今按法師往西天時初到師陀國界遇猛虎毒蛇之害次
遇黑熊精黃風怪地湧夫，
人蜘蛛精獅子怪多目怪紅孩兒怪幾死僅免又過棘釣洞火炎山
薄尿洞女人國及諸惡山險水怪害患苦不知其幾此所謂刁蹶也詳見西遊記

268

......謂證果者如三藏法師取經東還化爲梅檀佛如來詳見下

292

西遊記三藏法師往西域取經六百卷而來記其往來始末爲書名曰西遊記詳見上

293

...... 西遊記云西域有花i 山山下有水簾洞洞前有鐵板橋橋下有萬丈潤澗邊有萬箇小
洞洞裏多猴有老猴精號齊天大聖神通廣大入天宮仙桃園偷播桃又偷老君靈丹藥又去
王母宮偷王母綉仙衣一套來設慶仙衣會老君王母具奏于玉帝傳宣李天王弓卜領天兵十
萬及諸神將至花菓山與大聖相戰失利巡山大力鬼上告天王舉灌州灌江口神曰小聖二

294

郞可使拿獲天王遣太子木叉與大力/ 鬼往請二郞神領神兵圍花菓山衆猴出戰皆敗大
聖被執嗇死觀音上請于玉帝免死令巨靈神押大聖前往下方去乃於花果山石縫內納身
下截畫如來押字封着使山神土地神鎭守飢食鐵丸渴飮銅汁待我往東土尋取經之人經
過此山觀大聖肯隨往西天則此時可放其後唐太宗勑玄奘法師往西天取經路經此山見
此猴精壓在石縫去其佛押出之以爲徒弟賜法名吾空改號爲孫行者與沙和尙及黑豬精
朱八戒偕往在路降妖去怪救師脫難皆是孫行者神通之力也法師到西天受經三藏東還
法師證果栴檀佛如來孫行者證果大力王菩薩朱八戒證果香華會上淨壇使者

295

西遊記云有一先生到車遲國吹口氣以碑瓦皆化爲金驚動國王拜爲國師號伯眼大仙

307

西遊記云釋迦牟尼佛在靈山雷音寺演說三乘敎法绔有侍奉阿難伽舍諸菩薩聖僧羅漢
八金鋼四揭地十代明王天仙地仙觀此則揭地神名然未詳何神

353

按西遊記西域花杲山洞有老猴精號齊天大聖神變無測閙亂天宮玉帝命李天王領神兵
往浦相戰失利灌州灌江口立廟有神曰小聖二郞又號二郞賢聖天王請二郞浦獲大聖

APPENDIX C

Synopses
I. THE KOZANJI VERSION

Chiian i
[Section i : missing.]
Section 2: ‘ On their journey they meet the Monkey Novice-Monk5.
The band of six pilgrims sets out and encounters the hsiu-ts’ai scholar in
plain clothes, strangely informed about Tripitaka’s expeditions in previous
lives, who turns out to be the Monkey King. He is initiated as a disciple
under the name Hou Hsing-che. The pilgrims continue their journey.
Section 3: ‘ They enter the Palace of Mahabrahma Devaraja,.
In the course of conversation about his great age, the Monkey reveals that a
feast is about to take place in the Crystal Palace, abode of Mahabrahma
Devaraja, and proceeds to transport Tripitaka there. A great assembly of
Buddhist saints is gathered in splendid surroundings. Tripitaka is invited to
preach to them, but fails to mount the Crystal Throne. Later, his exposition
of the Lotus Siitra is warmly received. The Devaraja gives them magic ob
jects as safeguards on the journey and promises to appear in response to any
cry for help.
Section 4: ‘ They enter the Hsiang-shan monasterya，.
On a mountain with pious associations the pilgrims find a derelict monastery,
guarded by frightening Vajra figures. They proceed through the Land of
Snakes, but these, although of monstrous proportions and besetting them on
all sides, do them no harm, but open up a way for them to pass. The Monkey
gives warning of the next hazards.
Section 5: ‘ They pass through the Forest of Lions and the Land of the
Tree-men’.
Lions and unicorns meet them with flowers and escort them onwards.
The Land of Tree-men is found to be full of fantastic rocks and ancient
trees. They pass a deserted monastery in wonderful surroundings, and lodge
in a Small house. In spite of a warning of sorcery, the next morning they send
a young novice to buy food. He is transformed into a donkey by a man in the
vicinity. But Hou Hsing-che retaliates by changing the man’s bride, described
a 香山寺
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as peerlessly beautiful, into a bundle of grass in the donkey’s mouth. The
opponents then agree to restore the victims to their original forms. Hou
Hsing-che leaves a warning against any further trifling.
Section 6 : £They pass the Long Pita and the Great Serpent Rangeb ’ •
They are delivered from the resounding darkness of a great pit by flourishing
their gold-ringed staff in an appeal to the Devaraja. They pass the harmless
Great Serpents and proceed to the Fiery Hollow0. Using their magic almsbowl they appeal again to the Devaraja to save them from the flames. Warned
by Hou Hsing-che, they are later approached by a woman all in white, whom
Hou Hsing-che challenges. She turns into a tiger and engages him in battle.
He destroys her by the device of attack from within her belly.
Chiian 2
Section 7: ‘ They enter the Nine-Dragon Poold’.
After another warning from Hou Hsing-che they are confronted by nine
evil dragons sweeping towards them through turbulent waves. Using the
magic aids, Hou Hsing-che overcomes one dragon, and the rest then submit.
He extracts sinews from their backs—‘ to make a sash for my Master’一 and
belabours them. The sash endows the wearer with magic powers. (Eventually,
we learn, the sash is transfigured in Paradise.) Final words missing.
Section 8: Title and opening sentences missing.
The demon named Shen-sha shene is showing Tripitaka bones he has coll
ected from the monk’s expeditions in previous lives. But he at once submits
to Tripitaka5s threatening rebuke and, amid spectacular natural phenomena,
holds out a golden bridge with silver rails for the pilgrims to pass over the
hazard of the Deep Sands. They leave him, expressing thanks and promising
their intercession in the closing verses.
Section 9: ‘ They enter the Land of Kuei-tzu-muf,.
The travellers pass across a desolate tract of land, enter a country where the
inhabitants give no reply to questions and where the Buddhist monastery is
deserted.
Eventually they find themselves amid great numbers of three-year-old
children, and receive a warm and devout welcome from the King of the land.
He gives them rich gifts and finally reveals to them that this country, ‘ not far
from the Western Paradise’， is Kuei-tzu-mu kuos. The pilgrims then know
that they have been addressing demons.
Some of the closing verses are put into the mouth of a character named
Kuei-tzu-mu.
a 長坑
f 鬼子母

b 大蛇嶺
g 國

C 火類坳

d 九龍他

e 深沙神
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Section 10: ‘ They pass through the Land of Women’.
In deserted country the only sign of life is the activity of a few peasants in the
fields. In an interim exchange of verses Hou Hsing-che urges his master on.
They are held up by a torrential stream, but cross when it is dried up by the
Devaraja.
Pressing on, they reach the Land of Women and have audience with the
Queen. She explains that the grit which here makes their meal uneatable is there
because the food was gathered from ground which otherwise remained barren.
Then she takes them into her own opulent quarters, where beautiful
women greet them seductively, with invitations to establish a monastery in
the land and to become their own husbands. Tripitaka is unbending, the
women tearful. The Queen gives him jewels and a white horse. As the
travellers depart, the Queen reveals in her final verse that her true name is
(ManjusrI and Samantabhadra5.
Section n : ‘ They enter the Pool of the Queen (of the West)’.
As they approach the pool Hou Hsing-che tells of his past experience—at the
age of eight hundred. He was punished by the Queen for stealing her magic
peaches. Tripitaka also is now moved by a desire to steal some.
In the midst of precipitous cliffs they see the peach-trees growing. As
Tripitaka urges his monkey disciple to secure the magic fruit for them, three
ripe peaches fall into the lake. In succession three small children then emerge,
each claiming a greater supernatural age. Hou Hsing-che takes the third and
eldest and invites Tripitaka to eat it. Tripitaka refuses, and the child, through
Hou Hsing-che’s magic arts, becomes a ‘milk date，a, which he swallows. (It
is finally noted that the growth of gittsengh in Szechuan derives from the seed
of this fruit, spat out there on the return journey.)
Section 12: ‘ They enter the Land of Ch’en_hsiangc’.
It is marked by a tablet with the name. There is a vast forest of the ch’enhsiang tree, at which the travellers exclaim.
Section 13 : 'They enter Po-lo kuod’.
The inhabitants of this celestial land include beautiful women and children
playing ‘ noisily’ and ‘ gleefully rolling balls’. Wild beasts cry, and the place
is marked by auspicious signs. (The closing verses, more extensive than the
few sentences of prose, are irregular and perhaps corrupt.)
Chuan 3
Section 14: ‘ They enter the Land of utpala^ flowers’.
Here they find vast stretches of flowers and trees in bloom and never, accord
ing to Hou Hsing-che, disturbed by change of season or climate. In rhythmic
lines he goes on to explain that the Buddha’s paradise knows none of the
effects of passing time. They are almost there.
a 乳棗

b 人參

c 沉香

d 波羅國

e 優鉢羅
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Section 15: ‘ They enter Indiaa and ‘ cross the sea ’ .
Hou Hsing-che announces their approach to the Cock’s-foot mountain5. A
tablet over a city-gate announces ‘ India’a: the city within is full of auspicious
signs of beauty and prosperity. Proceeding to the Buddhist monastery Fuhsien szuc they partake of celestial food. In conversation with the Superior,
Tripitaka learns that the Buddha lives in the heights of Cock’s-foot mountain,
beyond hopelessly inaccessible obstacles. At Hou Hsing-che，s suggestion
Tripitaka offers up a ceremonial supplication. The Emperor and people of all
China join in it. Darkness falls, and after a period of deafening thunder and
light-flashes the scriptures are revealed lying on the prepared prayer-mat.
Tripitaka finds there 5,048 chiian, and only the ‘ Heart Sutra'd is wanting. At
once they load up the books and set out on their return journey, sped on by the
good wishes of all the local populace.
Section 16: ‘ They return as far as the Hsiang-lin Monastery,e where they
receive the Heart Sutra’•
In the country P’an-llif tljey stay in a town named Hsiang-lin. Tripitaka in a
dream hears a voice promising the (Heart Sutra’ the following day. Ahead of
them in the clouds there gradually takes form the apparition of a youthful
monk，who produces the sutra from his sleeve and gives it to Tripitaka, en
joining him solemnly to respect its powers and convey it to the people of
China. Naming himself as the Dlpamkara Buddha, he adds the instruction
that monasteries must be built throughout China; Tripitaka and his party
of seven must prepare to return to heaven on the fifteenth of the seventh
month. Then he sails away towards the west.
Section 17: ‘ They reach Shensi^, where the wife of a householder,
Wangh, kills his son’.
In the city Ho-chung fu1 there is a householder who has had sons (ChJih-na.i
and Chii-nak) by two successive wives. While he is absent on business the
second wife makes several attempts on the life of her step-son, assisted by a
maid, Ch^un-liu1. He survives each ordeal by miraculous means, but suc
cumbs when cast into a flooding river. His returning father arranges Buddhist
memorial services, and Tripitaka, arriving at this point, demands a large fish.
The lost boy is found in the maw of this fish. (In the midst of an exchange of
verses, Tripitaka ordains that this be the precedent for the split ‘ wooden fish’
accompanying Buddhist ceremonial.)
As the party draws near the capital the Emperor comes to meet them.
Together they return and celebrate the new acquisitions with acts of piety.
The appointed time of departure approaches: Tripitaka warns his Sovereign
of what must happen on the fifteenth day of the month. The Emperor for
mally confers the title ‘ Master Tripitaka*.
a
8
1

國西柳
竺陕春

b 雞足山
h 王長者

c 福仙寺
1 河中府

d 多 心經
j 擬那

e 香林寺
k 居那

f 盤律
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On the appointed day the promised celestial vehicles appear and convey the
pilgrims to heaven. The Emperor and those at court celebrate their memory,
and in the very last line an honorary title is conferred on Hou Hsing-che.
2. THE ' TSA-CHU J SEQUENCE c H SI - YU CHI J

Scene i : Disaster encountered on a journey to office.
The Bodhisattva Kuan-yin introduces the action: a mortal is required to
collect scriptures for the benefit of China; for this purpose the Arhat Vairocana is to become incarnate as the son of Ch’en Kuang-juia in Hung-nung
hsienb of Hai-chouc. Ch’en Kuang-jui is to suffer an eighteen-year-long
' disaster in water’. The Dragon King has been instructed to protect him.
Ch’en Kuang-jui, on his journey to office, has reached the Inn of a Hundred
Flowers; he has restored life to a fish which, when he bought it, blinked at him.
Preparing to continue the journey to Hung-choud, the servant Wang Ane
looks for a boatman. The singer in this act is Ch’en’s wife who, being eight
months pregnant, is full of anxieties about the journey. In the event Liu Hungf,
recruited as their boatman, murders first Wang An, then Ch’en himself; he
agrees to spare the wife and her unborn child on condition that she accepts
him in Ch’en Kuang-jui^s place—as her husband and the prefect of Hungchou. She has him agree in turn to a three-year delay—a gesture of filial piety
on the part of her as yet unborn son.
Scene 2: The mother forced, the child cast out.
The Dragon of the Southern Seas explains that in compliance with Kuanyin’s direction and in gratitude for Ch’en Kuang-jui’s action in saving his life
(in the form of a fish at the Inn of a Hundred Flowers), he is holding the
murdered Ch’en secure in his Crystal Palace until the eighteen years are up.
Liu Hung enters and declares his intention of ridding himself of the newly
born child who constitutes a threat to his security in office.
The Dragon reappears briefly to ensure protection for the incarnate
Vairocana who is to suffer hardship on the river.
The wife—again the singer—completes the scene alone. She has been com
pelled by Liu Hung to cast her month-old son into the river, and now per
forms the deed carefully, putting the child into a watertight box, together
with two gold clasps and an explanatory note written in her own blood.
Scene 3: Chiang-liu recognizes his mother.
The Dragon orders the Arhat to be transported to the island monastery
Chin-shan szu^.
A fisherman finds the box and takes it off to the Abbot.
The Ch’an Master Tan-hsiah receives it, inspects the contents and resolves
to raise the child and preserve the letter with all the details of its history.
a 陳光蕊

b 弘農縣

g 金山寺

h 丹霞禪師
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c 海州

d 洪州

e 王安

f 劉洪
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Liu Hung here makes a brief appearance, alluding to his present quiet life
and sense of security.
The passage of eighteen years is assumed: the Gh’an Master resumes the
career of the abandoned child, whom he has brought up as a novice monk and
named Hsiian-tsang. He now sends him on a mission of revenge, first ex
plaining the details of his background.
The mother is discovered in a state of anxiety: again she is the singer.
Hsiian-tsang enters, there is an extended recognition scene. They arrange for
him to return provisionally to Chin-shan szu.
Scene 4: The bandit is taken, revenge is wrought.
Yii Shih-nana has now, in the year Chen-kuan 21, been appointed Prefect of
Hung-chou. His first official case is an appeal delivered by the Abbot Tanhsia and Hsiian-tsang, calling for action against Liu Hung. Men are sent
secretly to arrest him.
The dissipated Liu Hung is giving orders to his wife, who is again the
singer. Official guards entor and arrest Liu; he makes a full confession. Yii
Shih-nan sentences him to immolation on the shore of the river in expiation
of C h in 's death. As the sacrificial verses are pronounced Ch’en’s body is
borne out of the water by the Dragon King’s attendants. There is a final
explanation.
Kuan-yin appears on high:1 she summons Hsiian-tsang to the capital, first
to pray for rain to break a great drought there, and further to fetch 5,048 rolls
of Mahayana scriptures from the West.
The wife sums up the whole action in her closing songs.
Scene 5: An Imperial send-off for the westward journey.
Yu Shih-nan narrates how he presented Hsiian-tsang at court: the prayers
for rain were successful, Hsiian-tsang was honoured with the title Tripitaka
and invested with a golden kasaya and a nine-ringed Ch’an staff. His parents
also received honours.
Now, in official mark of his departure for the West, Ch’in Shu-paob and
Fang Hsiian-lingc representing officials civil and military, enter to greet him.
Hsiian-tsang is ushered on. The official party is headed by the aged Yii-ch’ih
Kungd, the singer in this act. He sustains a dialogue, partly in song, with
Hsiian-tsang, leading finally to a request for a Buddhist name. Hsiian-tsang
names him Pao-line.2
The pine-twig is planted which will point east when Hsiian-tsang returns.
Finally, he gives spiritual counsel to members of the crowd.
1 T h e direction reads: ‘ on a high erection*f. Chao C hing-shen (19 35, p. 275) suggests
a parallel in modern stage practice.
2 T he detail o f this name is at odds with other Y ii-ch ’ih K u n g stories, in which it is a
name of his son. (Cf. Chao Ching-shen (1935), p. 274; Sun K ’ ai-ti (1939) ，P. 372.)
a 虞世南
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Scene 6: A village woman tells the tale.
In a village outside ChJang-an some local characters return from watching the
spectacle of Tripitaka’s departure. The singer is a woman nicknamed P’angku-erha. Her songs describe the scene from the crowd’s point of view. There
is a good deal of observation of various side-shows and theatrical performances.1
Scene 7: Moksha sells a horse.
The Fiery Dragon of the Southern Sea is being led to execution for the
offence of ‘ causing insufficient and delayed rainfall’. His appeals succeed in
enlisting the help of Kuan-yin, who persuades the Jade Emperor to have
him changed into a white horse for the transport of Tripitaka and the scriptures.
Tripitaka is discovered at a wayside halt, troubled by the lack of a horse.
Mokshab, disciple of Kuan-yin and the singer in this act, comes to offer
him the white dragon-horse. His songs extol the horse’s qualities. Finally he
uncovers the design, reveals the dragon in its original form, and ends the
scene with allusions to the coming recruitment of Sun Wu-k’ung on Huakuo shan.
Scene 8: Hua-kuang serves as protector.
Kuan-yin first announces a list of ten celestial protectors for Tripitaka on his
journey. The Heavenly King Hua-kuangc, sixth on the list, is the last to
sign on: he enters and for the rest of the scene sings on this theme of protec
tion, pausing only to receive Kuan-yin’s greeting. In the last song there is a
further allusion to Hua-kuo shan.
Scene 9: The Holy Buddha defeats Sun.
Sun Hsing-che now appears: after an initial poem vaunting his celestial birth,
his ubiquity and power, he lists out the members of his ape family, alludes to
his career of misdeeds and his wife, the abducted Princess of Chin-tingd kuo.
Devaraja L i appears, with orders to recover the possessions stolen by Sun
from the Queen of the West. He issues orders to his son Natae, who enters
with troops upon orders from the Jade Emperor to capture Sun Hsing-che
in his home Tzu-yiin-lo-tungf on Hua-kuo shan.
The princess-wife now enters (the singer in this act) and tells in song the
story of her abduction and the life on this mountain. She is joined by Sun and
they prepare to feast.
The celestial troops surround them, Sun’s animal guards flee and Sun
himself escapes. Devaraja L i ‘ combs the hills’ and meanwhile finds the
Princess, who now sings through the remainder of her suite of songs until it is
decided to give her escort back to her home.
Sun Hsing-che eludes the forces of Nata and is captured only by the inter
vention of Kuan-yin, who has him imprisoned beneath Hua-kuo shan to
await the arrival of Tripitaka, his future master.
1 Chao Ching-shen (19 35, p. 273) points out uses elsewhere of this character and this
kind of scene.

a 胖姑兒

b 木叉

c 華光天王

d 金鼎

e 那吒

£ 紫雲羅洞
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Scene 10: Sun is caught, the charm rehearsed.
The singer is a Mountain Spirit guarding Sun beneath Hua-kuo shan: he
opens the act with songs about his own permanence and his present duties.
Tripitaka comes seeking hospitality. The Spirit responds with a sung dis
course which is interrupted by the shout of Sun Hsing-che eager to be
delivered. Tripitaka releases him, and Sun’s immediate reaction is to seek
to eat him and escape. Kuan-yin intervenes to curb his nature with Buddhist
disciplines in the shape of an iron hoop, a cassock and a sword. She gives him
the name Sun Hsing-che.
To Tripitaka she teaches the spell that works the binding hoop on Sun’s
head, and they successfully prove it.
The Spirit adds (in speech) a warning about the demon of Liu-sha Rivera
and they again set out.
Scene 1 1 : Hsing-che expels a demon.
The Spirit of Liu-sha ho, characterized as a monk adorned with hanging
skulls, announces that he has devoured nine incarnations of Tripitaka (nine
skulls represent them), towards the total of a hundred holy men he must eat
in order to gain supremacy.
Sun Hsing-che enters and is attacked by this Sha Ho-shangb. Sun van
quishes him, and he is recruited for Tripitaka’s band of pilgrims.
A new demon named Yin-o chiang-chiinc enters, inhabitant of the im
pregnable Huang-feng shand. He has abducted the daughter from a nearby
Liu family.
The father Liu is the singer in this act: he explains his plight to Tripitaka
and the party of pilgrims. They fight and kill the demon, and restore the girl
to her home. As they set out again, Liu gratefully awaits their return from
the West.
Scene 12: Kuei-mu is converted.1
The pilgrims are now approached by the Red Boye feigning tears. Sun Hsingche, against his own better judgement, is made to carry the child, cannot
sustain the intolerable weight and tosses him into a mountain torrent.
Sha Ho-shang at once reports that the child has borne away their Master.
They go off to appeal to Kuan-yin; she in turn takes the case to the Buddha,
who now appears in company with the Bodhisattvas Manjusrlf and Samantabhadra^. He explains that this is the son, named Ai-nu-erhh, of Kuei-tzu-mu1.
Four guardians have been sent to capture him with the help of the Buddha’s
own almsbowl. The bowl is now brought in, with the Red Boy confined
beneath it. The pilgrims return to rejoin their Master.
The mother Kuei-tzu-mu enters to sing vindictive songs about this action.
The Buddha defends himself from her attacks; she attempts to have the
1 Translating the Buddhist term kuei-i^: ‘ take refuge ’，
a 流沙河
f 文殊

b 沙和尙

g 蒈賢

c 銀額將軍
h 愛奴兒

d 黃風山
i 鬼子母

e 魟孩兒
j 皈侬
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bowl lifted clear; finally she is overcome by Nata. Tripitaka is freed and
himself offers her alternative sentences: she chooses to embrace Buddhism.
Scene 13 : A pig-demon deludes with magic.
Chu Pa-chieh enters, announces his background, past history and present
home (Hei-feng tunga) and describes a plan by which he means to substitute
himself for the young man Chu-langb, the bridegroom to whom a young local
girl is promised and for whom she waits nightly. (Her father P^i-kung0,
we learn, is disposed to retract the agreed match for financial reasons.)
The girl, with her attendant, expects a visit from young Chu the same
night. She (the singer in this act) goes through the actions of burning incense
as she waits for him.1 Chu Pa-chieh enters, carries on a burlesque lovers’
dialogue with her and prevails on her to elope with him.
The pilgrims appear briefly on the stage, preparing to seek lodging near the
frontier of Huo-lund Chin-ting kuo.
Scene 14: Hai-t’ange sends on news.
The girl, again the singer, is now in Chu Pa-chieh’s mountain home, has dis
covered the deception and despairs of seeing her home again; she is obliged
to entertain the debauched Chu Pa-chieh, who agrees however to let her visit
home.
Sun Hsing-che enters, overhears their conversation and at once attacks
Chu. He offers to carry a verbal message for the girl. She trusts him with this
and warns him that her family and the Chu’s are already disputing the case.
Scene 15: They take the daughter back to P'ei.
The heads of the Chu and P’ei families argue out their marriage contract and
its alleged violation and are stopped from going to court only by the arrival
of Tripitaka and his party. Sun Hsing-che produces the message in the form
of a little song.
To determine what demon this abductor is they summon up the local
guardian spirit
who reports that he takes the form of a pig. Sun
Hsing-che at once sets out to attack.
The P’ei girl sings a series of heartbroken songs. Sun Hsing-che comes and
offers to take her home: she now sings gratitude, against some jeering com
ment from Sun. They leave.
Tripitaka, with the two family heads, await them and welcome back the
daughter. She reveals that Chu fears only the hunting dogs of Erh-lang. The
family affairs are now resolved.
Chu Pa-chieh decides to follow her home. Sun Hsing-che arranges to take
1 T h is part of the scene, and even a particular line in the dialogue, is transparently a
borrowing from the tsa-chU Hsi-hsiang chi (Hsi-yu chiy sc. 13 , p. 59, compare Hsihsiang chi， p. 50a). T h e line in question— ‘ M aidservant [for “ H ung-niang” ]^，take
the incense-table and put it by the rockery’.
a 黑風洞

b 朱郞

c 裴公

d 火輪

e 海棠

f 土地

g 魟娘
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her place in the bridal chamber where Chu expects to find her. They fight :
Chu escapes, taking with him the Master Tripitaka. Erh-lang must now be
called in.
Scene 16: The hunting hounds catch the pig.
Erh-lang, the singer in this act, begins with a series of truculent and threaten
ing songs, then demands Chu’s surrender to Buddhism. Chu fights first with
Sun Hsing-che, who has entered with Erh-lang; then the dogs are put on him
and finally seize him. Tripitaka is released and instantly urges mercy. Chu
accepts the Buddhist faith.
Erh-lang，s closing song alludes to the coming perils of the Land of Women
and Huo-yen shana.
Scene 17: The Queen forces a marriage.
The pilgrims arrive in the Land of Women.
The Queen enters alone( she is the singer), describes her situation and her
longing for a husband, and declares an intention to detain Tripitaka for this
purpose.
The pilgrims again enter, warned of their danger in a recent dream granted
by one of their guardians—Wei-t’o tsun-t’ienb. The Queen seeks to tempt
Tripitaka with wine, then embraces him and finally bears him off to the rear
of the Palace. Other women do the same with the three disciples.
The Queen and Tripitaka re-enter, and she continues to sing her entreaties
until Wei-t’o tsun-t’ien appears and drives her back. Sun Hsing-che is sum
moned and Wei-t’o, giving him a brief allocution, retires.
Sun confesses that his own near lapse was forestalled only by the tightening
of the hoop upon his brow. He now ends the scene by singing a suggestive
ditty to the tune Chi-sheng-ts’ao.
Scene 18: They lose the way and ask it of an Immortal.
The pilgrims require guidance.
A Taoist in the mountains sings a set of literary verses on the Four Vices.
When the pilgrims come and ask the way of him he at once gives details of the
nearby Huo-yen shan and the female demon T ’ieh-shan kung-chuc whose
Iron Fan alone is able to put out the flames on the fiery mountain. With more
songs, of a warning nature, the Taoist leaves them.
The pilgrims reach the mountain, Sun Hsing-che undertakes to borrow
the fan. From the mountain spirit he ascertains that T ，
ieh-shan kung-chu is
unmarried and accessible to offers of marriage. He resolves to approach her.
Scene 19: The Iron Fan and its evil power.
T，
ieh-shan kung-chu (the singer) enters and introduces herself, giving her
background, members of her family.
Sun Hsing-che arrives with his request to borrow the fan; she dislikes his
a 火焰山
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insolence and refuses. They threaten one another, then fight until she waves
him off with the fan and Sun Hsing-che somersaults off the stage.
Sun Hsing-che, in the closing remarks of the scene, prepares to retaliate
by seeking the assistance of Kuan-yin.
Scene 20: The Water Department quenches the fire.
Kuan-yin enters and decides to employ the masters of Thunder, Lightning,
Wind and Rain, with all the attendant spirits of the celestial Water Depart
ment, to ensure Tripitaka’s safe passage across Huo-yen shan.
These characters now enter and introduce themselves. The singer is
Mother-Lightninga, and her first series of songs is purely descriptive.
Tripitaka enters to offer brief thanks, and the scene ends with more songs
as the spirits escort the party of pilgrims over the burning mountain. The
last song predicts the imminent end of their pilgrimage.
Scene 2 1: The Poor Woman conveys intuitive certainty.1
The party has arrived in India and prepares to advance to the Vulture Peak—
Ling-chiu shanb. Sun Hsing-che is sent on ahead to look for food.
The Poor Woman enters and introduces herself as one whose trade is
selling cakes and who, without presuming to enter the Buddha’s own province,
has attained to great spiritual accomplishments. (She is the singer here.)
Sun Hsing-che appears to announce his mission, and they quickly engage
in a sophistical dialogue on the term hsinc in the ‘ Diamond Sutra’• It becomes
a burlesque in which Sun is ridiculed. Tripitaka enters and sustains a more
competent discussion. He asks some plain questions about the Buddhist
paradise, and the Poor Woman then urges them on.
Scene 22: They present themselves before the Buddha and collect the
scriptures.
The Mountain Spirit of the Vulture Peak introduces the situation: the pil
grims are about to be received into the Western Paradise; the householder
Chi-ku«tud (Sanskrit: Anathapindada) is to escort them. He enters, the singer
in this act. He introduces Tripitaka to heaven, answers his questions and
announces the entry of the Buddha.
The Buddha appears in the form of an image (Buddha leaving the mountains)
(represented5e by the monks Han-shanf and Shih-te^. He decrees that the
three animal disciples may not return to the East; four of his own disciples
will escort Tripitaka on the return journey. Tripitaka is led off to receive the
scriptures.
The character Ta-ch’iianh is responsible for their issue. All assist in loading
them on to the horse, who alone is to return East with Tripitaka and the dis
ciples of the Buddha.
The three disciples in turn offer their final remarks and yield up their
1 Rendering the Buddhist term hsin-yin 、
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mortal lives. Tripitaka remembers each of them in a spoken soliloquy before
he sets out on his return journey.
Scene 23: Escorted back to the Eastern Land.
The first of the four Buddhist disciples, Ch’eng-chia， is the singer. The
opening of the scene consists solely of his songs on the implications of the
journey; he pauses only to reveal that the trials on the westward journey were
contrived by the Buddha.
In Ch’ang-an the pine-twig has been seen to turn eastward, and a crowd
has come out to welcome Tripitaka5s return. Yii-ch’ih Ching-te again appears
to receive him.
Ch’eng-chi’s final song gives warning that the scriptures must be presented
the following morning before the Emperor.
Scene 24: Tripitaka appears before the Buddhab.
The Sakyamuni Buddha enters1 and gives orders for Tripitaka to be led
back to the Vulture Peak to meet his final spiritual goal.
The Winged Immortal who receives these orders is the singer. He escorts
Tripitaka before the Buddha, whose closing remarks, as well as the Spirit’s
last songs, invoke conventional benedictions upon the Imperial house.
1 T h e original direction reads: ‘ T h e Buddha— (upon) a high erection— and four Vajra
(guardians) enter • . • ’ Cf. above, note to Scene 4.
a 成基

b 朝元
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Addenda
p. 7: Professor Wolfram Eberhard in a recent article, ‘ Notes on Chinese
story tellers’ (Fabula n (1970), 1- 3 1) , describes the results of research
in modern Taipei, where’published fiction has made serious encroach
ments upon the art of the story-teller. Eberhard characterizes this (p. 3)
as the final stage before the complete extinction of traditional story
telling.
p. 1 1 : Professor Priisek’s current views on the problems described in the
foregoing section are given at length in his recent book, The Origins and
the Authors of the ' hua-pen \ Prague, 1967.
p. 47, n. 1 : Iwaki Hideo, 4Sodai engeki kikan’
，Chugoku bungaku ho 19
(1963)，102-27.
p. 114, n. 1 : A more comprehensive study of the subject is now avail
able in the shape of R. H. van Gulik’s The Gibbon in China (Leiden,
1967).
pp. 1 1 6 - 1 1 7 : For a study of a related folk-tale complex, see Ting Nait’ung, ‘A T Type 301 in China and some countries adjacent to China: a
study of a regional group and its significance in world tradition ’
，Fabula
1 1 (1970), 54-125.
p. 1 2 1 ，（
i.): The point is in fact made also by Inada Osamu, in *So
Gen wahon ruikei ko5 (Part 2), Kagoshima Daigaku bunka hohoku 8
( 1959 ) ，131- 54 .
p. 146, n. 2: There is no evidence to confirm or refute the suggestion
that this or other items from the same passage were already linked with
a Hsi-yu-chicycle: cf. T a n Cheng-pi (1956), pp. 17, 36; Ch’en Ju-heng,
pp. 54—5; Ota and Torii, p. 360 a.
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elixir, of Lao-chiin, 69，109-13, 129，136,
184
Elliott, A. J. A., 105 n, 159 n
Erh-lang, 69，79 n, 84-6, io g y 112, 12931，145 n-147, 150-3, 184-5, 197-8
Erh-lang shen so C h’i-t’ien Ta-sheng, title
of tsa-chii, 729-34, 153
Erh-lang shen tsui she so-mo-ching, title of
tsa-chii, /jo-3
Erh-shu (T’ung Shih-szu), 15 8 n
Fa-ts’ung，39
family, of ape-demons, 110, 120, 123, 127,

, ,

129 133 153
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Hei-feng shan, 7 J ；
tung, 797
Hei-sung lin, 94
Hei ta-wang, 7J
Hell, 38 n, 53-6, 85，103，111-13，" 9 ;
King of, S3
herbs, theft of, 136
Hirano Kensho, 30 n
Ho A-shih (—
— Ho-shih)， 46
horse, see dragon-horse
Hou Hsing-che, j/, 35-6，44，46，49,
106-8，112, 147-8, 157， 159, 162-3>
189-93
Hrdlickova, Vena, 3, 5 n, 6
Hsi-hsiang chi (Wang Shih-fu), 68 n, 81，
170，197 n; (Tung chieh-ylian), 38-9
Hsi-shih tung, 95 (cf. Po-shih tung)
H si-fien M ix ching, title of tsa-chu (Wu
Ch’ang-ling), 75, 87—8, 102
Hsi-yu chiy hundred-chapter version, 14,
16，18 n, 21, 22 n, 32 n, 36 n, 48-50,
53, 55-6, 58-9, 64-7, 69, 71，73- 4, 76,
81-2 n, 84-5, 87, 96-9, 103, 105, i i i 13, 115, 126-7, 132 n, 133, 136, 144 n，
146 n，147-9, 150 n, 151-3 n, 158, 161，
167, 174, 176
H si-yu chi, tsa-chii version of, see under
‘ tsa-chii H si-yu chi ’ ; fragment in

F eng Meng-lung (15 74 ?-1645 ?)，1 18 ,
iz i n
Feng-shen yen-i, 36 n, 65 n，146 n, 175
Feng-yueh chin-nang, anthology, 12 4 n
Fiery Hollow, ig o
fingers of Buddha, forming mountain,
see under Wu-hsing shan
fish, swallowing boy, 39-41, 45，192
five demon women, 99
Five Precepts, of Buddhism, 156
five watches of the night, 93
folding chair (sheng-ch’uang)， 33
Yung-lo ta-tien, see under (Yung-lo taFoochow, 158-9
tien ，•，
fragment in P ak fongsa dnhae，
Franke, H., 137
see under ‘ P ak t’ongsa dnhae’
Fu-chou (Kiangsi), 13 5 n
Hsia, C. T., ix, 59 n, 167 n
Fu Hsi-hua, 76 n, 12611，130 n, 13311， Hsia Chiin-cheng, 76
13411，144 n, 171 n, 172 n
Hsiang-shan monastery, i8 g
Fu Yun-tzu, 55 n, 93 n
Hsiao-shih Chen-k’ung pao-chuan, 21 n,
Fukien, 10, 47, 49, 158-9
90-8, 101，103
Hsiao-shih Ta-sheng pao-chiian ，92
Genjo Sanzo toten yurai engi, 99—
100
Hsin-tiao T a -T 9ang San-tsang Fa-shih
Gesar, Tibetan epic hero, 33 n, 34, 36,
ch’U ching chi， 25 ff.; cf, ‘ Kozanji
166
version ’
Getty, Alice, 21 n, 36 n, 49 n，50 n
hsing-che, designation of novice-monk,
‘ Ginseng-fruit’ ，136 , 161 n, 191
几 46, 130
Golden Gate (Golden Horse Gate), 94
Hsing-shih heng-yen (ed. Feng MengGreat Roc, 73
lung), 175 n
Great Serpent Range, igo
Hsiu, name of Ch’an master, 1 3 4 - 5 ;
Guardian-figures, Buddhist, 48-9，189
shan, i j s w
guild, of story-tellers, 6
hsiu-ts’ai ， 3 1 ， 106—
7，工77 一8，189
Hsii Sun, 14 3
Hsu Tzu-shou (? thirteenth-fourteenth
han-pang (‘club fights’)，category of early
oral fiction, 63 n
century), 144
Han-W u ku-shih ， 3 J , 149 n
Hsli Wei ( i 52i~93)>75 n, 82, 123, 150 n
Han Yu (768-824), 3, 45 ny 142 n
Hsilan-ho i-shih ，147 n
Hanan, P. D.，5，104 n
Hsiian-tsang (d. 664), 11-24, 28 n, 32 n ，
Hangchow, 5, 16 n, 26，147 11
50, 63, 102, 183
Hanumat, 160-4
Hsiian-tsang ch'ii ching (Yang ChingHarltl, see under Kuei-tzu-mu
hsia?)，77, 78
Heart Sutra, 14—
16，102, 126-7, 192
Hsiian-tsung, T*ang emperor, 28 n
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Hslieh Jen-kuei，56
Hsiieh Jen-kuei cheng Liao shih-liieh ，56,
hsiin-chien，military office, 118 , 122-4
Hu Chi, 3 n，9, 26 n, 44 n, 147 n
hu-ch’uang (folding chair), j j n

58

Hu-li ta-hsien, 65
Hu Shih, 91, 93, 98, 105 n, 139, 143 n,
147 n, 153 n, 160, 162
Hua, Mount (Shensi), 1 4 9 - 5 1, ij8 \
goddess of, 15 0
Hua-kuang, Heavenly King, 795
Hua-kuo shan, 3 1 ， 69, 70, 79 n, 107-12,
129-30， 133， 145， 148-9, 151， 162,
184-5, i 95~6
hua-pen ， 5 、 29-30
Huai river, i j g t 140-1，152
Huang Chih-kang, 84 n, 131 n, 139-48
Huang-feng kuai, 7J, 183;
shan 73,
19 6 ；
ta-wang, 73
Huang-p’o (Yellow Crone), Taoist term,
i j i ny 173 n, 174
^
Huang-ying-erh9 popular tune, 93
Hui-an, 14 4 ny 147
Hui-tsuan yiian-pyu nan-ch’ii chiu-kung
cheng-shih (Niu Shao-ya and Hsii Tashih), anthology of dramatic verse, 12 3 ,

124 n, 125 n
Hui-yen, 144 n
Hung, William, 52 n
Hung-fang Ch’an-shih, 8 n, jj- 5
Hung-hai-erh (kuai), 18, /j, 86, 94, 96-7,
183, 196
Hung P’ien (sixteenth century), 1 1 4
123
Hung Shan, Great Saint of, god of
kitchen, 135
Hung-yang sect, 93 n
hunting hounds, 84, 197-8
Huo-lun chin-ting kuo, 197 \ cf. Chin-ting
kuo
Huo-yen shan, 74 、79 n, 87, 94, 183， 198
I_chien chih (Hung Mai), 2，159
I-lin (? Ts’ui Chuan), " 5 ，124 n

Inada Osamu, 210
India, 13 n, 15 n, 16, 20, 32, 114, 151 n,
160，19 2, 199
Indra，3 3 -4
Indus river, 14, 16
invisibility, see cap of,
iron cudgel (fieh-pang), J7-9, 44, 48-9,
107, h i , /jo, 158，161, 181
iron fan, see T ’ieh-shan. . .
Ishida Eiichiro, 50 n, 116 n, 139, 141 n,
148
Iwaki Hideo, 47 n, 210

Jade Emperor (Yii-ti), 58, 69, 85, 86 n,
109-10, 177- 9, 184-5, 195
Jade Pool (Yao_ch’ih)，136
Japan, 17, 29
Jatakas, 39 n
Jen Pan-t’ang, 9
Jobodai shu (Eiban), i g 9 20
Jogyo (ninth century), ig
Jung-m u hsien-t’an (Wei Hsiian), 140
K’ai-feng，26, 43, 121, 131，i47n, 165
Kan Pao {circa ad 300), 1 1 5 n
Kao Wen-hsiu (? thirteenth century),
143 一孕

karma ， 12 5
Ken-chat tsa-shuo

(Yu T ’ung), 15 8
Keng-ch’en，mythological figure, 14 1
Khotan, 13 n, 34，161，163
Korea, 56，57 n，60 ff.
K5zanji, temple near Kyoto, 25
*Kozanji version5, 13, 15-16, 18, 20, 23-4,
25-45, 46, 48-50, 73 n, 74, 101-2, 106,
109, 112-13, 127, 133, 136, 147-8,
151-2，154, 157-9, 161-2, 164, 172；
(synopsis) 189-93
Kshitigarbha, 55 n
Ku-chin hsiao-shuo (ed. Feng Meng-lung),
n 8 y 121 n
k ’uai-shu ， 4, 7 n
Kuan Han-ch’ing (thirteenth century),
170
Kuan-k’ou，Kuan-chou (Szechuan), 109,
131, 147 n, 184-5
K u an -k’ou Erh-lang chan chien-chiao,
title of tsa-chu， 13 0 -2
Kuan-yin, 14 n, 15, 49，69，70-2，83,

85-6, 94, 109-10, 112, 135, 142, 144 n,
145, 147, 149, 151，165 n, 173, 183-4,
193- 6, 199
Kuan Yii, San-kuo hero, 159
Kuei-shan (Anhwei), /J9-41, 143，145,
148; (Upper and Lower), 1 4 1 n
Kuei-shan Shui-mu, 129
Kuei-tzu-mu (cf. Harltl), 16—18, 21 n, 45,
73, 89, 102, 145, 190, 196; Land of, 18,
190
Kuei-tzu-mu chieh po chi, title of tsa-chii,

17

K’ung Ling-ching, 46 n
kuo-shih, 65 n ， 68, 185
Kuo-shih pu (Li Chao), 139
Kuo Ya-chih, attendant of Erh-lang,
84

Kuvera, Hindu god of wealth, 34
Kwangsi, 118
Kwangtung, 118-19, 122

General Index
Land of Women, 73-14, 16，74，79 n,
81 n, 95, 102, 172, 183, 191，198
Lanka, 160-1，163
Lao-chiin, 69, 93, 109-/0, 112-13，136,
184
lao-tan ，dramatic role, 83
Lei-shuo (Tseng Hao), j i 8 n, 146 n
Levy, Andre, 57 n, 58 n, 118 n, 123 n
Li Chen (Ch’ang-ch’i) (1376-1452), 13 4 、
137-8

Li
Li
Li
Li
Li

Ching (571—
649)，34, 146
Ch’un-feng, S 4~5
Hao-ku (? thirteenth century), 150 n
K’ai-hsien (1501-68), 77-9, 123 n
Kung-lin (eleventh-twelfth century),
17, 18 n
Li Ping, i4S~6
Li-shan, 14 5 - 6 ;
Lao-mu, 14 n, j i o ,
ii2 , 144—
6
Li Shih-min (597-649), 34, 53; see also
under T ’ai-tsung
Li Shih-yu, 90 n, 92 n, 93 n, 146 n
Li Szu-ch’un，147 n
Li T ’ieh-kuai，Taoist saint, 171
Li T ’ien-wang， see Devaraja Li
Li Ting, 59 n, 17 7
Li Ts’ui-lien, 54
Li-tui (Szechuan), 14 5
Liang szu-kung chi, i j n, 35 n
Liao-chai chih~i (P’u Sung-ling), 158 n
Lien-kua pao-fa, title of play, S7, 88 n
lien-p’u (theatrical face make-up), 47
Lin-an (cf. Hangchow), capital of Southern
Sung, 26, 147 n, 150
Lin P ，
ei-chih，114，162
Ling-t，
ai shan, 1 1 1
Ling-tcai tai-ta (Chou Ch’li-fei)， 1 1 8
lions, 23, 73, 183, 189
Liu Ch'uan, 5^-6
L iu H si C h yen-hsiang T 'ai-tzu ’ title of
southern play, 750 n
Liu Hung, 19 3 -4
Liu, James J. Y.，124 n
Liu K’o-chuang (1187-1269), ^5-6, 49,
106
Liu-sha ho, 9孕，96—
7, 196
Liu-shih chia hsiao-shuo, 1 1 4 n

Liu Te-hsing, 147 n
Liu Ts’un-yan，35 n，121 n, 123 n
Liu Yeh-ch’iu ，114，121 n, 126 n
Lo-ch’a nii, 94
Lo Chen-yu, 25-6, 132 n
Lo Ch’ing (Patriarch Lo) (1443-1509)， go
Lo Yeh (? thirteenth century), 2
Lokapala, 34, 44
Long Pit, ig o
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Lord, Alfred, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8
Lu Chih-shen, Shui-hu hero, 87 n
Lu Hsiin (Chou Shu-jen), 2，5, 6, 27,
105 n, 139, 160 n
Lu-kuei pu (Chung Szu-ch’eng), 17 n,
56 n, 75, 77, 87-8, 144 n, 150
Lu-kuei pu hsu-pien (anon.), 75，78，80 n,
144
Lu-li ta-hsien, 65
Lu-ling (Kiangsi), 13 4 w, 137
L u shih (Lo Pi), 14 3
Lung-chi shan (Kiangsi), 134-5 ；----Monastery, 135 n
Lung-chi shan yeh-yUan fin g ching, title
of tsa-ckU， 133, 1 J 4 —8
ma~hua9 mythical

ape-like creature, 1 1 6
Ma Tai-loi, 121 n
Ma Yau-woon, 121 n
macaque {mi-hov) ， 3 1
magic carpet, 33
Mahdbharata, 164
Mahabrahma, J2-5, 45, 107, 152, 189-91
Maitreya, 33, 94, 96 n, 98
Makita TairyS, 142
Malalasekera, G. P., 40
Manjusrl, 14 , 191，ig6
mask, actor’s，47
Maspero, Henri, 50 n, 171 n
Mass of the Dead (Shui-lu ta-hui), 54, 69,
7i
Masuda Wataru, 5
Matangi, 145
Maudgalyayana, see Mu-lien
Mei-ling (Kiangsi/Kwangtung), 119
Mei-shan, Seven Sages of, 84, 145-6,
151
melons, 53-5
memorial services, 39-41, 192; cf. Mass
of the Dead
Meng-liang lu (Wu Tzu-mu), 3 n, 5 n, 26,
147 n，150 n
.
Meng-lieh Ne-cha san pien-hua ，title of
tsa-chii, 13 0 -3

metal band (on monkey’s head), no,
112—13, 158, 165 n, 196, 198
Mi-ch’ieh ti-tzu, 77
Mi-t’ien Ta-sheng, 120
Mieh-fa kuo, fictional country, 9夺，97
mind, symbolized by monkey，105, 153 n,
167-76
Ming-huang (cf. Hsuan-tsung), 28
Mo-wang kuan, 725 129, 130 n, 171 n—
172 n
Moksha (Mu-ch'a), 35，709, n o, 14411，
147, 149, 151，184, 195
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(Arthur Waley), 21 n
monkey-hero, 23, 31-3，105 ff.
Moslem, 77, 87，102
Mother-lightning (Tien-mu), jg g
Moving Sands (Liu-sha)， ig
Monkey

M u-ch’a hsing-che so Shui-mu, title of
tsa-chU， 143
Mu-lien, 32 ny 35, 38, 43-4, 165-6
M u-lien chiu mu ch’iian-shan hsi-wen

(Cheng Chih-chen), 33 n，165 n

parables, Buddhist, 14; cf. Chavannes, E.
Parry, Milman, 2, 8
peaches, 36-8, 44, 69, 107，109，112，136,
147, 151 n ，162, 184, 191
Pei-fang Chen-wu, see Warrior of the
North
Pei-yu chi，36 n
P’eng-lai，dwelling of immortals, 13 6
Peri, Noel, 17
Pi_ma-wen ，title of groom in heavenly
stables, 1 1 1
Pien-liang, Northern Sung capital (cf.
K’ai-feng)， 17
pien-wen ，43
pine-twig, planted by Tripitaka, 22-3，
194
p ’ing-hua ， 56， 63, 64, 67， 18 0 ; Yangchou
，4

(Yeh T ’ang)，76，
87 n, 88 n
nagas (dragon deities), 34
Nagasawa Kikuya, 25 n, 27, 29, 121
Nalanda, 22 n
Nan-hsiung fu, 118 , 122, 124
N an-tz'u hsil-lu (Hsii Wei), 75, 82 n ，123，
p ，ing-t ，an， 3
150 n
N an-yu chi, 36 n, 74 n, 87 n
pleasure-grounds (wa~tzu)t 1，26, 40 n
Po-lo kuo, fictional country, i g i
nao wu-keng ， popular song sequences,
Po-lo-sengy Guardian spirits, 18 2
93 n
narrators, 1—
9，30，35，101; manuals of, Po-shih tung, 74， 183
Po~wu chih (Chang Hua), 1 1 5 n ， 1 1 6 n
6-7
ta-hsien,
mo-chlin,
Nata (Ne-cha)，35, 73, 84, 130-1，145-6, Po-yen kuei (
chin-ching kuei), 63, 65, 68, 73,
152, i9S> 197
necklace of skulls, 20-1, 44，87，196
! 3 卜 2 , 18 0 -3, 185
Po-yuan chuan， see under ‘ P u Chiang
nests, 16
Tsung• •.，
Nine-Dragon Pool, igo
P ’o-hsieh hsiang-pien (Huang Yii-p^en),
Niu Mo-wang, 94
N o P ak chipnam (Ch’oe Se-chin), 6 1 ， 180
93竹
Poor Woman (P ’in-p’o) ， 8i n, 199
Nogdltae, 57 n ，60, 61-2
Nogdltae chipnam (Ch'oe Se-chin), 6/, 180
Potalaka, Mount, seat of Kuan-yin, 7 0 - 1,
north, god of, see Vaisravana
183
princess, abducted by Sun Hsing-che,
Nu-jen kuo, see Land of Women
Na-shu-ying cKu-p'u

82, n o , 1 1 3 , 127

Ogawa Kanichi, 25 n, 29 n, 31
Ogura Shimpei, 61 n
Ota Tatsuo, 17 n, 19 n, 20 n, 27 n, 29 n,
30 n, 31, 40 n, 41 n, 66, 68-70, 72,
94 n, 96—
7, 99-100, 105 n, 114, 115 n,
126-7, 149 n, 160 n, 161, 210
Ou-yang Ho (sixth century), i i j
Ou-yang Hsiu (1007—
72), 2, 22
Pa-chiao shih-t，
ou kuei, i j i
P ak t’ongsa， 60 ff., 103, 108， 179-83,
186-7
Pak t’ongsa dnhae， 21 n, 60-74, 84-7, 96,
101， 103， 108-10， 113， 136， 144 n，
147-9, 151-2, 158, 179-88
P'an-lu, fictional country, IQ2
P，
ang_ku_erh，795
pao-chUcm， 33 n, 90-100, 146 n
Pao-wen fa n g shu-mu (Ch’ao Li), 1 1 8 、
144, 150 n

Priyankara, 77; cf. Ai-nu-erh
prompt-books, 5—7, 29， 30 n
Prusek, Jaroslav, 6 n, 26 n, 3 9 - 4 2 ,12 2 11,2 10
P u Chiang Tsung Po-yuan chuan， 77^-19
puppet-theatre, 150
Queen of the West (Hsi Wang Mu), 36—
8,
69, 10 7 - 13 , 136 n, 147, 165 n, 184, 195
Queen of Land of Women, 14, 50, 81 n,
144, 1 9 1 ， 198

rain-making, 53, 64-7, 17 7 -8 , 194
Rama, Indian epic hero, 160-3
Rdmayanay 36, 114 , 160 -4
Red Boy, see Hung-hai-erh

kuai
Register of Life and Death, 1 1 1
river-demons, 14 5—7
River of Sands (Sha-ho), 75
robes, stolen from Queen of the West,
10 9 -10 , 1 1 3 , 136, 184

General Index
rosary, 48
Rupadhatu (Region of Form),
Devaraja, J5 n

3 4 ; -----

137

Stein, R. A., 13 n, 32 n, 33 n, 34 n, 160 n
step-mother, persecutes step-son, 39 -4 1,
192

^akyamuni, 40, 69-71, 183, 185, 200
Samantabhadra, 14 , 191, ig6
San-kuo chih p 、ing-hua ， 56, 57 n, 58-9
San-tsang, see Tripitaka
Sarigha (d. 710), 12 n, 14 2 -4 , 147
Sawada Mizuho, 90, 92-3, 97， 132 n,
134 n, 137
Schafer, E. H., 114 n
Seven Sages of Mei-shan, see under Mei
shan
Sha-chiao chen (Kwangtung), 118 , 122
Sha Ho-shang, 2j, 71，87，94, 97, 102,
109, 157, 165 n, 173-4, 184, 196
Shan-hai ching ， 13 n, 140-1，149 n
Shao-chin-tzu tao-jen, 65，68， 1 8 1
Shao-hsiu (tenth-century monk), 13 5 n ，
Shen Hsiao-kuan i niao hai ch’i ming,
of short story, 1 2 1
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title

Shen-sha shen, 18-21, 35, 44-5, 190
Shen-yang Kung, ape demon, u g
Shen-yang tung chi (Ch’ti Yu), 126
Sheng-p,ing pao-fa (Chang Chao), 88
Shih chen-jen szu^sheng so pai-yuan, title of
tsa-chii, 12^
shih-hua ，29

Shih-te t’ang, Nanking publishing house,
\74

Shih-t’o kuo, fictional country,

73, 183
Shih-tzu-yiieh jo pen-sheng ching, J55-6

Shimura Ryoji, 31
Shinshu, Japanese Buddhist sect, 99
Shionoya On, 76 n
Shiratori Kurakichi, 13 n
Shoji Kakuichi, 57 ny 58 n
shu-hui，5, 6
Shua-shua San-lang, 1 10 , 129
Shui-hu chuan, 4, 5, 32 n, 74 n, 87，146 n,
150 n，175
Shui-lien tung, 10 8-9, I TI > 129, 148, 184
Shun-feng-erh, 18 2
Shuo-ch’ang Hsi-yu chi， g8-g

Slta, Indian epic heroine, 160, 163
skulls, necklace of, 20-1, 44, 87, 196
snakes, land of, 189
somersault, 83, 165 n
Sou-shen chi (Kan Pao), 1 1 5 n
spiders, 65 n, 73, 94, 183
stables in heaven, 111，113
Stael-Holstein, Baron von, 160 n
staff, gold-banded, 32, 35, 38, 190, 194
Stein, M. A., 34 n, 36 n

Strong King Bodhisattva, /09, 185
Strong Spirit (Ta-li kuei)，io g 7 14 7 n, 184
Subhuti, Patriarch, 1 1 1
Suematsu Yasukazu, 6 1 n
Sugriva, 16 0 ， 162
Sukhavatl, 95 n, 98
Sun Hsing-che (Sun Wu-k，
ung)， 38,
47—8, 63-4, 66, 69—7 1 ，8 1—7, 94 , 105 ff-

Sun K’ai-ti，3 n, 5 n, 6 n, 10 n, 26 n, 75 n,
77-8, 80, 87-8， 1 1 8 n, 144 n
Sun K’o，J J 4 n
Sung Chiang, Shui-hu hero, 74 n
Sung Ch，
ing，Shui-hu hero, J 4 n
sword, 48-9
Szechuan 15 , 84 ， 1 1 6 ， 130 —1 ， 14 5 - 7 ， 19 1
Szu, river, 46
Szu-chou, 140 n, 14 1 - 3
Szu-chou Sheng-mu, 12 0 ; cf. Wu-chihch，
i
Szu-chou Ta-sheng hsiang Shui-mu ，title
of tsa-chu, 14 4
Szu Su, 7
Ta-li kuei-wang,
Spirit

1 4 J n;

cf.

Strong

T a-T 'ang hsi-yu chi (Hsiian-tsang/Pienchi)，1 1 ， 13 n, 14, 16 n, 32 n
T a - T 9ang San-tsang ch’il ching shih-hua,

25 ff.; see ‘ Kozanji version’
Ta-tien (ninth-century monk), 45, 46
Ta Yti, mythical emperor, 13 9 -4 1^ 14 3 ,14 9
T ’ai-ho cheng-yin p ’u (Chu Ch’iian)，77,
14 4 11， 15 0 11

T ’ai-tsu，Sung emperor; cf. Chao K’uangyin
T’ai-tsung，T’ang emperor, 28, 53-6, 69,
7 1 ， 85-6， 94 n, 10 3, 10 7 ， 109, 1 1 3 ,
178 -9, 18 3 -4
Taipei, 2 10
Tan-cha hae (Ch’oe Se-chin), 57 n, 6 1—2,
18 2 n
Tan-hsia ch’an-shih，83 n ，19 3 -4
T ’an Cheng-pi, 58, 63 n, 119 , 12 1 n, 2 10
T'ang San-tsang Hsi-yu chi, 63,68, 10 8 ,18 0
Tantrism, 20, 34, 49
Tao-lin ch，
an-shih (ninth-century monk)，
16 ft
T ’ao-shan，15 3
T ’ao Tsung-i ( h 320—?1402) ， 44, 75,
140 n, 14 1 n, 14 3, 147 n
Taoism, 90
Taoists, 64-6, 94, 10 8 ， 1 1 8 ， 12 4 ， 12 5,
1 8 1 —3
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Tathagata, 109, 112，149, 184
Ten Kings of Hell, 53, 55 n, 185
Thomas, F. W., 163
Thompson, Stith, 14 n, 32 n, 33 n, 73 n
Three Islands, dwelling of immortals, 136
Thunderclap Monastery, 95, 183, 185
Ti-yung Fu-jen, 73, 94, 96-7, 183
Tibet, 1 3 n, 32 n, 34, 36, 161, 163
Tibetans, 116
T ’ieh-kuai L i tu Chin-t’ung YU-nii， title
of tsa-chii， i j i
T ’ieh-se mi-hou, I2g
T ’ieh-shan kung-chu, 74 、 87, 94, ig 8
T ’ieh-t’ou lan-t’ien kuei, 13 2
tiger-demon, 32, 35-6, 49, 65, 182, 190
tiger-skin, 33 n, 48-9, 112, 158
Ting Nai-t’ung，32 n, 145 n, 210
THng ching yiian chi (Li Ch’ang-ch’i)，
134 w
To-mu kuai，65 n, 7J, 183
Tokutomi Soho, 25
%
y
Torii Hisayasu, xi, 105 n, 149 n, 160 n,
161, 210
Torii Ryuzo, 23
Tou-chan-sheng Fo, title conferred on
Sun Wu-k，
ung，1 1 2
tree spirits, 74，189
Tripitaka, Buddhist title, 72, et passim
tsa-chii，dramatic genre, 75 n, 81, 83-4, 86,
130-1，170
tsa-chii Hsi-yu chi, 14 n, 17 n, 21 n, 22 n,
48，50，66-7，73—
4 ，75-89，101，103,
11。，112-13, 120, 123, 127, 131-3, !36,
144一6，148-9, 150 n, 151-3，158, 172；
(synopsis) 193-200
Ts’ai Mei-piao, 180 n
Tsui-weng fa n -lu (Lo Yeh), 2 n, 3 n, 63 n，
146 n
Ts’ui Chueh (Tzu-yii), official in Under
world, 55
Tsung-yen, 159
Tu-ch’eng chi sheng (Nai-te-weng), 5 n,
40, 42
Tun-huang, 18，30 n, 34 n, 36, 55，91,
161，164
Tung chieh-yuan, 39
Tung-ching meng-hua lu (Meng Yiian-lao),
17 n, 26 n, 43 n, 147 n
Tung-fang Shuo, J7—
8
Tung-fien hsiian-chi, title of tsa-chii, 76,
172-2
Tung-yu chi (cf. Szu-yu chi), 146 n
T ’ung-t’ien ho, 16 n
T ’ung-t’ien Ta-sheng, 1 1 0 、 I20 y 127, i2 g
turtle, 14
Tusita, Buddhist heaven, 94, 156
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Tzu-yang chen-jen, //5-I9, 120
Tzu-yiin tung, 3/, 107—
8，148; ----- lotung，n o y ig s
T z yu-en chuan，11 n, 13 n, 14-15, 18-19,
151 n, 169 n
T z ’u-niieh (Li K^i-hsien), 77-8
Uchida Michio, 105 n, 115 n, 121 n, 151 n,
155, 157
Uchiyama Chinari, 114一15，117， i z i n
utpala flowers, land of, i g i
Vairocana, 193
Vaisravana, 20, 32, 34—
6, 38, 44-5, 107-8,
146, 152
Vajra Guardians, 18 5, 189
Vakkula, see Bakkula
Valmiki, 36，160，164
van der Loon, Piet, 47 n
van Gulik, R. H.，210
Vulture Peak (Ling-chiu shan), ig g -z o o
wa-tzu (public pleasure-grounds), 1，26
Waddell, L. A., 36 n, 49 n
Waley, A. D.， 11 n, 14 n, 21 n， 34 n，
36 n, 43, 49 n, 53 n, 54 n, 55 n
Wan-chieh kung, i j n
Wan-huo cKing-yin (Chih-yiin chii-shih),
80, 87-9
Wang Hsiao-ch’uan，123 n, 131 n
Wang Kuo-wei (1877-1927), 26
Wang Lun, Shui-hu hero, 32 n
Wang P’i-chiang，116 n, 117 n, 140 n
Wang Shao-t’ang，3, 4
Wang Shih-fu, 81
Wang Yang-ming (1472-1528), 170
war with Heaven, 69, 82, 84, 109-13, 136,
161 n
Warrior of the North, i j 2
Warrior-king, 34
Wei Cheng (580-643), S 3 , 58, 17 8 -9
Wei-t’o tsun-t’ien, ig 8
Western Paradise, 15, 18, 22, 73, 77,
94-5, 103, 109, 180-1，183, 190, 199
White Ape，82, 99, 114 - 2 ^ , 135, 162 n,
165 n
white clothing, 31-2, 135，190
white horse, 49-50, 85-6, 95, 167, 172-4,
191，195
White-patterned Snake-demon, 32 n
white tiger demon, 32，35
wine，theft of, no, 112-13, 136
woodcutter, 59 n, 98 n，135
wooden fish, musical instrument, 192
Wu Ch’ang-ling (? thirteenth century),
17 , 75, 77, 87- 9, 102, 173

General Index
Wu-ch’ao ch’an-shih，16
Wu-chih-ch’i ，u o y 112, 135, 139-53
Wu-chuang Kuan, i j 6
Wu Hsiao-ling, 139, 160，162
Wu-hsing shan, 86，H 2 > 152 n, 167
Wu-k’ung，name of Sun Hsing-che, /09,
126 , 184
Wu-lin chiu-shih

(Chou Mi), 147 n
Wu-pien ta-li kuei, 1 3 1
Wu Sung, 4一7 n
Wu-tai shih p ’ing-hua, 10，57, 147 n
Wu Yueh ch’un-ch’iu (? Chao Yeh),
14 1 n

21, 33, 35-6, 49, 177
Yang, C. K., 140 n
Yang Ching-yen (var. -hsien) (fourteenth
century), 75, 77-8, 80, 173;
hsia,
77-8

yaksa,

Yang_ch’ un_tsou， 13 2 -2

Yang Hsien-chih (? thirteenth century),
56 n

Yang Kuang, u g , 122
Yang-li ta-hsien, 65
Yang Lien-sheng, 57 n, 60 n
Yang Shen, i j 2
Yang T ’i, " 2 -3
Yang Tung-lai, 76
‘ Yang’ version of Hsi-yu chi, 74 n
Yeh Te-chun, 10 n, 57 n, 104 n
Yeh-shih-yuan shu-mu (Ch’ien Tseng),
126 n, 129, 133, 136 n, 150 n
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Yen Tun-i, 78—
80，121-2，123 n，130-3,
144 n
Yi Tam-myong (seventeenth century), 61
Yin-o chiang-chiin, 7J, ig6
Yin-shan, 145
Yii, Fukien publisher (fourteenth cen
tury), 70
Yii Chia-hsi, 37 n, 54 n, 115 n
Yii-ch’ih Ching-te, ----- Kung (585658)，83, 87, 178, 194, 200
Yii-lan-p’en， see Avalambana
Yii P’ing-po，92
Yii Yen (1258-1314), /69-70
Yuan-ch'u hsiian (Tsang Mao-hsiin), 80
yiian-pen, early dramatic entertainment,
44 , 75, 143, 147
Yiian-shan-f ang ch’U-p’in (Ch’i Piaochia), 7 6 ;
chU-p’in ，133
Yiian-shih T ，
ien-tsun， 129
Yiian Shou-ch’eng，777-8
Yiian Sun，13 4 -8 , 157-8
Yuan T ’ung-li，52 n
Yueh-tu ching, 140-1^ 143
Yugoslavia, 2, 7
Yun-hua, 1^ 3 n
Yiin-k’ung chii-shih, 77, 81
Yung-lo ta-tien ， 52, 56，58, 123; Hsi-yu
chi fragment in, 32 n，52-9, 64，66,
85-6, 101，103, 177-9
Zayton (cf. Ch，
iian-chou)，47-51，85，159
Zhirmunsky, V., 2 n

